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Editorial Note 

This volume is compiled as a token of tribute to Professor Kayam 
Nagamma Reddy whose sad demise on the fateful morning of 19'11 May, 
200X at Nizam 's Institute of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad left us bereft 
of her presence. Dr.Nagamma Reddy is considered as the leading 
Phonetician of the country by most academics. She is an academician
thinker, who deeply influenced and held her sway over people who came 
in contact with her. Her main forte is in the field of ""Phonetics'' a branch 
of Linguistics. She has rendered selfless and yeoman service to the 
student community for more than two and half decades. As a Professor 
of Linguistics her passion and dedication for the subject manifested in 
building a fascination, and a penchant for the subject among her students, 
she \Vas also actively associated with the cause for women. She held 
various offices of distinction, both academic and administrative, authored 
many books held the editorial desk of several important publications, 
chaired and organized many symposia, seminars and conferences as a 
resource person and committee member. She was an advisor, evaluator 
to most of the speech labs in premium institutes like the liT sand advisory 
member to different institutes and universities, rendered keynote and 
endowment lectures catapulting various academic and social issues into 
limelight. She was a visiting professor to several universities in India and 
abroad. 

Dr. Nagamma Reddy was born on I'' July, 1947 in Rangampeta 
Village, Chandragiri Taluk, Chittoor District of Andhra Pradesh. The two 
people in her life who were instrumental in supporting and building her 
educational career were her father Sri. K. Ramanatha Reddy, who saw 
her keen interest in studies, encouraged her to pursue higher studies 
during a time when education for girls was discouraged and her husband 
Prof. B. Ramakrishna Reddy who guided, moulded and shO\ved her the 
path to reach greater heights in her career. She did her schooling at the 
Z.P. Higher Secondary School, Chandragiri and later her B.A. at Sri 
Padmavati Women's College, S.V. University, Tirupati in 1968 and M.A. 
Linguistics from the University ofPoona in 1971. She obtained her Ph.D. 
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in Phonetics from the Department of Phonetics and Linguistics, 
University of Edinburgh, Scotland, U.K. in 19X I. Upon her return from 
Edinburgh University, Prof. ·Nagamma Reddy joined the Department of 
Linguistics as a faculty member in 1982 and held several important 
positions such as Chairperson, Board of Studies in Linguistics, Head of 
the Department, Director, Women's Studies etc. 

The present volume consists of 2 7 research papers on various 
aspects of linguistics. which arc contributed by Professor Nagamma 
Reddy's colleagues. friends and students as a token of affection in her 
memory. 

These articles broadly fall into the following areas: (i) Sanskrit 
and Prakrit grammars, (ii) Tamil grammar and modern Tamil linguistic 
analysis, (iii) Phonetics, (iv) Speech technology, (v) Morphology, (vi) 
Syntax, (vii) Semantics, (viii) Neurolinguistics, (ix) Language teaching, 
(x) Tribal language studies, (xi) Translation. (xii) Dialect studies, (xiii) 
Comparative Dravidian, and (xiv) Stylistics, these arc the areas in which 
Dr. Nagamma Reddy evinced a keen research interest. 

The first article is on Prakrit grammarians as the historical linguists 
of India. It shows how the Prakrit grammarians formulated rigorous rules 
to account for the phonological, morphological and s~·ntactic changes 
that affected the Sanskrit language in the course of its development into 
Prakrit. The author brings out the contribution of Prakrit grammarians, 
who noticed the phonetic correspondences between languages and 
discussed them, even prior to the European scholars. The second article 
is on Sanskrit tradition in phonetics. It deals with the mode of production 
of the sound and its final culmination into individual sounds. In other 
words, it is a general phonetic introduction to grammar and it is not 
associated \Vith any particular branch ofVeda. The third one is on concept 
of Word in Sanskrit Grammar. The paper discusses the four fold 
categorization of words by drawing examples from 13-gveda, Nirukta, 
Tantravartika and Vakyapadlyam. 
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The fourth article deals \\ith dirpeluttukal (dependent or 
secondary phonological clements) of traditional Tamil grammars \\ ith 
those of phonemes and allophones of structural linguistics. Even though 
there arc certain similarities that one may notice among these concepts 
of modern structural linguistics and the traditional grammars of Tamil 
(Tolkappiyam), the rules in Tolkappiyam arc difTerent and relate to the 
different shapes of the lexical items in terms ofcjuttus. Therefore, ejuttus 
cannot be equated with the phonetic representation of generative 
phonology. Tolkappiyam ejuttatikaram shares certain properties\\ ith both 
the theories of structural linguistics and generative phonology. The author 
brings out the framework of phonology ofTolkappiyam and shows that it 
is different from both the theories of structural linguistics and generative 
phonology and distinct in its own way. The fifth article is on Sankcli 
numeral system and compares it with standard Tamil. This paper tries to 
describe the numeral formation of a sub-dialect of Sanketi, called Kaushika 
Sankcti with a set of morphophonemic rules to take care of the various 
changes: and concludes with a comparative note. The sixth article deals 
with the negatives in old and modern Tami I. It takes into account 
morphological, syntactic and semantic behaviour of negatives in old and 
modern Tamil. The seventh article presents a comparative study of second 
case in Tamil and Telugu. It describes the second case, its surface marker, 
and its functions in a sentence i·n Tamil and Tclugu. The eighth article is 
on Aspiration in Oriya, which is based on a temporal-oriented instrumental 
study. The ninth article is on Malayalam compound formation. It deals 
with compounding in Malayalam from both the traditional and a modern 
perspective of linguistics. The tenth article deals with an I_ravalla folk 
talc entitled ·seven men and a woman' narrated by an old woman of the 
I_ravalla community. It is presented in the form of 132 narrative pieces 
followed by free English translation. From the narration one can observe· 
the convergence of I_ravalla with Tamil mostly at the lexical level and 
some at the morphological level. The mythical story centers around the 
love between a girl and a sam bar (ko[ame in I_ravalla), the secret husband 
of the girl. The story ends with a shocking tragic note as climax. The 
eleventh article deals with sound system in Didayi, a Munda language, 
which discusses the overall pattern of sounds and the permissible 
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consonant combinations in Didayi language. The twelfth article presents 
the newly discovered Ethiopian language A f Dubi (literally means mouth 
of Dubi people). It provides sociolinguistic aspects of the Dubi people 
and lexical similarities between Af Dubi and Somali and Oromo. The 
thirteenth article is on Krudanta formations in Tulu. It discusses how the 
verbal nouns are formed in Tulu and the processes involved in it. 

The fourteenth article is on speech technology, which is Professor 
Nagamma Reddy's forte. In fact the author of this article, Ms.Sunita 
Vijay Kumar, was working under madam·s guidance for her research 
work when madam ·s demise came. The article deals with the relevance 
of teaching pronunciation of English language in India and its use in 
academics. The author also explains how a neutralized English 
pronunciation can be imparted with the intervention of speech analysis 
software. The fifteenth article deals with semantic and syntactic 
performance tasks of primary school children who have hearing 
impairment problems. The authors suggest programs for accelerating 
the growth and development of language acquisition in children with 
hearing impaim1ent at the crucial stages of early childhood. The sixteenth 
article deals with inter-categorical and intra-categorical errors in 
instrumental case form and case relations in Hindi speaking aphasic 
adults. It presents the findings of five fluent and two non-fluent Aphasics
two Broca's, two Wernicke's, two T.S.A. 's and one Anomie subject. 
The study shows that there were both inter-categorical (instrument
commitative, instrument-source, instrument-locative etc.) and intra
categorical errors in instrumental case role in the naming of Aphasics. 
Apart from these, onomatopoeic errors, neologisms, phonemic paraphasias 
and empty speech too were observed in this study. The seventeenth 
article deals \vith postcolonial translation and the translator's visibility or 
invisibility issue in cultural translation. It is based on the study of Indian 
literature in English translation. The author discusses the translation 
strategy adopted by these translators; examines the form and shape the 
English language acquires in these translations. It concludes by arguing 
that these thick or academic translations that domesticate the English 
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language to suit the native textual practices and cultural nuances reflect 
postcolonial ideology and translation practice. 

The eighteenth article deals with few occasional observations 
on grammaticalization in Dravidian linguistics since 1856. It gives a brief 
discussion on the relevance of grammaticalization studies in Dravidian 
linguistics and places Robert Caldwell"s observations on 
grammaticalizations with special reference to the grammaticalization path 
of *kal 'leg, foot" into spatial postposition kal and locative suffix -ka/ in 
South-Dravidian I. The nineteenth article deals with the \videsprcad 
assumption that voicing was not phonemic in Proto-Dravidian. Also there 
arc counter expressions to such a premise. Even though this issue has 
been well researched by linguists but there is hardly any serious Nostratic 
validation on the subject. The author in this article aimed at rc-rcprcsenting 
the Dravidian antiquity in the context ofNostratic hypothesis by critically 
evaluating the non attestation of voiced stops in Prato-Dravidian. The 
twentieth article deals with the research on Tclugu dialect studies and 
the current status of it. TI1e paper brings out the commonalities and salient 
features of the four major regional dialects ofTelugu at the grammatical 
level. The 1\venty-first article deals with News media language and the 
role they play in Standardizing and Modernizing Tclugu. Modernization 
has helped in two ways, i.e. (i) to expand the lexicon ofTelugu by new 
words and expressions and (ii) to develop new discourses. The twenty
second article presents a stylistic analysis of the naming speech of 
doqqa[a a field-drama that developed in the Northern Karnataka. In 
this field-drama every character introduces him-self or her-self to the 
audience by mentioning his or her name. Whenever a ne\v character 
enters the stage it is followed by a very peculiar style of dialogue which 
provides a unique place for doqqa[a. The characters to introduce 
themselves have to follow a definite pattern of three stages. The twenty
third article de::tls with onomatopoeic words, and interjections. Even 
though these concepts are well established but interjections often receive 
much less attention, as they arc much fewer in number \vhile being more 
frequent in spoken than in written language. The article concentrates on 
the issue whether there is any overlap between onomatopes and 
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interjections in terms of grammatical category or not? Drawing data 
from Persian, English and Tclugu it tries to answer this question. The 
twenty-fourth article deals with cleft constructions in Iraqi Arabic 
language. Cleft construction is one of the grammatical devices used to 
highlight certain elements of the sentence or to emphasize a particular 
idea. This study adopts two models of analysis given by Halliday ( 1994) 
and Prince ( 1978) to explore the intricacies of spoken Arabic of Iraq. 
The Twenty-fifth article is on pronunciation problems faced by the second 
language learners. The author investigates the problem areas in learning 
specific sounds of a language like English either as a second language, 
additional language or a foreign language, or French as a foreign 
language, (like ·schwa' and 'interdental fricatives' of English and ·front 
rounded vowels' in French) in a monolingual situation at the phonetic 
level, in comparison with those in a multilingual situation. The hventy
sixth article deals with Syllable stmcture in Tclugu. It also tries to elaborate 
and discuss the clements of a Syllable and possibilities of both mono and 
polysyllabic words in terms of C (consonant) and V (vowel) patterns in 
Tclugu. It provides certain possible proposals for handling consonant 
sequences and clusters in terms of syllable division. The author makes 
an attempt to explain \vord structure in Tclugu. The twenty-seventh article 
deab with the acoustic analysis of Savara nasals. The paper aims at 
providing the acoustic characteristics of nasals in terms of formant 
frequencies and their duration which has not been explored so far on 
Savara language. 

Editors 
K.Ramesh Kumar 
Mohammad Ansari 
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I. A PROFILE OF DR. K. NAGAMMA REDDY (1947-2008) 

Dr. Nagamma Reddy was born on July I, 194 7 in Rangampeta 
Village, Chandragiri Taluk, Chittoor District, Andhra Pradesh. She had 
her schooling at the Z.P. Higher Secondary SchooL Chandragiri. She 
studied at the Sri Padmavati Women's College, Tirupati for her 
undergraduation, receiving a B.A. from the S .Y. University, Tirupati in 
1968. Later on she joined the Deccan College, Pune where she was 
trained in linguistics by eminent teachers and she obtained an M.A. in 
Entire Linguistics from the University of Poona in 1971. Soon after her 
M.A., during the summer of 1971, Nagamma Reddy worked as a faculty 
member teaching Telugu to F.A.C .T. trainees at the Department of 
Linguistics, University ofKerala. She participated in the Summer School 
of Linguistics organised under the Directorship of Prof. V.I. Subramoniam 
and got a Certificate in Linguistics from the University of Kerala and 
also attended the I'' AICDL with a paper-presentation. In the following 
academic vcar of 1971-72 she obtained a Certificate in Kannada from 
the University of Mysore, on getting trained at the Institute of Kannada 
Studies. 

Nagamma Reddy was a Research Scholar in Phonetics at the 
Department of Phonetics and Linguistics, University of Edinburgh, 
Scotland, U.K. from 1974 to 1981. She received a P.G. Diploma in 
Phonetics and later she was awarded a Ph.D. in Linguistics (Phonetics) 
for her thesis entitled '·Consonants and Vowels in Telugu: An Instrumental 
Study"'. She also held a position of part-time Tutor in Phonetics at the 
University of Edinburgh during 1979-1980. 

After joining the Osmania University, Nagamma Reddy had been 
teaching Postgraduate classes and guiding research students since 1982. 
She had been actively engaged in research and other academic activities. 
She had published more than 60 research papers in different journals in 
India and abroad and also on Women Studies. She had contributed to 
International Conferences like European Conference on Speech 
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Technology, International Conference on Spoken Language Processing 
and others. Her research covers a wide range of topics in General and 
Telugu phonetics (Acoustic, Experimental and Applied), Phonology, 
Typology and Universals, Speech Technology and Dialectology. She was 
a Lecturer, Reader and later a Professor of Linguistics, at the Centre of 
Advanced Study in Linguistics, and the Director, Centre for Women's 
Studies, Osmania University. 

Nagamma Reddy has edited the Osmania Papers in Linguistics 
1987, 1988, 2002 and 2003, Speech Technology: Issues and 
Implications in Indian Languages, 2000 (International School of 
Dravidian Linguistics, Thimvananthapuram); and co-edited Proceedings 
ofthe Information Revolution and Indian l.anguages, 1999 (Language 
Technology Research Centre, lilT, Hydcrabad); Language Matters: 
in honour ·o.l Pn~l l. Ramarao, 200 I (Book Links Corporation and 
Osmania University, Hyderabad); and ."J'tudies in Phonetics and 
l)honology; with reference to Indian Languages, (ESS ESS 
Publications, Ncv·: Delhi 2002). Received the Prestigious 'Phonetic Society 
of India award' for the book on "Studies in Phonetics and Phonology: 
with reference to Indian languages", instituted by the Dravidian Linguistics 
Association, Thiruvananthapuram at the 32'"1 All India Conference of 
Dravidian Linguists held at P.S. Telugu University, Warangal in June 
2004, from the hands of His Excellency the Governor of Andhra Pradesh. 
Conferred with an honorary appointment to the Professional Women's 
Advisory Board, the Board of Directors, Governing Board of Editors 
and Publications Board of the American Biographical Institute, 2003. 

Nagamma Reddy had been a visiting Professor to Several 
Universities. She had served as a Resource person and Advisory 
Committee Member at different Institutes and Universities in India. She 
had organised several Seminars, Symposia and Lectures by distinguished 
personalities. She had travelled widely visiting United Kingdom, Italy, 
Japan and Mauritius to participate in International Conferences. She had 
given Key11oteaddress on 'Dravidian Phonology' atAnnamalai University, 
'Women in Development' at S. V. University, Presidential Address on 
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'Indian Languages in News Media' at Aligarh Muslim University, and on' 
·People's Languages and National Development', Indian Academy of 
Social Sciences, Allahabad. 

Besides teaching and research, she had been actively engaged in 
the diffusion of scientific temper. She had served as an executive Council 
Member of Acoustic Society of India (and appointed as an honorary 
Fellow of the Society), Indian Academy of Social Sciences, International 
Phonetic Association, and Secretary of Dravidian Linguistics Association 
and Governing Council Member ofSharada Vidyalaya College for Women, 
affiliated to the Osmania University. She was awarded a Fellowship by 
the Central Institute of Indian Languages (Ministry of Human Resource 
Development, Department of Education, Government of India), Mysore, 
1993 for advanced research in Telugu Phonetics. She held a Major 
Research Project on ·suprasegmentals in Telugu: Acoustic Phonetic 
Structure and Linguistic Function', from the University Grants 
Commission, New Delhi, 1998-200 I. She was a Chief-Resource Person 
on Telugu Language for Online Programme of the Project on ''Language 
Information System - India" (LIS-India) Central Institute on Indian 
Lmguages, Mysore (2002-2006). She was a member of an Interactive 
and Collaborative Project on Speech Synthesis and Recognition for Telugu, 
Department of Computer & Infonnational Sciences, Artificial Intelligence 
Lab, University ofHyderabad (2005 to 2007). 

As the NSS Programme Officer, Nagamma Reddy rendered social 
service by participating in the National Integration Camp, by organising 
literacy progranunes for rural women and also by preparation of literacy 
materials. As the Director of Women studies, she has organised 
awareness progrmmnes, training camps and national and local seminars 
on women's issues. She has held collaborative research projects in 
Phonetics \Vith several National institutions such as Indian Institute of 
Technology, Madras: Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata; Tata Institute 
of Fundamental Research, Mumbai; and Central Institute of Indian 
Languages, Mysore. 
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Nagamma Reddy had made seminal contributions and rendered 
yeoman service in the areas of education, social work and science and 
technology. She had organised several programmes, gave lectures on 
Indian culture in Edinburgh, UK, when she was a research scholar there 
( 1974-1981 ). Hailing from the backward rural area of Rayalaseema in 
Andhra Pradesh, she had risen to the status of a University Professor by 
sheer self discipline, perseverance and commitment to the work 
undertaken. Her motto had been work is \vorship, either at the University 
or at the social work outside. Her main forte was in the field of Phonetics, 
in which she contributed to the very rarely touched field of Acoustic 
Phonetics. She rendered selfless and devoted service to the student 
community for more than three decades. She was not only a Professor 
ofLinguisties who had built a fascination, and a penchant of the subject 
among her students, but had been actively associated with the cause for 
women and also serving the larger community in mobil ising and organising 
social service camps. 

II. K. Nagamma Reddy's Publications 

1972. Mother Tongue Teaching. J>roceedings ollhe Firs/ All India 
Con_ference ofDravidian Unguis!.\·. Thiruvananthapuram: DLA 
ppJ82-388. 

1979. Problems of Syllable-Division in Telugu. Work in Progress, 
Department of Linguistics, University of Edinburgh, Vol. II, 
pp.l35-140 

1980. Consonant Combinations in Telugu. Work in J>rogress. 
Department of Linguistics, University of Edinburgh, Vol.l2, pp. 79-
99. 

1981. Place of Articulation of Velar Plosives. Work in Progress, 
Department of Linguistics, University of Edinburgh, Vol. 13, 
pp.l33-138. 

1982. Kymographic and Spectrographic Study of Aspiration in Telugu. 
Osmania Papers in Unguislics, Vol.7 and 8, pp.l55-174. 
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1984. Phonetic Problems in Common Core Vocnbulary. Popers on 
Common Core Vocohulary in Indian l,anguoges. International 
Tclugu Institute, Hydcrabad, pp.l9-30. 

1985. Phonetic Conditioning of Duration of VO\vcls and Consonants in 
Tclugu. Osmonia Papers in Unguistics, Vol. II, pp.54-S3. 

1986a. Sequential Constraints on Consonant Combinations in Manda. 
(Co-author: B. Ramakrishna Reddy). Osmania l)apers in 
Unguistics, Vol.l2, pp.36-5S. 

b. The Place of Articulation of Retroflex Consonants in Telugu. 
Proceedings c~/' the XIII All India Conference of' Dravidian 
Unguists, Thanjavur, pp.l63-l 86. 

c. An Instrumental Phonetic Study of Long and Short Vowels in 
Telugu. Proceedings (~t' the XIII All India Conf'erence o( 
Linguists, Poona, pp.127-148. 

1987a. Editor, Osmania papers in Linguistics, Vol. 13. 

b. A Summary of Seminar Talks on Phonetics, Report No. I. The 
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Indian 
Institute of Technology, Madras. 

c. Acoustic Phonetics, Report No.2 liT, Madras. 

d. The Duration and Acoustic Description of Sounds, Report No.4. 
liT, Madras. 

e. An Articulatory and Acoustic Study of Trills in Malayalam. (co
author: K. Srikumar), Osmania Papers in Linguistics, Vol. 13, 
pp.89-101. 

f. Constraints on Consonant Seqt'tenccs Across Some Indian 
Languages: A typological view. Osmania papers in Unguistics, 
Vol.l3,pp.37-57. 

g. An Acoustic Phonetic Expert for Analysis and Processing of 
Continuous Speech in Hindi. (Co-author: Esvvar et al) Furopean 
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Conference on ,\jJeech Technology, Edinburgh, U.K. Vol.l, 
pp.369-372. 

1988a. Editor: Osmania papers in l-inguistics, Vol.l4. 

b. The Duration of Telugu Speech Sounds: An Acoustic Study . 
.Journal (~(Institution of Hlectronics and Telecommuni-cation 
Engineers. Vol.34, No.I, Special Issue of JIETE on Speech 
Processing, Nev.· Delhi, pp.36-57. Also in a book on Signal 
Processing, cd. By S. Prasad and V.U. Reddy, Indian Institute 
ofTcchnology, Delhi. 

c. Toward a Reanalysis of Aspirated Consonants in Telugu. 
Proceedings c~f the XV All India Conference (~l Linguists, 
Poona, pp.29-42+5. 

1990. Linguistic Differences Between Spoken and Written Tclugu: 
Some Implications for Literacy./ndian Journal (~f Adult 
Hducation, .\jJeciallssue on Orality and Ute racy Vol.5l, No.4, 
pp.130-l44. 

1991 a. Nasalization in Tclugu: An Electrokymographic Study. In Lakshmi 
Bai, B. and B. Ramakrishna Reddy eds. Studies in General 
and Dravidian Unguistics: In honour (~( Hh.Krishnamurti. 
Hyderabad: CASL, Osmania University, pp.141-l66+ 166a and 
b. 

b. Women, Gender and Language Structure. International Journal 
ofDravidian Unguistics, Vol.20, No.2 pp.83-90. 

1992a. Tutorial on Speech Technology (Co-authored with 
Ycgnanarayana ct. al.) Indian Institute of Technology, Madras. 

b. Interaction of Phonation Type and VO\vcl Duration: The Case of 
Certain Indian Languages. Workshop on .\jJeech Technology. 
liT, Madras. 

c. Aspirated and Voiced Plosivcs in Kharia: Some Issues in 
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THE PRAKRIT GRAMMARIANS: 
HISTORICAL LINGlJISTS OF ANCIENT INDIA 

P. S. Subrahmanyam 
Hangalore 

ABSTRACT: The Prakrit grammars starting fromth<lt ofY<1raruci (some 
time before the I O'h ccntul)' AD) treat the deYclopment of the Prakrit language 
from Sanskrit. They have stated the phonologic:JI Changes (and 
morphosyntactic changes) in the form of siitrns which. with their great 
precision. sophistication and thoroughness, reveal the mles of modern 
linguists. This paper shows that the authors of these works should be 
considered as the first historical linguists of the world. 

It will be shown in the present paper that long before each of a few 
European scholars beginning with Claudio Tolomei of the 16' 11 century 
noted one or two phonetic correspondences between languages (sec 
below), the authors of Prakrit grammars had fonnulatcd rigorous 
rules on a much wider scale to account for the phonologicaL 
morphological and syntactic changes that affected the Sanskrit 
language in the course of its development into Prakrit1

. Bharata ·s 
Notvafostra (about 6' 11 century AD) itself contains a few statements 
about the phonological developments found in Prakrit (Vaidya I 954: 
472-73) (see Appendix-f): they can be considered as the world·s 
earliest statements of phonological change". Vararuci (the first Prakrit 
grammarian but of unknown date [Vaidya 1954: xvi), Hemacandra 
(1088/89-1172/73 AD), Trivikramadeva ( 1236-1300AD [according 
to Vaidya ( 1954: xxvi)l) and Cattcla were the oldest ones among the 
Prakrit grammarians. The grammars of Vararuci (l'rokrtaprakafa 
[PP; Kunhan R::~,ja and Ramachandra Sanna 1946; Jha 1940]) and 
Trivikramadeva (Prokrtafahdonufo.'wnam I PJ; Vaidya 1954 I) form 
the main basis for the present study3 Although they anticipated to a 
large extent the methods of the neogrammarians, their contributions 
to the study of linguistic change have not so far received recognition 
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in any survey of the histoty' oflinguistics. As the Sanskrit grammarians 
arc recognized for their unparalleled contribution to phonetics and 
descriptive techniques, so also the Prakrit grammarians must be 
recognized for their significant contribution to the study of linguistic 
change As we can find from a study of their work, their 
understanding of linguistic change was on a par with that of the 
neogrammarians and was both qualitatively and quantitatively far 
superior to the stray observations of pre-19111 century European 
scholars like Cladio Tolomei ( 16~' centul)')"\ Melchior Goldast ( 16111 

century)', Fransciscus Junius ( 17111 century) !nd A. Turgot (I W11 

centuryf'. 

2. The source of inspiration for the Prakrit grammarians in achieving 
their objective in a perfect way undoubtedly was the descriptive 
method perfected by Pattini7

. They have adopted the methods of the 
Pattin ian tradition like the usc of itsa"J)Jlti 'indicator/marker', 
pratytihtira ·coining a short technical term for a group sounds or 
suffixes', parihhti5a 'metarule', adhiktira 'head rule which is 
combined with subsequent Siitras up to the indicated liniit' and 
amlV[Ifi ·coming Clown of a word from an earlier Siitra'. Wherever 
necessary, they have also created new pratytihtiras (for example, 
f 5 and s arc called ;w{ll cf PJ 1.1. 71 which is used to avoid repetition 
of the three sounds in places where they have to be referred to), 
panhhti5as and technical tcnns (for example, vikar,m£1 IPP 3.57] 
for ·anaptyxis' and sthitipariV[Ifi£1 [PP 4.281fl0'atyayal} [PJ 1.4.1111 
for ·metathesis'). Wherever generalisations arc possible, individual 
sounds or sound sequences that undergo similar or identical changes 
(for example, consonant clusters rmles (xiv) and (xv)]) are grouped 
together and their substitutes are stated in a single rule. 

3. The Prakrit grammarians noted that the vocabulary of the Prakrit 
language can be divided into three types on the basis of origin. They 
are: (i) tatsama (Prakrit words that arc identical with the Sanskrit 
words, i.e. unassimilated loans from Sanskrit, lit., those that are 
identical with it I= Sanskrit]), (i) defya (regional words, i.e. those 
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that are not derivable from Sanskrit) and (iii) tadhhava (words 
derived from Sanskrit, lit., those that arc derived from it I= Sanskrit 1). 
TI1ey were mainly concerned with the words of the third category 
which they derived from the corresponding Sanskrit \vords by means 
of mlesM. 

4. A broad analysis of the contents of the first grammar PP gives us an 
insight into the comprehensiveness and scientific condensation ar
rived at by the grammarians in describing the developments that 
took place in different areas of the Sanskrit language during its evo
lution into Prakrit. The work contains 419 ,\'fitras distributed into 
eight chapters (three more small chapters found in some manuscripts 
arc not part of the original work according to the editors). The first 
four chapters \vith 185 Sfitras in total deal \vith phonological devel
opments in nominal stems. The 43 Sfitras of Chapter I arc mainly 
concerned \Vith the change of the vowel of the first syllable. 

The first 28 of the total 43 S'fi.tras of Chapter 2 arc concerned \vith 
change of consonants in the intervocalic position while Siitras 29-37 
trace changes in the consonants in the word initial position. Sfitras 
38-43 treat consonants that undergo changes irrespective of the 
position of their occurrence (n > 'l· f'5 s [but h in some words!). 

Of the 65 Siitras of Chapter 3, the first 56 arc concerned with the 
change of consonant clusters. Siitras 57-65 deal \vith cases of 
breaking a cluster by the insertion of a vowel. 

TI1e 34 Szltras of Chapter 4 treat miscellaneous changes. The first 
one is concerned with vowel changes in words \vithin a compound. 
Szltras 2-5 state the deletion of the unit consonant+ vowel in particular 
words. Szltra 6 assigns deletion of a word final consonant with Szltras 
7-9 stating exceptions to the fonncr. Szltra II assigns hindu (dot 
above a syllable in writing) for word final m while 12-16 continue the 
topic of hindu in other cases. Szltras 17-19 assign to stems gender 
other than the original one of Sanskrit. Siitra 20 states the change of 
the prevcrbs ava and apa to o. Siitras 21-24 give substitutes for 
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certain Sanskrit suffixes. Sfitras 25-27 state the addition of suffixes 
that have no specific meaning to certain nominal stems. Siitras 28-
321ist cases of syllable metathesis. Sfitra 33 (grhasya gham'pata11) 
which states two different developments for grha- "house' under 
different conditions is notable; while it changes to gaham as an 
individual word it changes to gaha when followed by pati- in a 
compound: grha 1 pati{1 gaha val "owner of the house'. Srara 
34 gives approval for words with irregular changes th~ arc not 
otherwise accounted for in the grammar by grouping them under the 
group daqhadi 'daqha etc.' (daqha- < dm!l"<~[ra "large tooth' itself 
is illustrative of such irregular development). 

Chapters S-7 comprise 5N7.tras that mainly deal with morphology with 
a few on syntax. The Prakrit suffixes are stated as substitutes for 
the Scmskrit ones. Chapter S (l 07 Sii.tras) is concemed with case 
suffixes and stem variation before them. lbe last two Siitras of this 
chapter point out the syntactic changes that affect the language (see 
mlcs (i) and (ii)): while I 06 assigns the plural number in the place of 
the dual I 08 assigns the 6' 11 case in the place of the 4' 11 case. 

Chapter 6 (33 Szitra.\·) is concemed with finite verb suffixes and the 
altemations in the roots before them. 

Chapter 7 (71 ,\'iitras) presents the Prakrit equivalents of Sanskrit 
roots (see mles (xxxvii)-(xli)). 

The first 22 Szltras of Chapter 8 give exclamations and the senses 
conveyed by them. Siitra 23 (fe.m[i sm!lskrtat), which is the last 
one of the chapter as "dl as of the entire work states that whatever 
remains unsaid ({1·.\(/b) should be taken from Sanskrit (grammar) 
(SCII!ISkfl/1/). 

5. Following the Pa1unian tradition of stating morphophonemic and 
allomorphic variations, a Sanskrit sound that undergoes change U. 
given in the 6'" case, the Prakrit sound that comes in its place is 
treated as its substitute and is given in the I •• case and the conditioning 
element is given in the 5'11 case if it precedes the underlying sound or 
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in the 7'" case if it follows the same. The same technique is also 
used in the morphology part with the Sanskrit form (case suffix/verb 
suffix/verb root) given as the underlying fonn (in the 6'" case) and 
the corresponding Prakrit form as its substitute (in the I "1 case); in 
this part ofthe grammar, however, the grammarians could not have 
made any implications of direct descent unlike in the case of phonology 
since the phonological divide between the Sanskrit and Prakrit forms 
is very wide in many of the cases (sec§§ 12-13). The following two 
general rules that are concerned with morphology and syntax at the 
same time may be noted: 

(i) dvivacanm~va hahuvacanam (PP 5.106; PJ 2.3.34) 'the plural 
(bahuvacanam) occurs (i.e., is used) in the place of the (Sanskrit) 
dual (dvivacanasya)', e.g.(dvau) kuruta~1 (dual) >> (doll'li) 
latrzanti (plural) 'two are doing', (dvau) padmt (dual) >> (do) paa 
(plural) 'two feet'. 

(ii) caturthya[1 ,m;>[hl (PP 5.107; ueso uam PS 2.3.35) 'the 6'" case 
(§at;[hU1Jam) occurs (i.e., is used) in the place of the (Sanskrit) 4'" 
case (caturthya{l' ua.m{1)', e.g. (namo) deviiya (4'" case)>> (!zamo) 
devassa (6~' case) '(salutation) to god'~. 

6. The detailed analysis presented in the following paragraphs with 
illustration of the original ,\'i"itras makes evident the depth of 
understanding the Prakrit grammarians had about linguistic change 
and the scientific precision they showed in framing the rules to account 
for it. In describing the phonological changes, they treated the entire 
data in a highly systematic way. For each original sound or class of 
sounds, a general rule that is valid for the majority of the cases is 
given first. It is later supplemented by rules that arc exceptions to 
the general one and operate in certain word groups or even in a 
particular word (sec §II). A rule stated with restricted conditioning 
always takes precedence over the general rule; this prii1ciple has 
been taken from Pattinian granunar (see note 17). The conditionings 
stated include initial position (with distinction between a vowel 
preceded by a consonant or not [rules (v), (vi), (viii) and (x)l), 
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intervocalic position (rule (ix)), final position (rule (xiii)) and the 
position of a particular consonant in a consonant cluster vis-a-vis 

the other members (sec below; even the sentence initial position is 
brought in one case [rule (iv)l). The grammarians have noted that 
one and the same sound has different developments in different 
positions. The developments ofy is a case in point: y > j in the initial 
position (rule (viii)),y .. · 0 in the intervocalic position (rule (ix)) and 
after a consonant (rule (xvii)) but dhyhy- jh (rule (xviii)). What is 
remarkable is the grouping together of sounds that undergo the same 
or similar change; sec, for example, rule (ix) in which k, g, c, j, t, d. 
p, y and v arc grouped together since they share the feature of 
undergoing deletion in the intervocalic position. It is also notable that 
they made a thorough analysis of the development of consonant 
clusters (rules (xiv)-(xxiv) are only examples for the many rules 
framed) and provided precise rules: k'g'tftidp/,'>iS is deleted when 
it is the first member of a cluster (rule (xiv)) min}' can be deleted 
only when it is the second member (mlc (xvii)); only /,iv/r can be 
deleted in either position (rule (xv)). 

7. Sii.tras (iii)-(xiii) serve as examples for those concemed with the 
changes of individual sounds. TI1cy apply to the vowels o(the first 
syllable or consonants that arc not members of any cluster (with 
specification of the syllable where required). All the ,\'iitras of the 
first chapter in PP have the word ade£1 'in the place of the word 
initial sound' read into them from the first Sfitra ader ata£1 'in the 
place of a word initial short a'; similarly in PJ the head mle 
(adhikara.\'fara) ade[l 1.2.2 is read into the subsequent Sii.tras up 
to 1.3.6. 

(iii) SGI!IJ'Oge (PJ 1.2.40) '(a short vowel lha£1 1.2.35 I) (occurs in the 
place of a I obviously, long I vowel !svarmya ·of a vowel' 1.2.39]) 
before a consonant cluster (smw•oge) ', e.g. tim ram > ambam 
'mango', cii.nzam > Cllll'lam 'powder'. PP docs not seem to 
state this process explicitly. 

v > 1-longJ / __ cc 
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(iv) itau to vakyadau (PJ 1.2.45) '(a fat 1.2.431) occurs (in the place 
of i fita£1 1.2.41 J) that occurs after (lit., belongs to) t (taM in iti 
(itau) that occurs at the beginning of a sentence (vakyadau)': iti 
> ia 'thus' (the development in the middle of a sentence is tti). 

i (after t of iti) > a /# 

(v) [to' t (PP 1.27; PJ 1.2. 73) 'short a (at) occurs in the place of { 
(J·ta{l) of the first syllable (after a word initial consonant fade£1 PP 
l.l])'l<•, e.g. mrdu£1 > mau ·soft'' vr,mhha£1 . vasaho 'bull' 11

. 

r >a /#C 

(vi) ayuktmya ri[1 (PP 1.28) (kevalmya ri£1 IPJ 1.2.891 with ade[1 
[1.2.2] andrta[l [1.2.73j added) 'ri (rilj) occurs in the place ofr 
lrtalj 1.271 that begins a ,.,.·ord and is not combined \vith (i.e., 
preceded by) a consonant (ayuklmJ•aikevalasya) ', e.g. rddhi£7 > 
riddhi 'increase', rk§a{1 > riccho 'bear (animal)'. 

r > ri /# 

(vii)aita et (PP 1.35) 'e occurs in the place of ai', auta ot (PP 1.41) 'o 
occurs in the place of au'. The t\vo Sz7tras arc combined into a 
single Siitra by Trivikramadeva: aica eu (PJ 1.2.1 0 I )12

. e.g.:faila[r 
> se/o ·mountain·, yauvanam > javvmzam 'youth'. 

[ai, au] > fe, o] /#(C) 

(viiV Cider yo ja{1 (PP 2.29), iider ja[1 (PJ 1.3. 74; the word ya[1 'y' 
is read into this from 1.3.68) 'j (ja£1} occurs in the place of 
initial (ade{1) y (ya{l)', e.g. ya_jj1a{1 > Jml'zo 'sacrifice', yaja{1 
> jaso 'fame'. 

y > j /#_ 

(ix) ka ga ca }a ta da pa ya vam prayo /opal! (PP 2.2: this follows 
the head rule ayuktmyiinadau 2.1 '(the following rules apply) 
to a consonant that is not a member of a cluster and is not at the 
beginning of a word') 'k~ft/cj/tidip;yiv 'which is not in the word 
initial position or within a consonant cluster (i.e. which is in the 
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intervocalic position) is generally deleted'u, e.g. loka!J > loo 
'world', mn:a(l > mio 'animal', nlcafJ > 1ll0 "mean fellow', bhuja(l 
> hhuo 'shoulder", gatafJ > gao ·one that has left", mada/1 > mao 
'haughtiness', hhiipa(1 > bln/o 'king',jayalj >jew "victory', deva(1 

deo ·god'. 

lk. g, C, ./. I, d, p, )( vi> 0 N[~longJ-VI<long[ 

(x) no 1zal! (PP 2.38) 'n - 'l ': nafJ (PJ 1.3.52; the whole head rule 
astor akhor aca/1 1.3. 7 'in the place of one that is not in a · 
consonant cluster (as to(!) nor in the initial position (akholj) and is 
after a vowel' and 'lafJ from 1.3.50 are read into this) '1z occurs in 
the place of n that is not in a consonant cluster nor in the initial 
position and is after a vowel'. e.g.: kanakam kwzaam ·gold', 
dhanam > dhmzam ·wealth·. 

n- 1zN V 
[~long[- (.llong[ 

(xi) odes 111 (PJ 1.3.53; as an exception to 1.3.52 this Szitra states that 
n . · 'l is optional (tu) if the former is in the initial position (adell)). 
e.g.: nadl 'lafinaJ 'river'. Trivikramadcva notes that sinccastolj 
·in the place of one that is not in a consonant cluster' is read into 
this from PJ 1.3. 7, this will not affect then of the cluster ny in 
nyaya(1 > nao 'justicc' 11 . 

n (optional)> 'l !#_ 

(xii)ja,m(1 sa(1 (PP 2.39) ·.,. (m(1) occurs in the place ofjand,;>';fo£1 
sal (PJ 1.3.87) 's occurs obligatorily in the place off,:; and s' 15

• 

e.g.: jabda{1 · saddo 'sound', ajva[1 - aso "horse', var,m(1 
vaso 'year·, je,m{1 seso 'remainder'. 

lf. 5· Ml > s 

(xiii) antyahalafJ (PP 4.6) "(0 [lopalj 4.2 I) occurs in the place of a 
word final consonant', antyahalo 'fradudJ (PJ 1.1.25) '(0 llopafJ 
1.1.241) occurs in the place of a word final consonant with the 
exception of ji-ad and ud (one of the prcverbs)'. E.g.: saras -
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saro 'lake', pafci'it pacchfi ·behind', p1mar pwza ·again' 
(contrast: ud+gatam uggaam 'that which came up')11'. 

C > 0 I # 

H. TI1e changes of consonants in clusters arc treated in two different 
ways as demanded by specific cases. Change (in the shape of 
deletion) of an individual consonant in clusters when it is the first or 
the second member or either constitutes one of the types ((xiv) -
(xvii)). The other type is the change of the consonant cluster as a 
whole into a different consonant or cluster ((xviii)-(xxiv)). 

(xiv) upari lopa[1 ka ga c[a Ia da pa 50 slim (PP 3.1) '0 (lopalj) 
occurs in the place of kgic{,tidp~~·s before a consonant (upari)'. 
The Srllra that corresponds to this in PJ, namely ka ga [a c[a ta da 
pa {1ka .pa for upary adre ( I .4. 77) adds [, !1. !1p and f and the 
cluster dr has been explicitly stated as an exception~ it has been 
stated separately by a later rule (sec (ix)) in· both the works 17

, e.g. 
hhuklam hhuttam 'that which was eatcn' 1 ~, dugdham 
duddham 'milk', ,m[pada[1 chappao 'bee', khac[ga!1 khaggo 
'sw·ord', utpalam uppalam 'lotus', mudgara~1 · moggaro 
'hammer-like weapon', supta[1 ·0 sutlo ·sleeping man', du!1kham 
dukkham ·sorrow·, anta{1pi'ita[1 antappao 'intemal fall', nifcala!l 
· niccalo 'motionless', go~~[hl go[[hl 'group (discussion)', sneha!1 
· 1zeho ·friendship·. 

(xv) Ia va rfim adhaf ca (PJ 1.4.78) '(0 lluk 1.4. 751) occurs in the 
place of I wr (Ia va rfim) that occurs before (upari 1.4. 77) or after 
(adhaf ca) a consonant', e.g. ulkfi ukkii 'meteor', jlak.~izam 
smzham 'weak',fahda!/ saddo 'sound',pakva!/ ~ pakko 'cooked, 
ripe', cakram cakkam 'wheel', arka[1 · akko ·sun'. 

(xvi) dre ro va (PP 3.4) '(0 llopa!J 3.1 J) occurs in the place of r (ra!l) 
optionally (va) in dr (dre)', dhalrldre ras 111 (PJ 1.4.!W) 'r is optionally 
(111) deleted in dhatrl and dr', e.g.: candra!1 cando candro 
'moon', dhatrl ' dhatt/idhiirldhiil ·foster mother'. 

r (optionally)> 0 /d_ 
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(xvii) adho mana yam (PP 3.2) ·0 (/opal! 3.1) occurs in the place of 
m ny that occurs after a consonant (adha!1 'below (in writing)')" 
(mana yam IPS 1.4.79] with the same meaning w·ith luk 'deletion' 
11.4. 751 and adha/1 11.4. 7X I added). Examples: rafmi£1 · rassl 'light', 
nagna!1 naggo 'nude·, kanya · kmuza 'virgin'. Vararuci notes 
that when both PP 3.1 and 3.2 could operate simultaneously in a 
particular case like agni[1 'fire' only the later rule will operate 
according to the Pa1ijnian metarule, viprat('iedhe param karyam 
(Pa1ijni 1.4.2) (here g > 0 is possible by 3.1 and n > 0 by 3.2 but 
only 3.2 operates yielding aggl but not *ann!). 

lm. n, yl > 0 /C_ 

(xviii) dhya hyayor jha/1 (PP 3.2X) ~jh occurs in the place of dhy 
hya'; dhyahyor )hal (PJ 1.4.26 with the same meaning). E.g.: 
dhyanam jha!zam 'meditation', guhyam gz!Jiham 'secret'. 

[dhy, hyl > jh 

(xix) tva thva dva dhvam kvacic ca cha ja jha!J (PJ 1.4.65) 'c, ch, 
j and jh occur in the place of tv, thv, dv and dhv respectively in 
some cases (kvacit)', e.g. hlmktva bhocca 'having eaten', prthvl 

·· picchl'earth', vidvan · vUJam ·scholar',dhvani!l jhwzl'noise'. 

ltv, thv, dv. dhv] > [c, ch, j, .Jhl 

(xx) je5adejayor dvitvam anadem (PP 3.49; cf. fe:'iadefm~vahro' co' 
klw!1l PJ 1.4.86]) 'in non-initial position (anadau) doubling (dvitvam) 
occurs in the place of the consonant that remains or the one that 
replaces a cluster (fe~.w:idefayol.tf 

(xxi) dlrghan na (PJ 1.4.87) '(doubling ldvitval 1.4.85]) does not (na) 
happen after a long vowel (dirghat), e.g.ftr~.mm slsam 'head' (not 
*slssam). 

(xxii) na raho/1 (PP 3.53) '(doubling fdvitvam 3.49]) does not (na) 
take place in the place of r/h (rahoiJ)' 

(xxiii) samase va (PP 3 .55; va se I PJ 1.4.90]) '(doubling ldvitvam 
3 .491) is optional in the case of the initial sound of the second member 
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of a compound (sama:se.\·e)" e.g. raja· puru,mlj > raa+(p)puriso 
'king's man' 

(xxiv) varge yz~ja{1 pfirva!J (PP 3.50). When a second or fourth 
consonant of a series (i.e. aspirated consonant) is doubled, the first 
aspirate is replaced by its previous consonant in the series (i.e. the 
corresponding unaspirate consonant)' 

9. In addition to the replacement of one sound or sound sequence by 
another sound or sound sequence, vikar,w 'anaptyxis' and 
sthitiparivrtti (PP)!vyatyaya (PJ) ·metathesis· arc the two additional 
processes recognized by the Prakrit grammarians to account for the 
phonological changes in Prakrit. PP treats the cases of vikar~m in 
the Slltras starting with the head rule vikar,m!J 3.57 to 3.65. PJ 
treats the same process in the Siifras 1.4.95 to 1.4.110 but without 
using the technical term. Almost all of these Szltras deal with 
individual words or classes of words but in one Slltra of PJ, namely 
rfa r,m tapta vajrasv if ( 1.4.98; va ·optionally' is read into this from 
the previous Slltra) short i (it) is added optionally in rf r,<i, tapta and 
vajra', the consonant clusters 1:[ and r,'l arc specifically mentioned 
to undergo anaptyxis optionally by adding i- dmfanam darismzmn · 
dm!lsmzam 'sight', var,<iam varisam vasam ·year', tapta[1 tavio 
!alto "that (m.) which was burnt', vajram , vairamivajjam 
'diamond'. In two Sfitras of PP, the anaptyctic vowel is said to be 
identical with the vowel that occurs after the cluster. 

(xxv) kli,<i[a jli;>[a kriya ratna foruge,<iu tatsvara{1 pllrvasya (PP 3.5X) 
'in the five words given the first consonant (ptlrvmya) of the cluster 
gets the vowel of the cluster (tatsvaraiJ r: kli5[Cim > ki li[[ham 
'difficult',fliNam > sili[[ham 'that which was embraced', kriya 
kiria ·action'. ratnam radmzam 'pearl', flirugam > saraugam 
'bow of Lord Krishna'. 

(xxvi) k[,<;!ze va (PP 3.59) '(vikar,m!J "anaptyxis"' [3.57]) is optional 
(va) in k[,"'La-'. The Siitra that follows this gives clarification: 
asm!lfJiayam (3.50) '(anatyxis !here, the insertion of a \vhich is the 
vowel that follows the cluster in the stem k[,'~'La- as stated in 3.581) 
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(optionally Iva 3.591) (takes place) when the word is not a name': 
kt."'la!J kasmzo kosi 1zo 'black' but kmz{w 'Kryza (name of a 
person). 19 Since the other Siitras of this section deal with the insertion 
of unpredictable vowels in specific words, they need not be mentioned 
here. 

I 0. Metathesis (sthiliparivrui lj I PP; lit., ·change of state' lf~vatyayalj 
IPJ; lit., 'change' I) between r I and some other consonant (of 
consecutive syllables) in particular v.ords is dealt with in PP from 
the head rule sthiliparivrlfiiJ (3.28 upto 3.32) and in PJ in 1.4.111 to 
1.4.20. There arc no generalisations and the follO\ving example will 
suffice: · 

(xxvii) kamzvom rmzal! (PP 3 .29) ·metathesis takes place between r 
and 'l in kare1zu- ·. voro1zm·Jkare1zvom rmzalt (P S 1.4.113) 
"(metathesis lvyatyayal! 1.4.1111) will take place between r and 'l 
in vorolzasJ and kare!zu-': vorolzasT . VOIZOYGSl 'name of a town', 
kare1zu{1 kmzerii '(female) elephant'. 

II. It has been mentioned in §6 that the Prakrit grammarians have taken 
case of cases that constitute exceptions to general phonological rules. 
This was done by mentioning the individual words or, \vhen their 
number is considerably large, by grouping them together into a class 
taking one of the words and adding to it odi 'etcetera· or some 
synonym of it (see, for example,r,..-yodi- in rule (xxv )); the full list is 
given in the commentary. As an illustration of the treatment of 
exceptions to general rules \ve may note the Siitras that supplement 
those given under rule (ii) and (iii) for the change of r PJ gives some 
more ntles for the exceptions out of which rules (xxviii) and (xxix) 
have some theoretical importance since they point out differences in 
the development depending upon whether the word is a part of a 
compound or otherwise. 

(xxviii) kvacid.yuktmTiipi (PP 1.29) 'in some \Vords (kvacil) ri (ri!J 
I .28 I) occurs in the place of r (rta£1 I .28) even when it is preceded 
by a consonant (yuktasyopi)', e.g. li'idrfa£1 loriso ·one (m.) of 
that type'. 
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(xxix) id r,<:yaditm (PP 1.30) 'in the words of the !'5i class (J:5yadi511), 
short i (it) occurs in the place ofr (rtu{J 1.28f: i/ krpage (PJ 1.2.75) 
·i (il) obligatorily (for the function of the indicator /. see note I) 
occurs (in the place of r !rta£1 1.2.731) (of the first syllable [adelj 
I .2.21) in the words of the krpa class (kawge)'. e.g. r;-i!J > isf 
'seer', d[;'>li[1 > dil[hl 'sight', knJa kiw7 'kindness'. 

(xxx) ud rtvadi~u (PP 1.31; rutuge PJ 1.2.80) 'in the words of the rtu 
class <rtvadi§u), short u (ut) occurs in the place of r (rta{1 1.28)', 
e.g. rtu£1 > udft 'season', vr,mbha£1 vusaho 'bull', vrddha£1 
vuddho 'old man'. · 

(xxxi) vrk§e vena rur va (PP 1.32) 'm (rulj) occurs optionally (va) in 
the place of { ([fG!J 1.28) accompanied by v (vena)': V[k,m£1 
rukkho/vaccho 'tree'. 

(x.xxii)pa[he 'nuttarapade (PJ 1.2.77) '(i fi/1.2.751) occurs (optionally 
[va 1.2. 76]) in the place of r (J:IG!J [ 1.2.73[) of P{;"[ha which is not 
the second member of a compound (anuttarapade)': Pt5£ham 
pil[ham/pa[[ham 'back' but mah/1 pr,<>[ham / mahi i vauham 'back 
(surface) of earth' (not *mahi I vil[ham). 

(xxxiii) gawzantyasya (PS 1.2.81) '(short 11[111 1.2.78]) occurs in the 
place of r (rta£1 [I. 2. 73 J) that is the final sound (antymya) of a 
word in a compound (gmulaf: mtitr' grham mau haram 
'mother's house', pitrl· svasa • piu· sia jJiul- cchti 'father's sister'. 

12. The Prakrit grammarians extended the method of describing the 
Prakrit development as the substitute of the original Sanskrit sound 
or sound sequence to account for developments in morphology and 
syntax also. In describing the morphology they assigned the Prakrit 
suffixes as substitutes for the underlying suffixes set up by the Sanskrit 
grammarians. It is clear from the examples of rule (xxxi) why the 
grammarians did not derive the Prakrit suffixes from the Sanskrit 
ones by the application of the phonological mles already framed. It 
could be done in a few cases as in vatsa-sya > vaccha-ssa 'of the 
boy' but it is not possible to do so where there arc analogical 
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developments as in gire{1 giri-ssa or creation of entirely new 
suffixes as -sunto -hinto instead of the Sanskrit 5'" case sg. -hhyas 
(rule (xxxii)). 

(xxxiv) (I'' case sg. -s(u) substituted by -(rf)o) sol! (PJ 2.2.13) ·after 
an a-ending stem (alai! 2.2.12) I'' case sg. -s(u) (> (rf)o 12.2.121)' 
(sec note II f'. 

(xxxv) ua.w · striyom sar (PJ 2.2.10) ·after a non-feminine stem 6'" 
case sg. -(u)as -sa(r}'~ 1 , e.g. va/.1"£7-.\ya vaccha-s.w ·of the 
boy·, gire{1 ( giri-(l))as) > giri-ssa ·of the hitr, taro{1 ( taru-
(u)m) Iaru-ssa ·of the tree·. 

(xxxvi) bhyaso hinlo sunto (PP 5.7: sunlo bhyasa{1 IPS 2.2.7]) ·
hinlo -sun to occur in the place of 5'" case sg. -bhyas', e.g. vatse
bhya~l vaccho-sunto -hi nto: vac:c:he-suntoi-hinto 'from the 
boys'. 

13. In the case of verb stems, PP generally states only those that cannot 
be directly derived from the Sanskrit forms by general phonological 
rules (whether ultimately related to the Sanskrit forms or not). Here, 
as elsewhere, PJ is more elaborate and gives both stems that arc 
derivable from Sanskrit by the general phonological nrlcs as well as 
those that arc not. Examples: 

(xxxvii) k[Jla{l kwtal! (PP 7.11; PJ 3.1.20) ·kwta- occurs in the place 
of k[{JI)- "to do'": karoli kwtai 'he/she/it docs·. 

(xxxviii) bhiyo bha vibhau (PP 7.17) 'bha-.vibha- occur in the place 
of bhl- "to be afraid of": bibheti ·0 bhoiiv/bhai 'he/she/it is afraid 
of'. 

(xxxix)jogrerjaggal! (PJ3.1.15) :fagga- occurs optionally (vo 3.1.1) 
in the place ofjogr- ''to be awake'": jogarti jaggaijagarai 'he/ 
she/it is awake·. 

(xl) garjer hukka!J (PJ 3.1.50) 'bukka- occurs optionally (va 3.1.1) 
in the place of gm:f- '"to roar, bellow": garjati bukkaigajjai 'it 
roars . 
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(xli)cl,ikko vr,~e (PJ3.1.51) '\\:hen vr5a- 'bull' is the connected word, 
cl,ikka- occurs (in the place of }!,arj- '"to roar·' lgm:Jt>{l 3.1.501)': 
cl,ikkai '(bull) bellows·. 

APPENDIX- I 

The following changes arc noted in Bharata 's NatyaJastra with examples 
(however, no examples are given in the original for the change in (xx)~ 
changes in (i) to (xi) and (xiii) are concerned \vith single consonants 
while those in (xiv) to (xx) are concerned with consonant clusters): 
(i) kha gha tha dha bhc11za haarn muhamehakahavahii.pahllesu 

'khgh 1th/dhibh · has in (mukha >) nmha '·face'', (mugha > ) 
meha ''cloud", (katha >) kaha "story", (vadhfi >) vahft '·bride", 
(prabhiita >) pahfie "plenty". 

(ii) cha iti ,mkaro nityam boddhavya{l ,mljJa&1diyoge511 ·5 ch 
obligatorily in words like ,~a{pada chappaa '·bee"'. 

(iii) kilafahdantyo repho bhavati tatha k/111 IIi khalufabdatl ·the 
final consonant of kif a changes tor (kif a kira "indeed, verily") 
and khalu > khu "'certainly'". 

v iv) cL iii ca bhavali [akaro bha[a ka[aka ku(i ta[a((Ve;"ll 'l r[ in 
hha[a > bhacl,a "soldier", ka[aka · kacl,aa '"b~acelet", ku[T 
kur[i ''house", la[a tacl,a ''(river) bank". 

(v) salvam ca bhavati fct5ayo!1 sarvatra yatha vismn smyka f 5 
s as in vi5am > visam '·poison", Jayka · sayka '·doubt". 

(vi) vacl,ava tacl,agatulyo bhavati cl,akaro ·pi ca /akara{1 ·q I as 
in vacl,ava '·female horse'' > va/ava, /{f(faga talaa "pond" 

(vii) vadha madhufahde ca latha dhakaravanzo hakaratam yati 
'dh .·. h in vadha "killing" and madhu ' mahu '·honey" 

vviii) Ja[ha pa[ha pl[hika(li:w [hakaravanzo, pi cfhatvam upaytiti 
'[h . cfh as infa[ha saqha '·cheat", pa[ha > paqha '·lesson", 

pl[hika plcfhika '·stool, seat". 
(ix) sarvatra ca prayoge bhavati nakaro 'pi ca 1zakara[1 ·n · 'l 

everywhere'; apanam ava1zam hhavati pakare1za 
vatvayuktena 'apanam > ava1zam ''drinking (party)" with p > 
v (besides n > ll)' 
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(x) 

(xi) 

(xii) 

(xiii) 

(xiv) 

(xv) 

(wi) 

(xvii) 

(xviii) 
(xix) 

(xx) 

paru,mm pharusam vic(viit pakiiravanzo ·pi phatvam npayiiti 
jJ ph': paru,mm pharusam '·harsh"". 

)'CIS Ill mrta!J so. pi mao. yafca mrga£1 SO' pi hi tathaiva "both 
mrta ""dead (masculine)" and mrga '"deer" change to mao .. 
okiiratvam gacched aukiiraf cau,mdhiid(w niJ•ukta!J ·au 
o as in words like au,mdha o:saha ""medicine'". 
praca/iiciriica/iidi,m bhavati cakiiro ·pi 111 yakara!J c y as 
in praca/a · payala ··movement", acira · ayira '·immediate"', 
aca/a · aya/a ""mountain"' 
fca p.m /sa thyii£1 cha iti tathii bhya hya dh.vii bhavanti tu 
jhakara[1; ,~{a[J [[ha[1 sta[1 11ha[1 5mo mha[1. k51l0 1zha[1 ,~!zo 

1zha[1 k;m[1 kakiiranlpo' pi. fcps thy ch (e.g. iifcarya 
accharia ""surprise", nifcaya !zicchaa ""decision", vatsa 
vaccha '·boy", apsaras accharii ""nymph"); bhy hy dhy 
jh (e.g. tubhyam fl!Jfham ""to you", mahyam majjham 
'·to me", vindhya > vij1jho ""name of a mountain"); .~{ [[h 
(e.g. da,~{a · da[[ho'·onc who is bitten"); st · llh (e.g. hasta 
hattho '·hand");.~m · mh (e.g. grl,mw · gimho '·summer"); 
k51l · llh (e.g. jlak,~llO > smzha "smooth"); .~ll · llh (e.g. 110~/lC/ 

wzha '"hot"); k,~ . kh (e.g. yak.m . jakkho '·semi-divine 
being"').~~ 

pallmyko bhavati parymyka[1 jwryauka pallauka 
""bed"'. 
vipar/tam hamayoge brahmiidau .\~J·iit 'hm mh in brahmii 
(> bamhii ''god Brahma"), etc.·. 
hrha\'fWiau phatvam ·(sp >) ph in hrhaspati (> bahapphai 
'·god JJrhmpat i")'. 
yq/}1o hhavati ca janno J'C!ffla > janno ""sacrifice"'. 
hhl,rmw hhimho tti viifleya£1 'bhr,~ma bhimho '·name of a 
person'". 
uparigato' dhastiid vii bhavet kakiiradikas 111 yo vanza!J, 
sa hi sm!IJ'ogavihfna!J juddha[1 kiirya[1 prayoge · smin 
·sounds beginning with k (=consonants) lose the other 
member of the cluster in this usage· (there arc no examples 
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for this in the original but cf. orka akko ·sun·, Jokra 
sakka ·god Indra ·). 

ABBREVIATIONS 
m. masculine 
P Pa'l}ni 's A5[adhyayr (Katrc 19R9) 
pl. plural 
PP J>rakrtaprakafa (Kunhan Raja and Ramachandra Sarma 

1946; Jha 1940) 

P S J>rakrtofabdanufosanam (Vaidya 1954) 

sg. singular 
Endnotes 

indicates that the vowel of the particular quantity is intended; that is, 
for example, o(t) means 'short a· and a(t) means 'long a' (cf. 
toparas tatka/asyo P 1.1.70). 

r indicates that the consonant of a substitute that has r as indicator is 
doubled (cf. rito dvitva! [PJ 1.4.R51) ·. 
indicates that the sound or suffix concerned is obligatory (cf. prayo 
liti no vikalpo& I PJ I .I. 141 \vhen one with I as the indicator has 
to be applied (liti) generally (praya~1) there is no (no) option 
(vikolpo&J. 

1 Note that the Sfttras and their explanations in Prakrit grammars arc 
invariably written in Sanskrit; the author/commentator generally gives 
the Prakrit example along with the Sanskrit form from which it is derived. 
In giving the translation of the Prakrit ,<.,tttras cited, the word of the 
S!itra that conveys the meaning stated is given in parentheses after 
the latter; also a \vord that comes down from an earlier ,\'litro is given 
along with the meaning and the Siitra number in paretheses. The word 
in either case is the original non-sandhi form though it occurs in the 
Siitra in a slightly different form due to sandhi (e.g. rtal1 for rto I mle 
(v)] and adeb for ader I rule (viii)!). It should also be noted that the 
word bhavafii.\yat 'takes place, occurs' is generally left understood in 
the Szl.tras of Prakrit grammars as it is in the Sanskrit grammars. In 
this·· paper, the word ·Szl.tra' is generally used for the mle of the text 
(unless the sense is intended) while the word ·rule· is used to refer to 
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the numbering of the Siilra used here. Indicators attached to the suffixes 
by the grammarian to signal properties arc placed in parentheses in 
translation. The following indicators occur in the Siltras discussed in 
this paper. 

:Even ifthis part of the NaJyaSastra is a later interpolation, these sketchy 
statements certainly antedate the detailed grammars that appeared 
around the I O'h ccntu ry. 

1 Eleven Prakrit grammars arc listed by Vaidya [ I954: xxxix-xl]). As has 
been noted by Vaidya ( 1954: xxix), Trivikramadeva ·s grammar, which 
is accompanied by an autocommentary, is based on the Prakrit part of 
the grammar of Hemacandra (i.e. the 8' 1

' Adyaya (chapter) of 
Siddhuhemo.\·ahdanll.~asana) and closely resembles the latter. The 
former attempted to condense the latter ·s work by collapsing two or 
more Siitras into one and by coining shorter technical tenns. Thus, 
corresponding to Hemacandra's 1119 Sfitras, Trivikramadcva has I 036 
Siitras (Hemacandra's Sfitras that correspond to those of 
Trivikramadeva arc given by Vaidya in footnotes of the Siitra index 
11954: 341-771) 

' Robert A. Hall (Jr.) ( 1969: 30 I) states that: 'To a sixteenth century 
I tali an, Claudio Tolomei ( 1492-1555 ), goes the honor of first stating 
clearly the basic principle of what \VC would now call regular phonemic 
change, which he deduced from observing the Italian (Tuscan) words 
derived from Latin words beginning in pl-. He noticed that most I ,atin 
words beginning in pi- were continued in Italian by words beginning in 
pi-, such as Italian pie no 'full' from Latin plenus, Italian piano "level' 
from Latinp/anus, ltalianpiu 'more· from Latinp/as, and many others. 
On the other hand, some Italian words had pi- representing Latin pi-, 
as in plora 'he weeps' from Latin ploral. Tolomei explained this 
difference in development by assuming that the normal continuation of 
Latin pi- in Italian was pi- ... Tolomei, however, was forced by his 
basic assumption to find an explanation for exceptions to his rule, and 
he finds it in a further assumption, that the residue showing the discrepant 
treatment pi- is due to some other factor than phonemic change: in this 
particular instance, to direct borrowing from Latin, ofthe kind we now 
call 'lcamed borrowing'. 
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5 Cf. Pricbsch and Collinson ( 1952: 3): ·An Italian, Filippo Sassetti, who 
lived at Goa in India from 1581 to 1588, was struck by the similarity 
between the Indian and Italian numerals. The German historian 
Melchior Goldast ( 1578-1635) noted the correspondence of Latin p 
and German f (ped- : FuB). The famous scholar Franciscus Junius 
( 1589-1671) compared Latin c with German h (cornu : hom). A 
Swede, J. lhrc, in his G/ossarium Suio-Ciothicum ( 1769) gave a 
number of other correspondences, thus paving the way for Rask and 
Gri.tnm.' 

6 Cf. Robins (I 969: 171) · ... though the existence of different sets of 
sound changes in the histories ofindividuallanguages had been asserted 
by A. Turgot in his article on etymology in the French Encyclopaedia in 
1756 ... '. 

7 Cardona 1997 and Su brahman yam 1999 serve as good introductions 
for Pa1)jnian studies. 

8 In the introductory verses of his grammar, Trivikramadeva has stated 
that the tatsama words arc governed by rules of Sanskrit grammar 
and the dejjla words do not require grammatical analysis because th:~y 
arc understood from speech habits that arc passed on from generation 
to generation (he perhaps means by this that there is no earlier recorded 
source for deriving the defva words unlike in the case of the tat.mma 
words). He further adds that he writes the grammar for that part of 
Prakrit that is derived from Sanskrit. 

prakrtam tatsamam defvam, tadhhavam cety adas tridha 
latsamam sm!1skrtasamam neyam _,·an.1skrtalak,mwua 
dej}am ar.mm ca rfiqhatv{lt svatantratw7c ca h/17/yasa 
lak5ma m7pek,mte ta.\ya sm!1fJradayo hi bodhaka~ 
prakrtel1 .mff.1skrtat sadhyamam7t siddhac ca yad hhavet 
prakrtasyasya lak,\J'OSJ't"inurodhi /ak,<>ma pracak.<;mahe 

In the commentary on the first Slltra of his section on Prakrit, 
Hemacandra pointed out the main characteristics of the Prakrit language 
as distinct from Sanskrit in the following passage: 
r r: L l: ai au ua Jh 5a visarjan~va pluta-varjo vanzasamamnayo 
lokad avagantavya~. ua JIOU svavargya.\'Off.1Y11ktau hhavata eva. 
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aid autau ca ke5an.u.:it. tatha asvaram vyaJ7janam dvivacanam 
caturth'i hahuvacanam ca na hhavati. 
'The list of letters that is lacking in f. r:, L. L:, ai, au, u. Jl. f, ;'>, visarga 
and the extra-long vowel must be known from the usage of the people. 
u andJ7, however, occur followed by their respective homorganic stops. 
According to some, ai and au also occur. Similarly a consonant not 
followed by a vowel (word-finally), the dual number and the dative 
plural do not occur.' Trivikramadeva also made a similar statement. 

9 ues • 4th case' is created by combining 4th sg. ue with the finals of 4th pl. 
-hhyas; cf. the Sanskrit suffixes (4th sg.) -(u)e, (dual) -bhyam, (pl.)
bhyas. Similarly uam (6th case) is created from Sanskrit 6111 (sg.) -
(u)as, (dual) -as, (pl.) -am. This type of coining technical terms is 
common in the Pa1ijnian grammar but these particular tenns are created 
only by the Prakrit grammarians. 

1
'' This S!itra has only the two words rta~ and at. rta~, which is the 6th 

case singu Jar of p:, means 'of a short r'; this according to the Pa1)jnian 
conventions means 'in the place of a short r' (cf. .m.'>[hf sthane yoga 
I P 1.1.49]). at means 'short a'. We have to supplement the word syat/ 
bhavati 'becomes > occurs' which is usually omitted in the Sii.tras. 
Since the word adeb is read into this Siitra as noted above, it is 
concemed about the r of the first syllable; since the next Si'itra talks 
about r that is not combined with a consonant (in a syllable), we have 
to understand that the present Sil.tra is concerned \Vith the r of the 
first syllable that is combined with (i.e., comes after) a consonant. 
Note that in the examples given here and elsewhere, the word that 
precedes the symbol> is of Sanskrit and that that follows it is ofPrakrit. 

11 The grammarian accounted for the change a~ > o in the word final 
position in masculine words ending in a by replacing the pt case sg. 
suffix -s(u) by -(4)o (sol} PJ 2.2.13 '(-(4)o [2.2.121) occurs in the 
place of -s(u) after a short a [atab 2.2.12])': voabha-s(u) > vr,mhha
(r!Jo > vasaho (a > 0 before o since, according to the Paitinian 
gra.nunar, the stem final V[±JongJ(C) is deleted before a suffix that has cf 
as the indicator. 
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1: ai(c) and e(o) are Pa11}nian tcnns; while the former stands for ai and 
au the latter stands for e and o. ai and au in Sanskrit are diphthongs 
while these vowel sequences bdong to different syllables in Prakrit. 

13 The corresponding Siitra in PJ is prayo luk ka ga caja ta da pa ya vam 
1.3.8 which comes under the head rule astor akhor aca[1 1.3.7 'the 
following Siitras operate on a non-double consonant (a.<;tob) that docs 
not occur in the word initial position (akho{1) and is after a vowel 
(aca&)'. 

1"1 Sec rule (xvii) for y > 0 in ny and rule (ix) for the same change in the 
intervocalic position. 

15 fu is the tem1 coined for the group f.§ and s (cf. fa .m ;'>ft{1 fu£1 [PJ 
1.1. 71) and the indicator I in sal conveys the sense that the process is 
obligatory (see note I). 

16 In ud 1 gat am> uggaam dis not deleted but assimilated to the follmving 
g. 

17 According to Pa11}nian conventions, a mle concerned with a specific 
case supercedes a general rule (metarulc no. 63 of 
Paribha:>endufekhara !Subrahmanyam 2005: 107-8J). In the present 
case, PP 3.1 which is concerned with many consonant clusters is a 
general mle while PP 3.4 is a specific rule concerned only with dr and 
therefore it superccdes the former. The author of PP did not state the 
exception because of this convention while the author of PJ stated it 
explicitly perhaps because he wanted to make his grammar easy for 
students. 

18 Doubling of the consonant that remains after the deletion of the other 
consonant of the cluster is by rule (xx). 

19 PJ derives the variants in a slightly different way: kf,"'le vanze ( 1.4.1 04) 
'a/i [aditau 1.4.103] occur before l_prak 1.4.951 the final one of a 
cluster antyahala& 1.4.961 when kf,<:!za- means ""colour" lvanze]'. 

20 PP handled the cases by substituting o for the stem final a (ata ot sau 
[5.1] 'short a > o /_1., case sg. -s(u) and deleting the -s(u) suffix 
by antyahala& (4.6 [rule (x)]). The latter Siitra deletes a word-final 
consonant whether it is stem-final (e.g. saras > saro 'pond') or belongs 
to a suffix. Since saras is neuter the -s(u) (as well as 2"cJ case sg. -am) 
is deleted after it in Sanskrit itself by svamor napuf[lsakat (P 7.1.23). 
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21 s (ofsa(r)) > ss as indicated by the indicator r (sec note 1). 
22 The examples given here arc those actually given by the author in the 

verses that follow the above one. 
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APIJALIJIK~A 
H.S.Ananthanarayana 

Bangalore 
ABSTRACT: The Ji~a traditionally attributed to ApiJali is the most suited 
for the beginners. It deals with the mode of production of the sound 
material and its final culmination into individu::~l sounds. However, it ignores 
altogether the complicated modifications which these sounds are liable to 
undergo in connected speech. It is not associated with any particular 
branch of Veda, and as a general phonetic introduction to grammar, it has 
never been superseded.The paper intends to give a description of the 
phonetic details of this early important text on Indian phonetics. 

t. Introduction 
The Indian phonetic literature can be broadly divided intojik,w'i 

and Pratifokhya. The difference between the two is thatjik,w7 implied 
'general phonetics', while Pratifokhya signified 'applied phonetics'. That 
is, the jik5a texts deal mainly· with questions of sound classification, 
analysis into features, details of pronunciation, and prosodic features (e.g., 
accent, quantity). In the Pratifakhyas, we find the application of 
phonetics in the form of phonological rules designed to account for the 
sandhi phenomena manifested in the various Vedas. 

It is quite definite that the Pratifokhyas postdate and to a certain 
extent presuppose an earlier jik,~a literature. It is, however, equally clear 
that no representative of this earlier literature has come dO\vn to us and 
that the extantjik;>fi texts, with one or two exceptions, are all considerably 
later in date than the l)ri'itifokhyas. The Apifaliflk:>a (AS) traditionally 
attributed to the same Apifali who is referred to by Pa1\_ini in one of his 
mles (va supy Apifaleh- 6.1.92) may have preceded the Prfitifokhyas 
and Pa1\_ini. Apifali is quoted by many writers of the Pa1\_inian school, 
PataJljali, KaJika and Jinendrabuddhi. He is also quoted by Bhartrhari, 
the author of VtikyapadJya. Hemacandra in Brhadvrtti on his grammar 
mentions Apifali by name and quotes 23 Szltras from the gth section. 



Regarding the date of the text, Siddheswar Varma writes as 
follows:' .. The upper limit of its date, however, cannot be pushed back 
very far, as in an introductory verse it describes its object to be the 
fixation of data relating to Vedic texts as prescribed byfl(w:i and grammar, 
without conflicting with the Priitifokhyas" (0.5). Though, in substance, 
there is agreement as to the authorship of the work being that of Apifali, 
Varma believes that the ,,.·ork possibly underwent further changes in 
course of time. 

The Vaidikabharaq~1 on Taillir~va Priitifokhyas quotes thisjik5a 
by name. Since Siddhanta flk.,~ii mentions the Vaidikabharaq.a, it must 
have been later than AJ. This flk;<>ii possibly suggested to Kaiyyata the 
eleven kinds of extemal effort as in no other flk.,w7 have these phases of 
external effort been described ( 4.1-1 0). If this may be taken as a fact, 
the lower limit of its date may be earlier than the llu' Cent. A.D. being 
the probable date of Kaiyyata. It is possible to push back its date even 
further, for RajaJekhara (ca.937-1077) in his Kiivyamlmiimsii actually 
names this flk5ii. The probable lov,·er limit of its date may therefore be 
assumed as 9'" Cent. A.D. 

It is very similar to Pii1zin~va flk"~ii (PJ): still there arc points of 
difference. There arc t\vo Siitras in the last section of PJ which arc not 
found in AJ. Similarly, in the 7'" section PJ has four extra slitras. Apifali 
is also credited with the authorship of a grammar in eight chapters.~ 
There is also mention of a dhiitltpii{"a and a Cimzapat'a attributed to 
Apifali. The extant work Pa}1capiidl is a work on lhziidisftlras and 
may belong to Apifali. 

Of all the flk5iis, that of Apifali is the most suited for the 
beginner. While it deals with the mode of production of the sound material 
and its final culmination into individual sounds, it ignores altogether the 
complicated modifications which these sounds are liable to undergo in 
connected speech. It is not associated with any particular branch of the 
Veda; and as a general phonetic introduction to grammar, it has never 
been superseded. So that, while AJ was never very popular with Vedic 
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students, who naturally preferred treatises pertaining to their own Samhita, 
Pada, Kroma, and other texts, the students of the Paqjnlan and non
Paitinian schools of grammars have used it extensively. 

TI1c text is divided into eight sections and the topics discussed 
include place of articulation (sthana), articulator (karmza) and cff011 
(prayatna), type of contact. varieties of vowels, and a few other phonetic 
terms. Regarding the production of sounds, Apifali explains thus: 'The 
air expelled with effort from the navel region moves upwards and is held 
in any of the places, such as chest. The air then striking those places 
produces sound"( 1.1 ). ''The sounds arc distinguished with reference to 
place, articulator, and effort and arc counted as being 63 in number"( 1.4 ). 

Apifali recognizes seven primary classes of sounds based on 
the place of articulation ( 1.5-15 ). The latter arc: throat (kmuhah), tongue 
(jihva) [for -x jihvamfitiya I, palate (ta/uh), cerebrum (mii.rdha), teeth 
(dantah), lips (o:;;[hau), and nose (nasika). Several sounds arc assigned 
more than one point of articulation: teeth and lips (for v-1.16 ), throat and 
palate (fore, ai- 1.22), throat and lips (for o,tm - 1.23). The nasals arc 
distinguished from each other by the respective place of articulation in 
the oral cavity (1.24). Diphthongs arc defined as having two sounds 
combined into one (1.25 ); [R] is accompanied with an I r] sound ( 1.26). 

Apifa/i records others' opinion whenever it differed from his 
own. Accordingly, [h] and [-hJ which are glottal for him arc pulmonic for 
others. Similarly, the vclars, JM] and J-xj are produced at the tongue 
according to others while they are distributed among three different 
classes for Apifa/i. The vowel [a] is considered as simply oral or entire 
mouth. [r] is cerebral for the author but is produced at the root of the 
teeth according to others. The semivmvcl [ v] is denti-labial for the author 
while others count it as produced at the corner of the mouth. The faucal 
plosives (yamas) arc classed as nasals by Apifa/i but arc considered as 
being fonned at the root of the tongue besides being classed as nasals by 
others. 
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The only articulator recognized is the tongue and it is divided 
into four parts: root of the tongue associated with the articulation of -x 
(2.4), middle of the tongue with those of the palatals (2.5), underside of 
the tip of the tongue with those of the ccrcbrals (2.6-7), and !ill of the 
tongue with those of the dentals (2.8). TI1e part near the tip of the tongue 
is considered optionally as the articulator in the production of cerebral 
sounds (2.7). 

Effort is distinguished as intra-buccal and extra-buccal (3 .1-2). 
The fom1er is classified into contact of the articulator for stops (3.4), 
opening for vowels (3.7), slight contact for scmivowcls (3.5), and slight 
opening for fricatives (3.6). Of the vowels, lei and lol are understood 
as being more open (3.8); laij and lauj arc even more so (3.9); and Ia:] 
is the most open (3.10). The [a] is a closed one. According to extra
buccal process, sounds are classified into breathed with opening of the 
glottis and tonal with the closure of the glottis. They are further classified 
as either aspirated or unaspi rated ( 4. 1-1 0). The nasals arc like the voiced 
unaspirated except that they have nasality as an additional feature (4.7). 
Having the place of articulation in common the fricatives arc like the 
voiceless aspirates and the voiced aspirates are like the I hI sharing in 
common the feature of aspiration. 

The pressing (pJrfana) made at the place of articulation is of 
three types. The air involved in the production of stops presses the place 
like an iron ball (5.1 ); in the case ofscmivowels, it presses like a wooden 
ball (5.2), and like a ball of wool in the case of fricatives and vowels 
(5.3). The place where a particular sound is articulated is its place of 
articulation (7.3) and bv what it is articulated is termed articulator (7.4); 
the type of contact, etc. involved in the articulation is called the effort 
(7.5). The ·closure' is defined as the articulation process whereby the 
articulator and the place of articulation come into full contact (8.5), and 
·opening' when they stand apart (8.4). TI1c 'contact' is oftwo kinds: full 
contact and slight contact (8.2-3). Voice is produced when the glottis is 
closed and breath when it is open (8.9-1 0). Tone and breath are treated 
here as secondary features. More air is involved in the articulation of an 
aspirated sound and less air in the articulation of an unaspirated sound. 
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There arc I X varieties counted for I a 1- IiI, lui and I '3-1 
(differentiated by duration - short, long, prolatcd: b~· accent - acute, 
grave, circumflex; by nasality- nasalized and non-nasalized). 1!-1 has 
only 12 varieties since there is no distinction for length. Diphthongs arc 
similarly of 12 varieties since they arc not obtained as short. For 
Chiindogas and Riilziiyanlyas who have a short diphthong in their 
recitation, diphthongs too arc counted as having I X varieties. The 
semi vowels, with the exception of I r I arc distingu ishcd between nasal izcd 
and non-nasalized. Within each class of stops, each is homogenous with 
all others of that class: there arc no sounds homogeneous with either I rl 
or the fricatives. 

The tenns danto;;;t'ya and kmU"o5[1)'a arc not to be taken as 
similarly fonncd. In the case of the former, it is possible to think of 
dantiih 'teeth' as an a11iculator pressing against upper lip. Such an 
interpretation docs not hold in the case of the Iauer term. It might be that 
the term kmuha 'throat' in kmzt'atii/avya is to be interpreted as the 
region for the articulation of the first member of the diphthongs and the 
terms tii/avya 'palate' or o,>[1~va 'labial" for the second member 
accordingly. Apifa/i does not explicitly consider lower lip as being an 
articulator. He explains the articulator involved in the production of only 
the dcntals, palatals and cercbrals (besides jihvi'imiiiZI'O), but is silent 
about the articulator in the case of the velars and the labials. 

He has given detailed phonetic description of the process by 
which the accents, acute, etc. arc produced. He has put all the 12 things 
under the extra-buccal process: viz., duration, opening, closure, breathy 
feature (j'vi'isa). tonal feature (ni'ida), voicelessness (agho~mti'i), voiced 
feature (gho,mti'i), unaspirated, aspirated, and the three accents, acute, 
grave and the circumflex. Thus, AJ reflects a highly developed state of 
the science of phonetics. 

Apifali Siitra referred to in the paper 
0.5 tasmi'ittattatsami'imni'iye pri'itifokhyi'ivirodhatah 

ki'iryamsarvam vyavasthi'ipyam flk;;;i'ivyi'ikarmzoditam # 
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1.1 aka.~avayuprahhavah far/rat samuc:c:aran vaktram 
upaiti nadah sthanantare511 pravihhaJ~vamano 
vanzatvam agacchati yah sajhhdah t! 

1.4 tatrasthanakarmzaprayatnehhyo vanzastri,'W5[ih 
1.5 tatra vanzanam ke:;am kim sthanam kim karmzam 

prayatnafca kah ke5am ityuG~vate 

1.6 tatra sthanam tavat 
1.7 akuhavisarjanlyah kml[hyah 
1.~ havisarjanlyavurasyaveke,~ilm 

1.9 jihvamii.l~vo jihvyah 
1.10 kavargavanzanusvara.fihvamii.l~va jihvya eke5am 
1.12 icuyafos ta/avyah 
1.13 {?[11ra5a mii.rdhanyah 
1.14 m dantamii.lasthanam eke,~am 
1.15 {.tulasa dantyah 
1.16 vakaro danto,'>{hyah 
1.22 edai tau kmuhatalavyau 
1.23 odaltfOll kml{hO,'>{OII 
1.24 JWmaimzanah svasthana nasikasthanaJ ca 
1.25 dvivanzani sandhyak,~ara,zi 
I .26 sarepha {?vanzah 
2.4 jihvamii.lena jihvyanam 
2.5 jihvamadhyena talavyanam 
2.6 jihvopagre1za miirdhanyanam 
2.7 jihvagradhahkara!zam va 
2.~ jihvagre1za dantyanam 
3.1 prayatno dvividhah 
3.2 ahhyantarl) hahya.\: CCI 

3.4 sp~(~[akarmza spar.Mh 
3.5 l;mtsp~(~[akarmza antasthah 
3.6 l;mdviv{?takarmza i(~ma1zah 
3.7 viv~?takarmzah svarah 
3 .~ tehhya e 0 viv{?tatarau 
3.9 tahhyam ai au 
3.10 tahhyam apyakarah 
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4.1 athahahyah 
4.2 varga,zamprathamadvitzvah 

Ja,~asavisarjanlyajihvamii/Jyopadhmanzva yamau ca 
Prathamadvillyau viv!J.takmzt"ah fvasanupradana 
agho:;;ah 

4.3 vargayamanam prathame '/papra1za itare sarve 
mahapra!zah 

4.4 varga1zam trtZvacaturthau antastha hakiiranusvarau 
yamau ca trtJyacaturthau samv{?takaqL"i7 
nadanupradana gho,mvantah 

4.5 vargayamanam mzva antafcalpapralza ifare sarve 
mahapra1zah 

4.6 yatha trtzvastatha POfJcamah 
4.7 anunasikyame,<;amadhiko gwzah 
4.8 sadaya ii.fma!zah 
4.9 sasthanena dvitlyah 
4.10 hakare1za caturthah 
5 .I tatra .\padayamavanzakarD vayurayah pi wfavat 

sthanam ahhiplqayati 
5.2 antasthavanzakar(J vayurdarupi1z4,avat 
5.3 ii.fmasvaravar!zaki'iro vayurilnziipi l£4,avat 
7.3 iha yatra sthiine vanza upalahhyante tat sthanam 
7.4 yena nirvartyante tat kara1zam 
7.5 prayatanam prayatnah 
8.2 dhvanavutpadyamane yada sthanakarmzaprayatno 

parasparam sp{lfanti sasp{(<;[ata 
8.3 yade,mt sp{?fanti tadiJ§alsp{?,<i[ata 
8.4 dzlre1za yada sp{lfanti sa viv!J.tatii 
8.5 samJpyena yada sp{lfanfi sa samv{?tata 
8.9 tatra yada kml["ahilam samv{?tam bhavati tada nado 

jayate 
8.10 vivlpe tu kml£"abi/am fvaso jayate 

Note on transcription 
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Capital {~ and Capital {- arc vocalic: Capital M is anusvara; Final h is 

visarga. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF WORDS IN SANSKRIT 

V.M.Subramanya Sharma 
University of" Hyderahad 

AJJSTRACJ:· This is a descriptive paper. which deals with the classifica
tion of words in Sanskrit language. The paper discusses the four-fold cat
egorit.ation of word by drawing examples from($vcda. Nimkta. Tantmvartika 
and Vakyapadlyam. 

1. Introduction 
In l~gveda (also in Atarvaveda -TailtirlyarmLvaka and 

fatapathabramhmza) the following rk is seen and there is a clear 
reference to the four-fold division of words -

catvari vakparimita padani tani vidurhramhmza .ve nwnl5i1La!1l 
guha trilzi nihita neugayanti tur~vam vacomanu5ya vadantil 

(l$gveda-1-164-45) 

As it is obvious the four-fold division of '·namakhyatopa
sarganipatafca" had had its roots in Vedic literature itself. Earlier to 
Paitini there were four-fold divisions of fahdas in 
'·vajasaneyapratifokhya" of 'foka[ayana • and 'nirukta · o~ yaska. 

1.1. Niruktam 
Yaska in the first chapter mentions the four groups of words -

Nama (Noun), Akhyata (Verb), Upasarga (Prefix) and Nipata (word 
used in specific meaning and as filler). 

1.1.1. Nama (Noun) and Akhyata (Verb) 

Yaska defines Akhyata and Nama thus- the word where in the 
meaning of verb (Bhava) is considered to be predominant such as Vrajati 



( '/assijicallon of word,· in ,\'anskril :n 

(walks), Pacafi (cooks) etc. is Akhyi71a. On the other hand, the word 
\vhere in the concrete form of a thing or Sativa is considered to be 
important such as ga11~1 (cow), afvatJ (horse), pum.<>a!J (man), hasti 
(elephant), is Nama. 

Further, Yaska also shows the contrast between Akhyata and 
Nama - by \Vhich the JJhava (Meaning of verb or J)hatvartha) in the 
form of starting and ending is expressed is called Akhyata, and Vrajati, 
J>acati arc examples. Whereas a thing i.e. in concrete form is expressed 
by a word is called a Nama, the examples arc Vra.J)la (walk), and Pakti 
(cooking). 

The main difference between a Nama and an Akhyata is that 
the thing denoted by Nama should be concrete, whereas that denoted 
by an Akhyata has to be inferred, i.e., one can't see/show the activity 
going from beginning to end. Rather, one has to imagine the activity. 
That is why the thing that is denoted by a Nama is called Siddha and 
that denoted by an Akhyata is Sadhya. 

/./. 2. Upasarga (Prefix) 
Yaska also quotes Jakatayana by saying that the llpasargas 

viz., pro, para. apa, sam etc. if not pre-fixed, can't express any meaning 
and when they added before Nama and Akhyata would effect the meaning 
of the root. He also refers to Gargcya 's statement that the upasargas 
express the meaning of more and less. Yaska concludes that the 
Upasargas would effect change in the meaning of Nama and Akhyi71a. 

1.1.3. Nipata (Filler) 
So far as Nipatas are concerned, Yaska says that since words 

belonging to this category are employed in the sense of more or less they 
arc called Nipatas. Jak.atayana says 'Nipata!J padapii.rmta!J' (Nipata 
means filler used for the adjustment of meter in prosody). Yaska offers 
some examples for Nipalas- a pi in the sense of similar, a pi as filler, no 
in the sense of negation etc. 
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"tad yani calvari pada.Jatani niimakhyi'ifecnpasarganipiitafca 
tanJmi'ini hhavanti. latrai tannamakhyiitayorla(w'Lam 
pradi.wnt i. hhavapradhi'inamlikhyatam. sattvapradhi'inani 
namani. tad yarrohhe hhavapradhane hhavata/} piirvaparJ 
bhzltam blu'ivamakhyiitenaca.s[c. vrajati pacotJti. 
upakramaprahhrtyapavarga paryantam m1irtim sattvahhiitam 
sattvanamabhit1. vra_jyi'ipakt i ri ti. ada i 1 i sattvanamupadc,~a /}. 
gaura.sva/} puru,m hastJti. hhava/Jti hhavasya. aste fete vrajati 
li§[ha/Jti ". 

''indriyanetyam vacanmaudwnharaymzat1" 

''nani rhaddha upasa rga arthanni rahuri t i jaka[ayann~1. 

namakhyatayostll karmopasamyoga dyotaka bhavanti. 
uccavaca~ padartha hhavantJti garg_va!1. tad ya e.'lu padartha!1 
prahurime tam namakhyi'ita yorartha vikarmzam ". 

"atha nipata uccavace:>varthe.m nipatanti. apJ'Upamarthe. api 
karmopasangraharthe. a pi pada piirarza~. te,~amete catvi'ira 
upamarthe hhavanti. " 
·'neti JHati;;;edharthJyo hha;;;ayam" ( Niruktam ofYaska, volt, ch: 
I). 

2. Tantravartika 
Kumarila in his popular work Tantrvartika, summarized the 

opinion ofYaska in the following verses -
caturvidhe pade ci'itra dvividhmyarthaninzaya&i 
kriyate samfayotpatternopasarga nipatayo~i I ( 1-3-33) 

tayorart hahhidhanehi vyaparo naiva vidyate 
yadartha dyotakau tau tu vacakafl sa vici'iryate II (1-3-34) 

Among the four types of words the meanings of two i.e. Nama 
and Akhyata are being discussed since there will be confused meanings 
of Nipata and Upasarga, they arc not taken up. Rather, the Nama and 
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Akhyata which arc the agents of the expression discussed along with 
the lfpasarga and Nipata that arc suggestive of the meaning of their 
qualified. The base of the above comments made by Kumarilabhatta can 
also be found in Vakyapad~vam. 

3. Vakyapadiyam 
3.1. Dhatu (Root) and Upasmga (Prefix) 

Follmving the dictum- ··arthabhedat fahdabhedafl" (difference 
in fabda is due to difference in meaning). It evolves that the l!pasarga 
is different and the Dhtitlt is different. At this juncture, Hari in 
Vakyakamfp of Vakyapad~vam clarifies that for effecting (l(iagama, 
aqagama, dvirvacana etc. a procedure has been established in thefostra 
that such and such a part is called Upasarga and the rest is Dhatu. 

As a matter of fact, the Dhtitu united with Upasarga is to be 
called as a Dhtit11. For example the ar[agama and aqagama arc instituted 
on the Dhtitu 'samgrama' i.e. the Dhatu is prefixed with the Upasarga 
'sam-' and the same that the clusters of Upasarga and Dhatu express 
the meaning i.e.' Yuddha · (war) -

aqtidlnam vyavasthartham prthaktvena prakalpanam 
dhtitfipasargayofl fostre dhatu reva 111 tadtfaflll 

(Vakya kaltc@ - 180) 

tathahi samgramayatefl sopasarga dvidhifl smrtafll 
kriyavife;>a fl snnghatai fl prakramyante tathavidha {Ill 

(Vakya kaq.cf.a - 181) 

Further Hari. supports his ruling by exhibiting the purpose of the 
above proccdure-

karya,zamantarmygatva mevam dhtitiipasargayo {II 
sadhanairytiti sambandham tathti bhiitaiva sa kriytill 

(Vakya kaltcla - 182)11ms, in the first 
place, the Dhtitu and l!pasarga unite to become a Kriya and then the 
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same would get connection with Ktirakas. The origin of the above 
conclusion is there in Mahtihhti5ya -

''pftrvam dhtit11 flupasargena J'l!fYafe pafctit stidhanena". 

A quite opposite concept i.e. also registered by PataJ~jali -
'piirvam dhtitufl stidhanena J'IU)'afe pafctidupasargena ·, is 

also explained by Hari while suggesting that the first concept only is 
authoritative-

prayogtirhe,wt siddhafl san hhettavyo 2rthovifi,~yate I 
prtik ca stidhana samhandhtit kriyti naivopajtiyate II 

(Vakya krutcla 183) 

Hari mentions three kinds of arguments that were prevalent-
]. Upasargas are expressing agents of the special meaning in Kriyti i.e. 

Vticaka. 
The root 'stha' (stha- gat inivrlfau) means ''to stand", \vhen the 
Upasarga 'pra-' is prefixed i.e. prati,s[hate it means '·to go on a 
journey", here the Upasarga 'pra' is Vticaka. 

2. They may indicate or suggest the specific meaning of a J)htitu i.e. 
dyotaka. 
prapacati means it can be said preparing a good dish also. Rather, 
without the Upasarga 'pra ', i.e. pacafi the above meaning is not 
clearly denoted. Here the Upasarga 'pra · is dyotaka. 

3. They may be helpful in denoting specific meaning by the Dhtitu i.e. 
sahaktiri. 

sa vticako vife5tilztim samhhavtiddyotako2ipi vti 
faktytidhtintiya dhtitorvti sahaktirl prayuJ)'atell 

(Vakya kruu:ta - 188) 

In examples like adhytigacchati (on coming), parytigacchati 
(coming from all directions) etc. the Upasargas 'adhi' and ·pari' are 
not meaningful i.e. even without the lfpasargas, following the context 
etc. the meaning can be achieved. 
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3. 2. Nipata 
So far as the Nipatas arc concerned, Acaryas felt that the same 

just like Upasargas, can be Dyotakas, may denote a different meaning 
and like agamas express me<ming by uniting \vith other words. Hari 
summarizes the different concepts and elaborates -

nipata {1 dyotaka {1 keci 1 prt hagar/ hahhidhayi na {1 1 

agama iva ke2pisyup sambhiiyarthasya vacakaflll 
(Vakya kfutcla - 192) 

Hari further clarifies that although the Nipatas such as ca 
etc. arc considered to be words they arc not employed independently 
(cadayossallve (l-4-57), svaradi nipatamavyayam (1-137), 
avyayadapsupaJ;l (2-4-82)). It is just like a pratyaya, which is 
meaningful but can't be used independently: (apadam na prayunjlta. 
nakevala prakrti {1 prayoktavya. napi pratyayap- Mahabha,<~yam). 

cadayo na JHaJ'I!/)'ante padatve sali kevala[ll 
pratyayo vacakatve2pi kevalo na prayl!fYatei 

(Vakya kfutcla- 194) 

3. -1. Karmapravacanlya 
Hari in Vakyakanqa ·rules that the fifth category of \vords 

(according to some scholars) viz. Karmapravacanlyas arc Dyotakas 
and not Vacakas. It docs not have expectancy of a Kriya but denotes 
the Samhandha (relation). 

kriyaya dyotako nayam samhandhasya na vacaka [11 
napi kriya padak:;;epyapJ samhadhd.~}'O tu hhedaka[li 1 

(Vakya ka•tcla - 204) 

fokalymya samhitamanu pravar;mtu · (It rained \\hile foka~va 
recited the Samhila)- is the example for the karmapravacan~va ·anu'. 
Here the recitation of samhita by fokalya is a sign to indicate as to 
when it rained. Here rain is l.ak5ya (example) and the relation is Lak,<~mza 
(sign). The Karma pravachan~va 'emu· denotes the relation betw·ecn 
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the above l.ak,~ya and I.ak5mza. The following sfitras arc relevant -
·Anurlak,~mze ( 1-8-84 )', 'karma pravacan~va yukte dvit~va (2-3-8)'. 

4. A~tadhyayi 

A survey across A,~[adhyayi makes us bclive that Pa1t,ini looked 
at the gamut of fahdas from four angles-

Jatifahdap, Gwzafabdaft, Kriyafahdap, San!fJ1afahdap. The 
word Gaup expresses Gotvajati (The concomitant Vyakti is also 
expressed). The \Vordfukla ft expresses the quality of w·hiteness (Gaup), 
the word Pacati denotes the activity of cooking (Kriya), and the word 
Caitrap denotes the name (San!Jfla of a person). 

5. catu~tayi Jabdanam pravrtti~ and trayi Jabdanam pravrtti~ 

In Mahabha,~ya, PataJijali under ([luk) discusses the 
categorization offahdas following their behaviour. 

"catu,s[ayl fabdanam pravpti p and 1 ray/ fabdanam pravpti p" 

The first one refers to Jati, Gwza, Kriya and Sam.iJla, where as 
the later is limited to the first three. NageJa in Udyota and I.aghumanjii5a 
asserts that the trayipak,m is authoritative. As has already been 
exhibited, the origin for this line ofthinking is in A,c;[adhyayi. 

6. Conclusion 

On the other hand, Pa1t,ini preferred a two-fold categorization of 
padas- Subantam (nlimas/ nouns) and tilyantam (dhatus/ verbs) 
(suptiugantampadam 1-4-14). Paitini didn't fail to explain the other 
categories (upasarga/ nipala) which arc included in subanta. Paitini 
included avyayas (indeclinables) also in Nama- latra (there), svar 
(heaven), kada (when) etc., by this Pa1t,ini could achieve a lot of brevity 
(/iighavam). 
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SOME REMARKS ON ciirpejuttukaf 

K. Rangan 
J'hanjavur 

AJJSTRAC1:Thc pnper deals with catpcJuttukal (dependent or sccondal)' 
phonological clements) of traditional grammars with those of phonemes 
and allophones of structural linguistics. Even though there are ecrtnin 
similarities that one may notice mnong these concepts of modern structural 
linguistics and the traditional grammars of Tamil (Tolkappiyam ). butt he 
mlcs in Tolkappiyam nrc different and rclntc to the diflcrcnt shapes of the 
lcxicnl items in terms of ejullus. Therefore ejullus cannot be equated with 
the phonetic representation of generative phonology. Tolkappiyam 
ejutlatikiiram shares certain properties with both the theories of structural 
linguistics and generative phonology. The paper discusses the framework 
of phonology ofTolkiippiyam and shows that it is diiTerent from both the 
theories of structural linguistics and generative phonology and distinct in 
its own way. 

1. Introduction 
It is not uncommon that scholars from the fields ofTamillanguage 

and linguistics c"quated the muta/ cjuttus (primary phonological clements) 
and carpejuttus (dependent or secondary phonological clements) of 
traditional grammars with those of phonemes and allophones of structural 
linguistics (Mecnakshisundaran 1965:73, AkattiyalitJgam and Murukaiyar 
1972: xiv, Cuppu ret(.iyar 1974: 368-70). Of course, there are certain 
similarities that one could notice among these concepts of modern 
structural linguistics and the traditional grammars ofTamil. Tolkappiyam 
enumerates 30 ejuttus as primary (mutal) and three as dependent 
(carpu). 

ejuttqpa pa[upa 
a-kara muta/ t-kara ituvay 
muppaL<Iu erpa 
carntuvaral marapit miittalau ka[aiya 1 Tol. e]u. I. 



ciirpejullukn/ 

avail am 
kurriya li-karam kurriya lu-karam 
aytam erra 
muppar puUiyum ejutto rar_ra~. 

-II 

Tol. eju. 2. 

We do not have any idea on what principles these numbers of 
ejuttus were arrived at. We do not find any clue to infer that it used the 
principles of contrast and complementary distribution. ·It might be the 
intuition ofTolkappiyar that was brought to enumerate these phonological 
elements. Of course, it doesn't imply that Tolkappiyar as an individual 
enumerated these phonological elements. His intuition was a reflection 
of a member of Tamil speech community. It is relevant to recall the 
observation of Edward Sapir (I X84-1939) who said that the native 
speakers of a language might have phonemic intuition or a sort of instinct 
that distinguishes words in tcm1s of the differences in speech sounds of 
their own language_l. There does not seem to be any explicit discovery 
procedures on the bases of which these clements were enumerated. It 
may be possible for one to argue that there might have been some logical 
reasoning/principles for the enumeration of these clements. We will take 
up this issue again when we are discussing the theory of generative 
phonology. carpejutt11s have certain peculiar qualities which influence 
the Tamil scholars to suspect and equate them with the notion of allophone. 
Tolkappiyar enumerates three as carpej11ttus and they arc: i) kurriyal i
karam, ii) kun:iyal u-karam and iii) aytam (refer to the Sfllra given 
above). kun:iyal i-karam and kutriyal u-karam are described as 
shortened i and shortened u. It implies that these ejuttus share certain 
phonetic features w·ith the primary ejutt11s. The only difference that exists 
between them is the duration of these sounds. i and shortened i and 11 

and shortened u are produced in the same manner i.e. it can be said that 
these sounds arc phonetically similar with the primary sounds. So they 
are eligible to group as allophones of i and 11. Another feature of these 
clements to consider them as allophones of i and 11 is that they arc in 
complementary distribution with the primary sounds i and 11. These 
features support the stand that 11 and shortened 11 are allophones of u. 
The problem of treating k11.t[iyal i-karam, kurriya/11-karam and aytam 
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has been discussed elaborately in Catunukam ( 1980). These points lead 
us to take the stand of the structu raJ linguistics i .c. we have to recognize 
the phonetic level and phonemic level related by a set of statements that 
give the distribution of these sounds. Ignoring the other higher levels 
such as morphology and syntax, one finds the following levels that describe 
the phonological patterns of a natural language within the framework of 
structural linguistics: 

~ 
Levels in Ascending Order 1 Levels in Descending Order 
Morphophoncmics Morphophonemics 
Phonemics Phonemics 
Phonetics Phonetics 
There arc three levels of representations and they are related 

with different set of rules. The phonetic and phonemic levels are related 
by a set of rules called allophonic rules. Morphophonemic rules relate 
the phonemic representation and morphophonemic representation of 
morphemes. The altemant phonemic shapes of the morphemes are taken 
care of. Thus we have three levels related by two kinds of rules: i) 
allophonic rules and ii) morphophonemic rules. The theory of the 
phonology of structural linguistics imposes certain constraints when the 
rules of different kinds operate on the representations of various levels 
(Chomsky 1964)·1. 

In order to illustrate, we give some examples from English. Take 
the following examples in singular and plural fom1s. 

singular plural 
wife WIVeS 
calf calves 
wolf 
knife 

wolves 
knives 

The phonemic shapes of these words arc different in singular 
and plural. Since the morphemes arc composed of phonemes, the 
phonemic changes arc described by the rules ofmorphophonemics. There 
is a tendency to conceive these forms as abstract at the level of 
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morphophonemics. For example, the word wUi: is represented as given 
below (Rangan 2008:363): 

Morphophonemic Representation WAIF 

~ 
Phonemic Representation /waif/ /waiv/ 

! ! 
Phonetic Representation !waif! lwaivl 

Both the morphophonemic rules and allophonic rules relate the 
morphophonemic, phonemic and phonetic representations. The rules are 
nothing but a set of instructions of different kinds that relate various 
levels of linguistic representations. 

The problem is complicated when we examine the status of 
aytam. The nature of aytam is mysterious even today. One may be 
tempted to group this with a plosive phoneme. For C:"iample, the iiytam in 
the \Vords such as efsku might have motivated us to group this with k 
phoneme. With other plosivcs, it precedes: a~·tu, ifstu, paL\tlt, ka/snt, 
etc. Tolkappiyar clearly stated that Is occurs after a short vowel but 
precedes a plosive. 

kuriyatar nmn.·ar aytap pu[li 
uyiro[u pwlarntaval tarat micaillii. Tol. cJu. 38. 

The problem is compounded further by its appearance before t 
in compound \vords such as pafsru[i, afstilzai, mu/srffu, etc. in a phrasal 
context. These arc derived from the following words. 

pal+ tuli ------> pakruli 
al + tilLai -----> algiitai 
mul + titu -----> mukrTtu 
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The derivational history leads us to group it under both the /// 
and !fl. Here, we observe an allophone involved in the phonological process 
at the morphophonemic level. It is a surface clement coming from two 
different phonemic sources. The aytam is a member of both I and L 
simultaneously. We do not find any phonetic similarity of iiytam with the 
lateral phonemes I and [. Though the distribution of aytam is in 
complementary distribution with I and [_ there is no phonetic similarity 
with any one of these phonemes. It is further complicated by the 
derivational history of the word a{\ka[iya. The derivation of this is stated 
by the following sutra. 

VO!_"!_"Ilmai ya/vaji ayta miikum'. To/. eju. 3 79. 
av I ka£iya ofska[iya 

Here we observe that v of the demonstrative is changed into 
aytam @. It leads us to group the aytom under v. So, it is difficult to 
maintain three levels of phonological description i.e. phonetic leveL 
phonemic level and morphophonemic level. In different linguistic contexts, 
two lateral phonemes and v of the demonstrative arc realized as a single 
phone Is which violates the condition of biuniqueness of the theory of 
structural linguistics (Chomsky 1964:7R). This may be shown as 

Ill Ill [vj Phonetic Representation 

t ! ! 
Ill II/ /v/ Phonemic Representation 

\.J/ Morphophonemic Representation 
Fig.2. 

At the phonetic and phonemic levels, Is is not a member of any 
one of these phonemes. It surfaces at the level of morphophonemic 
representation only. The notion of archiscgmcnt is introduced in order to 
avoid the awhvard situation. It is an clement that occurs in multiple 
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complement situations. It looks as if it is an artificial clement to handle 
these situations. 

Similar objections might be raised for grouping the shortened u 
with the vowel phoneme 11. 

/i/ /u/ 

~ ~ 
[i] [i] [u] [u] 

<shtd> <shtd> 

Fig.3 

It is difficult to imagine to have a rule that changes the shortened 
11 into the shortened i before y if we assume that these sounds are 
allophones of Iii and Jul. The situation may be shown in the following 
diagram. 

Fig.4 

/i/ /u/ 

~/ 
[i] 

<shtd> 

The only way we might handle this situation within the framc\vork of 
structural linguistics is to show as follows: 

/u/ /i/ Phonemic level 

Allophonic rules [t [t] Phonetic level 

Fig. 5 <shtd> <shtd> 

Morphophonemic rule 
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It is ruled out to have a rule of the following type: 

lui --------------> Iii 

Allophonic mle ! ~ Morphophonemic mle 
[u] [i] before y 

<shtd> <shtd> 

Fig. 6 
l11e shortened i is used in morphophonemic rules . There is a 

separate chapter that deals with the morphophonemic changes of 
shortened 11 (kurriya/11-karap pwtari_val). An allophone is not supposed 
to surface at the level of morphophonemics. The phonological analysis 
of Tolkappiyam could not presuppose three levels of analysis with 
reference to the sound patterns of Tamil language . The possible 
explanation one could arrive at is that Tolkappiyar recognized two kinds 
of phonological elements: one is primary that is context-free and the 
other dependent i.e.context-bound/sensitive. The carpe_/ulluka[ arc 
described in piJ:appiyal (phonetic description of e_fuflus) as follows : 

carnt11vari[ allatu tamakkiyal pilaverat 
tarnt11ve[ip pa[utta litai nulrrum 
tattam carpi/ piJ:appo[tt civwzi 
ott a kii[ciyil tammiyalpu iyalum~. Tot. eju . I 0 I. 

It may be interpreted that these carpejuttuka[ have the same 
place of articulation as those of related mutalejuitukal i.e. the place of 
articulation of shortened 11 is same as that of short 11 and the place of 
articulation of shortened i same as that of short i . But it i's not clear about 
the articulation of iiytam. These carpejuttus are at the same time different 
in the sense that they are context-sensitive and therefore they are 
dependent. So it is clear that it is difficult to maintain three levels of 
phonological description w1thin the framework of Tolkappiyam. More 
evidences lead us to believe that Tolkappiyam might have posited two 
levels of phonological description. 
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The theory of generative phonology rejects the postulation of 
three levels in the analysis of phonological structure of language. It posits 
only two levels to describe the structure of sound patterns of language. 
The phonemic level is considered as an artificial intermediate level that 
could be cl imina ted from the description of the analysis of phonological 
structure of a language. There arc only two levels that arc required to 
the description of phonology of a language. They arc: i) underlying 
phonological level (deep level) and ii) surface level. In other words, there 
arc two kinds of levels of representations that arc related by a series of 

phonological ruks. 

Underlying Representation 

! Phonological Rules 
Surface Representation 

Fig. 7 
The examples given above may be handled in the following manner. 

I ll Underlving Representation 

~ 
li I IiI +--- luAtl Surfuel: Rl:presentution 

<shtd> <shtd> 

Fig. 8 
Since there is no intermediate level, the shortened i has two 

sources: one is from i and the other from the shortened II. A series of 
mles derive the surface form i.e. one form is derived from another form 
with different phonemic composition. l11e so-called biuniqueness condition 
is not part of the theory of generative phonology. So, there is no objection 
for the realization of the shortened i from i and from shortened 11. A 
grammar of phonology doesn't need to have a set of allophonic rules and 
a set of morphophonemic rules separately. It seems that Tolkappiyam 
comes nearer to the theory of generative phonology rather than to the 
theory of phonology of structural linguistics. 
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Balasubramanian (200 I) has already made such an observation 
with different kinds of evidences and arguments. He has given the 
properties of generative phonology and shown how Tolkappiyam
ejullatikaram shares certain properties of generative phonology. The 
phonological part of Tolkappiyam has been compared and discussed 
elaborately with the theory of phonology of structural linguistics by 
Balasubra.manian (200 I). He points out that Tolkappiyam docs not give 
a detailed and complete picture of the sounds of Tamil. It concentrates 
mainly on the classificatory distinctive features of physiological 
components of sounds and omits the redundant features (Murugaiyan 
1970:2). But one should not be misled by the assumption that Tolkappiyar 
utilized these features for the purpose of rule formulation i.e. though 
Tolkappiyam might be interpreted as presenting the distinctive 
classificatory fcatu res of sounds, the rules were not formulated in terms 
of distinctive features. We want to emphasize the fact that the segments 
were described in tenns of distinctive features but the rules didn't use 
the features for stating linguistically significant phonological 
generalizations. The segments that were identified as basic ejuttus were 
utilized for the formulation of phonological rules. The segments were 
considered as unanalyzed units ofTamil i.e. decomposition of the segments 
\vas not considered for rule formulation. That is whv all the rules stated 
in Tolkappiyam arc in terms of phonological segments. An important 
feature of the most of phonological rules ofTolkappiyam is the conditions 
stated for the operation of these rules. Not all the rules formulated in 
Tolkappiyam have the built-in conditions for their operations. Since the 
study of the nature of rules falls outside the scope of this paper, we do 
not discuss the constraints built for the operation of rules. It seems that 
there is only one kind of rules (pwzarcci vitikaD found in the phonological 
component of Tolkappiyam relating different shapes of lexical items. 
The rules in Tolkappiyam do not seem to appear to be deriving the actual 
phonetic representation of the lexical items. Though the phonological 
component of Tolkappiyam appears to be similar in terms of levels of 
description, the nature of these two levels is different from the levels 
conceived in the theory of generative phonology. The rules in generative 
phonology derive the phonetic representation of lexical and grammatical 
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formatives. But the rules in Tolkappiyam relate the different shapes of 
the lexical items in tcnns of ejuttus. The representation of lexical items 
in terms of ejultu cannot be equated with the phonetic representation of 
generative phonology. Tolkappiyam ejuttatikfiram shares certain 
properties with both the theories of structural linguistics and ge·ncrativc 
phonology. However, the framework of phonology of Tolkappiyam is 
different from both the theories and distinct in its 0\\11 way. Future research 
may throv.· some light and present a clear picture of the phonological 
component ofTolkappiyam. 

NOTES 
I. The thirty (sounds) from a to! except the three secondary ones 

are tem1ed Ejuttu 
2. They (secondary sounds) arc i, u and.·. which are separated by dots 

(in script) 
3. For detailed discussion sec Jones, D. (1957) 
4. Chomskv (1964) has enumerated four main constraints of the 

phonology of structural linguistics. They are: 
a) Linearity 
b) In variance 
c) Biuniqueness 
d) Local Determinacy 

5. .·.is always preceded by a short vowel and follo\ved by a hard 
consonant (plosive) 

6. vis changed to .·.in non-case-relation sandhi (if it is followed by a 
voiceless consonant) 

7. The three secondary sounds (i.e.) i, u and .·. have the same organ of 
articulation as the c011sonant which stands as their support (i.e.) the 
consonant which precedes them in the case of i, and u and that 
which succeeds it in the case of . · .. 
(The English translation given here for the sutras cited in the text is 
from P. S. Subrahmanya Sastri: 1930) 
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SANKETI NUMERAL SYSTEM 
K.S.Nagaraja 

Centra/Institute l?[ Indian Languages 

ABSTRACT:Sanketi Tamil is one of the many dialects orT:unil, spoken 
exclusively inn few districts ofKnrnataka by a small group of close-knit 
people, called Sanketis. Numeral system is a very important and fairly 
independent system found in all known lnnguages of the world. Any number 
system should involve two basic principles of ·ordering' and ·grouping' 
(Dale, 1977). Among the various bases the lan3uages adopt in counting 
higher numbers. Sanketi employs whnt is called decimnl system. as ten is 
the basic unit of counting. Some lnnguages usc 20 ns the basic unit; such 
languages have what is called vigesimal system. This paper tries to describe 
the numeral format ion of a sub-dialect of Sankeli, called Kaushika S:mketi 
(KS) with a set of morphophonemic rules to take care oft he various changes: 
and a comparative note follows at the end. 

1. Introduction 
Sankcti is a dialect ofTamil, spoken at present primarily in a few 

urban centres like Bangalorc and Mysore: some villages of Hassan, 
Mysore, Shimogga and Chikmagalur districts ofKarnataka, and scattered 
around the world in small numbers by a section of Smartha Brahmins 
called Sanketis. In this study the analysis is restricted to one variety of it, 
called Kaushika Sanketi (KS). 

Numeral systems arc very important and fairly independent 
systems found in all known languages of the world. Any number system 
should involve two basic principles of 'ordering' and 'grouping' (Dale, 
1977). In the first place, numbers must be ordered so that each is one 
more than the preceding and one less than the follmving number. At first, 
numbers arc merely listed in order, \Vith a separate name for each number. 
But the limitations of human memory preclude the possibility of this 
continuing indefinitely. So at some point, usually at the tenth number, the 
ones counted so far are put in a group and the count is continued with 
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members of the next group. We can refer to the number on which grouping 
is organized as the base of a given number system. Thus the Sanketi 
number system is on the base ten, since the numbers from one to ten arc 
listed, grouped into a ten, the process is started over, another ten is 
grouped, and so on. After ten, the next item of the Sanketi terminal 
vocabulary is the '''ord for ten tens (hundred), and after that, the one for 
ten times ten tens (thousand). The number ten is the most common 
base for number systems the \vorld over (= decimal system); though 
within our country, we have many languages belonging to Munda group 
and many Tibeto-Bunnan languages of Eastern India having fl·venty as 
the base. Such a system is called vigesimal system. (Nagaraja 1999; 
Dale 1977). Further a language called Sora ofMunda branch is supposed 
to have a 12-based system called 'due-decimal" to some extent. 
(N.H.Zidc, 197!!). However all Dravidian and Indo-Aryan languages 
have ten-based decimal system only. 

2. Numerals 
The method of counting is decimal in this speech form, similar to 

other languages of this family, Dravidian family. Basic cardinal 
monomorphemic (not further analyzable into component parts) numerals, 
or in simply, simple numerals and their various bound allomorphs are the 
following: 

Sanketi 
mzqu, or-
rmzqt, ir-, in
muuqu, mup-, mun-, 
naalt, nal-, naa
anjt, am-, ai-
a:rt, ar-, aar-, 
oo[t, af-, ool-
a[lt, mz-, a[-
ombidt*, tom-. ombhai
pattt, padn-, pan-, pad-, 
pat-,hjJibidt-, -hit/hat-, 

one 
two 
three 
four 
five 
SIX 

seven 
eight 
nme 
ten 

St. Spoken Ta./St. Lt. Tamil 
Ollllll onru 
relzqnii rmzqu 
muwzu. lnllltnru 
naafu·naangu 
anju/ayndu 
aarn'aaru 
eezu 'eefu 
euu/e[[u 
ombadu;ombadu 
pa ttwpa 1111 
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aayru 
I ak.<·u 
koo[i 

Also 
Sanketi 
padnmzqp 
panrmzqt 
padmuuqu 
padnaalt 
padnanjt 
padnaan 
padnoo[u 
padnal{t 
pattomb(h)idt 
irhidt 
muppidt 
nalpidt 
ambidt 
arhidt 
a/,hidt 
a!zhidt 
tombhidt 
nllllrt 

aayru 

hundred 
thousand 
lakh 

Nagaraj a 

one hundred 
lakhs 

nuu rn'nuuru 
aayiram/aayiram 
lahamilaHam 
kooqiikooqi 

St. Spoken Tamil 
II pad i nmuzu 
12 padire'ltfu 
13 padimuwzu 
14 padinaa/u 
15 padi nanju 
16 padinaaru 
17 padineezu 
18 padine{lu 
19 pattombadu 
20 iruvadu 
30 muppadu 
40 naapadu 
50 ambadu 
60 aruvadu 
70 ezuvadu 
80 embadu 
90 tmuzuuru 
100 nuuru 
1000 aayiram 

The above numbers may be called terminal vocabulary of the 
Sanketi and Tamil number systems. In the above list, all the number 
tem1s arc quite transparent except for 9 'ombidt'. In this case, it is 
possible to treat it as a sort of compound or derived form, involving sott 
of back-counted formation, one less of forthcoming number 'I 0', i.e. 
ten. (om ( < 01zqu 'one' -bidt < pattt 'ten')). If it is accepted om- will be 
another allomorph for one. However, many scholars disagree and have 
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provided alternative views on this (Dale, 1977). Schiffman ( 1999:page 
134. ft note) states that 'The system gives the appearance of having 
originally been an 'octenary'(eight-bascd) system, with no words for 
nine, ninety, nine hundred so that when the system became decimalized, 
something ad hoc had to be invented for these integers." 

So, for the present jmrposes, omhidt is treated as a simple tt:rm. 
Sankt:ti number system contains fourteen· simple number terms. In that, 
the last three are borrmvt:d from Sanskrit both in Sanketi and Tamil. In 
case of Tamil, two sets have been given. First one is standard spoken 
variety, and the other is written variety. Many of them have some alternant 
shapes used in some cases, which will be discussed below. The rest arc 
compound numbers, which are obtained from two or more simple terms, 
allowing for various morphophonemic adjustments. 

Though, on the whole, the basic numerals are unproblematic, 
their higher constructions arc quite complex and involve complex 
allomorphy. 

2.1. Allomorphy of numerals 
OJltiu I, has other allomorphs like {or-} before a temporal noun 

poodu hoodu 'time' = orpooduiorhoodu 'one time (meal)'~ 
the fuller form { cnzrfu} elsewhere. 

rmzrft 2, has other allomorphs like {ir-}, and {in-}. While {ir-} 
occurs units of decades, like irhidt 20; {in-} occurs before 
higher unit of mmru I 00, like inmmru 200~ and { rmt.rft} occurs 
elsewhere. 

muurfu 3, has other allomorphs {mup-}, {nmn-}. {mup-l occurs 
before higher unit of ten; { mun-} occurs before the higher unit 
of mmm hundred, and {muurfu} occurs elsewhere. 

naa!t 4, has other allomorphs like {nat-}, {naa-}. While {no/-} occurs 
before higher unit often, {naa-} occurs before the higher unit 
of hundred, and {naalt} occurs elsewhere. 

anjt 5, hasotherallomorphs like {am-}, {ai-}. While {am-} occurs 
before higher unit of ten, {ai-} occurs before the higher unit of 
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hundred: and {anft}. occurs elsewhere. 
a:rt 6, has other allomorphs like {ar-}, {aar-}. While {ar-} occurs 

before the higher unit of ten; {aar-} occurs before the higher 
unit of hundred; and {a: rt}, occurs elsewhere. 

oo[t,7, has otherallomorphs like {al-}, {(ml-}. While {al-L occurs 
before the higher unit of len: { ool-} occurs before the higher 
unit of hundred, and { oo{t}, occurs elsewhere. 

CJ([t 8, has other allomorphs like JIL-. J[-. While {Jit-}occurs before 
the higher unit of len, { J[-} occurs before the higher unit of 
hundred, and {.J[[t} occurs else\vhere. 

ombidt 9, has other allomorphs like {tom-}, { ombhai-}. While {tom-} 
occurs before the higher unit of ten, { ombhai-} occurs before the 
higher unit of hundred, and { ombiclt} occurs elsewhere. 

pattt I 0 has the following allomorphs: 
Conditioning of the various allomorphs of I 0 found here can be 
stated as follows: While {padn-} occurs before the numerals 
starting \vith a vowel; {pan-} occurs before the numerals starting 
with a trill lrl: {pad-} before a numeral starting with a nasal 
consonant: in formations of multiples often, \vhere the allomorph 
{pidt}, occurs after numeral 3, 4: { -hidt}, occurs after numeral 
2, 6, 7; {-bidt}, occurs after numeralS, 8, 9; {-hiti/1Cit-}, occurs 
after ir- '2', {-hat/hit-}, occurs after reduced fonn of numeralS 
am-, and before lower unit numbers 1-9; { -hhai-}, occurs after 
reduced form of numeral 9 om-, and before higher unit number of 
hundred; { -bhatibhit-}, occurs after the number of 9 (o) tom-, 
and before the lower unit of I -9; and {pallt} occurs elsewhere. 

'Teens' arc obtained by suffixing basic numbers 1-9 to the unit 
of ten. - pattt + OJtclu - padnmzqu II, panrmzqt 12, padmuuqu 13, 
padnaalt 14, padnanjt 15, padnaart 16, padnoolu 17, padnal[t 18, 
pattombidt I 9. 
Rules: II: 1,2,20; 12: 1,4; 13-18: 1,2; 19: I. 
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The higher unit numbers ( -tys) like 20, 30, 40 etc. arc obtained 
by multiplication of basic numerals with higher unit often. (basic numerals 
x unit of ten). 

irhidt 20, is made up of rmzqt '2' x pattt 'I 0'. 

When obtained so, the basic number for 'two' rmzqt loses 
everything except the initial CV, which also undergoes metathesis. 
Rules 1, 7, 10,3, 18apply. 

Similar phenomena can be observed in the formation of all other higher 
units (multiples often), like 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90. 

muppidt 30: muuqu '3' xpattt '10': 
Rules 1,8, 11,3, l8apply. 

nalpidt 40: naalt '4' xpattt '10': 
Rules l, 8, 3, 18 apply. 

ambidt 50 : anjt '5' x pattt '1 0' : 
In the first member : mutual assimilation: palatal nasal changes 

to bilabial nasal under the influence of oncoming bilabial sound of the 
next member, which in turn changes to voiced variety. 
Rules 1, 14, 9, 3, 18 apply. 

arhidt 60: aart '6' xpallt '10': 
Rules I, 8, l o, 3, 18 apply. 

a[hidt 70: oo[t '7' xpattt '10': 
Rules I, 8, 10, 3, 19 apply. 

aJthidt 80: al[t '8' xpallt '10': 
Rules I, 6, 9, 3, 18 apply. 

tomhidt 90 :ombidt '9' xpattt '10': 
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This is an unusual development, which is not found elsewhere. 
A sound, voiceless alveolar stop gets added at the beginning of the numeral 
9: ombidt, by that we get the higher unit of90. Historically, it seems to be 
present in the earlier stage of Tamil. This type of development is not 
seen in the numeral 9 or 900 or other higher units. In this case, the 
second part of first member, namely -hidt can be considered to be dropped 
or retained. In any case, that is same as the changed form of second 
member, pallt. The rules required here arc the following: 
Rules I, 21, 9, 5, 18 apply. 

Further, higher constructions arc obtained by suffixing basic 
numerals to the higher units mentioned above. Interestingly, here, there 
is a preference for devoicing of voiced sounds, and even the devoiced 
stop under goes process of gemination. It is exactly opposite of what 
happened while obtaining higher units of 20-90. It is very regular. 

rmzqt > ir- : irhidt 20: 
irhittmzqzuirhattmzqu '21' (ir-hit-mzquiir-hat-mzqu), made up of irhidt 
20 plus ( +) (Hzqu · 1 '. 
irhitrmzqt 22, irhilmuuqu 23, irhitnaalt 24, irhillanjt 25, irhittaart 26, 
irhittoofu 27, irhillal[t 28, irhittombidt 29. 
Rules I, 12/13. 

mzmqu mup-pil- : muppidt 30 : 
muppittmzqu 31, is made up of muppidt 30 + mzqu ·I'. 
muppitrmzqt 32, muppitmuuqu 33, muppitnaalt 34, muppiffanjt 35, 
muppittaart 36, muppittoo[u 37, muppilta{lt 38, muppillombidt 39. 
Rule I, 12/13,21/22. 

naa!t > nal- : nalpidt 40: 
nalpittmzqu 41 < nalpidt 1- OJzqu. nalpilrmzqt 42, nalpitmzmqu 43, 
nalpitnaalt 44, nalpittanjt 45, nalpittaart 46, nalpilfoofu 4 7, nalpitta{lt 
48, nalpittombidt 49. 
Rules I, 12/13 apply. 
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a11jt am-hit hat-: amhidt 50 (am-bidt "50') + mzqp .,. : 
ambittOizqu amhatto1zqu (am-hit hat-01zqu) 51, amhitrmzrft 52, 
amhitmllltqu 53, amhit11aalt 54, amhitta11jt 55, ambittaart 56, amhittooLu 
57, ambilla[lt 58, ambittombidt 59. 
Rules I, 12/13 apply. 

aart ar- : arhidt 60 
arhillcHzcf.u 61: < arhidt 1 OJzqu.; arhitrmzqt 62, arhitnnwcf.u 63, 
arhit11aalt 64, arhittal1jt 65, arhittaart 66, arhittooLu 67, arhilla[lt 68, 
arhittomhidt 69. 
Rules l, 12/13 apply. 

ooLu · al- : alhidt 70 
alhittOJzqu71 (al-hit-mzqu): <alhidt: o1zqu; alhitrmzqt 72,alhitmuuc{u 
73, alhit11aa/t 74, alhilla11jt 75, alhittaart 76, alhittvolu 17, alhittcJ[{I 
78, alhittomhidt 79. 
Rules I, 12/13 apply. 

a{lt · a1z- : aJzbidt SO 
aJzhittmzcf.u 81: < aJzhidt. 1 cHzqu.: cJJzbitrmzqt 82, aJzhitmuucf.u 83, 
cJJzbitl1aa!t 84, cJizbittal1jt 85, a!zhiltaart 86, a!zhiltooLu 87, <nzhilla[lt 88, 
cJizbittomhidt 89. 
Rules I, 12/ IJ apply. 

omhidt tomb- : tomhhidt 90 
tombhittmzcf.ntomhhattmzcf.u 91 (tom-bhit bhat-mzqu): < tomhhidt -1 

mzcf.u; tomhhitrmzqt 92, tomhhitmuurfll 93, tomhhitnaa!t 94, tombhittanjt 
95, tomhhittaart 96, tomhhittoolu 97, tombhitta[[t 98, tombhittomhidt 
99. 
Rules I, 12/13 apply. 

mmru 'hundred': 
mmtr01zqu I 0 I, nllutrmzqt I 02, mmtnmucf.u l 03, m111t11aalt I 04, 
mmtta11jt I 05, 1111111taart I 06, 1111/llloolu I 07, mmtla[lt I 08, 1111llltombidt 
109,11uutpatlt 110. 
Rules l, 16/17 apply. 
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nuum 'lOO'+pafft '10' >nuutpalft '110'. 
mwtlirhidt 120, nuutmuppidt 130, nuutnalpidt 140, mtuffamhidt 150. 
nuuflarhidi 160, nuutfa[hidt 170, mmttcnzhidt I ~0, mmttomhidt 190. 
Rules I, 16/17 apply in this section. 

The higher numbers are obtained in the following ways: 
innuuru 200 : rmzqt in- '2' x mmru '100', 
munmmru 300 : muuqu··. 11111- ·3· xmmru '100', (rules I andl5) 
naammru 400 : naa!t · naa- '4' x nuuru 'I 00', 
ainuuru 500 : anjt · ai- '5' x nuuru '1 00 ', 
aarmmru 600: aart · aar- '6' x mmm '100', 
oo[nuum 700 : uo[u oo[- 'T x mmru 'I 00', 
a[nuuru ~00: a[{t a['~'xnuum'!OO', 

omhhainuuru 900 : omhidt - ombhai- '9' x nuuru '100'. 
(om-hhai-mmm) 

Rule I operates on all above, and in addition rule 15 operates in 300. 

The above higher numbers arc obtained using multiplication of 
basic number unit with higher unit of hundred. In the process, the basic 
unit terms undergo some changes. In case of 200, the allomorph for 2 is 
radically different, rmzqt > in(n)- . However the various allomorphs in 
other cases are not different to that extent. In terms for 300 {mu-}, 400 
{naa-}, 500 {ai-}, 600 {aar-}, 700 {oo[-}, ~00 {a[-} first syllable of 
basic units arc retained, \vhile the second syllable is dropped. In case of 
900 ombhai- the first two syllables of the term are retained with deletion 
of the last syllable. It is interesting to note here that unlike the unexpected 
addition of a consonant in case of 'nineties', here no such addition takes 
place. 

aay(i)ru 'thousand': 
aay(i)ruttmzqu I 00 I: aayru I 000 + Olzqu l. Here an increment comes 
up before sandhi takes place. Interestingly the increment takes the 
'oicclcss form (alveolar stop) rather than voiced form though all sounds 
c, ncerncd in the constntction arc voiced. Similarly in the follovving: 
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aayirutrmzqt 
aayi rut nnmqu 
aayirutnaalt 
aayi ruuanjt 
aayiruttaan 
aayi rt too[u 
aayiruUcJ{lt 
aayi rut tombidt 
aayirutpaUt 
aayi ruUai nuuru 

I 002: aayiru ' I 000' + rmzqt · 2', 
I 003: aayi ru ·I 000 · + muuqu '3 ', 
I 004: aayiru 'I 000' + naalt · 4 ·, 
I 005: aayiru "I 000' + anjt '5 ', 
1006: aayiru '1000' +aan "6", 
I 007: aayi ru 'I 000' + oo[u '7', 
I OOX: aayi ru ' 1000' + a[lt · 8 ', 
I 009: aayiru ·1 000' + ombidt "9'. 
1010: aayiru '1000' + pattt 10. 
1500: aayiru "1000' + ainuuru "500': 
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(< anjt '5'; mmru '100'). Rule 21/22 apply. 

However, in the following higher unit numbers such an increment 
docs not appear when the order changes to lower basic number + higher 
~:nit. rmzqaayiru 2000, anjaayiru 5000, pattaayiru I 0,000, etc. 
Only rule one applies here. 

2. 2 Fractional.~· 
Now, we can provide fractionals available in this speech form. 

kaalt ·a quarter' (= a leg), ardlm 'a half', nmkkhaalt 'three-fourth'. 
The last one is a compound, made up nmuqu "3' + kaalt 'leg'. In the 
process, the long vowels of the first member, becomes short; the second 
syllable ofthc first member gets dropped and the first sound of the second 
member not only gets geminated, but also the geminated second member 
gets aspiration. 

2. 3. Ordinal numbers: Ordinal numbers are obtained by adding -a to 
cardinal numbers. For the first one, there arc two forms, mzqu and 
mod/u. Both can take the ordinal suffix -a. Between tht:m, first one is 
not directly used; but its modified fonn ora is normally used with inanimate 
nouns; while the second is used with the animate nouns. In the process 
mzqu > ora. or(a) is indefinite and means one (non-specific). In this 
sense it can be used with animate nouns as well. It also means first 
(specific), then used with inanimate nouns. 
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or(t)-hzufgu vamit vs. oraa hwf.gu 'first bo:y' 
(specific) 
one boy came (indefinite and non-specific) oraa ha 'first house', 
or-klam·t 'one class', (indefinite) vs. oraa klaast 'first standard', 
modalaa manu[vu 'first person' 
modalaa paa{l 'first song' 
rmzqaa pustku 'second book', 
muuqaa pajJa 'third child', 
naalaa klaast ·fourth class', 
anjaa hii 'fifth house', etc. 

On the whole, this numeral system throws interesting light on 
the combinations and effects of combinations. Though the patterning of 
obtaining teens, or other higher units is similar to Tamil, its 
morphophonemics is very intriguing. It is intriguing because one section 
prefers voicing and gemination; while the other section prefers dcvoicing 
and de-gemination. It appears that "the second is more basic than the 
first. But why should it be? On the whole the nature of this speech fom1 
seems to prefer devoiced sounds, and either complete or partial 
assimilations, as amply demonstrated above. 

3. Morphophonemics 
Morphophonemic rules required to account for the various 

changes. The mles are unordered.: 

Rule (I). A general morphophonemic mlc is to drop the final vowel of 
the first member. In some other forms the whole of second 
syllable is dropped. (20, 30, etc.) 

Rule(2).-tt->-d-l_alv.nasal(ll, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.) 
Rule (3). -tt- > -d-1 _ V 
Rule (4). -tt- > -n- I_ r ( 12); 
Rule (5). -11- > -tt- (in num.19)(remains same without change). 
Rule (6). -{[- > -1z- I_ voicing; 
Rule (7). Metathesis: VC.: ra- > ir-. 
Rule (8). Vowel shortening: V: > VI_ C (numbers 30, 40, 60, 70) 
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Rule (9). -p- -h- I V 
-p- -b- I nasal vd. sound 

Rule (I 0). -p- · -h- V 
-p- · -h- Ia resonant 

Rule (II). -p- · -pp- I_ V (as in 30) 
Rule ( 12). -d- · t I_ C (22-24; 32-34, 42-44; 52-54; 62-64: 72-74: 82-

84; 92-94). 
Rule ( 13). -d- · II- I_ V (21, 25-29: 35-39:45-49: 55-59; 65-69; 75-79: 

85-89; 95-99). 
Rulc(l4).-11./- -mb-1 V 
Rule (15). -11- · -1111- I_ V (only in 200) 
Rule (16). -r- > -/ I_C (operates in 101-104 and I 10) 
Rule ( 17). -r- · -Ill_ V (operates in I 05-1 09) 
Rule ( 18). -a- -i- I_ alv.vd.stop 
Rule (19). o- ·a- I retro. C 
Rule (20). o -11- I V 
Rule (21). o- t- I om ... ; 

o- · · 1- I_ C (1002-4, 1010) 
Rule (22). o- -t(t)- I_ C 

o- · · -11- I_ V (I 000, I 005-9) 
Rule (23). o > -r- between C _ V ... (in only I 0 I, I 02). 
Rule (24). a11j- .· · ai 11111/rll (in only 500) 

4. Syntax of numbers 
The cardinal vmvcls discussed above arc in their basic forms. 

When they occur with nouns to modify them, they change to their 
adjectival forms. In this process, instead of the full numbers, their 
shortened forms arc used. The shortened forms arc available only for 
number I. So, 01zqu > or(t 11). The rest of the numerals are unchanged 
in their adjectival forms as well. 

The numeral one can take person markers to obtain nouns, as 
follows: otti one male person ( -i is masculine marker), otti one female 
person ( -i is feminine marker). In case of neuter, no marker is used.: 
or-pustku one book, or-hi'ii'i one house, etc. 
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Distributives arc formed by repeating the numerals. For instance, 
mzq-oJzqp ·one each', here the final vowel of the base numeral is dropped; 
pat-pallt 'ten each'. Distributive-restricted form can be obtained, by 
adding a vowcl-ee \vhich marks restriction, to the end of the reduplicated 
fom1: mzq-mzqee kuqu 'give only one each·. 

The numerals mmru 'hundred' and aayiru 'thousand' when 
used in a bigger construction, take genitive markers. For instance 1949: 
oraayurutta omhhaimmta na/pittomhidt. The -t(t)a of first two forms 
mark genitive relation. 

In NPs containing numeral one, the second syllable/consonant 
of mzqu changes to -r. For instance: 
mzqu '1 · : orhiiii 'one house'(indefinite) : oraa hiiii 'first house': 

padn01zqu ' II'+ hiiii 'house·: pad nor hi'iii ' I I houses'; padnoraa hail 
'eleventh house'; 

i rhittmzqu '21 • + rupaayi rupee 
irhilloraa rupaayi '21st rupee' 

irhittorrupaayi '21 rupees', 

muppittmzqu ·31' + pustku ·book' : muppiltorpustku 'thirty one books·: 
muppittoraa pustku 'thirty first book' 

nuuru ·1 00' + mzqu : mmrmzq-toongaayi 'I 0 I coconuts'.; nuuroraa 
toongaayi '1 0 1'1 coconut' 

padnoraa haateva mmkkt poona 'the people of eleventh house went 
to the village' 

inqer.:t oraaklaasttte hur{gakkaaftkkt rajaa raandt 
today first standard-of student-pi-to holiday is 
today the students of first standard have holiday 
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The numerals syntactically occur as adjectives at the beginning 
of noun phrases, before any other adjectives, but after demonstratives. 
For instance: 

or-manu.\yu/huqgi ·naayi ange raandt 
one person/girl/dog there be-pt 
one person/girl/dog is there 

or-pheri-gaaqi vandt 
one big vehicle come-pt 
one big vehicle came 

ind-naal-pa[u a[ haaraandt 
this four fruit good-be-nonpast 
these four fruits are good 

and-naal-pa[u a[haa ilia 
that four fruit good-not 
those four fruits are not good 

and aart smzhaa-nga u[ndpoocu 
that six small house-s fall-pperf 
those six small houses fell 

• 

From the above, it becomes clear that demonstratives precede 
the numerals in a noun phrase. So the order of the attributes in a noun 
phrase would be: +Dem + Num +Qual.adj + NH. Though a NP can be 
further expanded, the order of elements is same as above.: 

engqhiiiitu[le rmzqpuunemari indt 
my-house-inside two-cat-youngones were 
two kittens were in my house 

naa japaanu[le aayirittombhainuuta* tombittoo[u[le inde 
Japan-in thousand-ninehundred-of ninetyseven-in be-pt 

I was in Japan in thousand nine hundred ninety seven 
* nuum > nuuta-
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5. A comparative note 
Radhakrishnan ( 1963) has discussed numerals of spoken Tamil, 

taking a couple of dialects into account. He has compared the standard 
Tamil numerals with data from 6 speakers, \Vho belong to different regions 
and castes. Comparing Sanketi data with them, it becomes clear that 
Sanketi numerals cannot be identified with any one variety. 

However from the forms listed in pages 51 & 54, some 
comparative statements can be made. Though basically Sanketi and Tamil 
fom1s are very similar, there are some morphophonemic differences 
between them. While Sanketi prefers homorganic sounds without allowing 
for total assimilation as in II, 12, 13: St. Col. Tamil prefers total assimilation, 
in preference to the retroflex nasal variety (as in II, 12, 13, 90). While 
Tamil retains retroflex frictionless continuant, it changes in Sanketi to 
retroflex lateral, as in 7. Secondly, Sanketi prefers a high centralunrounded 
vowel (barred I) at the word final position, when the penultimate syllable 
has a non-back vowel; Tamil has only -11 in all cases. Interestingly in 
Tamil all the penultimate syllables have back vowels mostly, except in 
three cases. Also, while Sanketi has consonant clusters in many forms, 
they get declusterized in Tamil forms ( 11-1 X, 20, 40, 60, 70), though other 
clusters remain in both. Another interesting difference between them is 
in case offormation for 9: While for 9 and 19 arc similar in both: when it 
comes to 90 there is a major difference in the formation. In Sanketi it is 
obtained by 9X I 0; while in Trunil it is totally different, the form is obtained 
in relation to coming hundred 'nuuru'. Tru11i I does not usc high central 
unrounded vowel, unlike in Sankcti, where it is an important innovation. 
For the forms 70 and 80 Sankcti has a low or central vow·el, while Tamil 
has mid front vowel. In this way, there are many differences between 
Sanketi and Tamil fonllS. 

Colophon: I am grateful to Prof. H.S. Ananthanarayana for his 
critical comments on the previous draft of this paper 

NOTES 
Vowel doubling indicates vowel length. 
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NEGATIVES IN TAMIL 

A. Boologarambai 
Dravidian University 

ABSTRACT: Negation in Tamil is a problematic area for scholars and 
grammarians interested in syntax and semantics. While there is a simple 
negative marker -/e in Modern Tamil that is affixed to infinitives to mark 
negation, there are many more complex forms in the h:mguage that cannot 
be treated as a variation of this simple form, and even if negation were 
shown to be a simple morphological process. mnny semantic complexities 
and anomalies of the system would be obscured. Most western grammars 
of Tmnil have not ndequately dealt with Tmnil negation. The negative 
construction of Tamil system is contrasted to other languages. Some 
Ian!,'tlages usunlly form negatives in a fnirly straightforward mnnner by the 
addition of some negntive particle to even othenvise compliented verb 
phrases, little thought is given to how negation works in Tamil as a system. 

The current paper deals with the negatives systematically from old 
Tamil to modern Tamil and also concentrates on the negatives on the basis 
ofmorpholO!,')', syntax and semantics. 

In the recent years a number of studies have appeared that attempted 
to handle the complexities ofTamil negation within various theoretical 
frameworks, with varying degrees of success (Agesthinlingom 1967, 
Schubert 1970, Rangan 1971, 1972 ). Tnmil exhibits several negntive forms 
that often cannot be directly derived from the positive forms, or at least not 
from a single positive form. The main paper will discuss nil the possibilities 
of the negatives in detail. 

1. Introduction 
"It is a most mortifying reflection for a man to consider what 
He has done, compared to what he might have done" 

-Samuel Johnson 
Negation in Tamil is a problematic area for scholars and 

grammarians interested in syntax and semantics. While there is a simple 
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negative marker -le in Modem Tamil that is affixed to infinitives of the 
verbs; the verb form that is its complement is always invariant for tense, 
number and person1 to mark negation. This suggests that the negated 
verb complex is non finite. There arc many more complex fon11S in the 
language that cannot be treated as a variation of this simple form, and 
even if negation was shown to be a simple morphological process, many 
semantic complexities and anomalies of the system would be obscured. 
Most western grammars of Tamil have not adequately dealt with Tamil 
negation. TI1e negative construction of Tamil system is contrasted to 
other languages. Some languages usually form negatives in a fairly 
straightforward manner by the addition of some negative particle to even 
otherwise complicated verb phrases, little thought is given to how negation 
works in Tamil as a system. The current paper deals with the negatives 
systematically from old Tamil to modern Tamil and also concentrates on 
the negatives on the basis of morphology, syntax and semantics. 

In the recent years a number of studies have appeared that 
attempted to handle the complexities of Tamil negation within various 
theoretical frameworks, with varying degrees of success (Agesthialingom 
1967, Schubert 1970, Rangan 1971, 1972). Tamil exhibits several negative 
fonns that often cannot be directly derived from the positive forms, or at 
least not from a single positive fonn. 

2. Negatives in Tamil grammatjcal works 

Though Tolkaappiyar in his Tolkaappiyam deals with the negatives 
in 12 sutram· he doesn't mention elsewhere about their structures and 
their divisions. He mentions about the negatives -innee, -ceppal, -illai 
and -il only. Tolkaappiyar informs that the clitic um will give negative 
meaning (Col. Tol. 255). He also mentions the enclitics aa. -ee and -
on as interrogatives (3 .12). Tolkaappiyar mentions that the interrogative 
verbs denoting emphasis may have the capacity to express negation. 

avan vantaanaa'? 'Did he come?' 
naanpaartteeno'? 'Did I See?' 
avaL ceytatu carilaanee'? 'What has she done is it correct?' 
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In these examples, the negative sense is expressed by the clitics 
-aa, -oo and -ee. The clitics both function as the interrogative and the 
negative particles. These particles arc considered as portmanteau morph. 

Nannuul's Pavanandhimunivar states -aa as the negative marker. 
Vceramaamunivar in his tonnuul viLakkam mentions the direct and the 
indirect relative participles represent the negative meanings. He also 
mentions that the negatives not only function as the negative markers 
but also function as the imperative, exclamatory and the PNG markers. 

The western grammarian Pope is of the opinion that the negatives 
most probably represent the future tense than all the three tenses that is 
the past, present and the future. By the grammatical works of Tamil we 
came to know that the negative markers -a/, -aa, -aat, -aatu, -aamee, 
-aamai. -aan, -il, -ila and -11m, the negative words aritu, anRu, inRu, 
illai, ilan and maa1'1it represent the negative meaning. At the sentence 
level the markers -oo and -ee combined with the verb stems represent 
the negative meaning. The linguists consider the auxiliary verbs as the 
negatives and they divide them on the basis of morphological and the 
syntactical behaviour. 

3. Negatives in Sangam literature 

Most probably, in Sangam literature, the markers -a/ and -il 
represent the negatives in the syntactic constructions. They don't denote 
the tenses but it has the PNG endings. It is classified under defective 
verbs. Hence they are treated as appellative finite verbs (AFV). They 
arc excessive in the usage of Sangam literature. -a! and -if are inflected 
to take almost all PT markers in Sangam literature. Lehmann ( 1993:83) 
considers these two negative verbs occur (I) in a form marked for tense 
and inflected for third person plural number and neuter gender, that is i/1-
ai and all-a and (2) negative adjectival participle form that is i/1-aat-a 
and all-aat-a respectively (3) in negative verbal participle fonn that is 
ill-a-mal and all-aa-mal. 
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Iyaayaayinwn irankuveem al/eem ..... . ..... . 
Tanadhu tuNikuvaan allan ... ............ ... .. . 
Ivai numakku uraya alia ......... .. .. .. .. ... . .. . 
Yaan ninaivu ileen ..................... .. ...... . 
Periyoorai viyattalum ilam ...... ... ........... . 
Nin aLi alallt ilal. ............................. . 

(Puram: 209 - I) 
(Kurun: 230 - 2) 
(IN: 110- 10) 
(Akam: 379- 16) 
(Puram: 192-12) 
(Akam: 118- 14) 

71 

Sangam literature also has the question type negatives, context 
negatives, and positive negative combined structures. The following arc 
the examples: 

varuntuvam a/lamoo? .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Akam: 183-15) 
puRantoor puNkaN aruLalum uNarntovrukku ottanRu.(Akam: 
108-2) 
niiyee aruLilaiyaaki innee aakutal ollanRu ...... (Akam: 355-14) 
aRiyeem al/eem aRintanam . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (IN: 240-1) 

3.1. Tag question negation 
If a sentence in Sangam poetry has a positive finite verb + a 

negative appellative finite verb + the interrogative marker -oo then it can 
be put in to a tag question. 

varuntuvam al/amoo? 
nii ... irankuvai allaiyoo 

·we will suffer, won't we?' (AK. 183-15) 
'You will suffer, won't you?'(AK.379-27) 

3.2. Context - dependent negation 
Certain words denote positive meaning in one context and 

negative n1.:aning in another context. They arc called context- dependent 
negation. This term is coined on the basis of Palmer's context- dependent 
synonyms. Occurrences of this type can be seen in Sangam literature. 

Ex. puNartoor punkaN aruLalum uNarntoorkku ollanRu 
'Removing the affliction of others is suitable to wise people· 

(AK. 108-2) 
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Here -ottanRu 'suitable' has positive meaning. The same word 
has the negative meaning in other context. 

niyee aruU/ai aaki innai aakula! ottanRu 
'To become indifferent, showing not any grace is not suitable 
toyou' (AK. 355-14) 

It is to be noted that fonns like -ottanRu in majority of the cases 
denote only affim1ative meaning. Only in certain contexts they imply the 
negative meaning. Like this in the example of Ku RaL: 196 ...... makan 
enal; makkal. pataTi enal ·Don't call him as a man; call him as a chaff 
of mankind'. In one context -enal gives the negative meaning and in 
another context it gives a positive meaning. Though the contexts differ, 
they are in one environment. Like this in PuR<waanuuRu 61-1 and 
KuRuntokai 400-1 the word cel/aam acts as both negative and positive 
me<mings. Like this we can cite so many examples from Sangam literature. 

3. 3. Negation (~l co !local ion 
In negation of collocation, negation is repeated to indicate the 

strong feelings of the speaker or the poet in Sangam literature. 
aRiyeem alleem: aRintanam 
·It is untrue that we didn't know; we knew' 
kaaNeem alleem; kaNTanam 
'It is untrue thal we did not sec; we saw' 

(IN. 240-1) 

(KL. 9-9) 

These negative phrases reveal the emotive intensification of the 
concerned persons. Negation of collocation is the part of the style of the 
writer. 

3.4. Negation and style 
The character of the poet's genius and the form of expression 

with which he experienced arc illustrated by the negative simile, metaphor, 
etc. 

nel!um uyir anRu (ee); niirum uyir anRu (ee)mannan uyirttee 
malarta/ai ulakam (PR. 186-1) 

'The soul of the citizens is not the paddy and not the water, 
but the king himself' 
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Like the above we found examples in KamparaamaayaNam. 
Thus the poet entertains with negative simile and metaphor by which the 
relation of personality and style is illustrated. 

In the old Tamil one of the negative constmctions is kaaNeen, 
kaaNoom which means 'I/We did not sec' for all the tenses. That is the 
past (kaNTeen, kaNToom - '1/We saw') present (kaaNkiReen, 
kaaNkiRoom - 'I/We see') and the future (kaaNpeen, kaaNpoom - 'II 
We will sec'). The Old Tamil negative kaaNoom survives now in Tamil 
as a kind of frozen idiomatic form, used to express the notion 'I don't sec 
(anyone). Historically, older fonns of Tamil possessed a simple tense
aspect system, and separate negative paradigms for verbs existed 
alongside positive paradigms. Apparently the two sets of paradigms were 
equivalent except for the presence of the notion negative in the non
positive forms, and furthermore negatives were tense less; thus the 
negative 'morpheme' replaced the tense morpheme, but all other notions 
remained the same. 

Present past future NEGATIVE of all 
kaaNikirl oom kaN1 T1 oom kaaN-rp+oom kaaNI oom 
'We see' 'we saw' 'we will see' 'We didn't see' 

In the subsequent historical development of the language from 
Old Tamil to Modern Tamil, some portions of the negative paradigms 
have been lost, while some new negative forms have developed that 
have re-used or reinterpreted (re-lexicalized) older material to produce 
new negatives that are not only syntactically more complex than the 
older ones, but arc also more complex syntactically and semantically 
than the 'corresponding' positive sentences. I say ·corresponding' because 
it is in many cases difficult to ascertain which negative sentence 
corresponds to which positive one. In the Old Tamil -a/, -if arc the forms 
to represent the negatives with the PNG markers. 

In Modem Tamil, the markers -aa, -aat, -ee, -um, -oo and -/e, 
the words illai, anRu and anRi, the auxiliary verbs maaTTu, mu1/yaatu, 
aakaatu, kiTTaatu, ki'laiyaatu, kuuDaa/u, takaatu, cel/aatu, taraalu, 
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nikkaatu, paakkaatu, pookaatu, pootaatu, varaatu and veeNDaam 
represent the negatives. All the above negative markers, negative words, 
negative auxiliary verbs are affixed with the infinitive for of the verb. 
The negative markers -aa, -aat occur after the verb stem as suffixes. 
These two arc in complementary distribution. The morph -aa occurs 
before the consonant and the other one -aat occurs before a vowel. 

laary innaikku ooTaatu "The lorry won "t run today' 

oo1~aa-tu is the negative verbal form. It has the structure of 
verb stem+ negation+ PNG. The negative morpheme -aa occurs as a 
suffix after the verbal stem and before the consonant inflectional suffix 
-tu a marker for the III rd person neuter singular. l11c negative morpheme 
-oat occurs as a suffix after the verb stem and before the vowel 
inflectional suffix -ee which may be considered as imperative particle. It 
also occurs in the negative participles like pookaata, ceyaata etc. 
According to Lehmann ( 1993 :228) the negative suffix -a a occurs in tense 
less finite form inflected for III rd person, singular number and neuter 
gender. 

bussu inkee varaatu 'The bus \Von't come here' 

All the places the negation is overtly marked by a zero morpheme 
except before the third person, singular and plural number, neuter gender. 
These are called as tense less markers. These can be interpreted for the 
past, present and the future verb, the PNG markers are realized by a 
zero and the negative marker -aa is added to the verb stem. The negative 
marker -aa occurs in the verbal noun after the verb stem. (ceyaamai. 
taraamai, etc.). It also occurs after the verb stem in the negative adverbial 
participles. 

naan coleen 
naam cooleeem 
nii colaay 
niinkaL coli i r 
avon colaan 
ovaL colaaL 
atu colaatu 

(col -o- een) 
(col -o- eem) 
(col -o- aa)~ 

(col -o- i i r) 
(col -o- aan) 
(col -o- aaL) 
(col -aa- tu) 
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avai cola 
avarkal. 

(col - aa- o) 
(col - o- am) 

75 

The markers -o- and -aa are treated as allomorphs. The marker 
-o- occurs before the vowels and the marker -aa occurs clsev.hcre. 
Lehmann ( 193 :69) points out that the form viT-aa-ru which is inflected 
for third person, singular number and neuter gender may be interpreted 
as referring to future time or habitual. It can be used both with the singular 
and plural subjects. 

The negative auxiliary verb maaT1it only has the PNG markers. 
The form -leis affixed with the infinitive fonn ofthe verb base to mark 
negation. 

varal/e '1/WeNou/He/She/it won't come· 

Agesthialingom (1967: 215) states that varalle (come-not) can 
mean either 'did not come,' 'do/docs not come,' or 'will not come', and 
gives as an example in the following paradigm: 

avan neeltu vara/le 'He did not come yesterday.' 
avan ippam varalle 'He does not come now.' 
avan naaLekki varalle 'He will not come tomorrow.' 

In the 'morphological' negative, the distinction of tense is typically 
neutralized, so that the negative form with -lie can be either past, present, 
or future, as is obvious if we include time expressions such as neettu 
·yesterday' iNNekki 'today' and naal-ekki 'tomorrow'. The 'alternate' 
future negative form, pooha-maaT'/~een however, can only mean future, 
i.e., can only co-occur with time adverbs that imply time subsequent to 
the present, e.g., iNNekki 'to day· or naal,ekki 'tomorrow.' 

The future tense illustrates the 'skewed' nature of the system 
admirably. The unambiguously future positive form consists of verb stem 
plus future marker plus PNG: 

poo-v-ee n 
i ru-pp-een 

'I will go' 
'I will be' 
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Depending on the time adverbs that can co-occur with this 
'future' form, we sec that it has a number of separate readings, one 
being 'distant or indefinite future·, another 'habitual'. 

avan aDutta vaaram uur-ukku poo-v-aan 
'He will go to tO\vn next week' [distant future! 
avan aDikkaDi sinimaa-v-ukku poo-v-aan 
'He often goes to the movies' !habitual] 

Depending on the time adverbs, the simple future has two distinct 
meanings, at least when translated into other languages, and when negated, 
two different forms appear. The negative of the above mentioned first 
sentence would be 

avan a/)utta vaaram uur-ukku poo-ha-maaTTaan 
he next week town-to go-FUT-NEG 
'He will not go to town next week· 

Whereas the negative construction for the early mentioned 
second sentence is in another form which is quite different from the 
above mentioned first sentence: 

avan aDikkaDi sinimaa-v-ukku pooradu-1/e 
he often movies -to go-NEG-HAB 
'He doesn't usually go to the movies' 

Like -a/ and -i/ Tamil has another negative form maatllt 
represents the negative meaning in syntax. The form maa'l71t is affixed 
with the infinitive form of the verb stem plus the PNG markers for all the 
persons except the IIIrd person singular and plural number and neuter 
gender since these forms arc realized by the simple verb stcm+-aa+(
tu). This periphrastic construction complements the form verb stem+aa
tu to express future negativity (Lclunan, 1993:69). 

vara maTleenloomlaay/iir/aan/aaL '1/WcNou/He/She won't come' 

For the lllrd person singular and the plural number neuter gender 
have the altemative negative constructions are as follows: 
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varaatu: vaaraa "It/They won't come' 

Here the marker -aa indicates the negatives which is directly 
added to the verb stem. 

3.5. Negative .f(mns 

Certain forms behave like negative words. They, by appearance, 
give positive meaning but in deep level they give negative meaning. 
-aritu in positive statements has ·rare', 'difficult" and such meanings. It 
has also the negative meaning 'not possible' 

piRavaazhi niintal aritu (KuRaL -H) 
·Swimming of other seas (of despair) is not possible (is a iare 
thing)" 

ma'/'Tum is another word which gives the negative meaning. 

avaL maTlltm paa11naaL ·she only sang' 

In the deep level, the above mentioned sentence has a negative 
sentence as aval. toozhika/, paa'l'a villai which means 'Her friends 
did not sing'. tavira is another form which gives the negative meaning. 

Raamanait tavira e/loorum teervil veRRi peRRanar 
'Except Raman, all had passed the examination· 

The negative sentence we infer from the above sentence is 
raaman teervil veRRi peRavillai which means 'Raman did not pass 
the examination' 

taan - a marker emphasis reveals negation 
raamantaan tiru'llnaan 'Only Raman had stolen' 
The above sentence has the negative counterpart as raamanaif 

tavira yaarum tim'l'a villai which means 'Except Raman, nobody had 
stolen' 
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Tamil has no prefix - negator as in English and Sanskrit. avan 
oru ayookkiyan 'He is not a good man'. This Tamil sentence has the 
prefix - negator a which was borrowed from Sanskrit along with the 
word yookkiyam. The counterpart of the Tamil sentence is avon om 
nalla maintain il/ai 'He is not a good man'. 

Appellative conjugated nouns like illai, aRRu function as 
negatives in Tamil. Like statements, interrogative sentence can be positive 
or negative avan caappiTTaanaa.? 'Had he taken the meals?' avon 
caappil'a villaiyaa? 'Had he not taken the meals?' The interrogative 
marker -aa which is also a negative marker morphologically clscv,·hcrc, 
is added after the positive finite verb in the above mentioned sentence 
and also after the negative finite verb aa. The -aa marker is added to 
the nouns also. niiyaa poonaay'? 'Is it you, who had gone?· -aa. -ee 
and -oo are the interrogative markers. Usage of -ee is lost in the Modern 
Tamil. -aa is the only interrogative marker used in the modem Tamil. 
However -oo also finds its way in the literary dialects of modern Tamil. 

3.6. Rhetorical question 
If the interrogative marker -aa or -oo is added to the nouns, 

tllen the interrogative sentence is a positive one, but it is always negative 
in meaning. This is called Rhetorical question. The interrogative markers 
make the speaker as well as the hearer feel negation. Tolkaappiyar also 
points out that these markers imply negative sense (Tol. Col. 244 and 
256). The interrogative fonns -etu and -yaar which themselves reveal 
the negation. 

etu avan uur? 'Which is his home town?' 
yaar uRRaar? 'Who are his relatives? Nobody' 

3. 7. Alternative question 
In the alternative question, negation plays an important role. nii 

ankee poonaayaa? il/aiyaa? 'Did you go there or not?' peenaavaa 
illee pencilaa etu veeNDum'? 'Which one (You) like, pen or pencil?' 
The above sentence -aa the interrogative marker, either in pen or pencil 
gives the negative meaning. In spoken Tamil, in alternative questions, 
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along with the nouns the negative marker illai is also used. peenaavaa 
il/ee pencilaa etu veeNDum."l 

3.8. Tag questions 
English tag questions cannot be translated into Tamil as they 

are. However tag questions may also be formed with some change in 
spoken Tamil. 

nii ankee ponaayee; pookalee 
nii alee ceyyallee illee? 

3. 9 Scope of negation 

'You went there, Didn't you?' 
'You did not do it, (Did you) not?' 

A negative sentence can be made to give two negative meanings 
\vithout altering any word in it by the scope of negation, I. If the scope of 
negation is extended from the negative form to the end of the clause in 
the sentence it gives one meaning. 2. If the scope of negation is restricted 
from the negative form to a certain phrase in the sentence it gives another 
meaning. The scope of negation which is marked in the horizontal bracket 
can be seen in the following sentence: 

naan vakuppi I muzhumaiyaaka kavani kka vi 1/ai 
• I didn't listen the class fully' 
naan vakuppi I muzhumaiyaaka kavani kka vi llai 
• I didn't listen the class fully' 

In the above mentioned sentence, the first sentence means 'For 
the whole time I did not listen the class' and the second sentence means 
'It is not true that I did not listen the class fully' which gives the impression 
that 'At least for sometime I did not listen the class' In the first sentence 
the adverb muzhumaiyaaka • Fully' falls outside the scope of negation 
and in the second sentence it falls inside the scope of negation. In the 
above two sentences the subject naan - T falls outside the scope of 
negation. 
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Structural ambiguity is revealed through the scope of negation. 
In Kambaraamaayanam, Kamban illustrates an example: 

nanmai avarukku illai umakkee ayyaal 
'Benefit will not be to them, but to you, oh! Brother' 

SuurppaNakai requests her brother lraavaNan to capture Sita, 
wife ofRama, to be his concubine. If he does so, prosperity will yield to 
him. But the irony in this line reveals the fact that if he docs so, the 
prosperity will not yield to him. This can be derived from the scope of 
negation. nanmai avarukku / il/ai umakkec a)~\'LW! This means 
'Benefit will be to them, not to you, oh! Brother' 

3.10. Local negation 
Scope of negation may be said as a clause negation. Unlike the 

scope of negation, the local negation has the scope of negation within a 
particular word or phrase. Thus the sentence avaL azhakaaga i/lai 
enRu colla muTiyatu 'One cannot say that she is not beautiful' which 
has double negatives, may be said in local negation. In the sentence 
avon tiriccikku illai mathuraikkup poonaan 'He didn't go to Trichy, 
but he went to Madurai". The negator i/lai in the sentence agrees only 
with Trichy and not with any other word in this sentence. Thus a clausal 
negation -tiriccikkup pooka villai is condensed into a phrase tiriccikku 
illai. This is called Local Negation. 

3.11. Focus of negation 
In sentences, negative clauses give extra information focused 

through the special stress or emphasis on a particular word of the clause. 
The extra information will always be in the positive sense. 

maaNLtvarkaL bassaik kozhuttavillai 
'Students didn't burn the buses' 

In the above sentence, if the stress is on the students, it means 
that it was not the students who burnt the bus. The extra information 
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focused here is that · Anti-;social elements burnt the buses'. If the stress 
is on the bus, the extra information is that the students burnt only the 
effigy of their principal. And if the stress is on the word burn, the extra 
information is that students only stoned at the bus. Thus the stress on 
any word gives the same negation that the students did not burn the bus, 
but the extra information, being positive is different. This is called focus 
of negation. 

3. 12. Transferred negation 
Negation is transft;rred from the main clause of a sentence to 

the sub-ordinate clause of the same sentence, thereby making another 
senten.ce. According to Quirk and others (P. 789) 1. I didn't think he was 
happy and 2. I thought he wasn't happy are different in meaning. 
Sentence (I) has the negation in the main clause. This negation is 
transferred to the sub-ordinate clause in the sentence (2). They are 
different in the sense that sentence ( 1) bears the unlike hood that it was 
not possible to him to be happy. In Tamil also negation is transferred, but 
the difference of meaning is a matter of question. 

avan pa'llttavan enRu naan ninaikka villai . 
'I didn't think he was an educated man' 

avan paTittavan illai enRu naan ninaitleen 
'I thought he wasn't an educated man' 

It is very important that the same negative marker should be 
transferred in transferred negation. 

4. Conclusion 

I~ In the Old Tamil -al, -il are the fonns to represent the negatives with 
the PNG markers. 

2) In the subsequent historical development of the language from Old 
Tamil to Modern Tamil, some portions of the negative paradigms have 
been lost, while some new negative fom1s have developed that have 
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re-used or reinterpreted (rc-lexicalized) older material to produce new 
negatives that arc not only syntactically complex than the older ones, 
but are also more complex syntactically and semantically than the 
corresponding positive sentences. 

3) In Modern Tamil, the markers -aa, -aat, -ee, -um, -oo and -/e, the 
\Vords illai, anRu and anRi, the auxiliary verbs maaTJit, mu'llyaalu. 
aakaatu, ki'l"l'aatu, kiTaiyaatu, kuuDaatu, takaatu. cellaatu. 
taraatu, nikkaatu. paakkaatu. pookaatu, pootaatu, varaatu and 
veeNDaam represent the negatives. All the above negative markers, 
negative words, negative auxiliary verbs arc affixed \vith the infinitive 
for of the verb. The negative auxiliary verb maa'l"l1t only has the PNG 
markers. The form -le is affixed with the infinitive form of the verb 
base to mark negation. 

4) In the 'morphological' negative, the distinction of tense is typically 
neutralized, so that the negative form with -lie can be either past, present, 
or future, as is obvious if \ve include time expressions such as nee flu 

'yesterday' iNNekki 'today' and naa/,ekki 'tomorrow'. The alternate 
future negative form, pooha-maaTT-een however, can only mean 
future, i.e., can only co-occur with time adverbs that imply time 
subsequent to the present, e.g., iNNekki 'to day' or naaLekki 
'tomorrow'. 

5) Certain forms behave like negative words. They by appearance give 
positive meaning but in deep level they give negative meaning. -aritu, 
maTTum, tavira and taan. 

6) Appellative conjugated nouns like illai, aRRu function as negatives in 
Tamil. 

7) The interrogative marker -era which is also a negative marker 
morphologically elsewhere, is added after the positive finite verb in the 
above mentioned sentence and also after the negative finite verb -aa. 
The -aa marker is added to the nouns also. niiyaa poonaay.') 'Is it 
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you, who had gone?' -aa, -ee and -oo arc the interrogative markers. 
Usage of -ce is lost in the Modem Tamil. -aa is the only interrogative 
marker used in the modem Tamil. Hmvever -oo also finds its way in 
the literary dialects of modern Tamil. 

8) If the interrogative marker -a a or -oo is added to the nouns, then the 
interrogative sentence is a positive one, but it is always negative in 
meaning. This is called rhetorical question. The interrogative markers 
make the speaker as well as the hearer feel negation. 
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SECOND CASE IN TAMIL AND TELUGLJ- A COMPARISION 

A. Parimalagantham, 
PS. Telugu University. 

AJISTRACT: Case, the important grammatical category expresses the 
semantic correlations between I he noun and the verb in a sentence. Tamil 
and Telugu, the two major Dravidian classical languages share many 
strucmral features. At the same time there is striking vnriations also between 
them. The present paper aims to bring out some of the commonness and 

variations between Tmnil and Tclugu as far as the second case is concerned. 

l. Introduction 
Case is an important granm1atical category. A good portion of 

the semantic correlations behveen the noun and the verb in a sentence 
arc expressed by various case suffixes. In Tamil case is called veeRRumai 
which means 'change', 'difference' etc. In Sanskrit vibhakti means 
'separation', 'distinction', and 'modification' as. being modification of the 
base stem fom1 (Agesthialingom, 1976 ). In Greek the word ptosis means 
'failure' or 'change'. In Latin, the word 'casus' indicates grammatical 
category of case. The word 'casus' used as 'cas' in the middle English 
and the word 'case' is used in the modem English which indicates the 
grammatical category. In Tclugu the Sanskrit term vihhakti is used to 
indicate case. The aim of the present paper is to describe the second 
case, its surface marker, and its functions in a sentence in Tamil and 
Telugu . Case is defined by C. F. Hockett as "the inflected fonn which 
has an import<mt relation with verb in a sentence". R. H. Robins defines 
the case as "the noun which has an imp01tant relation with the verb and 
the other parts of the sentence". 

The aim of the present paper is to describe the second case, its 
surface marker, and its functions in a sentence in Tamil and Tclugu . The 
second case marker in Tamil is 'ai'. It is the only case which has only 
one marker in Tamil. In Telugu, Balavyakarta allots 'nu' as the surface 
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case marker. To indicate the meaning 'uddesiyamu' the form 'gurinci' 
occurs after the case marker 'nu' as 'mamugurinci' means '·for the 
sake of us". On the basis of linguistics, there arc two markers -m1-ni-. 
nu- occurs w·ith the first person oblique singular, second person oblique 
singular. -ni- occurs with other nouns. (Subrahmanyam 1974). 

Though Tamil and Telugu belong to the same language family 
i.e., Dravidian family, they share many structural features, there arc some 
considerable variations among them. As far as the second case is 
concerned there are similarities as well as variations between these two 
languages. For example, in the comparative sentences with the first 
subject whether it is noun or pronoun there is a case marker in Tamil. 
But there is no case marker in Tclugu. 

From Tamil and Telugu 
ennai viDa avan periyavan naakanTe vaaDu peddavaaDu 

'He is older than me' 

The main paper will discuss all the possibilities of the second 
case in Tamil and Telugu in detail. 

2. About the languages 

2.1. Tamil 
Tamil, the old and ancient language of Dravidian family is the 

mother tongue of the people who live in Tamil nadu. Chennai is the capital 
for this state. Tamil has official status in the Indian state of Tamil nadu 
and in the Indian union territory of Puduchcrry. Tamil is also an official 
language in Sri Lanka and Singapore. It is one of the t\venty two scheduled 
languages of Indian constitution and the first living Indian language to be 
declared as a classical language by the government of India in 2004. 
Tamil is also spoken by significant minorities in Malaysia, Mauritius and 
Reunion as well as emigrant communities around the world. It is the 
language which has rich literary heritage. 
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2. 2. Telugu 
Tclugu, one of the languages in Dravidian fhmily, is predominantly 

spoken in the state of Andhra Pradesh. It is the mother tongue of the 
people those who live in Andhra Pradesh. I lyderabad is the capital for 
this state. It has rich literary heritage. It got classical status recently. 
Like Tamilians, the Tdugu people also live in various parts of the world. 
It is also one of the twenty two scheduled languages of India. 

3. Cases in Tamil and Telugu 
The cases in the literary languages of Tamil and Telugu vary a 

little bit. Tamil has eight cases - nominative, accusative, instmmental, 
dative, sociative, genitive, locative, and vocative. But Telugu has only 
seven cases namely nominative, accusative, instnunental, dative, sociative, 
genitive, and locative. Among these cases this paper considers only second 
case in Tamil and Telugu. 

3.1. Second case in Tamil and Telugu 
In Tamil, the second case is called variously by the grammarians. 

Tolkaappiyar called this as iraNDaam veRRumai (second case) on the 
basis of the number, ai veRRumai (ai case) on the basis of the marker 
and ceyapaDu poruL veRRumai (karma karakam) on the basis of 
meaning. In Telugu the second case called as dvitiiya vibhakti on the 
basis the number and karma kaarakam following the Sanskrit tradition. 
In English the second case is called as ·accusative case', 'objective 
case', and 'neuter case'. 

3.2. Surface case markers .for the second case in Tamil and 'l'elugu 
The second case marker in Tamil is ai. It is the only case in 

Tamil which has only one marker. In Telugu, Ilalavyakarta allots nu as 
the surface case marker. To indicate the meaning 'uddeesyamu' the 
form gurinci occurs after the case marker 'nu' as mammulanugurinci 
means 'for the sake of us'. On the basis of linguistics, there are two 
markers -nu.·~ni-. nu- occurs with the first person oblique singular, second 
person oblique singular. -ni- occurs with other nouns. (Subrahmanyam, 
1974). 
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3. 3. The meanings indicated hy the second case in Tamil and Telugu 
In Tamil, Tolkaappiyar gave twenty eight meanings for the second 

case in the sutram (72) kaapin ... oppin. The commentators put these 
twenty eight meanings into three divisions namely 'iyaRRappa'litvatu' 
(which means to construct), 'veRupaTuttap pa'litvatu' (which means 
to destroy), and 'eytappa'litvatu' (to learn something like 'nuulaik 
kaRRacm' 'He learns that book'). Nanmml gave six meanings for the 
occurrences of second case in morphology, the chapter on cases. Those 
arc construction, destruction, arrival, removal, comparison, possession. 

kuTattaic ceytaan 'Construction' uurai viT'Iitp poonaan 'Removal" 
viTTai i'llllaan 'Destruction' puliyaip ponRavan 'Comparison' 
kaa7Tai aTaintaan 'Arrival' selvattai uTaiyavan • Possession' 

But in Tclugu the second case indicates only two meanings. l110se 
are vyaapaaram and phalam. ~~vaapaaram and pha/am means the 
'action' and the 'result'. When it indicates the meaning 'uddee.\Tamu' 
after the second case marker the form guRinci occurs. ex. 
mammuguuUci 'for the sake of us'. gzmRci has the variable guRinci, 
and it is used in the modern period. 

Thomas Ldunann ( 19X9) gave four categories for the occurrence 
of the second case marker ai in Tamil. The author of the paper gave 
Telugu examples also since the paper compares the second case marker 
of Tamil and Telugu. Those arc 

l.When the object noun phrase is definite, the accusative case suffix is 
obligatory in Tamil. 

Tamil 
kumar kamalavaik kaatalillan 

naan en caaviyait tolaitteen 

Telugu 
kumar kama/anu premincaaDu 

'Kumar loves Kamala' 
neenu naa taaLancevulu 
taal-ancevulanu poogo TTaanu 
·1 lost my keys' 
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intap pustakattaik koTitnga ii pustaakam/ pustakamunu 
iwwanDi 
'(Please) give this book' 

But in Telugu there is a small change. As for as human noun is 
concerned Tamil and Tclugu follow the same rule. But, for non-human 
noun the occurrence of case marker is optional in Tclugu. 

2. When the object noun phrase is indefinite and non-rational and not 
marked by an indefinite detem1incr, the noun phrase appears in the 
nominative both in Tamil and Tclugu. 

Tamil Tclugu 
kumar iTli cappitaan kumar iD/i tinnaa/.)u 'Kumar ate idli' 

3. When the object noun phrase is indefinite and non-rational and 
marked by an indefinite determiner the accusative suffix is optional. 

Tamil Tclugu 
kumar oru peT1/(vai) vaanginaan kumar oka peTTe konnaaDu 

'Kumar bought a box' 

4. When the object phrase is indefinite and rational the accusative 
case suffix is obligatory both in Tamil and Tclugu. 

Tamil Telugu 
kumaar oru pai.vanaip paaruaan kumaar oo abbaayini cuusaaDu 

'Kumar saw a boy' 

The first person singular and plural and the second person singular 
and plural change into oblique form while taking the second case marker 
in Tamil and Telugu. 

Tamil Tclugu 
ennaip paar 
engalaik keel, 

nannu cuuDu 
mammalni aDugu 
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engalaik keel, mammalni aDugu ·ask us' 
unnai ninai ninnu talacukoo 'think about you' 
ungalai ninaiyungaL mimmalni lalacukoonDi · think about you' 

But the third person pronoun takes the case marker as it is in 
Tamil and Tclugu. 

Tamil 
avanaik kuupiDu 
avaLai viDu 
alai caappiDu 
alai a'll 
avaikalai ka1'1i1 
avarkalai kavani 
avarai nimttu 

Telugu 
vaaNNi piluvu 
aamenu odulu 
daanni tinu 
daanni koTJ11 
vaaTini kaTTu 

'call him' 
'leave her' 
·eat that· 
'beat that' 
'bind that' 

vaa!_Lanu gamanincu 'take care of them' 
vaaDini aapu 'stop him' 

Since the second case occurs in various states, the western 
scholars told that the meaning of the second case is decided on the basis 
of the occurrence of the verb after the case marker with the noun. So 
this case is considered as neuter case. 

Tamil 
*avan uum aTainlaan avan uurai aTaintaan ·He reached the 

village?' 
But in Telugu, the same sentence is grammatical. Why because the use 
of case marker is not obligatory. 

I. atanu uum ceeraaDu 2. alanu uuriki ceeraaDu 
'He reached the village' 

In Telugu, the sentence 2 though not ungrammatical but it is classical. 

In Tamil, all the nouns (human and non-human) take case marker 
before the verb 'kaaN' 'to see' in the sentence. 

kaNNanaik KaNTeen 
'I sa\v Ka1man' 

avanaik kaN'l'een 
'I saw him' 
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sitavaik kaNTeen 
'I saw Sita' 
paapaik kaN'J'een 
'I saw a snaKe' 
kallaik kaNTeen 
'I saw a stone' 

fl nri /Jial agant ha/JI 

avaLaik kaNTeen 
·1 smv her· 

avarkal"aik kaNTeen 
'I saw them' 
alaik kaNTeen 
'1 saw it 

But in Telugu, all nouns (the human nouns, the pronouns and 
the non-human nouns) won't take case marker before the verb 
kanipincu 'to be seen' 

kannan kanipincaa/)u 
'Kannan is to be seen' 
sita kanipincindi 
'Sita is to be seen' 
paamu kanipinci ndi 
'snake is to be seen' 
raayi kanipincindi 
'stone is to be seen' 

atan11 kanipincaaDu 
'He is to be seen' 
aame kanipincindi 
'She is to be seen' 
vaaLLu kanipincaaru 
They arc to be seen· 
adi kanipincindi 
'It is to be seen' 

In Tamil the pronouns take case marker before the negative 
verb kaaNavillai 'not to be seen'. But in Tclugu, the pronouns \von 't 
take the second case marker, when they occur before the negative verb 
'kanipincaleedu' ·not to be seen' 

Tamil 
avanaik kaaNavillai 

avaLaik kaaNavi!lai 

avarkaLaik kaaNa vi!lai 

alaik kaaNaveillai 

Tclugu 
alanu kanipincaleedu 

'He is not to be seen' 
aame kanipinca/eedu 

'She is not to be seen' 
vaa!Iu kanipincaleedu 

'They arc not to be seen' 
adi kanipinca/eedu 

·rt is not to be seen ' 
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avaRRaik kaaNavillai avi kanipincaleedu 
They are not to be seen · 

In Tamil, before the possession verb ceeru 'to belong to' the 
noun takes accusative case marker ai. But in Telugu, before the verb 
cendu 'to belong to' the noun takes fourth case marker ki. 

Tamil Telugu 
vimal anta uuraic ceertavan vimal aa uuriki cendinavaaDu 

·vimal belongs to that village' 
karuppan unnaic ceertavan karuppa niiku cendinvaa/Ju 

• Karu ppa belongs to you' 

There is a rule in Tamil grammar that the noun before the verb 
(whether it is human or non-human, animate or inanimate nouns) must 
take the second case marker. But in Tclugu for human, non-human body 
parts and inanimate nouns this rule is not applicable. 

Tamil Telugu 
avan kaa/ai veTTinaan a/(/1111 kaalu narikaa/)u 

'He cut the leg· 
avan naavin kaa/ai ve'l''llnaan atanu kukka kaa/11 narikaaDu - . 

'He cut the dog's leg' 
avan marakki/,aiyai o'llllaan a/(11111 ce'l''li1 kommanu tuncaaDu 

·He broke the branch of the tree' 

In Tamil and Telugu, the animate nouns must take the second case marker. 

Tamil 
kamalavaip paarteen 

avan naayai a'llllan 

Telugu 
kamalanu cuu.wanu 
'I saw Kamala' 
atanu kukkanu koTTaaDu 
'He beat a dog' 

But in Tamil and Telugu the second case marker is optional with 
inanimate nouns 
Tamil Tclugu 
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avaL pu1upuuvaip paRittaa/, aame puulu koosindi 
'She plucked the flower· 

avan kal/ kal/ai uTaillaan vaaDu raayi pagala koTTaaDu 
'He broke the stone' 

4. Comparative construction 
In Tamil, the first noun in the comparative marker takes the 

second case marker. But in Telugu, the first noun, in the comparative 
sentence won't take the second case marker. 

Tamil Tclugu 
kaNNanai viDa kumar nallavan kannan kan1e kumar mancivaaDu 

'Kumar is better than Kannan' 

In Tamil, the pronouns take the second case marker 'ai'. But in 
Tclugu, the demonstrative pronouns, won't take the second case marker 
mtini in the comparative construction. 

Tamil 
ennai viDa avon ciriyavan 

enga/,ai viDa ungaLukku 
paNam atikam 
unnai viida avaL no/lavaL 

unga/,ai viiDa avanai 
ennakku nanRaagaat 
teriyum 
avanai viiDa ivan periyavan 

avalai viDa ava/, amma 
nallavaL. 
avarka/,ai viDa ivarkaL 
kuTTaiyaanavarkaL 
alai viDa itu periyadu 

Telugu 
naa kanTe vaa/)u cinnavaaDu 
'He is smaller than me' 
maa kanTe miiku Dahhu ekkuva 
'You have more money .than us' 
nii kanTe aame mancidi 
'She is better than you' 
mii kanTe vaaNNi neenu haagaa 
erugudunu 
'I know him better than you' 
vaani kanTe viiDu peddavaaDu 
'He is bigger than him' 
aame kanTe aame ammo mancidi 
'Her mother is better than her' 
vaaLLakanTe viiU,u po171vaaLLu 
'They are shorter than them' 
daani kanTe idi peddadi. 
'This is bigger than that' 
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avaRRai viDa ivai ciRiyavai vaa'llkan'l'e ivi cinnavi 
"They arc smalkr than those· 

In the comparative sentence the second subject \Viii take second 
case marker in Tamil and Telugu. But there is a difference between 
Tamil and Telugu. In Tamil, both the nouns i.e., the nouns occurring before 
and after comparative marker take the second case marker. But in Telugu 
only the noun after the comparative marker takes the second case marker. 

Tamil unnai viDa avanai noon nanRaaga purintukoN'/'ecn 
Telugu niikaN'l'e vaaNNi neenu baaga ardham cee.mkunnaanu 

'I understood him better than you' 

In the same way, while describing the quality of the person/thing 
•he first noun in Tamil takes second case marker. But in Telugu, there is 
no second case marker with the first noun. 

Tamil 
Tclugu 

Tamil 
·1 dugu 

Tamil 
Telugu 

avanaip poonRavan ivu/,akalfil yaamm illai 
vcwnilaanTi vaaDu ii prapancamloo evaruu /eeru 
'No body in the world is like him· 
ka/Iaip poonRa ka'llmwiyaana pont!, illai 
raayi /aan'/'i ka'llnamaina vastuvu leedu 
"There is no hard thing like stone' 
nariyaip poo.nRa tandiramaana vi/angu etuvum illai 
nakka /aan'll tantramu gala mrugamu /eedu 
'There is no such tricky animal like fox' 

5. Conclusion 

Though Tamil and Telugu belongs to the same language family 
and share many structural features, there are variations among them 
considerably. As far as case markers, specifically second case is 
concerned there are similarities as well as variations between these two 
languages. 
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5.1. Similarities 
l. The general mle that the second case marker occurs with human 

nouns obligatorily and \vith the non - human nouns the occurrence is 
optional. 

Tamil Telugu 
kamalavaip paarteen 

"I sa\v Kamala' 
kamalmm clmsaanu 

avo/, punpuuvaip paRittaa/, aame puulu koosindi 
'She plucked the flower ' 

2. Sjoberg ( 1969) in her article pointed out that the modern Tdugu nouns 
and pronouns are generally considered to be declined only for the 
accusative and the dative case markers. This is also somewhat true as 
far as Tamil and Telugu areconcerned. 

3. In both the languages the pronoun changed as oblique form while 
taking the second case marker 

Tamil Telugu 
ennaip paar nannu cuu/)u 'sec me· 
unnaik koDu ninnu ivvu "give you 
Here there is a small difference between the two languages. In· 

Tamil sandhi phoneme like -p- and -k- occurs in between the two words. 
But in Telugu there is no sandhi phoneme. 

4. In the comparative sentence the second noun before the verb takes 
second case marker in both the languages. 

Tamil 
Telugu 

unnaiviDa ennakku avanai nanUaagat teriywn 
niikanTe neenu vaaNNi baagaa erugudunu 
"I know him better than you' 

But here also there is small difference that in Tamil both the 
subjects take the second case marker. But in Telugu only the second 
subject before the verb takes the second case marker case. 
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5. 2. ~(Jrim ions 
I . Whether it is noun or pronoun, which occur before some verb takes 

case marker in Tamil. But in Tclugu there is no second case marker in 
that place. This is possible both in positive and negative sentence. 

5. 3. Posll ive sentence 
Tamil 
kannanaik kanJ'een 
:I saw Kanna' · 

avula/ kaNI'een 
·1 saw her· 

avanaik KaNTeen 
·1 saw him" 

5. -1. Negmive sentences 

Telugu 
vaaDu kanipincaaDu 
He is to be seen' 
kannan kanipincaaDu 

• · Kannan is to be seen' 
aame kanipincindi 
·She is to be seen' 

Tamil kannanaik kaaNavillai 
Tclugu kannan kanipincaleedu 
Tamil avanaik kaNavillai 

'Kannan is not found' 
'Ka1man is not to be seen' 
'He is not found' 

Tclugu 
Tamil 
Tclugu 

vaaDu kanipinca/eedu 
ava/aik kaaNavillai 
aame kanipi11ca/eedu 

'He is not to be seen' 
'She is not found 
'She is not to be seen" 

5.5. In the comparative sentences with the first subject whether it is 
noun or pronoun there is case marker in Tamil. But there is no case 
marker in Telugu. 

Tamil 
ennai vr/)a avan periyavan 

raviyai viDa susi ci Uiyava!. 

TelU!,'l.l 
naakanTe vaaDu peddavaaDu 
"He is older than me' 
ravi kanTe susi cinnadi 
'Susi is smaller that Ravi' 

5. 6. In Tamil while describing the quality of a person the noun or pronoun 
takes the second case marker. But there is no case marker in Telugu. 

Trunil TelU!,'l.l 
avon nariyaip ponRavan atanu nakkalaan Ti vaaDu 

'He is like a fox' 
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avon naayaip poola kuraittan vaaDu kukkalaagaa nwrigaa/Ju 
·He barked like a dog' 

5. 7. In Tamil while talking about the possession, the noun takes second 
case marker. But Telugu takes the dative case suffix. 

Tamil Telugu 
kama/ amerikaavaic ccertavan kama/ amerikaku cendinavaa/)u 

avon en viiTTaic ceerntavan 
'Kamal belongs to America" 
atamt naa in'l'iki cendinavaaDu 
"He belongs to my house" 
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ABSTRACT: Aspiration is a breathy noise that is generated as air passes 
through the partially closed vocnl folds into the pharyn:-;. In English, 
aspimtion is a crucial characteristic of all voiceless plosivcs when they 
occur in the word-initial position in stressed syllables, but it docs not have 
a linguistic function in many other languages. like those belonging to the 
Indo-Aryan family in which aspiration is linguistically contrastive. In these 
languages, stops are distributed contrastively as voiceless unaspirated, 
voiceless aspirated, voiced unaspiratcd and voiced aspirated . While voice 
onset time (VOT) serves to distinguish between the voiced and the voiceless 
stops, the acoustic cue of aspiration serves to distinguish the unaspirated 
stops from the aspirated ones. As a prominent member oft he Indo-Aryan 
family of languages, Oriya possesses the same characteristic. Earlier 
investigators have studied the aspect of aspiration in Oriya on the bases of 
kymograms and palatograms. The present study aims at investigating the 
aspect of aspiration in Oriya consonants i.e. bilnbinl, dental , retroncx and 
velar stops in various environments on the bnsis of spectrograms. A total 
of 107 Oriya words spoken by the first author, who is a native Oriyn spcnker. 
were recorded and analyzed spcctrogmphically to investigate aspiration. 
The results reveal that all stops irrespective oft heir voicing exhibit phonetic 
aspiration in the initial position. Almost all the stops did not show any 
such tendency in the word-medial position with the sole exception of[k]. 
This study docs not support that the duration of aspiration in \'Oicclcss 
obstments is longer than that of their voiced counterparts. The hypothesis 
that the duration of aspiration will go on increasing as one n1m·cs from the 
back to the front oft he oral tract, i.e. from vclars to alveolar i .~ not strictly 
follon·ed in Oriya and it is an interesting finding of this stuch . f7inally this 
study adduces evidence to treat [nhJ and [lh] each as a combiuation of two 
separate segments rather than aspirated [n] and aspirated Ill n;spcctively. 
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1. Introduction 
Lisker & Abramson ( 1964) introduced a new temporal measurement 

for stops tenncd voice onset time (VOT). They showed that this single 
dimension was a powerful tool to separate most of the stops across the 
eleven languages they considered. In English, the voiced stops in the 
initial prevocalic and pre-stressed position have a relatively short VOT 
and show little or no aspiration, whereas voiceless stops have relatively 
long VOT with considerably strong aspiration (Lisker 19X6). However, 
in the languages that have voiceless umispirated, voiceless aspirated, 
voiced unaspirated and voiced aspirated stops, like the Indo-Aryan family 
of languages, the VOT fails to distinguish the voiced aspirates from their 
voiced unaspirated counterparts. 

Lisker & Abramson ( 1964) investigated Hindi and Marathi, both of 
which have the above said four categories of stops, and found that VOT 
was not a sufficient indicator to clearly distinguish between the four 
categories. Only the voiceless aspirated stops could be distinguished from 
the voiceless unaspirated ones - the former having a considerably longer 
voicing lag (positive VOT) than the latter. But the voicing leads (negative 
VOT) of the voiced aspirated and unaspiratcd stops did not manifest 
such a clear-cut distinction. Moreover, since the original notion of VOT 
is based on the observations made with word-initial stops; its application 
to medial stops is problematic and it is not applicable in the word-final 
position at all. 

Traditionally, aspiration has been defined as a puff of air or breath. 
Sounds which have this puff are called aspirated sounds and those which 
lack it are called un-aspirated sounds (Heffner 1950: 120). In English, 
aspiration is a cmcial characteristic of all voiceless plosives when they 
occur initially in stressed syllables; but it does not have a linguistic fimction 
and comparatively long aspiration intervals do not change the meaning. 
On the other hand, in the Indo-Aryan family of languages, tl1e aspiration 
feahJre is linguistically contrastive. In these languages, stops arc distributed 
contrastively as voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced 
unaspirated and voiced aspirated. While VOT serves to distinguish voiced 
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from voiceless stops, aspiration serves to distin,bruish the unaspirated stops 
from the aspirated ones. 

Aspiration is a breathy noise generated as air passes through the 
partially closed vocal folds into the pharynx. This noise is essentially that 
of the glottal fricative /11/. Aspiration closely follows the release burst 
and is distinguished from it mainly by the spectrum of noise energy. It 
appears in a brief interval between the stop burst and the onset of vocal 
fold vibrations (voicing) for the follO\ving vO\:vel (Kent & Read 1995). 
Aspiration of both the voiceless and voiced stops and affricates is a 
unique characteristic of the Indo-Aryan family of languages. As a 
prominent member of this family, Oriya possesses the same characteristic. 
Dhall ( 1966) has studied this aspect, i.e. aspiration in Oriya on the bases 
ofkymograms and palatograms ofhis own pronunciation. But this paper 
focuses on the durations of aspirated Oriya consonants on the basis of 
spectrograms. 

2. Aim of the study 
The current study aims at investigating aspiration of Oriya 

consonants (bilabial, dental, retroflex and velar) in various environments 
on the basis of spectrograms. 

3. Method 
A total of I 07 Oriya words spoken by the first author himself, who 

is a native speaker of Oriya, were recorded in a sound treated room. 
The recorded sample was fed to the computer using line feed and stored 
on computer using the software PRAAT (version 4.5 .06). The 
spectrogram of each word was displayed on the monitor of the computer 
and then by visual inspection and playing back the word the duration of 
aspiration was measured by using the curser. The findings of the study 
are as follows. 
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4. Analysis of the data 
-1.1. Duration (d'aspiration ofun-aspirated stops 

Table I shows the duration of aspiration of un-aspirated stops in 
word-initial position for both voiced and voiceless consonants. In the 
word-initial position, the un-aspiratcd bilabial, dental, and velar stops do 
show slight aspiration that, of course, is not perceptible. Hence, it is 
phonetic in nature. Similar finding was observed for both voiceless and 
voiced consonants. However, voiceless stops obtained shorter duration 
than voided ones. It should be noted that the average duration of the 
word-initial I hi is 9.50 cs in this study. 
Table 1 -eDuration o_( word-initial phonetic aspiration (~(lin
aspirated stops 

Voicing Feature Bilabial Dental Velar 
Voiceless I. 75 cs 2.00 cs 2.00 cs 
Voiced 3.50 es 2.00 cs 2. 75 cs 

Interestingly, the voiced unaspirated stops do not show any tendency 
of aspiration word-medially unlike in the word-initial position. The same 
is tme for the voiceless stops with the sole exception of lkl that carries 
aspiration of duration of2.00 cs. It is worth mentioning that the intensity 
of aspiration in the word-medial [k I is less than that of the word-initial 
position. 

-1. 2. Durati(m (l aspiration o_( aspirated stops 
Table 2 shows the duration of aspiration of aspirated stops in word

initial position for both voiced and voiceless consonants. In the word
initial position, the aspirated stops do show significant aspiration as 
compared to un-aspirated stops. Similar finding was observed for both 
voiceless and voiced consonants. Hence it is phonetic in nature. It should 
be noted that the average duration of the word-initial I hi is 9.50 cs in this 
study. 
Table 2: Duration (~(word-initial phonetic aspiration c~( aspirated 
stops 

Voicing Feature 13ilahial Dental Retroflex Velar 
Voice less 9.50 cs K62 cs R75 cs X. 50 cs 
Voiced 9.25 es 7.87 cs K50 cs 11.50 cs 
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Table 3 shows the duration of as pi ration of aspirated stops in word
medial position for both voiced and voiceless consonants. In the word
medial, the aspirated stops do show significant aspiration as compared to 
unaspirated stops. Similar finding was observed for both voiceless and 
voiced consonants. It is, therefore, phonetic in nature. However, it is 
generally accepted that the duration of aspiration in the word-medial 
stops is less than that of the word-initial ones. This study mostly confim1s 
this view. It should be noted that the average duration of the word-medial 
[hi is 9.50 cs in this study. 

table 3 Duration (~l word-medial (intervocalic~ phonetic aspiration 
l?( as pi raled slops 

Voicing Feature Bilabial Dental Retroflex Velar 

Voiceless 9.50 cs 8.50 cs 8.5 cs 12.00 cs 

Voiced 9.50 cs 9.50 cs 9.00 cs 12.00 cs 
- -

5. Discussion 
Aspiration of stops is phonetic in nature in Indo-Aryan languages. 

As a prominent member of this family, Oriya possesses the same 
characteristic which is evident in this study. It needs to be reiterated that 
voiceless stops arc believed to possess a longer duration of aspiration 
than their voiced counterparts. The statistics presented in Tables I and 2 
contradict this view to a large extent (voiced stops showed longer duration 
than voiceless ones) whereas Table 3 supports it. 

Ladefoged (1975:271) observes that the duration of aspiration in 
the velar stop [k] is longer than that of the dental [ t[, and the latter, in 
turn, shows a longer period of aspiration than the bilabial [p]. This 
observation can be represented in a cline as follows: 

velar > 
[+asp] 

dental > 
[+asp[ 

labial 
[+asp] 

But the figures presented in Table 2 above do not fully support this 
view. In fact, the duration of aspiration in the voiceless dental stop is less 
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than its bilabial counterpart whereas both the dental and bilabial voiced 
stops show the same duration in this study. Then, the retroflex stops that 
occupy a position chronologically after the dentals in the velar-labial axis 
do not show aspiration for a longer duration than the latter, i.e. dcntals. 

Dhall (1966:5) has treated ·· ... aspiration as a prosodic feature, not 
tied to a particularplace in the syllable." Again, Dhall (1974: 132) and 
Majumdar (1970:231-4) hold the view that Oriya has aspirated nasals 
and laterals. But the spectrograms prepared for this study contradict this 
view. If the unaspirated stops arc compared with the corresponding 
aspirated ones, it \vill be noticed that usually the latter have 'shorter 
durations' than the former. For instance, the durations of [b[ in [bara[ 1 

'bridegroom' and [bhara[ '(you) fill (something)' arc 13.50 cs and I 0.50 
cs respectively. Similarly, [d] has a duration of 12.00 cs in [dam I create/ 
prices and 5.00 cs in [dhara] '(you) hold/catch'. Notice that there is a 
significant decrease in the durations of the aspirated stops. But as our 
spectrograms show, the same does not happen in the case of nasals and 
laterals. That is why, In] has duration of 17.00 cs in both [bani I 'a name' 
and [banhi] 'fire' and [II has 13.50 cs and 13.00 cs in [ c::~la[ ·(you) drive' 
and [~lim[ 'buttermilk' respectively. On the other hand, the duration of 
the closure of I b I in [bara I 'bridegroom' is 13.50 cs whereas it is I 0.50 
cs in [bhara I '(you) fill (something)'. Then, the duration of closure of [d] 
in [dara] 'rate/price' is 12.00 cs while it is 5.00 cs in [dhara] ·(you) hold/ 
catch'. Therefore, [h] in [nh[ and [lh[ should be treated as a separate 
segment rather than aspiration. This position is validated by the syllable 
division of [banhi I and [~lha[, which is like the following: 

banhi 'fire' -----> oon$hi 
calha 'buttenuilk' -----> cal$ha 

This contradicts Dhatrs ( 1966:57) argument to treat aspiration 
both as a prosodic feature as well as a property of the concerned syl
lable. So his representation of [gclha[ 'affectionate' as /ge$11 la/ and I 
ban hi/ 'fire' as /ba$11ni/ showing aspiration as a property of the second 
syllable in each case is not tenable. It needs to be pointed out that [nhl 
and [lh I never occur word-initially in Oriya. So these should be treated 
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as sequences of hvo segments and not as aspirated segments. 

6. Conclusion 
To conclude, the following points have been made in this paper: 

First, all stops irrespective of their voicing exhibit a following period of 
phonetic aspiration in the initial position. Second, none of these shows 
any such tendency in the word-medial position with the sole exception of 
(kj . Third, the intensity of aspiration of (k I in the word-medial position is 
less than that of the word-initial position. Fourth, all these facts corroborate 
the view that word-initial obstruents are more prone to aspiration than 
the word-medial ones. Fifth, the position that the duration of aspiration in 
voiceless obstments is longer than that of their voiced counterparts is not 
supported in this study. Sixth, Ladefoged's hypothesis that the duration 
of aspiration will go on increasing as one moves from the back to the 
front of the oral tract, i.e. from vdars to alveolar is not strictly followed 
in f'riya. Seventh, this study adduces evidence to treat (nh] and (lhl 
each as a combination of two separate segments rather than aspirated 
(nj and aspirated (I] respectively. 
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COMPOUNDS IN MALAYALAM: SOME OBSERVATIONS 

K. Srikumar 
Universily of J.ucknow, J.ucknow 

ABSTRA CT:This paper presents a review of some of the existing work 
on the phenomenon of compounding in Malayalam from both the traditional 
and modern perspectives of linguistics. Upholding the atomic view of 
compounds, an attempt is made to isolate and distinguish the various 
characteristics of compounds in the language. 

l. Introduction 

Compounds or samaasas arc formed by joining together more 
than one word or stem to create new \vords (cf. Rajaraja Vam1a (I R96); 
Kunnapally (1986) and Katamba ( 1996)). In traditional accounts, 
samaasas are described as coupling of words without the intervention 
of inflections nonnally found when we fonn the corresponding phrases. 
maNi-naadam 'bell-sound' for instance, corresponds to the phrase 
maNiyuTe naadam 'the sound of the bell' sans the presence of the 
genitive case ending on the attributive noun. 

2. Compound formation 

Compounds may be formed by attaching words belonging to 
different categories. 

I. Noun and Noun: vanitaa-poo/iis 'women constable'; bhaarya
viiTA 'wife's house'. 

2. Adjective and Noun: maaraka-roogam 'fatal disease'; manna
ppaTTA 'yellow silk' 

3. Noun and Verb: kai-veTiyuka 'to shun'; paricaya-ppe'lltka 'to 
get introduced' 
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4. Relative Participle and Noun: peRR-amma ·mother who gave 
birth' 

5. Verbal Participle and Noun: oU-ccoo1'Tam ·escape'; nuZanfm
kkayaRRam ·encroachments'; veeNnu-vidham ·as required' 

6. Postposition and Noun: kuu1'e-ppiUappA ·siblings': 
7. Adjective and Adjective: manda-SeetaLam 'slow and cool' 

Compounds may be distinguished from the corresponding phrases 
by the following characteristics: 

a. Absence of case markers: mara-kkompA ·tree-branch· 
instead of marattinRe kompA 'branch of a tree'. 

b. Fusion of co-constituents within a compound like 
affixation using stem fonns of words: cem-maNNA 'red 
sand'. 

c. Co-constituents within a compound being inaccessible 
for any syntactic rules unlike the words within a phrase. 

Even though absence of case markers relating the co-constituents 
within a compound is one of the distinguishing traits of a compound, one 
can still find a few compounds in Malayalam with case inflected co
constituents or increments, as the follO\ving examples testify. 

8 a. maavin-kompA 'branch of a mango tree 
b. tozhuttil-kkuttA 'internal bickerings'. 

Another trait with compounds has to do with the usc of stems 
rather than adjectives as prefixes. cen-taamara 'red lotus· instead of 
the phrase cumanna taanwra 'red lotus· or meeghauuo/, 'white clouds' 
for the phrase ve/,ulla meeghauual, 'white clouds'. 

Compounds are atomic units on a par with independent words, 
and the co-constituents within a compound ought not to be accessible to 
syntactic rules. We do however find some accounts (cf. Kunnappally, 
1986) on compounds treating verb auxiliary sequences such as ceytu 
pooyi ·had done' as a compound formed by combining two verbs. But 
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such sequences of verbs arc not compounds. for their first constituents 
constitute the main verb articulating the thematic structure of the sentence, 
while their second constituent supports the tense morphology, thereby 
violating the atomic character of the compound. 

Malayalam has however a very productive compounding process 
involving nouns and verbal elements to form NV compounds. Thus 
bheedappelilka ·to become better', naSTappelitka "to lose' and so 
on arc definitely cases of compounding 

Further, even some of the derivational affixations arc treated 
under the rubric of compounding in Kunnappally ( 19~6) for instance. 
Thus, vihhamyan 'one who lost his \vifc" or kukarmam 'evil practice' 
is considered to be cases of compounding. Such a move however is 
unacceptable, for we do need to recognize derivational morphology as a 
productive means for word formation elsewhere in the grammar. 

We find different bases for the classification of compounds in 
traditional accounts. The most common one and the one generally 
accepted in practice involves the notion of \vhat constitutes the head of 
the compound, giving rise to the trichotomy: Tatpurusha, Balmvriihi 
and /)wandwa samaasas. A '/'atpumsho or endocentric compound is 
the name given to the compounds that arc headed by one of its constituting 
words. 

9 a. peenaa-kkatli 
b. paTlit-nuu/A 
c. tiin-meeSa 

'penknife· 
'silk thread· 
'dining table' 

These compounds signify a modificr-modifyee relation among 
its component words; and semantically, they express a subtype of what 
the head refers to. For instance, tala-veedana 'headache' expresses an 
'ache' pertaining to the 'head'. Similarly, kaal.a-vaNDi 'bullock-cart' is 
a specific 'cart' draw·n by 'bullocks'. In fact, the co-constituents within 
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an endoccntric compound may express a variety of relations, as shown 
below. 

10 a. raja-puthran 

b. manna-ppaTTA 

c. tii-vaNDi 

d. aana-hhraantA 

e. naa'li1-nii i 

·prince' cxemplies a gcnetive relation 
within its co-constituents. 
'yellow silk' signifies an attributive 
relation. 
'train' signifies a causcc relation 
expressible as 'a vehicle driven by 
steam' 
·elephant crazy· signifies an ·about' 
relation. 
'to pass on' or . died (honorific r has a 
locative/ablative relation. 

The Bahuvriihi or exocentric compounds, although apparently 
illustrating a modifier-modifyec relation, describes an entity outside the 
compound. Niila-kaNThan 'Lord Siva' docsn'tjust signifY 'any individual 
with a blue throat', but a specific individual with that attribute. Similarly 
pacca-kkutira ·grasshopper' docs not signifY 'a green horse' as it would, 
literally speaking. The Bahuvriihiis may be accompanied by number 
and gender suffixes. 

II a. nm-kkaNNan 'LordShiva' 
b. madlmmozhi-yaaL 'the ladv with a nectar S\veet voice' 

The /)w.·andwaa compounds (Co-ordinative) involve compounds 
all of whose component words are heads and are expressive of plurality. 

12 a. maataa-pitaakkal. 
b. kai-kaa/ukal. 

·parents' 
'hands and legs· 

There is another category of compounds among cndocentric 
compounds generally known by the name verbal compounds.Thc head 
of a verbal compound is a deverbal clement. And the non-head constituent 
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is an argument of the deverbal clement. kotuku-naaSini ·mosquito 
repellent', for example, has the deverbal head naaSini and its theme 
argument kotukA 'mosquito· as the non-head modifier. kaali-meeykkal 
'cow-tending' has the deverbal noun meeykkal 'tending· with its internal 
argument kaali 'cow· joining to form the compound. Some of the cu It ural 
tem1s like minnA-keTTA 'marriage (tying of the knot)"; puuNuul-iJ/il 
'Thread ceremony' may belong to this category of compounds. 

Still another criterion for distinguishing compounds in the litcratu re 
includes the type of underlying inflections characterizing the constituent 
words within a compound. If both the component words bear the same 
case, they arc said to be SamaanaadhikaraNam, and if not, they are 
said to be VyadhikaraNam. 

3. Discussion 

Mohanan ( 1986) identifies two types of compounds in Malayalam 
crisscrossing the earlier distinctions but almost along lines of the trichotomy 
mentioned earlier basing on their phonological properties: sub-compounds 
and co-compounds. The sub-compounds include the endocentric and 
exocentric compounds. Yatabe ( 1995) argues for sub-classifying the sub
compounds further into root compounds and verbal compounds, for the 
former are shown to be subject to several phonological processes, which 
the latter are not subjected to. The phonological properties distinguishing 
the root compounds from the verbal compounds arc the following: 

A. Stem-final gemination: Applies to root compounds, but not to verbal 
compounds. 

13 a. kaaTA 
forest 

b. kaa7:4 

a ana 
elephant 
oo'll 

forest runner 

> 

> 

kaaTTaana 
forest elephant 
kaaTooTi 
forest runner 

B. Stem-initial gemination: Applies to root compounds, but not verbal 
compounds. 
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14 a. pal/A po'/1 > palppo'll 
tooth powder tooth powder 

b. ka/IA kuJ/yan > kaLLnkuTiyan 
toddv drinker drunkard 

C Vowel-lengthening: Shows the same distinction. 
15 a kavi Ia samaahaaram > kavitaasamaahaaram 

poetry collection Collection of poetry 
b. kotukA naaSini > kotukunaa.\'ini 

mosquito destroyer mosquito repellent 
D. Nasal deletion: 

16. ma/ayaal.am hhaaSa 
Malayalam language 

E. Vowel Sandhi: 
17 a. niila 

blue 
b. rati 

love 

4. Conclusion 

amharam > 
sky 

iiSwaran > 
god 

> malayaaLahhaaSa 
Malayalam languase 

niilaamharam 
bluesky 
ratiiSwaran 
god of love 

Ill 

Thus, Compounds in Malaya~am are-distinguished by a number 
of different characteristics. In this paper, we have tried to characterize 
what a compound is and evaluated some of the discussions on compounds 
in Malayalam. We have seen that apart from verbal compounds and 
dwandwa compounds, all the other compounds are distinguished by some 
phonological characteristics. 
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SEVEN MEN AND A WOMAN- AN IRA VALLA STORY 
V.Gnanasundaram -

My sore 

ABSTRACT: Iravalhl!.), a scheduled tribe in Tamilnadu lives in the 
Anaimalai mountainous region which spreads over Udumalaipcllai -
Pollachi taluks of Coimbatore district, Tamilnadu and adjacent Palakkad 
district, Kcrala. Iravallan tribe is one oft he primitive tribesofTamilnadu. 
The population oflq]vallan as per census, 1988 was 1,109. The Iravnlla 
inhabitants of the Indira Gandhi Wild Life Sanctuary (near theAmaravathi 
dam in Udumalpettaluk, Coimbatore district, Tamilnadu) regularly visit 
their tribal people in Palakad district, Kerala. They speak with the Ir.uvallan 
of Kcrala in their own tribal mother longue Iravalla and al times in 
Malayalam. The younger generation. especially the school going children, 
appear not to have acquired their tribal mother longue Iravalln. II was 
found that the parents oflen speak with their children in Tamil, not in l.ravnlla. 
Even among the middle age group some do not appear to have acquired 
much of lravalla. Iravalla, with less number of speakers nppcnrs to be nn 
endangered language. However the older generation appenrs to mainlnin 
their mother longue and some among them especially the women folk have 
preserved 'tnlcs' as part of their tradition. Some of the characteristic 
linguistic features oflrnvalln at the phonological, morphological and lexical 
levels arc identified nnd presented as pari oft he prologue. The finite verbs 
as verb prcdicates'do not hnve person, number and gender distinction. 
There are some lexical items which nppcnr to be signilicnnl. Among them 
some are old Tamil words, some are found in Mnlnyalnm. A word colle 
·mosquito' is found in Kannada. The definitive past tense suffix form 
ke(.v)ncu'ke(.v)ntu with other vnriations has not under gone the 
palntalization process regarding the Initial k-, unlike 1:1mil, Malayalam and 
Telugu.(Gnanasundaram & Perialwar: to be published). 

An Iravnlla folk talc entitled ·seven men and a woman' narrated by nn 
old woman of the IrE)vnlla community is presented in this paper ns 
documentation by means of 132 nnrrntive pieces followed with free English 
trnnslation. In the nnrration one cnn observe the convergence of Iravalla 
with Tamil mostly ntthc lexical level and some nl the morphological level. 
TI1e mythicnl story centers around the love between a girl nnd n smnbar 
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(ka[mne in travalla), the secret husbnnd of the girl. The seven brothers of 
the girl, not able to tolerate the love aiTnir between their sister nnd the 
sambar, hatched cunningly n plan and killed the sambar. Hnving come to 
know this, the girl in turn hatched a plan secretly and saw the brother- who 
was mninly responsible for the death of her lover- die. The story ends with 
a shocking tragic note as climax. 

1. Introduction 

IJavalla!!, a scheduled tribe in Tamilnadu lives in the Anaimalai 
mountainous region which spreads over Udumalaipcttai- Pollachi taluks 
ofCoimbatorc district, Tamilnadu and adjacent Palakkad district, Kcrala. 
IJavalla!! tribe is one of the primitive tribes ofTamilnadu. The settlements 
of this tribe arc contiguous with the Kcrala border. The settlement in 
IJavalla language is called as pati. The population of IJavalla!l as per 
census, 1988 was I, I 09 and out of which I ,048 live in villages. Some 
among them work as guards/watchmen in the forest department, and in 
the crocodile and fishery farms. 68.89 percent of the IJavallau population 
work as agricultural labourers. Once, they were hunters with their good 
archery skills. 

The J_ravalla inhabitants of the Indira Gandhi Wild Life Sanctuary 
(near the Amaravathi dam in Udumalpet taluk, Coimbatorc district, 
Tamilnadu) regularly visit their tribal people in Palakad district, Kerala. 
They speak with the IJavalla!l of Kerala in their own tribal mother tongue 
IJavalla and at times in Malayalam. IJavalla!! of the old and middle age 
group have skills generally in I) their tribal mother tongue 1Javalla.2) 
Tamil and 3) Malayalam. The younger generation, especially the school 
going children, appear not to have acquired their tribal mother tongue 
IJavalla. These children communicate with their parents and as well as 
with outsiders in Tamil using the local variety of that area namely the 
Western Tamil dialect. It was found that the parents often speak with 
their children in Tamil, not in IJavalla. Even among the middle age group 
som.e do not appear to have acquired much ofiJavalla. And hence IJavalla, 
with less number of speakers appeared to be an endangered language. 
However the older generation appears to maintain their mother tongue 
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and some among them especially the women folk have preserved 'tales· 
as part of their tradition. 

The linguistic characteristics of IJavalla variety may be pointed 
out as here under* I. The phonemes in IJavalla arc: a, a, i, I, u, ii, c, c, o, 
o, the Centralized vowels such as c, i.i etc. (as observed in certain words) 
p, t,J, c, k, (b), (d), (ct), (j), (g) (as marginal phonemes), m, n, 11, IJ, I, L r, 
I, v and y. Voiced alveolar trill viz., /r/ (phonetically votced alveolar 
plosive i.e., ld]) is in contrast with /r/ the alveolar voiced flap. 

There are a good number of old Tamii(Tamii-Malayalam) words 
with /r/ (val/ina rakaram) and some of them are as follows: ctrramme 
'mother's younger sister', peramme 'mother's elder sister', kanruki!.!J i 
'calf/young one of a cow', con-in11/c(}rrine 'cooked rice (objective case)', 
onru ·one' numeral, kart 'mutton'. Some ofthe words with centralized 
vowels are ekur11 'gum of a teeth', pfiviimt 'with flower' (objective 
case). There arc no words beginning with /n/ and geminated n in the 
medial position, unlike Malayalam. There arc initial consonant clusters in 
some of the words such as # kJ-kjtivu 'he buffalo\v', # pl-plti 'jack 
fruit' etc. The finite verbs as verb predicates do not have person, 
number and gender distinctions like Malayalam. The verb predicates 
generally end with the suffix -aja with free variant forms - Cl_/11/l!fltlaJru' 
1!JJ.1t. But number distinction among the human personal pronouns appears 
to. get maintained with a variation. The following table may illustrate the 
above mentioned. 

Person Personal Verh predicate: I' resent 
pronouns tense 

Weak verb: Strong 
iij11 verh: koj11 

First person 1101111 •]' iijaja I koj11ppaja I 
nama ·we' iijaj11 I koj11ppa]11 I 
(inclusive) 

ii 111}11 kojupp11jll 

nli)lga 'we' iijaJtu I kojrtppaJtu 
(exclusive) iijll}tll I 

kojupprtJ!:rt 
Second persou II ll/11 • y 0 U' 
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Third person ayi/11 'he' ajaja / l!fl!]ll kqjllppaja / 
human (remote) kr!]upplljllm 
singular iyi/11 'he' 

(pxoinmte) 

aoifli/ 

anicci 'she 
(remote)' 
initlilinicci 
'she' 
(proximate) 
anicci 'she 
(remote)' 

Third person a\'artt 'they 
, 

aJaJ.ru I kqj11ppaJ.r11 
human plural (remote) ajt!._/.[11 I 

il'arll 'they' kr!}llppl!._/.[11 
(proximate) 

Third person all/ 'it-that' ajajm fi_ll!]ll kl!]uppaja I 
non-human (remote) "kojuppqlll 
singular itu 'it-that' 

(prox.) 
Third person atokke ·it-
non-human all' (remote) 
plum I itokke 'it-

all' (prox.) 

The present tense suffix is -J - ([t_faja '1/we/you/he/she/they/ 
it/ ... dances/dance, kojuppaja '1/we/you/hc/she/thcy/it ... give/gives, 
kujippaja '1/wc/you/he/she/thcy/it ... drink/drinks'). The tense 
formative suffix for the strong verbs in present tense is -pp- like in old 
Tamil, not -kk- as in Modem Trn11il. In negative sentences also the 
present tense formative suffix -pp- is found. piive keja-pp-a-le 'flowers 
arc/were not available'. Some of the past tense suffixes arc: -n- pc!funa 
'1/we/you/hc/she/it/they sang'; -rlJ-vtiygikkoqja '1/we/you/he/shc/it/they 
rcl\.:i\cd'; :U- ij/i Cl!_t_/a '1/we/you/hc/shc/it/they/cookcd/prcparcd !!li';
cc- pilltiykova/u hi[icca '1/wc/you/hc/she/it/thcy played flute'. The 
definitive past tense suffix as auxilary verb is -ke(;~ncu varying 
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with ke(.v)nca,ke(.J)ntwke(.v)nta. It is obseved that, when the human 
plural is subject in a sentence the corresponding verb predicate form 
ends with -keyntaru as variation: kuvi ti'nlfi kence/kenca/kentnkenta 
1/\ve/you/he/she/it/they dug a pit', avant kuvi toJlfi kencam 'they dug a 
pit', nanu anitlinu acupatri/i {1_1 u kenca/kencu ·t admitted her in the 
hospital', vantu kencnkeyyntu 'reached', celli kencwkeynu 'told', 
kejantu kencwkeyntu' remained', umkki kencu.ikeyntu' ... melted' .The 
future tense suffix is -v- (pajuva '1/wc/you/they/hc/she/it will sing'). 
The structure of the present-past negative tense in lravalla is verbal 
participle + ila (the old Tamil negative tense suffix): nokkiyila (nokki 
+ila) ' ... do not/did not see' ku{icciJZfuvantila (ku{icciJZfuvantu + i/a) 
' ... do not/did not come taking bath' .The imperatives in lravalla appear 
to be of three kinds: The verb as imperatives - kejju 'tic' (pilvunukc;!ju 
'tie the flowers -so as to make a garland'); by adding- Ka{e with verbal 
participle, like in Malayalam: piljjika{e 'lock'(viW11nu piijjika{e 'lock 
the house'); by adding -kko (ko{) with verbal participle like in Tamil/ 
Malayalam: nintukko 'stand'. The structure of negative imperative 
in ]Java /Ia is imperative+ negative suffix mlfa, like in Malayalam with a 
variation of aja: eel/my a 'don't tell", ontum ceyymlfa,pmz1c11zqa 'don't 
do an)'thing, irukkmlfaiiruppa_ta 'do not remain' .The objective case 
suffix is -nu, like in Tulu/Kannada: kqjame-nu 'sambar (obj.case)', nanu 
kiira-nu(obj.case) ijiccu kencu ·t demolished the house'. The dative 
case suffix is -kku, pakamu 'fmit'-pakau-kku ·to the fmit', cinnal)ga{e 
'younger brother'-cinnauga{e-kku. The locative case in fravalla is -iii( 
This fonn resembles the Tamil form -i/): mra/1-i/i 'in the tree', kft[a-y
ili 'in the house'. The ablative case suffix is -ilintu, maratl-ilin/11 'from 
the tree', kfita-y-i lintu 'from the house'. 

There are some lexical items which appear to be significant. 
Among them some arc old Tamil words, some are found in Malayalam. 
A word col{e 'mosquito' is found in Kannada: appanu 'father·, amme 
'mother', pittanu ·father's father'(as 'Siva/crazy man' in Tamil), 
muttattan 'husband's elder brother (attan 'elder' Tamil Lexicon page 
65)' nauge 'elder brother's wife (Tamil Lexicon page 2128)', mu/11 pi IIi 
'mother's mother', vataJi 'barren woman' (Tamil Lexicon page 3560), 
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uluku 'sprain' (compare u[ukku 'sprain· in Tamil Lexicon page 477), 
pukku 'navel' (metathesis of koppu[, Tamil Lexicon page 1152), 
varaffam ·pain' (mrutfam ·pain' Tamil Lexicon page 3521 ), fJellfiiJJi 
·female/woman', e/antiiri ·young girl'~ pajinniiru, ·west', ni5kki ru 'sit' 
(meaning is different from Malayalam), nuul vali kaal vali 'lineage/ 
generation '(kiil vali 'lineage/family·, Tamil Lexicon p. 892), nela ve[ii 
nela hu[i 'to shout/calr (Malayalam), nii[J:i nokku 'smell', va[i 'wind/ 
bad wind'. 

The definitive past tense suffix form ke(y)ncnke(l~ntu with 
other variations appear to have the following Tamil equivalents: eel, cer, 
iru. viju etc. The l_ravalla form kencu (with all its variations) has not 
under gone the palatalization process regarding the initial k -unlike Tamil, 
Malayalam and Telugu. That is to say that the initial k - in the fonn 
ke(l')ncu remained as such like in Kannada and other Nilgiris biosphere 
languages. Taking this phenomenon i.e., non-palatalization of initial k
into consideration, it is hypothesized that l_ravalla is historically an older 
variety belonging to Tamii-Kannada stage where Tamil and Kannada 
\Vere not separated into individual languges as Tamil and Kannada. 
(Gnanasundaram & Periahvar:to be published). I.ravalla shares some of 
the lexical features with old Tamil, Malayalam and Kannada. l_ravalla 
shares some of the grammatical aspects like -nu as objective case marker 
\vith Tulu/Kannada and verbal participle+negative tense suffix as the 
structure of the present-past negative tense, with Kannada. 

Folk tale 

Following is a tale narrated by our infonnant -an I_ravalla woman: 
Mrs. Palani ammal, 45 plus in age who is one of the residents of the 
settlement area of the Indira Gandhi Wild life Sanctuary, Amaravathi, 
Udumalpet taluk, Coimbatore district, Tamilnadu. 

In the narration one can observe the convergence of I_ravalla 
with Tamil mostly at the lexical level and some at the morphological 
level. The text of the story is given in l.favalla sentence by sentence as 
narrated by the informant without editing. This is fotlowed by a (free) 
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translation in English. Since the fi.JII fledged grammatical analysis is yet 
to be completed, neither word by word meaning nor the segmentation of 
suffix from the word are presented. The informant has narrated the 
same story in Tamil also, which helped very much the author of this 
paper in translating the story in to English. The text of the story is in fact 
a kind of documentation which may help the researchers who arc 
interesta::l in the Iravalla studies. 

e[u li1l,makka[umu oru polta fJOilllttmu* 
1.oru koukakki e[u t11z makkaka. 2. e[u a1zmakkaku najuve om pojja 
fJO'lllll. 3. appa ant a e[u pemmu iruppa.Jarlfl·a. 4. ant a e[u perumu ... 
ilu!Ju iJlku lakkwua ... 4.ay ... e[u till makka[um ... 5. nama ippa 
va!Jallakattu nDkki kijappam e!J!:u vayyi ... 6. va!Jallakattu nama 
lw_tiyiruntiruppija. 7.namma kaju vejtaja teokki. 8. ay!Ja e[u malekku 
pakkama poyi ka.Ju beJjanum. 9. ay!Ju e[u malekku aJlka pakkama 
poyi ktiju vejji (koryu) iruppaj[u. 10. appa e[u ayka[umerum kaju 
veJji [!u piUJi er oJjik kmlfiruppa.Jru. 11. iiJke ammeyumu appanumu 
co[akka[iyo korayka[iyo marukku peyka pakku ... ayya ... 12. e[u 
peruntuukku e[u cajji . . . mmuzu cqjji . . . mmzcqjji . . . OJ~va . . . mml'zu 
calfili e[u peruttuukku e[u llntrlfe ka[i ... kol[u ijicci ... ayya ... kol[u 
ko[akkaJje e[u urwue ko[ukka1Je ... ka[i e[urwlJe ... caJji mele e[u 
calfi!Je me/a vecci .. ayya ... peukakari pakku ('?) ko.Juftll po.Ju 13. 
iirukku '? 14. au kale merukku ... 15. e[u perlllliJkkukku. 16. e[u 
malekku aukapakkama kajuve1Ja.Ja auka[amerukku peukakkari ka[i 
kmlJu po.Ju. 17. aJlku e[u male kajantu e[avatu mal eli r pmuzu kal[a 
rava[a!Ju . . . Cir!Ju vacciruppujll? 18. oru katame!Ju vacciruppuju. 
19. kqjama!J irupputalla ... kajame ... ax_va ... kq_tama!Ju ... kajam{I!Je 
... kal[a [ava[a!Ju vacci kmlfatu. 20. aru? 21. peukakarivacci 
kmlfulu. 22. appa ... ayku payi .. . aru male ka.Jantu ... aravatu 
ma/eyakattu poyi ... f peykakari ... vantu ... ayya ... kal[a rava[e!Je 
vi[ippuju. 23. kajamCi!Je kajamaue kajeri va kajamaue 
emkkalance_finu kmlJu etuttuva kajame ay!Je!J[ll vi[ippu.Ju. 24. a)~va 

... kal[a rava[!Je vi[icca ... 25. f katame vantu ciricci ka[icci ... a pOIZJlll 
kiija ciricci ka[icci ... 26. e!J!Ja pOIZJll!.fll '? 2 7. ci!J!]Ciyka[e!J.!a ka[i!Jlln111 

ayye kol[u pu.1fu!Jumu ... ayye .... kajameykku kojuttu kai1ci 
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uluku 'sprain' (compare u[ukku 'sprain· in Tamil Lexicon page 477), 
pukku 'navel' (metathesis of koppu[, Tamil Lexicon page 1152), 
varalfam ·pain· ('olaruttam ·pain' Tamil Lexicon page 3521 ), perLfCiJJi 
·female/woman', elantCiri 'young girl'.pajinnaru, ·west', nc"Jkkiru 'sit' 
(meaning is different from Malayalam), m11tl va/i kaa/ va/i 'lineage/ 
generation'(ka/ vali 'lineage/family', Tamil Lexicon p.K92), nela ve[i 
nela hu[i 'to shout/call' (Malayalam), na[ti m)kku ·smell', va[i 'wind/ 
bad wind'. 

The definitive past tense suffix form ke(J·~ncnkeMntu with 
other variations appear to have the following Tamil equivalents: eel, cer, 
im. viju etc. The l.ravalla form kencu (with all its variations) has not 
under gone the palatalization process regarding the initial k -unlike Tamil, 
Malayalam and Telugu. That is to say that the initial k - in the form 
keMncu remained as such like in Kannada and other Nilgiris biosphere 
languages. Taking this phenomenon i.e., non-palatalization of initial k
inta consideration, it is hypothesized that I.ravalla is historically an older 
variety belonging to Tamil-Kannada stage where Tamil and Kannada 
\Vere not separated into individual languges as Tamil and Kannada. 
(Gnanasundaram & Perialwar:to be published). l.ravalla shares some of 
the lexical features with old Tamil, Malayalam and Kannada. l.ravalla 
shares some of the grammatical aspects like -nu as objective case marker 
with Tulu/Kannada and verbal participle+negative tense suflix as the 
structure of the present-past negative tense, with Kannada. 

Folk tale 

Following is a tale narrated by our infonnant -an l_ravalla woman: 
Mrs. Palani ammal, 45 plus in age who is one of the residents of the 
settlement area of the Indira Gandhi Wild life Sanctuary, Amaravathi, 
Udumalpet taluk, Coimbatore district, Tamilnadu. 

In the narration one can observe the convergence of lravalla 
with Tamil mostly at the lexical level and some at the morphological 
level. The text of the story is given in lravalla sentence by sentence as 
narrated by the informant without editing. This is followed by a (free) 
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translation in English. Since the full fledged grammatical analysis is yet 
to be completed, neither word by word meaning nor the segmentation of 
suffix from the word arc presented. The informant has narrated the 
same story in Tamil also, which helped very much the author of this 
paper in translating the story in to English. The text of the story is in fact 
a kind of documentation which may help the researchers who are 
intereste::l in the Iravalla studies. 

e[u iilzmakka[umu oru poJja fJOilllllmu * 
I .oru koukakki e{u i71z makkaka. 2. e{u i71zmakkaku na_tuve oru poJ!a 
fJOil'l"· 3. appa anta e{u penunu iruppajmlf[ii. 4. anta e{u perumu ... 
illltJII iJlkll /akkurlfil ... ·l.ay ... e{u i11l makka{um ... 5. nama ippa 
vauallakattu nokki kiJappam CtJ[ll vayyi ... 6. vatJattakattu nama 
kujiyiruntiruppija. 7.namma kaju veJja_ta teukki. 8. ayt]a e{u malekku 
pakkam[t poyi keiju beJJanum. 9. O)'tJII e{u maiekku OJlkO pakkamii 
poyi kajU Ve..!fi (k017J11) iruppaj[Zt. /0. appa e{u ill)ka{umerum kajU 
vejJi iju piUJi er iij_tik km7Jiruppa_l[11. 11. iiJke ammeywnu appanumu 
co{akka{iyo ko[aiJka{iyo marukku peuka ptikku ... ayya ... I 2. e[u 
peruntuukku e{u cajji ... mmz1zu cajji ... mmzcajji ... ayya . . . mml'zu 
cajfi/i e[u peruttuukku e{u urw7Je ka{i ... ko{lu ijicci ... ayya ... ko{Lu 
ko[akka.1.fe e[u ururlJe ko[ukkaJje ... ka{i e[urw7Je ... cajji mele e{u 
cajJi(le me/a vecci .. ayya ... peukakilri pilkku (?) kojuttu pl)ju 13. 
arukku? 14. auka{e merukku .. 15. e{u perlllll)kkukku. 16. e[u 
malekku aukapakkama kiijuvejjaja ill)ka{amerukku peukakkari kafi 
km7Ju poju. 17. aJ1kll e{u male katantu e[avatu maleli l JJO!l'£11 ka{La 
rava{auu . . . ilrtJU vacciruppzlju ') 18. oru kajameuu vacciruppzlju. 
19. kajamiltJ iruppujal/i'i ... kajame ... O)J'a ... kajamilt]u ... kajamiit]e 
... ka{la rava[atJil vacci kO!lJafu. 20. ilrzt? 21. pel)kakarivacci 
km7Jufu. 22. appa ... auku poyi .. . ant male kajantu ... tirilvatu 
maleyakattu p{Jyi ... I pel)kakilri ... vantu ... aJ:va ... ka{la [ava[etJe 
vi[ippuju. 23. kajamiltJe kajamaue kajeri va kajamaue 
erukkalaflce_tinu km7Ju etuttuva kajame O)'!JCtJ!ll vi{ippuju. 24. ayya 
... ka{La rava[!Je vi[icca ... 25. J kajame vantu ciricci ka[icci ... a pollllll 
kiija ciricci ka[icci ... 26. C!JtJO pmw!.fu? 2 7. CitJ!Jiil)ka[e!J.!a ka[iuumu 

ayye kollu pujjlltJitnlll ... CIJ~Ve .... kajameykku kojuttu kilflci 
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timpa 28. appa e[u perttwZfa ka[ili om a[wlfa ka[i koranci poJal/a? 
pmyku koranci poju. 29. appa aru auka[umenZfa ka[ilaiJ iruppuju 
am cajjili. 30. appa kmZfupoyi kojuppaJapotu e[u [11Jka[umeru vantu 
ka[i timpajameiJtU vantu keyntaru. 31. appa ciiJIJGIJka[e kejjatu. 
32.a/lammGJzi Orll GIJka[wnerukkutel] COrll ... ka[i irupp11j11 ... Cl]akku 
eykki yi1Jt11 keppaJa potu .... 33. mma itJTll viruntiukaru neraya 
vantu kencant ali!Ja/e ni!Jakku ka[i illetJru colli keyntu . . ayi!Je!Jru 
colli keyntu. 3-1. appa cari!Jtll ... axva ... ayka[a merkku, a[ukku 
it tara VGil'[am ilfara V£71l1lGnl kojlllfll kifyntu ... ayyii.rauka[ekku. 35. 
kojuttu kenca ... 36.cari ii][U taf] viruntu kar vantu 
kencaru ... na[ekkinalum namakku ka[i varume!J[ll nokkiiJa. 37. 
man:ana atukkum nwrra ni1 ... ayilunuta ka[i kOJZfu poJu tama ... axva. 
38. aru caJJili7!J ka[i kOJztu pofamam. 39. ay ... aru ... aravatu caJJi 
ka[iiJe ... ayya ... kajemekku kmlfu p6yi kojuttu kcyntu( in fact there 
is an error in the narration; instead of aravatu caJji it should have been 
e[avatu caJJi) -10. marukkaf][ztnz kejjatu ... vantu ... enammalzi 
ninta/etO!J Virllflllkkar vantirupp11jrll1J[ll CO!J!]ike i!][ll/17 Orll Ol)ka[e 
merukku faiJ kafi vantiruppufu ... eiJakkeukkf .... CIJ[ll kekkaykaJfi 
... -11. muzo i!][ltn1 tel] viruntukkar vantu kentaru ... i1J[11nl nil)akku 
ka[i illmuza ayi1Ju celli keyntu. -12. ilu1Ju nama nokkmzum -13. namma 
peuka entuko[i cevz!Ju ayi!JUIJ[ll celuukiyatu ... ifliiJU nama nokkuka 
ayimtl][ll celuukiyatu. -1-1. L71lll0 nruka ero.1Ji. -15. naiJ vantu i!][ll 
kfitekki pekkanci vataJa ... kiitakki pekkanci. -16. e11akku tala 
valippl!Ju ... vamllamaju ... naiJ iiJtll kzlrakku poJa CIJ[ll celuukiyatu. 
-17. ciiJIJGIJka[e ... vantu ... pi7tilevantu o[incu irunt11 kO!Zfatu -18. 
o[incituppaJapotu iiiWJJlkakkari CIJIJa pwuzuju. -19. ca]timele ca.lfi 
... e[u ca.1Jivecci e[u perttuukku ka[i kO!Lfu varuj11. 50. ka[i kcJ!lfll 
vant11 ... ayya ... aru male kajantu aravatu maleyakattu vantu 
nokkiruntuJlfu vi[ippuju. 51. oru tmuzi zlttuvakku vantu 
nokkiyirunfllllfll vi[ippuju. 52. kajamal)e kajamaf]e kajeri va 
erukkalance}iiJu nokki etuttuva kajame entu vi[ikk111Jka!Ji . .. . ayyo 
... kajame CIJkO kejantatu Oji varz!Jll. 53. Ojivantll C1Ji£:cikiija konci 
kolapa.lJ11 ciricci ka[icci ka[iccilztu .... appu[om ... ciiJIJGI[ka[eJZfe 
ka[iiJltnlll a;~va .... ko[[u pl!l.fllm11 kotuttu kayintu. 5-1. DhD nlyi ... 55. 
appura makya nettumu reJztu na[um bu.1Ju kayintu. 56. reJZfavatu 
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nfi[u ... vantu ... aukafe ni'JkkuJu. 57. J PO!l'lll i!Jiye .... nanmkku 
ka[iyillate pmuzuja. 58. ittt CIJIJaiJtll nama nokkuka ... itu eppaJi 
najantii!Juruppuju!J[It i/u!JU nama nokka!Jum fiyi!]i!Jtll celunciyatu. 
59.ci!J!Jliijka[e vantu oru ceji marallili vantu o[inci nokkiruppuju 
kml}upijippa. 60. appurom kajama11e vificcu ka[i kojulfillJIIrztppuju 
61.ci!J!Jli1Jkafe pauku kafine kojuflillfiruppttJll. 62. kojulltt li!Jtll 
ka[icci ... eflt ... ivaru li!Jtll ka[ifitJ.[II ka[icci ciricci mottam 
lappajalllkkalle. 63. fiijkafe famGIJ{)(lkku pakkayantu nokki korvu 
... ef!kki er iijja_taf!ka ... muza!J meru piikku bakkiiyntu. 6-1. appurom 
allllG!J kejjatu. 65. illlfa, nJ viiJ.jukku va ve!Jtll CO!J!JC ... pakkanci vantu 
keyntiyfii kenciya .... kejjutu. 66. illml'lfi nfi!J auku poyi ku[uppajal/i 
(.'?) kejantu kencattt ... nalliiykkollJll vante" fiyitJ.[II cejju. 67. 
appurom vekuneram ki[umicci peukakkiiri ka[i kollfu poJJu. 68. 
vatu!Jml'zii okka ka[i t illllllllfll po ... varu ayil1i!J[ll celi vi[ippqjapotu 
Ci!J!Jaijkafeyum poju. 69. poyi ey ammmzi i!J[II C!Jakku kafi i[uppajfi 
illiyfi.? 70. illml'zii i!J[Umu viruntukfirike vantu keyntaru ... i!J[llm 
nit]akku ka[i i/le fiyif]e!Jtll cella .. . 71. {)ho nJ appaji campokamfi 
ayi!Ji!Jtu ... celuukiyatu. 72. cari cari po!Jtll celli peukmuze ce/lipijju 
keyntu. 7 3. appurom makya nettu entukku[i cenci ruppuju. 7-1. J 
pmz1zu bu[icca kmzakki_ve poyi a kajami'i!Je buficcU 
vi[iccimppuju... ci 'l'li'i!Jka[epoyi bu[ippiju. 75. kajami'i!Je ka_tamfi!Je 
kajeri va kajame ... erukkalancej i!Jll nakki etullu va kajame ay!Ju 
celi pu[ikkuuki'i.1Ji ... The moment he called the sambar by telling 
76. ayya ... kajame ipplJte bu[ippuju!Jtll' ce/i oJJamfi oji vantu 
keyntu. 77. i'JJi vantatum etJ.!Ja pmuzi!Jalu. 78. auka[emeru okka 
kajama!Je vejji ojicci kati aruttu pil.ra kariyij.Ju kentar. 79. peukaki'iri 
ka[i kcnuu vantfi[[ll ... all'lfi ka[itimpam varlltJ.llll'lii CIJ[It celli 
Vifikkllijkfijji .. . 80. il/ammmzi i!][Okka nfiljkG ka[iyij.Ju kencfi / kiincii 
nami!J[ll ellfirume kiltakki pokfi .... fiyi!Ji/1tll celli ... fiyi!Ji!J[Il celli ... 
ayya ... ka[i!]umu ejuttillfll ... ayya ... fJOil'lll k01l}11 van fa ka[i!Jum 
ejullwLfu piirfi mala!]uvijju kJ e[a!Jki okka kii.tekku vanti'i[[ll. 81. 
vantu ... ayya ... po1z1zum vica!JappaJJu kavalappa_tjllllJiruppztJu 
Vantu. 82. namme ravafa!Je ko!Jtll ki'incire. 83. J citJ!Ji'iiJkmz!ze uyirDJe 
viJJu piija ayi!Ji!Jtu. 8-1. ci!Jul)kiyatu e!J!Ja pmuzt keyntama. 85. iukeye 
cotu akkikkOilJiruppttJuve. 86. J fJOil'lll payi e!JtJa pmuzintu 87. 
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nel/11 porili pi/111 intppajal/a ... OJ0Yl ... pi/111 nliji:Jeri (!) oru re!lfll 
paji ne/111111 ej1tll111lf11 vantu ai111:J11 k11lli pejacci ... ay ... ari oru paji 

ej1111illf11. 88. pampu imppLfal/a .... carmza pampu ... O)~Va ... a pampiii:JC 
ajicci 11ricci are mli:JII caru ... mfi:Jei:Jru celw;kiyat11 89. amma vakku 

kojuttillfatu. 90. amma namma cii:JI:JO!Jki ... vantu are mii:J11 carun/a!J 

nalla pl!Jikkum. 9/.nfyi ilu!Ju mz!za!Jkki lai:Ji caru vaccupliju ayi[J[ll 
celli amma ka)ya[i!Jum ijj11 ··r paccari corrul)kku are mfi:Ju caru 
nallarukkum" ayi[J[ll celli ... amma vakku kojutti keyntu. 92. amma 

e!:J!:JO fJOI:J[Jir11pp1!J11? 93. f kc!Jame ka[i carokka ivurukk11 l pamp11 

ka.ti!J1W111 .... ayya ... pacca ne/111 CO[ll/1111 cii:JI:Jal)ka[ekki .... 9-1. ci!JI:JO 

puLLe nf vantu I arici cor11m11 fare mi1:J11 carum11 nr fii:Jt11kka" ayii:JJ.1t 
cel/i ... koju/111 keyn/11 ... 95.ar11kku? 96. ci[JI:Jal)kafikk11 koj11ff11 

keyntu. 97. kojul/atumu f p11LLe li[![at11m11 ay(!iye oru 

mayakkaukmzakki vantu kejanta vakkule cat/11 pojju. 98. cattu 

j.:fi(!atumu(m) knrlfu poyi c11j11kajjule potacci keyntar11. 99. 

potaccince/11 iv11rll auka[epeukamerokka nal/ajuruppuju. 100. 

appurom oru vilram kintmicci. 10/. in/a pel)kakarikki map[e karuka 

vantu po'l'l11 keppa}[u. I 02. fJOil'lll kejju ... alia clmel/am m11jinci 

kaliya1za mukii.rllamellam aykknrlfatu. 103. ii:Ji piiv11ma/e vi!!zume 

p11111pfJ01l'l11kk11. /0-1. app11[0111 auka[ameru/1111 fir ii.ra najantalumu 

r p01lll111Jkku pfive kejappale. 105. ma/ey11m kejappileyamam. /06. 

appurom fir mfilellam poy kejjuncetu ... 107. C1!J1t kajju neru vanta 

potu ci[JI:Jal)kml'ze polacca cl!Jukajji/a nokkii:Ja ... ayi:Je nantavai:Jam 

kmzakkii:Je nippl!Jamam pfivu. 108. aja nama ill ana pakkamu nokki 

namma makakku pfivum kejacciliye. 109. i!Jkki nokku. 1/0. 

nan/Civa(!am kcnzakke iruppuju ayi(!e celii'icetu. /11.namma 

... vantu ... pii.vuukki piJuuki ko!Lfu pokam" ayi[Jei:JT11 ce/incet11. 112. 

vantoru piivii:Je p11j11cci ... m ... m ... ll 3. appam kejjalu ... 11-1. 
appanlai:Je makka[e kekka1z11m. 115. ci(!I:Jauka[e ve[iyauka[e 

cii:J!:Japeuka[ukku kaliya(!om, nl pfivum tara(!1tn1, pii.va[aku 

n0kka(!ltn1, male tarai:J11(m). mala[ak11 nokkai:Ju(m) ay(!ei:J[11 

cii:Jli1Jkiyat11. 116. make(!a/111 kejja/11. 117. capta kopaya 

tir11nteyaukaja. JJ8. cii:JI:Ji11Jka[eyentu col111j11 JJ9. ci(!I:Jauka[e 

ve [iya IJ kale c i I:J I:J a I a yak ka ri k i kaliya 1zam ... ca rmzapa mpaJ icci 

camacc11vecca peukakarikki na pii.vum tariyila, pii.va[ak11 nokkiyila, 
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mala tariyi/a, malaLaku nokkiyila ay!JIIIJ[It celli keyntatu. 120. 
appuram cari CIJtll kuLicavajam {.'i) C!JJ."II ce/li, veLLav kaLakkiira!J 
vantu ... a)J'a pii.VUIJII kilifatu. 121. piivuuu pijiccirlfu citJ.fJ.al)kaLe 
vefiyavkaLe ciuuapevkekku kaliya1zam nT pllvum tarmzum plivafaku 
nokka1zum male tara1zum malaLaku nokkatJ.u(m) ayitJ.CfJ.fll 
kejjatama(m). 122. appa T aukaLakara co/lijju ta(m) ... Ci!]!]al)kaLe 
veLiyaukafe ci!J!Japel)kakku kaliya1zam, carmza pampajicci camaccu 
vacca e!J ci!J!Ja pevkakku na!J piivum tariyile, pfi.vafaku nc)kkiyille. 
mala tariyille. miilaLaku nokkiyile ayiiJCfJ.fll celul)kiyatu ... celli 
keyntu. 12 3. ceuuatamu appuram ceri!J{ll celul)kiyatu. 124. cari 
kenci kenci ki!Jju ... aJ:va ... cattu kovayattu kejappaja avkaLe entu 
colluju. 125. na!J aytJ.u pl7vu mii/e tantalumu Tke tara mukfi.rtta 
m1yivijatu ... pevkaLuuumu aiJ(Vi!Jltn111 nT iukeye na!J iruppaJavkku 
kfi.Jjikoruu varanu(m) ... T nanta vanattukku kiijji k01lf11 varanu(m)" 
iiyiue ceiJIJalu. 126. cari tampi na!J ay!}iye kiij.fi kmlfu vatzl}a aymt!JJ:ll 
CC!J!Ja{U/1111 ... ayya .. .. piiVIIIJOkka j)ll}lll)kikOilfU fJO}[ll/ baJJ:u. /27. 
pt~tuykikoruu payi male kajji putu pmz1ZU1Jkku JoJicci ... kawzu mala 
(?) ... 128. pollllll mapLe!Jltnlll ... ayya ... ctl}ukiiJJuvkku aykafa kohakii 

botaki kiijji kollfll vanl}[u./29. ci!JIJa1Jkafe povekku vara.tru. /30. 
kfilfi kollflt vantu ... ayya ... kc)ha mi!J}iliye niruttiuutumu ayuiye 
hiimiyakattu 'ucuppC!J[U ' pakkant i!JJ:ll}.u 131. fHJilllll mappifayu(m) 
pi"imiyakattu pakkantirukka ... apparam aykafe merokka aLutu 
polampi a!J!]okka viijju!Ju {J(J!]ayka. 132. at6Ja kata mujificitu (Tamil), 
m~inci keyinci (Isavallan). 

Seven men and a woman 
I. A Kaundcr has seven male children. 2. Also he has a girl baby born in 
between the male children. 3. They all live ... 4. Those seven male children 
...... imagine that we are in the forest. 5. Imagine that \VC arc in the 
forest (This utterance is addressed to the audience of the story viz. the 
few ofthe Isavallan community and the Investigator) 6. Imagine that we 
live in the forest. 7. How come they (\vc) till the land ?( In the context 
one has to interpret the form 'we' as 'they'). 8. There one has to till the 
land by going by the side of a stretch of seven hills. 9. There those seven 
men plough the land by the side ofthc seven hills. 10. The seven brothers 
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were tilling the field by arranging the plough after digging the land ready 
for tilling. II.Thcrc, the parents appear to have prepared either 
coolakkali (a thickened pudding like dish made out of Jowar flour) or 
ko[Lukka[i (a thickened pudding like dish made out of flour of horse 
gram) ... went ncar the girl ... avva (a form in lravalla indicating the filler 
while narrating a story). 12. For seven people, seven earthen vessels, 
vantu(a form in Tamil indicating the time filler \vhile narrating a 
story) .... the parents prepared coolakka[i and ko[Lukka[i, kept them 
separately in seven earthen pots (meant for seven brothers) and handed 
over the same to the girl (for distribution). 13. (Distribution) to \vhom'' 
14. To the men folk. 15. For seven people. 16. The girl carried the food: 
coolakkali and kollukka/i (in earthen pots) to her brothers (w·ho till 
the land by the side of the seven hills). 17. After seven hills, there in the 
seventh hill, this woman has kept a husband secretly ... whom she has 
kept .... HL Yes, she has kept a sambar. 19. She has kept sambar as her 
secret husband. 20.Who? 21. That woman. 22. She went there crossing 
the six hills and called her secret husband! 23. sam bar, Oh, sambar, 
come by crossing the forest, (my) sambar, come in front of me after 
viewing the Ycrcum plant. 24. At the time when she called her secret 
husband ... 25. The sam bar came to her, laughed heartily and spent the 
time by rejoicing with the woman ... 26. What did she do then? 27. She 
gave the food items, made out of the Jowar and horse gram flour (meant 
for her elder brother) to the sambar. 2X. That is to say that one person·s 
share of food is now reduced: lsn 't it? A person·s share is reduced. 29. 
That means now there is food only for six men, in six earthen vessels. 
30. When she started distributing the food, all the seven men came to her 
to cat their respective share of food. 3l.One ofthc elder brothers asked 
her. 32 ... Oh, my sister! There is food only for six, Where is my share? 
33 ... Eider brother, today many guests had come. And therefore you do 
not have your food!," said she. 34. If that is so, it is alnght.. ... O)~va 
(Then) she distributed the food (in six earthen vessels) to seven brothers. 
35. When she was distributing the food ... 36. ''It is alright. Today guests 
had come. Will I get my share of food (in full) at least tomorrow"'' 37. 
Next day and the following day, she was taking (takes) food to the sambar. 
3X. She took(takcs) food only in six earthen vessels to her seven brothers. 
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39. She gave the food in the seventh earthen vessel to the sambar. 40. 
Elder brother asked the following day also ... Why my girl, You said 
yesterday that guests had come (suddenly) and therefore there was food 
only for six persons, where is the food for me( to da~')"'' 41. Sooner he 
asked, (I ike that) she replied .. oh, my elder brother ! Today also guests 
had come. You don't have your share of food, today also" thus she said 
and went. 42. This. I must find out'. 43. 'Why my sister should behave in 
this manner' -thus went his thought in this way, this I (we) should find 
ouf. 44 ... Elder brother! You, plough the field". 45. ''I will go home( and 
return)". 46. ··1 have headache. I experience pain and so today, I am 
going (go) home''. 47. Little elder brother came and hid himself. 4R. 
When he was hiding himself, what did this girl (younger sister) do? 49. 
She brought (brings) food in seven earthen vessels, by keeping one vessel 
over the other, on the head. 50. Having crossed six hills, ncar the sixth 
hill (seventh hill) she saw (sambar) and started calling 5 I. She came 
ncar a spring, looked (looks) carefully and called (calls). 52. Oh sam bar, 
(my) sam bar, come (near me) by crossing the forest!: by viewing the 
Yercum plant, come in front of me: when she invited the sam bar in that 
manner, oh, my God, the sambar ran (runs) fast and came (comes) 
from some where! 53. Having reached her, he fondled, laughed with 
passion and enjoyed: thus the happy moment lasted for sometime .... 
and then ... she went to her brother, gave the small share of his food and 
left. 54. Oho •... you (cheat)! ... 55. And then, two more days have passed. 
56. On the second day the brother started thinking. 57. 'This girl make 
me suffer every day by not giving my share of food'. 5R. ·t (we) must 
find out the reason behind that; how this is happening every day: we 
must be alert, to find out the secret.' 59. Little elder brother, hid himself 
behind a tree and watched (vvatches), in order to find out the secret. 60. 
Then she called the sambar and gave (gives) him food. 61. She was 
giving the share ~f the food, (meant for her brother) to the sambar. 62. 
She gave the fuod: the sam bar ate, rejoiced, laughed hea1tily and before 
these acts \Vere over .... 63. All the brothers ... were busy ... tilling the 
field. 64. Then; the elder brother asked the sister. 65 ... My girl (addressed 
with a male address term -ta due to affection), You said that you arc 
going home!: did you go (h;.ne and return)?" 66. '·No my elder brother. 
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I went home, lied dm\11 and slept for some time ... I became alright and 
came", said she. 67. Then, after pausing for quite some time, she carried 
food to her brothers. 68. "Please come, my brothers, You may cat food 
and then go!" thus when she invited (them), her elder brother approached 
(approaches) her. 69. Having reached her, he asked, '·oh, my younger 
sister ... Today, do I have my food or not? I 70. "No, my elder brother, the 
guests had come today also ... Today also you do not have your share!" 
thus, when she said ... 71. 'Oh, the matter goes in a different way', thus 
the brother thought. 72. "It is Okay, It is Okay ... you proceed", thus the 
elder brother said and left. 73. And then, what he has done the following 
day? 74. He went and called the sambar in the same manner as that of 
the girl ... brother went and called .... 75. Oh sam bar, come to me, by 
crossing the forest ... TI1c moment he called the sam bar by telling ··come 
in front of me after viewing the erkum plant" ... 76 .... ayya .... '·oh, I 
am being invited so early!" having said that, the sambar ran fast to the 
destination. 77. What the brothers did, after the sambar reached ... ? 
78. All the brothers together, killed the sambar, cut into pieces and 
transfonned the same into meat. 79. The girl had brought the food ... ''oh 
my brother(s)! Come, let us eat the food," thus when she called ... 80. 
''No, my girl. Since we have cooked meat today .... We shall go home 
(for eating)" ... having said thus ... ayya ... they all have carried the 
meat, carried the other food items, left the hill side and had reached 
home. 81. vantu ... ayya ... the grief stricken girl -has experienced 
(experiences) utmost pain .. vantu ... vantu 82. 'They have killed my 
husband'. 83. 'I should not leave this little elder brother alive' thus her 
thoughts went. 84. What she did? 85. Here at home the preparation of 
food was (is) going on; was'nt it (isn't it)? 86. What did this girl do? 87. 
There is granary, is it not? From the (heap of the) paddy, she took two 
measures Qf the same and converted the paddy into one measure of rice 
through the process of pounding, winnowing etc. and took the same to 
..... 88. You know the snake- the poisonous snake ... axva ... (she) 
killed the snake, peeled away the skin . . . told her mother that it is fish 
and asked her to prepare fish curry (out of it). 89.Mothcr promised to 
do. 90. Oh mother, our brother like iirii fish curry very much! 9l."You 
prepare fish curry out of this"; having said, she handed over the rice to 
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mother. ''Fish curry will be a good combination to the cooked raw rice" 
... mother promised to do. 92. What the mother would have donc'l (She 
cooked.) 'This curry made out of sam bar meat, this fish curry (in reality 
the curry made out of snake) and this cooked rice all arc to my elder 
brother. .. " 94:-oh, my small little 93. fellow, you come and cat this rice 
and ara.flsh curry" having said the mother gave (the food items) to him. 
95. To whom? 96.(Gavc) to the elder brother. 97. The moment she gave, 
the moment the son ate, there itself (he) fell down fainted like and dead. 
Sooner he had died, he was taken to (the cremation ground)- burial place 
and buried over there. 99. After having buried (him) rest of these people
men, women all lived as usual. I 00. (then) ... a week has passed on. I 0 I. 
People from the bridegrooln 's side had started coming and proposing the 
girl (for marriage). 102. The customary process ..... the different kind of 
people coming from different places, approaching the bride's party and 
proposing the girl (for their son) etc. was all over and at last the date 
was fixed for marriage. 103. Now, it is the time that flowers and garlands 
are required for the new bride. 1 04.Thcn ... men have travelled to 
different places (in search of flowers); (but) flowers were not available 
for this bride. I 05. It appears that garland was also not available. I 06. 
Then, when they went to the nook and corner of the town searching 
(asking) for flowers .... 107. When they came straight to the place where 
her little elder brother was buried, there they saw fully blossomed flowers, 
as though they arc in a flower gardcn.1 08:-Though we searched in several 
places, we could not find flO\vcrs for our girl." I 09. "Look at there." II 0. 
"'It is like a flower garden."III:·we can pluck and take the flowers." 
112 .... by holding a flower (in order to pluck) .... m .... n1... · 113. He 
requested at that timc.114. (Story teller's statement): '·one should ask at 
that time, is'nt it, children''? .115. ''Oh, little elder brother- big elder brother, 
marriage (is fixed) for the small girl! You shall give flowers, you shall 
appreciate the flower like beauty of the girl, You shall give garland, You 
shall apprcciz,t~ the garland like beauty of the girl".ll6. They asked their 
brother.117 ."Were you in anger all these days?" 118.What did the little 
elder brother say? 119 .''Little elder brother, big elder brother! marriage is 
for the little younger sister . .I will not give flowers to the little younger 
sister, who made curry out of a snake for me, I do not want to look in to 
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the flower like beauty of the girl, I will not give a garland, I will not look 
into the garland like beauty of the girl ·· thus he said.l20 .. ··if that is so 
, it is okay" ..... having said thus, the big elder brother approached the 
younger brother (in grave) and asked for flow·ers. 121.By holding the 
flowers, lsavalla ··Jittle younger brother, big elder brother, marriage is for 
the little girl ... You shall give flowers, you shall appreciate the flower like 
beauty of the girl, You shall give garland, You shall appreciate the garland 
like beauty ofthe girl", thus said he. 122. l11en the brother told, ""Little 
elder brother, big elder brother, marriage is for the younger sister, I will 
not offer flow·ers to my little girl who killed the snake to prepare curry 
out of it, so as to offer the same to me, I will not look into the flower like 
beauty of the girl, I will not offer garland to her, I will not look into the 
garland like beauty of the girl," having said thus, he left. 123. By repeated 
requests from many quarters, then (at last) he agreed. 124. Okay, every 
one begged so much . . . what the man told - the man who rests in the 
grave'1 125. '·I give flowers and garlands to her on a condition that before 
the marriage badge is tied around her neck ... shall bring the bride and 
bridegroom here itself- the place where I got buried; You shall bring 
them to this flower garden". 126. ··okay my younger brother, I will bring 
them certainly over there". The moment he completed saying these words 
... a)~va ... they all have plucked the flow·ers and took away them. 127. 
They made garlands out of the flowers plucked in that flower garden ... 
the new bride was decked with flov,:ers and garlands ..... 128. They 
brought (bring) the bride and bridegroom to the burial place where the 
elder brother was buried.129. They all came to the tomb of the little 
elder brother.130. Having brought them over there and made them stand 
on the top portion of the tomb- at that very moment both the bride and 
bride-groom suddenly went deep inside the earth. 131. Both the bride 
and bride-groom got buried inside the earth, all the brothers cried 
endlessly ... and returned home.l32.The story has come to an end. 

NOTES 
* l. As on today no one appears to have worked on the linguistic aspects 
oflsavalla. If so, this work, preliminary in nature, appears to be the first 
of its kind. My thanks are due to Prof. R. Perialwar, Anaikuttam, 
Tamilnadu who helped me in all possible ways for data collection and 
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Prof. K. Kamaleswaran, Coimbatore for having enlightened me on some 
of the historical aspects of Isavalla. 
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SOUND SYSTEM IN DIDAYI: A MlJNDA LANGUAGE 
K. Ashirvadam 

Telugu Universi~J' 

A/JSTRACJ:· Didayi is a tribitllan!,'llage of South Munda family. The 
speakers live in Kudumulugumma and Mudaligada Grama Panchayats of 
Kudumulagamma Block and Rasbada and Andrahal Grampanchayats of 
Khairaput Balock, adjoining to the well known Bonda hills in Malkangiri 
District, Orissa state. They are all found in small numbers in the 
neighbouring area ofS<tiankota police station of Andhra Pradesh. The sound 
system of Didayi is an attempt made by analysing the data collected from 
Didnyi informants of forest area of former Koraput District. Orissa. 

1. Introduction 
The study of the full range of vocal sounds that human beings 

arc capable of making is phonetics, and the study of the sounds that 
human beings employ when speaking a language is known as linguistic 
phonetics (Ladfoged 1971 ). However the study of the system underlying 
the selection and use of sounds in languages is known as phonology. The 
phonology of every language may be peculiar to that language, and 
different from that of every other language. For example Santali doesn't 
have /~/ vowel whereas Didayi has it. Similarly some of the Munda 
languages have a glottal stop n; where the others don't have the glottal 
stop. The phonemes of Didayi language can be grouped broadly into two 
classes: (i) vowels and (ii) consonants. The overall pattern of sounds in 
Didayi language is given in detail below. 

1.1. VcJwels 
According to Battaeharya ( 1975:40) initially there were only three 

vowel phonemes (/i/, /u/, /a/) in Munda languages. But in a later stage 
other vowels /e/, /E/, /of, hi and /:)/arc also recognized as the vowels of 
Munda languages. After some time /1/ and /U/ arc also found in some of 
the Munda languages, but only /i/u/c/o/a/ occur in all Munda languages, 
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where others arc optional. When one turns at Didayi one can find eleven 
vowel phonemes. In addition to the ten vowel phonemes mentioned car·Jier, 
we find the other vowel such as /-x/ . These arc all shown in the following 
table-1 as below 

Table-] J-hwel phonemes (~l Didayi 

Front Central Back 
High I u 
Lower high I u 
Mid e 0 

Lower mid E ;} J 

Higher IO\v re 
Low a 

Depending upon the quality of the vO\vd phonemes given in the 
above chart, the /11, lUI, IE/, /J/ and /;}/are treated as half short vowels, 
whereas the other vowels /i/, /u/, /e/, /a/, Ire/ are relatively longer than 
the half short VO\vcls. Depending upon the position of the conjunct, the 
half-short vowels occur either in initial or medial syllable in Munda. Didayi, 
Banda and Gutob languages are the Munda tongues in which initial 
conjuncts occur, and it is mostly these initial conjuncts in Didayi and 
Banda that are separated by a half-short vowel (Ballacharya 1975:64). 
Here these half-short vowels /1/, lUI, IE/, hi, /;}/ arc shorter fonns of 
primary vowels li/, /u/, /c/, /o/, /a/ in quality respectively. 

The vowel length in Didayi is not considered as phonemic as 
length difference is conditioned by the nature (i.e. quality) ofvO\vels and 
its surrounding environment. Thus the vowels are qualitatively shorter 
when it occurs to separate original initial cluster of consonants in the 
words. Nasalization in Didayi is very rare. If one examines a number of 

·cognates with a nasal sound in them, the sound is likely to be found in all 
cognates either in a form of a full nasal or in the fonn of nasalized vowel. 
I came across through some of the nasalized vowels (a, i, Lt, o) in my 
data. 
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1.1.1. Phonetic description and distribution (~j'vo11·e/s 
IiI- is a high front unrounded close vowel. It occurs in all word-positions. 

Initially Medially Finally 
[irsa[ 'jealousy· [cino J ·wound' lhriJ 
Warl 'airforcc· [/imhJ ·neem tree' Jgril 

'stone' 
'lung' 

Ill- is a 10\ver-high front unrounded vowel. It occurs in the medial position. 
only. 

Medially 
Jpllik 'I 'biad· 
lgfmiJ ·goat' 

lui- is a high back rounder vowel. It occurs in all word-positions. 
Initially Medially Finally 
lunl] 'camel' lhusrol 'story' [gul ·seven' 
[u?gl 'todrink' [gl/hu?l 'pig' [bllluj 'play' 

lUI - is a lower-high back rounded vov>cl. The roundness of the lips 
however is very little. It occurs in the medial position only. 

Medially 
lgl/hu?l 'pig· 
[gU/u?l 'hare' 

lei- is a mid front unrounded vowel. It occurs in all \vord positions. 
Initially Medially Finally 

[enDiya]'to swim' jeer I 'cotton' Iucke] 'to hang' 
feglugj 'retina· fken/Jiya] 'ocean' I kike I 'sight' 

lEI- is a lower mid front unrounded vowel. It occurs in the medial position 
only. 

Medially 
jmHmval ·once 
lgFnef?fal 'a sieve' 
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101- is a mid back rounded vowel. It occurs in all the positions. 
Initially Medially Finally 
(osmar] song fkoka] 'ass' UuddoJ'battlc' 
[osar,mDuj 'narrow' lkoRiya ]'stock' [n~valoj'undcr' 

hi - is a lower mid back rounded vowel. It occurs medially only. 
Medially 
(obsval 'lazy' 
[ah.Jba?J 'not to get' 

/af - is a central low-unrounded vowel. It occurs in all the positions. 
Initially 
lades( 'advice' 
[aDi?J 'blunt' 

Medially 
fkabal] 'door' 
(cam] 'skin' 

Finally 
[Dukra] 'oldman' 
LJorkaJ 'window' 

133 

/:J/- is a mid central low unrounded vowel. It occurs in the medial position 
only. 

Mediallly 
jsapareJ 'all' 
[pala?J 'tail' 

Ire/- is a mid central low unrounded vowel. It occurs in the medial and 
final positions. 

Medially Finally 
(nmelre] 'sweet' [biha:j ·marriage' 
[la:so?J 'coal' (Dig/a:] 'sharp' 

The half-short vowels in general occur in the medial position of 
the \vord, where the other Iii, /u/ , lei , /of and /a! occur in all positions of 
the \Vord, but Ire/ occurs in medial and final positions of the word. 

1. 1. 2. Contrastive sets 
To establish the phonemic status ofthc vo\vcls, an investigation 

of each vowel phoneme occurring in a minimal pair, showing the contrast 
or partial contrasts is given below. 
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Iii vs. /u/ 
Initially 
jicca] 'desire' 
[uccaJ 'high' 
Ill vs. /u/ 

Iii vs. II/ 

/u/ vs. !VI 

Medially 
lcinal ·wound' 
!cunaJ 'white wash' 

Medially 
!hili! 'ripe' 
lhl!lul 'play' 
lglDi] 'frog' 
[gl/RiJ 'kite' 

Medially 
[pila] 'biscuit' 
(pl/ik I 'bird' 

Medially 
lhuso] 'cock' 
[hl!lul 'play· 

Medially 

.·lshirvadmn 

Finally 
[nji] 'three' 
l~fu J ·oil' 

/e/vs./o/ 
Initially 
[enDiya] 
[onDrval 
Ia! vs. Ire/ 

'to swim' [he/a:;} 'deer' 
Finally 
[nee I 
[nco] 

·not liking' 
'leg' 'four persons' l holre I · horscgram' 

/a/vs. /o/ 
lnitiallly 
[ada] ·ginger 
lodha] 'half' 

Medially Finally 
[ maduu 1 'work thief' rna l you' 
(mrehiul 'they' [na:;j we 

Medially 
fkanDaj 'sword' 
(konDal 'forest' 
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(nsa] 'waist' 
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I u /vs./ o I 
lnitiallly 
[usnaroJ 'boiled rice' 
JosmarJ ·song · 

I U /vs./ o I 

I i /vs./ re I 

I i /vs./ a I 
lnitiaJly 
[Ink] 'this' 
Jank] 'here · 
I E I vs. I ;) I 

/o I vs. I~ I 

Medially 
JturiyaJ ·palm' 
jtoRiyaj 'to get up' 

Medially 
jkl!ma] 'to take bathe· 
lkomalj ·smooth' 

Mediallv 
j/iso?J ·flame' 
j/reso?J 'coal' 

Finally 
Ink /111] ·tiger 
Jnkhol ·peacock' 

Finally 
jgri] ·tung' 
jgrxl 'horn' 
Jgl!Ri I 'kite' 
jgURx] ·fold' 

Medially Finally 
[sir] 'narve' 
Jsarj ·to sing' 

Medially 
jg/~'hrej ·rope' 
[gahal 'bamboo' 

[DanDi] 'plough beam· 
JDanDal 'sugarcane· 

Medially 
jso?J 
[s.:mwn] 

• to \vear' (pant shirt etc.) 
'to respect' 

As in the phonemic description, the half-short vowels contrast 
with other vowels in the medial position only. Where as primary vowels 
Iii, /u/, lei, /of and /a/ contrast in all positions of the word, and Ire/ contrast 
medially and finally only. 
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/ . /. 3. Na.'>iJ!ized vou·c/s 
The nasal sound is a v~ry persistent clement in the Munda 

phonology. If we examine some cognates with nasal sound, the sound is 
likely to be found in all the cognates either in the form of a full nasal, or 
as a nasalized vowel. In Didayi one can find the nasalized vowels rarely. 
The following nasalized vowels arc found in my Didayi data (a, i, tl, and 
6) 

lu1 

0 
hi 

' to weep' 
' four ' 
'to tell' 

mui 
mii'i 

one 
'blood ' 

/ . 1 ..1. ~~)we/ sequences . 
In a chain of speech in principle, any vowel may be foiiO\ved by 

any other, when two identical vo\vels succeed one another, one might 
well to this as 'geminate· vowel sequence, although, in fact this term is 
not normally used. In such a case the two vowels may fuse into a single 
long or ultra-long. Vowel, or they may be separated by a momentary 
diminution of initiator power, or by the insertion between them of a glottal 
stop - although in this last case wc no longer have, strictly speaking. a 
geminate vmvel sequence, but rather a scqucnce of vowel plus consonant 
171 plus a vowel (Catford 1977:215). A diphthong may be defined as a 
sequence of two perceptually different vowel sounds with in one and the 
same syllable. A vowel sequence is identified as diphthong or a cluster 
by a simple criterion of syllable peak - Didayi has two vowel scqucncc 
patterns as shown below. · 

lia/ 

lio! 
!oil 

llon/)iaj 
lken])ial 
[nlJial 
lnioml 
lhoiUiyal 
[koilia] 
[moinapi ?j 
[apoikej 

' river ' 
'sea 
'water' 
'law' 
'air' 
'cuckoo' 
' parrot 
' to turn 
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/ua/ 

/ui! 

/ail 

/au/ 

leu/ 
/ei/ 

[sarnmal 
[Dehua[ 
[nnw I 
fDemua[ 
I nmiu I 
[Nkuiu] 
[pa'l"/'ai[ 
[pai'/11 
[naiul 
[hausil 
fsaukarl 
Ike u '1'1 
[heik] 

·face· 

'gruel' 

eye 
'tears' 

one' 
'wife's elder brother' 
'cloth' 
'work' 
·r 
·a flute' 

'a rich person' 
'fisher man· 
'todav' 

117 

Generally the vowel sequences will have a vowel followed by a 
semi-vowel. For example the words pa'I"J'ay 'cloth' or pay '/I 'wnrk ·. 
are phonetically written as /ail paTTai 'cloth· and paiTi 'work·. And 
hawsi 'flute', saukar ·rich man· arc written phonetically as hausi and 
saukar respectively. Some times the semivowcls are used in behvccn 
two vowels. 

1. 2. Consonants 
Didayi language has twentytwo consonants. There arc nine stops 

including the glottal stop /7/, four nasals, t\vo affricates one each of trill, 
lateral, and flap and two semi consonants. All the consonants except 
IN!, /R/ and /y/ occur in the initial position of a word. Most of the 
consonants occur in medial position, and final position also. The inventory 
of the consonant phonemes is given below in Table-2. 

Most of the Munda languages have all the consonants shown 
above. Most of them are stable consonants in Munda languages. But 
some of them are developed later from other languages (Battacharya 
1975). 
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Table- 2: Consonant system of Didayi 

bilnbial nlveolnr retroflex p_alntal velnr 1 glounl 
Stops vd p t T k 1'1 

J 

vi b d D g 
AfTricates vd ! c -

vi I .I 
Nasal 111 n •N I lJ 
Fricative s I h 
Lateral I I 
Trill r i 

Flap • R I 

Semi- v 
I 

y 
consonant 

1.2.1. Phonetic description of consonants 
The phonetic description of the consonants is given below. In 

this description, the position of occurrence of a consonant can also be 
found. 

/p/- is a bilabial voiceless stop. It occurs initially and medially. 
[pi'laj "biscuit' [koD/pi?l 'duck' 
fpala?] 'tail' (pepul] 'foam' 

fbi- is a bilabial voiced stop. It occurs in all positions of the word. Initially 
it occurs as /bh/ aspirated phoneme which can be treated as an allophone. 

(hhiha:] 'marriage' [bhuT'lol 'fear· 
[bhoTI ·vote' jkahaT] 'door' 
[gl!bu?] 'pig' [garibJ 'poor' 
fku'litmb] 'family' 

/t/- is a voiceless alveolar stop. It occurs in all positions of the word. 
[tl/loil 'white' jtandraj 'busy' 
l vart il ring' [luntur( 'anklet' 
jantj 'there' [kot] 'manure' 
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/d/- is a voiced alveolar stop. It occurs in all positions of the word. It has 
an allophone /dh/ aspirated phoneme which occurs initially only. 

[dho/1 'gang' ldhaml price' 
[dhoddia) 'bad' lfudol 'battle' 
[tandral 'busy' [sarclal 'happy' 
[dvarahand] 'door frame' lhipadl 'danger· 

IT/- is a voiceless retroflex stop. It occurs in all positions of the word. It 
has an allophone /Th/ aspirated sound which occurs initially in some of 
the borrowed vocabulary. 

(Tikia] 'small axe' 
l 'f'h i k I ·correct' 
[mu Tla) 'hammer' 

lpaiTil 
(paTI 
lkaha'f'l 

'work' 
·Jcsson' 
'door' 

/f'/- is a voiced retroflex stop. It occurs in all positions of a \vord. 
(Dukra) 'old man' IJ)uf)oi) 'to cook' 
[J)anDil 'plough beam' (guD] 'jaggery' 
lpaD/kil 'female calf' [cacaD] 'lean' 

lk!- is a voiceless velar stop. It occurs initially, medially and finally. It has 
an allophone lkh/ \vhich occur initially in borrowed words. And it has 
another allophone which occur in final position. /k'/ seems to be a pre
glottol/unrelcased stop, and some times it seems to be a glottal stop. 

lkhomal) 'blanket' (cinakl 'hook' 
(khapal 'cotton' leak] 'wheel' 
lkhoNi[ mmc lpl/ik' I 'bird' 
[nku?] ·tiger' ltikik'l 'fist' 
[kukuria] 'dove' lkiyapik') ·sparrow' 
(pili?] 

/g/- is a voiced valor stop. It occur~ in all the positions of the word. It 
also has hvo allophones /gh/ aspirated stop, and /g'/ a prcglottol or 
unreleased stop, where the aspirated occurs initially and preglottolizcd 
occurs in the final positions respectively. 

[ghisial 'monkey' [paguDi] ·turban' 
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lghivtra] 
[haligog'] 

'butter milk' 
·spider· 

[gulug'] 
lkoD/pig' I 

,-lshin'aclnm 

' hare ' 
'duck' 

/?/- is a voiceless glottal stop. Frequently it occurs in medial and final 
positions only. 

[tri?Dial 
ltru?sol 

'cloud' 
' oven' 

[ma:?j 
lk/Reso?l 

' what' 
' to be hungry' 

lei- is a voiceless palatal affricate. It occurs in all positions of the word. 
[cakl 'to eat' [kuncil 'lock' 
[canDia! ·eagle' !kancl 'bottle' 
[cunei] ·needle' [micl 'lie· 

ljl- is a voiced palatal affricate. It occurs in initial medial positions, and 
also found in final position in some of the borrowed words . 

LJadduJ ·ringwonn' [munjoRe] ·tomorrow' 
LJorkol ' window' [uD~jaj ] ' aeroplane ' 
[jujur I ' shivering' 

lml- is a bilabial nasal. It occurs in all positions of the word. 
fmia] 'blood' fsamarj ' song' 
[musu] 'dream' [camj ' skin' 
[komlal 'orange' LJonam] ' birth' 

In/- is an alveolar nasal . It occurs in all the positions of the word . 
lnaRia] ' coconut' fhanDariJ ' barbar· 
[noli! ' gun ' (nDanDa] ' husband' 
ldharpon] 'mirror ' [mon] ' heart ' 

IN/- is a rctrofle:-.. nasal. It occurs in medial intervocalic position of the 
word only. 

[kaNa I 
lkhoNi] 

'blind' 
'mine' 

fciNal 
['laNa] 
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It]!- is a velar nasal. It occurs in all positions of the word. 
[oirboy?ol "boy' Jgiyiul ·cheek' 
luraiul 'brother-in-law' lglriul 'cat' 
JciuiRil ·prawn Jbimbiul ·earth worm' 

Is/- is a voiceless )amino-alveolar fricative. It occurs in all positions of 
the word. 

JsiulaJ 
lsogoDJ 
JsisiyaJ 

·mat 
·a cart' 
"turmoric' 

JhussoJ 
[bayas] 
JharasJ 

'cock' 
·age 
'year' 

/h/- is a voiceless glottal fricative. It occurs in initial, and medial positions 
of a word. 

JhuRirbir] 
Jhammal 

·grinding stone' [baha] 
·curry' lhihreJ 

'head' 
·marriage' 

Ill- is a apico-alveolar lateral. It occurs in all positions of the word. 
JlonDial ·river' fbUluJ 'play' 
llan'l'avaJ cave' [pfyal] 'paddy grass' 
fkU/are] 'relative' Jpepu!J 'foam' 

/r/- is a apico-alveolar trill. It occurs in all positions of the word. 
Ire muaJ person' f hI ri I ·stone' 
[rubu ?l · rotton' [luytur] 'anklet' 
Jtru?soJ 'oven' Jbeharj 'purchase' 

/R/- is a post alveolar retroflex flap. It occurs intervocalic position of the 
word only. 

[hoiRiya I 
JguRi) 

'air' 
'kite' 

JvaReul 
[guRreJ 

'to dance' 
'fold' 

/v/- is a voiced labio-dental semi-consonant. It occurs in initial and medial 
positions of the word. 

fvartil 
JvaRi) 

ring' 
·fast' 

lgvar] 
lharvatiJ 
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/y/- is a palatal semi-consonant. It occurs in medial and final positions of 
the word. · 

liyavl 
IDi_vatial 

·mother' 
cow' 

rabyas] 
ltU/nyl 

'habit' 
'white' 

It \vas mentioned earlier that, there arc twenty t\vo consonants 
in Didayi. By observing the above distribution of consonants, one can 
say that most of the voiced stops (except D) have an aspirated form as 
an allophone which occur only in initial position of (borrowed) words. 
And there are allophones for (kh, Th) voiceless stops, but can find only 
in borrowed words. Didayi language has only two unreleased sounds 
lk 'I and /g 'I which occur in the final position and they arc treated as 
allophones of the velar stops lk/, and /g/ respectively. These arc used in 
the place of glottal stop also. 

Here the stops except /p/ /?/ all occur in all positions but /p/ 
occur only initially and medially where as n; occur medially and finally. 
Both affricates occur in all positions of the word. In nasals except fN/ all 
occur in all the positions of the word, but fN/ occur intervocalically only. 
In the fricatives /h/ occur initially and medially where as /s/ occurs in all 
positions of the word. /11, /r/ occurs in all the positions where flap /R/ 
occur only inter-vocalically. And among two semi-consonants, /v/ occur 
initially and medially, where /y/ occur medially and finally. 

In Didayi one can find voiceless fricatives, but there arc no voiced 
fricatives found in my data. But for stops, and affricates, there are voiced 
and voiceless counterparts. 

1.2.2. Contrasting sets 
The consonants given in the chart are in contrast with each other 

in word initial and medial positions. Here the pairs with minimal difference 
which denote difference in meaning are taken as minimal pairs or 
contrasting pair. This process can be taken as one of the systems to 
identify the phonemes of a language. (i.e. the differing sounds in the pair 
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are treated as separate phonemes) The following pairs illustrate the 
contrast, partial contrast and identification of consonants. 

/p/vs. fbi 

It/ vs. /d/ 

pe 
he 

tor a 
dora 

(ff vs. /D/ 

/c/ vs. /j/ 

'llkra 
Dagra 

canDia 
janDi 
nciya 

/k/ vs. /g/ 

It/ vs. (ff 

kuli 
guli 
kuRiya 

to 
To 

/d/ vs. /D/ 
dora 
Dira 

lkl vs./7/ 
uksa 
u?Diya 

·vou (dual)' 
·to send' 

kappa 
kabaT 

'boat' kontare 
'basket maker' konda 

'sandy' 
near' 

'eagel' 
'who' 
'bone· 

'wages' 
'bullet' 
'a hut' 

'night' 
'push' 

gill 
giDi 

camDa 
janDa 
nji 

Dukra 
Dagra 
guRi 

kot 
koT 

'basket maker' konda 
'millet' konDa 

'leather' 
'thirsty' 
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'cotton' 
'door' 

·servant' 
'dumb' 

·a pebble' 
'a frog· 

'a shed' 
'a flag' 
·three' 

'oldman' 
'near' 
'kite' 

·manure 
'cot' 

'dumb' 
'forest/hill' 
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/g/ VS. I?J 
plog 
pia? 

ID/ vs I Rl 
giDi 
guRi 

ID/ vs. IN/ 

'hole' 
'kite' 

'frog' 
'kite' 

koDi 'chalk' (to write on black board) 
koNi ·mine 

/p/ vs. /m/ 
pini 
mini 

/m/ vs. /n/ 
mx 
nre 

In/ vs. !Jj/ 
nDiya 
yire 

/n/ vs. IN/ 
kankal 
kaNa 

lei vs. Is/ 

Is/ vs. /j/ 

cini 
sini 

saddu 
}addu 

·flute' 
name' 

'he/she' 
we two' 

'water' 
'bachelor' 

'skeleton' 
'blind' 

'sugar' 
·sun' 

'honest' 
nngworm' 

gimi 
gini 

manDi 
mauDa 

cuna 
ciNa 

nco 
nso 

nsa 
nja 
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'goat' 
'tooth' 

'knee' 
'healthy' 

'white wash' 
'wound' 

'leg' 
'banana· 

·waist' 
grandmother 
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lrl vs. IRJ 
giriiJ 'cat' miriiJ 'chilli' 
giRi 'frog' hiRiiJ "then ' 

Ill vs. lrl 
li liso 'flame' tlinDia "threshing floor' 
ririg 'grinding' tri ?Dia 'cloud' 
jili 'flesh' 
jiri 'deep' 

/k/ vs. fiji 
cikiRi 'kichidi' 
Cil)iRi prawn' 

/vi vs. /b/ 
varti 'ring' 
barti 'full' 

11/vs. /R/ 
guli 'bullet' 
guRi 'kite' 

/y/ vs. /v/ 
Diya 'female' 
Duva 'house' 

/h/ vs. /j/ 
hiri ·tumar' 
jiri 'deep' 

/h/ vs. lk/ 
ho 'to cry/weep 
ko ·to sit' 

/11/ vs. /g/ 
hini 'village' bah a 'head' 
gini 'tooth' hag "to beat' 
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Is/ vs. /h/ 
bisre 
bihre 
.wire 
holre 

"bitterness· so 
·marriage· h o 
'to swct' 
'horse gram' 

/.2.3. Consonant clusters 

Ashirvadam 

'to wear' 
'to weep' 

As in consonant combinations in Tclugu (Nagamma Reddy 1980), 
Didayi also has two, or three consonant clusters. The maximum number 
of consonants that occur in a sequence are three. This type of sequences 
occur frequently in the medial position. But two consonant clusters occur 
in the initial and medial positions and three consonant clusters occur 
rarely in initial position also. 

Initial clusters: 

Cz 
r I g v k c j t s D 

p pr pi 
t tr tl 
k kr -
b br bl 
D Dr - -Dv-
g gr - -gv-

c1 d dr -
n - nl -ng -nk nc nj nt ns nD 
m mr -

IJ IJf - IJV 

R - - rv 
I - - lv 
s sr sl st 
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1. 2. 3.1 Initial cluster 
/p/ pr 

pi 
fbi br 

bl 

It/ tr 

/dl 

/g/ 

/k/ 
/m/ 

In! 

Is/ 

d 
dr 
dv 
gr 

gv 

kr 
mr 
mb 
mp 
nt 
nc 

llJ 
nO 
nk 
nl 
ns 
nh 

IJV 
IJr 
ljh 

sr 
sl 
sk 
sT 

pratom 
pia? 
bri 
bro?nDa:: 
blu? 
hleg 
tri ?Diya 
traUia 
tlinDiya 
drig 
dvarahand 
grre? 
gri? 
gvar 
gvaleg 
krusipai'll 
mrrelre 
mhaya 
mper 
nturiya 
ncia 
njir 
nDanDa 
nku? 
nlug 
nsak' 
nhir 
IJVaYiiJ 
uraio 
oha 
sru? 
sla? 
sko 
s Ta iD i IJ 
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'first' 
'tail' 
'stone' 
'unriped' 
'play 
'ripe' 
'cloud' 
'milk' 
'thmshing floor' 
'to hear' 
'door frame' 
·hom' 
'chest' 
'to write' 
'wearing' (lungi) 
'agriculture 
'sweet' 
'two persons' 
'another' 
'gmcl' 
'bone' 
·moming' 
'husband' 
'tiger' 
'ear' 
'knife' 
'mango seed' 
scorp1an 

·brother-in-law' 
arrow' 

'cockroach' 
'tree' 
·,vater mug' 
'pcm1ancnt' 
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Ill 
/r/ 

lv 
rv 

lvar 
rvaso 

1. 2. 3. 2. Word lni lid! three consonant cluster 

'to vomit' 
'winter' 

From the above chart it is clear that /n/ as initial consonant of 
two consonant cluster occurs with more combinations (i.e. nO, nt, nc, nj, 
nk, nl, ns, etc.) \vhereas other consonants occur only with liquids (r, I) 
and semi-vowel /v/. In the similar way one can find three consonants 
clusters in initial position with /n/ as the first member in this language. 

c1 c~ c1 
/n c v 

Cluster 

s v ncv 

k v nsv 

g nkv 
v 

ll!,'V 

D r nDr 

The third consonants (C3) in three consonant clusters arc /v/ and /r/ 
only. The following examples show the initial three consonants 
clusters. 

/n/ nOr nDre 'fly' 
ngv ingvark ·I write' 
nkv nkvidail) ·a musical instrument' 
ncv ncvar 'today' 
nsv nsvarg 'dry 

, 

1.2.3.3. Word-medial consonant clusters 
Didayi has two and three consonant clusters in the medial position 

also. Two consonant clusters arc more frequent than the three consonant 
clusters. 

1. 2. 3. 3.1. Two-consonant clusters 
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There is a variety of combinations that can occur in word-medial 
position than in word-initial position. The word-initial t\vo-consonant 
clusters show more restricted patterns than the word-medial two
consonant combinations. Even in word-medial position, every consonant 
docs not combine with every other consonant. It is interesting to note 
that the velar nasal 11)1 docs not combine with any consonant as a second 
member of the sequence, whereas the alveolar nasal /n/ has the maximum 
number of combinations both in initial and in medial clusters. 

Word/medial consonant clusters: 

/pT/ ap I'ok in[) re 'brave 
/by I ahyas 'habit' 
/n t/ anti · upwarJ · 

lrJ r/ ayra 'Tuesday' 

/n D/ anDi 'where' 
/tr/ alatra 'above 
/Is/ als i 'black gingely seeds· 
/t m I a 1111 a 'soul' 
/rs/ irs a 'jealousy' 
/n e/ 11ncaypi 'g ·nest 
/gD I 11gDiya · thirst' 
/nn I 11/'11/(1/ 'handkerchi~.:J'' 

/lk I 11/kabag[)i"! ·floods' 
/gs/ 11gso ·ash' 
/g I/ egl11g ·retina 
/lg/ olga olga \"<I flO liS 

/nd/ kand11l11 'rcdgram' 
/n k I kankal ·skeleton' 
/br/ kabri 'having dots' 
/rv I karvali 'creeping plant' 
/sT I kasTo ·Jil'l"iculty' 
/k v/ k11kvar ·shave' 
lrt/ k11rtiya 'horse' 
/rn/ k11rnig ·mosquito 
/]) p/ koDpig 'duck· 
/nJ/ ko11da ·uumb' 
/nj/ klillf•l ·earning 
/n 1/ ko 11ft' 'sprout' 
/pr/ kopri 'skull' 
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/mb/ 
/1m/ 
/mO/ 
/rk/ 
/pi/ 
/gv/ 
/rl/ 

/rv/ 

komba 
golmarico 
camDa 
jorka 
teplo 
tugva 

torloDiiJ 
njirva 

'branch' 
'black pepper' 
'a shed' 
'window' 
'lame' 
'yesterday' 
'to excel' 

'three persons' 
/cv/ micva 'tier' 
/kh/ rikhar 'breaking dal' 
/ny/ linya 'edge' 
/Jjs/ hwyseu 'chicken 

1. 2. 3. 4 Word-medial three consonant clusters 

/mbr/ ombrut papaya' 
/ntr/ kantra 'scissors' 
/nOv/ can/)va 'funny' 
/nkv/ cankva 'star' 
/nOr/ tunDri 'coccina Indica (vegetable)' 
/ndr/ tandra 'to be busy' 
/nTv/ /an Tva 'a cave' 
/jv/ nerjva 'younger sister's husb<md' 

/Jshirvadam 

Three consonant clusters arc found in the Djdayi language. These 
sequences occur in initial and medial positions. The patteming of these 
three consonant combinations can be represented diagrammatically as 
shown below· 

1. Initial three consonants combination 

Here the nasal /n/ occur as first member (C l) d, k, g, c, s, 
abstments occur as second members (C2) and /r/ and /v/ occur as third 
member (C3) in three consonant clusters. 
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D-----------r 

2. 

111------------ h 

n 

r 

Here nasals /m/ /n/ and trill /r/ occur as first member C I, (b, t, 
D, d, T, k, j) obstruents occur as (C2) and trill and semivowel (/r/ /v/) 
occur as final consonant in three consonants cluster. The over all pattern 
of three consonant cluster will be as shown below. 

Cl + C2 + C3 
(nasal + obstruent + liquid or semivowel) 
trill 

1. 2. 3. 5 Wonl~tinal two-consonant combination (C 1 C2) 
Most of the Didayi words end with a vowel. But some end with 

a single consonant like liquid, semivowel (r, v, I) and very few words 
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(some ofthcm arc borrowed) end \Vilh l\\O consonants. These arc vcn 
few in number and generally of homorganic t) pc of combinations 
J~'xamples 

Cl + C2 
m+b kuTumh ·family· n · k ank ·here 
n+T kunT 'tnmk · n ·- g nong ·elder brother 
n- D kunD ·tank' 11 ·C kane ·bottle 
n- t ant 'there r- k pirk 'hot' 
n-d dvaraband 'door frame 

. 
targ r- g away 

ln the above sequences except Irk/, /rg/. all other combinations arc 
homorganic and even those final stops will not be pronounced clearly So 
the final consonant combination should be phonetically a homorganic 
combination. 

1.3.0 Syllllh(e (Word) structure 

Syllable is a sequence of phonemes, or a single phoneme ''ith 
one peak of sonority which is the vowel (Nagamma Reddy 1980.) As in 
Tclugu and other languages Didayi also consists of one to five syllabkd 
words arc of following types. However disyllabic and trisyllabic words 
arc more frequent than others. Dida' i language has open ::llld -dosed 
syllable system. 

1.3. 1 Monosyllabic wQrds 

v () ·rour' 
Ve ak 'this' 
Vee ank 'here' 
Vee unT ·camel' 
Cv na ·you , 

nre ·we' 
Ceve nDu? 'not' 

Cvee limh ·neem tree 
Cvc sar 'sing' 
Ceve gvar ·to write' 
Ceev nDre ·ny , 
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1. 3. 2 Di.,Tilahic "H1ords 

cvcv sini 'plough· 
cvccv mu'J'la ·hammer 
cvcccv kantra SCISSOrS 
vcv iTa ·brick· 
vccv ltCCG 'height' 
cvvc keu'l' ·fisherman 
eve eve kukvar ·shave' 
CCV CCV tm?so oven 

ccvcv mradw ·sweet' 
1.3.3 1/-i.\yllahic word,· 

ccvccvcv tlin})iya ·threshing floor' 
cvcvcv kul?iya 'hut' 
cvccvcvc kl!gDasa? ·wall' 

vcvccv ikuJ)Ja 'short' 
ccvcvcvcc dvarahand ·door frame' 
cvcvvcvc hilaikol ·trap 
cvccvcv hanDaga ·ant (black)· 
cvcvccv havirne 'old' 
cvcvcvc ha/igog ·spider' 

1. 3. -1 Quadra ·\l'llahic words 

cvcvcvcv Diyatiya cow ' 
vccvcvcccv apTokinOre 'brave' 
cvccvcvcv kuncika'l'i 'key' 
ccvcvcvvcv krusipai'l'i 'agriculture' 
cvcccvcvcv corkloRiya 'snai Is nest' 
cvcvcvcvc tetelaDi I) ·but' 

cvcvccvcvc tuloysuloy 'garlic' 
cvcvcvcvc bohigodam 'library' 
cvcvccvcvc se/amho_vo? 'girl' 
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/. 3. 5 Penta.\yllahic ~yrords 

vcvcvcvcv 
vcvcvcvcccv 
cvcvccvcvcvv 
cvccvcvcvcv 
cvccvccvcvccv 
cvccvvcvcv 

1.3.6 Hexa syllabic words 
cvcvcvcvcv 
cvcvcvcvcvccv 
cvcvccvcvccvcv 
cccvccvcvcvcvcvv 
cvcvcvcvcvccv 

ikuDaluva 
amiyakenDre 
seronDi_vamua 
juddopiRiya 
tugvanDutugva 
ciTTiuliya 

kuliyamuliya 
nDiyakumaDinke 
DulaykenenDuva 
nsvarkenekiya hua 
hohisokenenDre 

·smile' 
·un educated' 
'pupil' 
'battle field' 
'day before yesterday· 
'letter 

'butterfly' 
'giving birth'(human) 
'bed room' 
'dry crop' 
"book seller' 

1 . .:1 S'pecial Character is! ics c~f Didayi phonology 
Didayi is a tribal language ofMunda family. It has eleven vowels 

including short in quality and twenty three consonants. Among the vowels 
Ire! a lower mid unroundcd vowel appears to be a new where the other 
vowels arc common in most of the languages. Vowel lc:~gth is not 
phonemic in Dedayi, but one can find variation in quality of vowel 
phonemes. Nasalization of vowels exists in this language. Due to the 
Oriya influence the sounds like /a/ is pronounced as /o/. There is a vowel 
hormany in Didayi language. One can find vowel sequences in this 
language. 
Consonants 

Among the twenty two consonants the glottal stop n; appears to 
be a marked one where the other consonants arc common in some of 
the Dravidian and Indo-Aryan languages. Aspiration is there in Didayi, 
but it occurs very rarely. One can find the unreleased sounds in the word 
final positions (k', g', etc.). The retroflex sound /D/ is more frequent in 
usage when compare to other sounds of that language. Consonant 
combinations are very much interesting in Didayi. Two consonants 
combination is there in initial and medial and final positions of the word. 
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But three consonants combination occur initial and medial positions of 
the word. l11e nasals and trill (m, n, r) only occur as the first member 
(C I) and abstruents occur as the second member (C2) and trill and 
semivowel (r, v) occur as the third member (C3) of the combination. 

nDr, mbr. ncv, nTv, and rJv 
Velar nasal also occur in the initial position of,thc word in Didayi .. 

uirhoyo? "boy' 
Due to influence ofOriya, Telugu and other surrounding languages 

some retroflex sounds likeS, L, etc. occur in some of the Didayi words. 
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REPORTING THE NEWLY DISCOVERED ETHIOPIAN 
LANGUAGE: AF DUBI 

Eyob Keiemework, Osmania University, Hyderahad 
Haymanot Ashenafi, Dil/a University, Dil/a 

ABSTRACT: Although a big linguistic survey hnd been made on all the 
language families of Ethiopia by S.L. L. E Linguistic team (sec endnote I for 
abbreviation) in 1992 through 1995, and also many linguists have engaged 
themselves working on Ethiopian languages, hardly could they be aware 
of the existence of the language Af Dubi. The purpose of this art ide is, 
thus, to report a newly discovered language which had not come to the 
notice of either the S.L.L.E linguistic team or other linguists who have been 
making investigations on Ethiopian Lanh'l.Jages. We are glad to bring to the 
attention of the linguistic community of our world the existence of the 
uncovered language called Af Dubi (literally means ·mouth ofDubi people'). 
Hopping that we will make a more descriptive study of the language in the 
future, however, in this paper we try to a) show AfDubi is a language per 
se, b) provide some sociolinguistic aspects of the Dubi people and some 
lexical items of AfDubi along with their Somali and Oromo equivalents, to 
give impressions on how much the former is related to the Iauer. for these 
latter languages are spoken in the contih'l.Jous areas. The paper is organized 
in the following manner: Part I: Introduction, Part 2: The People, (2. I) Dubi 
vis-a-vis Dubc, (2.2) History ofWorre Dubi by their own Oral Tradition, 
(2J) Culture. Part1: The Language, (3.1) AfDubi a language per sc, (1.2) Its 
Speakers, (3.3) Word Order, (1.4) Lexical Items. Part 4: Conclusion. 

1. Introduction 

Many attempts have been made to survey the little knO\vn 
languages of Ethiopia. It is worth mentioning the S.L.L.E1 Linguistic 
tean1 survey project which was conducted in mid 1992 through 1995. In 
the report it is mentioned that the survey has covered all the four language 
fan1ilies spoken in Ethiopia: Semitic, Cushitic, Omotic, and Nilo-Saharan, 
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and about fifty to sixty languages have been assessed (cf. Yilma and 
Wedekind 2002:4-5). 

It is of a paramount importance to make an investigation and 
documentation of little knowu and/or endangered languages. This is the 
very responsibility of linguists. Moreover, they should also shoulder the 
duty of bringing a newly discovered language to the knowledge of the 
linguistic community in line with making its detailed description. 

Although a big linguistic survey has been made, as mentioned 
above, on all the language families of Ethiopia by S.L.L.E Linguistic 
t~am, it is clear that hardly could they cover each and every language 
spoken in such a big multilingual country where more than 85 living 
languages are spokerl (cf. Ethnologue ,,.·ebversion). 

The purpose of this article is, thus, to report a newly discovered 
language which had not come to the notice of either the S.L.L.E linguistic 
team or other linguists who have been making investigations on Ethiopian 
Languages. We arc glad to bring to the attention of the linhJUistic community 
of our world the existence of the uncovered language called Af Dubi 
(literally means 'mouth of Dubi people'). 

We hope that we will make a more descriptive study of the 
language in the future. However, in this paper we try to assess some 
sociolinguistic aspects of the Dubi people in line with providing some 
lexical items of AfDubi along with their Somali and Oromo equivalents, 
to give impression that how much the former is related to the latter, for 
these latter languages arc spoken in the contiguous areas. 

2. The people~ 

2. I Duhi vi.~-a-vi.\· Duhe 

The people who speak Dubi language are termed by the 
neighboring non-Dubi, i.e., Somali and/or Oromo, as Dube (which literally 
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means 'crcdif). There arc different oral traditions, dealing vvith this word, 
by the neighboring Oromos living at Wohe.m?ada, Gololca area at Bale 
zone, some 590 kilometers far to south west of Addis Ababa, capital of 
Ethiopia. The first oral tradition is the following: 

Once there were soldiers sent to the area where these people were 
settling. Unfortunately, the salary paid to these soldiers was ceased, 
and the then government passed an order for the soldiers to have 
their daily meal from the inhabitants of the area, i.e. to usc the cattle 
and cattle products of the people. Since the soldiers had lived in that 
area without their salary being paid, they called the place Worm 
Dube, to mean that .. the place where we lived by credit, no salary.,, 
Beginning from that time the people have been named Worra Duhe. 

The other oral tradition made about these people is: 

Originally these people were brought from Benshangule and made to 
settle in the present area by the then government. Until they got used 
to the area and settle well, the government made them free from 
paying taxes. Since they had lived without paying taxes, it is believed 
that they dwelled in by credit. Hence their name: Worra /)uhe (lit. 
people lived by credit) has come this way. 

Both of the above oral traditions arc related to living by credit when 
referring the name. However, the Dubi people do not agree with these. 
They express their objection in the following way: 

First of all, the \vay others calling us is not correct. Worra Dube is a 
tenninology used by Oromo people in referring to us. But this is wrong. 
We are Dubi people (Worm Dubi); not Dube as thought by others. 
Tlu: word Dubi has something related to our identity. In our language 
Dubi means a kind of creeper that grows interwoven as a result of 
which it is difficult to easily identify or separate the root from the 
apex. So, we arc like the creeper. We are highly intermingled; we live 
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111 cooperation. We have not even got married, till now, to other ethnic 
groups. 

2. :l 'l'hL' /u.l·fuly u( Worrd J)uhi hy their own oral tradition 

The nuhi peopk believe that they had their origin in Congo\ a 
countr~ \\est of Ethiopia. They do not have any knowledge about the 
time \\hen th~..~y had come to the present location. But they believe it 
\\ ould ha vc been too far in the past. Due to so many conflicts and robberies 
in their original place the; Duhi people had been forced to move out, 
abandoning their habitation, and settled on Labadid, an area formd in a 
con1111011 border uf Ethiopia, Somalia, and Kenya, where other ethnic 
groups like Kcrenk and Dogali had already established their living. In 
tlu:; place. Lou. the JJuh1 people could not settle safely for so long. The 
Sulll)Uilding Kcrcnlc and Dogali had begun to invade and rob them. They 
had tned to stay there resisting the attack made against them. However, 
it \\as tht: gn.:.:n massacre made against them by the neighboring Kerenle 
and Dogali, besides the natural disaster occurred at the time that resulted 
in IIIllCh loss on their people's life and properties, had urged them, at last, 
to kave the place. Consequently, they settled at Daratti hude.~ 

The 1 >uhi people had tried to lead their life in Daratti hude. 
Noudheless. the connict bet\n!~::n Oromo and Ogadcn had greatly 
affected them. When the Oromos came to make war on Ogadens, and 
vice versa, and in cas~:: if tlwy failed to get each other, they would put 
the1r hands on the weak /)uhi people. The frustrated Dubis by such a 
repeated assault had dispersed to various areas. Some moved to Arusi 
(the pres~::nt Arsi zone) and settled following Wabe River. Others moved 
to Bale and established their living on five different nearby areas: Gasara, 
Dollomanna, Gololcho, Ginnir, and Legehicfa. Within Gasara they settled 
at Mclkabclay and Mclkabclacc, in Dollornclnna at Oda, in Gololco at 
Wabesa7ada, in Ginnir at Melkadullacca, and in Legehicfa at Melka 
oda. 
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Map 1: A Sketch Map c~j' Bale zone with special reference to the 
Settlement of' /.)ubi Speakers 

Even though it welcomes much historical and anthropological 
study, we have observed that many people (cf. 3.2 below) are leading 
their life in the aforementioned places, speaking their ov..n language and 
exercising their culture. 

2. 3. ('u/ture 

The Dubi people have four clans (Balhal.'o, as they call it). These 
Ba/ha/tos have their own degree of status and respect. The rank of the 
Balbaltos from the elder (most respected) to the younger is: 

IGesas > Herhusen > Wes > Herabar]5 
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According to this order, the Gesas receive more respect than 
the others. For instance, if cattle slaughtering is made on a certain occasion 
where all the Halhaltos are gathered, there is a fixed norm that Gesas 
takes the right back leg, Herhusen the left back leg; Wes and Hcrabar 
receive the front legs. It is believed by these people that back legs are 
stronger and have priority than the front ones. 

As other ethnic groups in Ethiopia do, Worra Duhis have their 
o\vn way of conflict resolution. For example, if a member of one Balbalto 
kills a person from another Halhalto, those Balbaltos who arc on neither 
side can serve as mediators, and evel)1hing will be resolved by guma 
(blood wite), by paying an appropriate amount as a compensation. To 
this effect, one hundred cattle and a girl, a sister of the man who 
committed the murder, will be handed to the Halbalto family who lost its 
man. Having done this, they slaughter an ox; and members of the families, 
the killer and the fallen family, handshake through the viscera/ chime of 
the ox which has an implication that ··they are no more enemies". 

Concerning marriage, the old men of the ethnic group confirmed 
that still now hardly have they had intermarriage. Every marriage would 
happen within the Balha/tos. A Duhi man is allowed to get married up 
to four wives; by any means he could not go beyond this number. 
Nonetheless, if he loses one of his wives either by death or divorce, he 
can get married to another one to compensate the number. This 
intramarriagc and other factors, perhaps the geographical location, might 
have helped them to preserve their culru-ral values. They have unique 
cultural clothing that differ them from their neighborhoods. Dominantly, 
the people are Muslims and lead their life by cattle-raising. 

3. The language 

In this section we focus on four things: i) some points about Af 
Duhi as a language per sc, 2) the number of speakers of the language, 
3) word order, and 4) list of lexical items. 
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3.1. At' Duhi a language per se 

nw language of the Dubi people is tenned by the speakers as Af Dubi 
(literally means ·mouth of J)uhi'). For AfDubi is surrounded by Orotno 
and Somali languages, and for it is a ne\vly discovered one, one mll.y 
suspect that it could be a variety of either of the surrounding laoguagcs 
rather than a l<mguagc per se. In this respect we did two things to attest 
whether AfDubi is intelligible to Oromo and Somali Speakers.6 

First, we recorded some texts of Af Dubi and played them to 
Oromo and Somali speakers for translation. The result \vas motivating; 
neither Somalis nor Oromos could understand well these tape recorded 
texts except identifying some lexical items in the running text. 

Second, we made a visit to a nearby common market at d3arra, 
capital of Gololca Wereda., to make sure that how they could 
communicate in the process of exchanging goods. We can observe that 
the Dubi who come to the market arc either bilingual or trilingual. They 
use Somali with Somali speakers and Oromo with Oromo speakers. They 
use Af'Duhi in the market to di~uss on personal matters only among 
themselves. We are aware that neither Oromos nor Somalis can 
understand such personal communication made among the Worm Duhi. 

This and the lexical differences we observed among the 
languages (cf. 3.4 below) have an implication that AfDuhi is a language 
by itself than being a variety of either; but it might be of the same origin 
from that of Oromo and Somali, probably in the Lowland East Cushitic 
bnmch though it needs further investigation. 

3.2. 11te ·"peakers 

As aior~mentioned the Dubi people live at different Weredas 
of Bale and Arsi zones. Even if \ve found it difficult to get the number of 
these people in the 2007 Population and Housing Census of ~thiopia for 
they are counted under Oromo. 7 As far as our information is concerned, 
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w:e arc able to find the quantitative figure of these people, specifically 
for those who arc living at Bale zonc8

, from the Zone's Plan and Economy 
Information Desk. 

According to the 2007 Population and Housing Census of Ethiopia 
there are twenty Weredas in Bale Zone with about I ,418,864 populations. 
However, the Dubi speakers in the zone are confined only on the five 
Wcredas: Gasara, Ginnir, Gololca, Dollomanna, and Legehicfa. The 
number of speakers of AfDubi in accordance with their distribution in 
these Weredas can be shown in the following chart: 

"""'~)-No. of Spe~Kcrs of Dub1 by wC'r(·dJ 

Ginn1r GololchJ Dol!omennJ ler.chida 

Chart 1: The number of" speakers (~( Dubi per Wereda. in Bale Zone 

On the basis of the above chart we can deduce that Gasara has 
the most number of Dubi speakers and Legehicfa the least. Let us compare 
this number vis-a-vis the total population of each Wcreda .. 
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-+-No. or S~c'akcr~ of Dubi b1' wcrcda ..... TolJI Populalrun or lhc W(•redJ 

p 477992 
I 
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/ 
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/ 
--~1441~1.. / 

_,-j;q '-·-$}-!O-Wt'"~~6l5 . . / 
Ill: 

100 
- --~ 62509 

HBrlq.-.....=--····i~3s99 --" --~,t~2S3t---~~;--[t64 -~~"=·+-to~--~-"""'.; 14 610 

Grnnir DollomennJ LcgehrdJ ToUI 

Chart 2: Number of Dubi Speakers vis-a-vis total population of each 
Wereda in Bale Zone 

As is illustrated in chart 2, the total population of the five Weredas 
in Bale zone is 477,992; of which only 3.06% (14,610) are Duhi. The 
maximum number of J)ubi speakers is accumulated at Gasara, which is 
6.16% (4,844) of the Wereda total (78,639) and 1.0 I %of the five Weredas 
total. 

The number of /)ubi speakers, as is clearly referred from the 
above charts, exceeds fourteen thousand. This number might have 
increased had we got infommtion about Dubi speakers living outside 
Bale zone, for instance ofthose who have settled atArsi zone. Even this 
alone is a big figure. It is believed by linguists that a language with ten 
thousand or less speakers, among other factors, can be considered as 
endangered, i.e. it is threatened by extinction at different levels within a 
generation( cf. Hudson 1999). If this assumption holds tme, since AfDuhi 
surpasses the postulated number, it may not be risked by extinction, at 
least, in the near future. 
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Actually, there arc other factors set by linguists to forecast the 
viability of a language; categorizing the speakers by their age group is 
one way of doing this (cf. Kibrik 1991:258, as cited by Liyew 2002: 15). 
According to Kibrik ( 1999), speakers of a language can be categorized 
in to five age groups. From the oldest to the youngest is the following: 

The older generation (50 years and above)> the middle generation 
(30-50 years)> the young adult (20-30 years)> adolescents (10-
20 years)> children (up to I 0 years) 

On the bases of this categorization Kibrik further discussed that 
if there are speakers of a language from each age group, then it is assumed 
that a language is not in a fear of death for, at least, the next 40-50 years. 
Nonetheless, if there are no speakers of a. language from children's and 
adults' age group, ''it is unreatistic to expect it to survive in the near 
future" (ibid). 

If we consider Duhi speakers from this viewpoint, we find out 
that there are speakers from each age group. Even the children are only 
monolinguals of Dubi, while others bilingual or trilingual of Somali and/or 
Oromo. Only a few older people can communicate in Amharic. Therefore, 
we can confinn that this language is not in a danger of extinctions, at 
least, at its present status in spite of its fair number of speakers. Its 
existence may continue to the coming 40-50 years if we base on Kibrik 's 
assumption. 

Whether our conclusion holds true or not, it may be supported or 
commented by future research. But for now the very interesting point is 
we discovered the language. And we arc providing preliminary infonnation 
about it. We hope to make a much more description on the language in 
the future. We also hope that any concerned party will divert its attention 
to this newly discovered language of Ethiopia for further analysis. 
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3. 3. Word order 

The word order of AfDubi is SOY similar to its neighboring 
Somali and Oromo languages. Consider the following structures: (Note: 
all the phonetic transcriptions follow IPA 1997 and latter version; but 
fk'/ is used for ejcctive velar consonant.) 

(I) ani feresa 

horse 

'I rode a horse' 

galibsihuhe 

ride aux 
porf 

In (I) above the subject ani 'I' comes first followed by the object 
feresa 'horse' of a transitive verb. In intransitive verbs, too, it is the 
subject that always precedes the verb. Look at the following illustrative 
examples: 

(2) a. a.f.juga koj 

he come 
1
.3ms 

per 

'He came' 

b. Ufeda kojli 

she comeP"'r-3fs 

'She came' 

As can be inferred from (2)a and b, the verb comes at the end 
of a sentence, while subjects at initial position. 

3.4. I.exical Items 

i. Subject Pronouns in .·1/ Dubi 
Singular Plural 

ani uno 
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2m adi is in 
f mal' ada is in 

3m a_f.juga Ufoda 
f UJeda ijjoda 

Table 1: Su~ject Pronouns in Af J)ubi 

Let us see how these pronouns arc used in constmctions. 

(3) 

(4) 

ani koji 

comcpcrr 

'I came' 

uno 

we comc
1
,.,r.PL 

'We came' 

(5) af.juga koj 

he come 
1 
.. 3ms 

I"'' 
'He came' 

(6) Ufeda kojti 

she come
1
,rt .. 3fs 

'She came' 

(7) Ufoda kojen 

they ceme,._,,r·3PL 

'They came' 

167 

In all the structures (3)-(7) we see that when the subject pronoun 
in a sentence is replaced by another pronoun, the verb changes its shape, 
i.e., it inflects accordingly depending on the number and person of the 
pronoun. 
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ii. Listoflexicnl items 
Below are listed some /)ubi words along with their Oromo and 

Somali counterparts so that one can easily sec the relationship that exists 
among them. The word lists for Somali and Oromo arc also collected 
from Bale Zone, Gololcha Wcreda .. (Note: Suprasegmental features arc 
not included for the sake of simplicity). 

Gloss Dubi Somali Oromo 
aunt innc!i eddo en/ada 
black madob middiw/madoh gurracca 
boy rakk wilka ilma 
brother wolalki wolalke obbolessa 
bull kormi awr korma 
camel gil gel gala 
cat jitro jitro adurre 
cheek gir garka a redo 
chin dan dank bok,o 

cow sa: sa? a sa? a 
car dig dlgaha gurra 
eye ilti in bah id3no 
eyelash hunrih hirobah n~fensi?id3a 

eyelid gon hirb JIOra 
father aw: abaw ohha 
father's mother ahhoj ajjej okko 
five fan fan Jan 
forehead .fit/ dqf(Jrk add a 
girl gabor gabar dubra 
goat eri are/ari ra?e 
grandfather awki awwow akakejju 
hair( of head) gud timaha dahhasa 
hand ganno ga?anta harka 
heifer/ calf kalin alan rada 
hundred hogol hok ,ol dlhha 
lake go'?in bid3da garba 
leg raft lug/luk mila 
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man datt datka nama 
mother a.f.ji a.f.joihO.JjO haaa 
mother's mother addi afjej akko 

• name magi maga? a mak 'a 
neck k 'or luk 'un morma 
nee dJilibb lowgi d3ilha 
one kow kow tokko 
pond harli wart a hinro haro 
nver 11 ?ahah/~/fo lag lag a 
sea batt hid in gal ana 
sister wolal wolafe ohholell i 
snake guggumi maska h(~la 

song dir a.fer hes sirba 
sprmg maddi dudur meh madda 
teeth ilki ilkah ilkan 
this waka hatika kunni kana 
tongue irebka arabka arraha 
uncle abtuggu ahti essuma 
water hUfo bUfo. hUfej hi fan 
white addan adiniadd adi 
wife nik nak niti 
young bullock dibi dibi d3ihicca 

Table 2: Some wordlists (l Af Dubi, Somali. and Oromo 

On the basis of the above ,-.ord lists, one can clearly sec that 
more cognates are shared by AtDubi and Somali, around 50% than by 
AfDubi and Oromo, around 25%, With this let us move to the conclusion. 

4. Conclusion 

Ethiopia is such a linguistically diverse country that has more 
than eighty five living languages, most of them Afro-Asiatic (Semitic, 
Cushitic, and Omotic) and some Nilo-Sahara, arc spoken within its broader 
territories. 
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There may still be languages in the country whose existence has 
not come to the notice of linguists. The very proof of this is the present 
discovery of Af/Juhi. It has been surviving w·ith its multiplicity of speakers; 
but no one thus far had the knowledge of its presence. In fact, it is clear 
that some, if not most, of the languages still are little k.J1o\vn and lack 
detailed description. Although, on the contrary, there are well studied 
languages. 

The present discovery as well as the existence of little studied 
languages in the country have an implication that still linguists have to 
work hard either in attesting linguistic features of the already uncovered 
languages, or assessing the hidden. 

We believe that the present article has a minor contribution in 
this respect for it, at least, reports the existence of a language called Al 
Dubi. Although reporting by itself has an undeniable contribution, it will 
be useless unless further investigation is continued on various linguistic 
aspects of the language. We hope it will be our fi.tture project to undcttake 
a more linguistic analysis on the language. 

Af Dubi is found to be spoken by more than 14,000 people, 
excluding the number of speakers who have settled outside Bale Zone 
for which we did not get enough information, which can be taken as a 
fair number as compared to some other Ethiopian languages whose 
number of speak'Crs may not exceed that much from this. 

On the basis of (I) the text translation test we conducted, (2) 
our personal observation during their communication in the market, and 
(3) the lexical items collected, we can conclude that.-4/Duhi is a language 
per se although it has shown more similarity to Somali. A similarity of 
cognates between languages may mean three things: I) the languages 
are genetically related, 2) they arc varieties of a single form, or 3) 
borrowing might have been taken place greatly. We claim the first for 
the case .-4/'Dubi vis-a-vis Somali or Oromo. 
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In conclusion, we may propose that AfJ)uhi could be grouped 
under the East Cushitic branch of Afro-Asiatic phylum spoken in Ethiopia, 
most probably on Lowland East Cushitic group. 

Endnotes 

1 S. L. L.E. stands for .. Su rvcy of Littlc-knmvn Languages of 
Ethiopia". 

~We are greatly indebted to our consultants: Ali Dawud Ali, Dclmah 
Abdi, Badil Abdi, Guta Desta, Ahmed Muhammed, Umer Badil, Mehadi 
Abdulgazi, Ali Abdi, and all the rest for providing us the sociolinguistic 
and linguistic data on Af Dubi, and lexical items on Somali and Oromo. 
Birhanu Negere and Abdulhakim Suleyman have also to be 
acknowledged for their support in cross checking the Oromo and Somali 
data respectively. 

.1 This issue needs more historical and anthropological investigation. 
However, on the bases of the oral tradition, the origin of Dubi people is 
somewhere in Congo. 

1 At this point, we arc not sure where exactly darotti hude is found; 
however, on the bases of the oral traditions made by the older people 
we can tell that it is a place where Oromos and Ogadens share border. 

~ This is the typical feature of Dubi people. The neighbouring Oromos 
or Somalis have hardly had clans by such names. 

~> In fact we did not make such a mutual intelligibility test. This will be 
a future project. Hmvevcr, since our intention was just to check if 
Oromo and Somali speakers comprehend Dubi, \Ve focused on Dubi 
texts only. 

If the information we have got from the Zone holds true, it needs 
further investigation why these independently living Dubi people are 
not counted by their own identity at the National Census. 
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H Unfortunately we have got the number of Dubi people living at Bale 
Zone only; but we have information that these people arc also living 
at Arsi Zone, tor \vhich we did not get their number. 
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K~DANTAS IN TULU 

Gali Radha Kr·ishna 
Sri Venkateswara University, 'llntpati. 

ABSTRACT: This arlicle deals wilh Krdanla formalions in Tulu. II dis
cusses how lhe verbal nouns arc formed in Tulu and lhc processes in
volved in il. 

I. Introduction 
Forms in Tulu can be divided into two types - Roots and Suf

fixes. Suffixes can be further divided into two types- Inflexional suffixes 
and Derivational suffixes. 

Nominal derivations in Tulu arc derived from verbal or non-ver
bal roots with or without suffixation. Various branches of nominal deri
vation in Tulu can be seen in the following diagram. 

The present descriptive study deals with the nominal derivations 
(nouns) derived from given list of verbal roots in Tulu language. 

In Tulu nominal derivations - Krdantas are derived from given 
list of verbal roots with or without suffixation. 

Nominal Derivalion in Tulu 

From a verbal base 

I 
From given list or 

verbal bases 

With surri)(ation 

(suffixalion) 

From all verbal 

bases (Gerunds) 

-~ 

Without surn)(alion 

(zero-suffixation) 

I 
From a non·verbal base 

From given list o [ 

Nominal bases 

I 
From given list or 
Adjectival bases 
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I . I Ze ro-sufflxat ion 
No suffix is added to the verb root in the derivation of a noun. 

1.1. I Invariant alternation 
Nouns derived from zero-modification come under this category. 

In this process forms act both as roots and nouns. 

ott11 -'to be close, thick' 
tappu - 'to mistake, err, sin, 

0 0 • 

1111SS,Crtl11e. 

haduku - "to live' 
migi/11- ·to excel, surpass' 

1.1 2 Lengthening 

oltu ·closeness, thickness' DEDI021 
rappu'fault, mistake offence, 

escape, slip, fail' DED 3071 
haduk11'living, livelihood' DED 5372 
migilu ·excelling, surpassing' DED4838 

Short vowel in the initial syllable of the verbal root is lengthened. 

I )i -- -> J 
iqp -'to place, put down' lqu ·a pledge, pawn, an equivalent' DED442 

1.1.3 ~()icing 

Voiceless stop in the final syllable becomes voiced. 
I) p ~ b 

kerpu -·to prop, support' kerhu 'a kind of ladder' DED2012 

1.1.4 De-voicing 
Voiced stop in the final syllable becomes voiceless. 

I) b ~ p 
nomhu -'to fast' nompu 'fast' DED3800 

1.1.5 ( 'erehralization 
Non-retroflex consonant in the final S\ lbbk: becomes retroflex con

sonant. 
I) I~ l 
hale 'to enclose, surround, be seigc' hale 'bracelet, hoop' DED5313 
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1.2 Sz!ffixation 
Suffixes arc added to the verbal roots in the derivation of nouns. 

1.2.1 Invariant alteration 
In this process there is no change in the verbal root before a 

derivational suffix. - VCV, -CV and -CVCV types of suffixes are found 
in Tulu in the follmving nominal derivations. 

1)-VCV type 
l. -avu 
gel -'to win, conquer' 

nil- 'to stay, cease, 
become quiet' 

2. -asu 

ge/avu 'stroughtliness, liveliness, 
courage' D ED 1972 

nilayu 'balance, arrears, standing' 
OED 3675 

wz-·to take one's meal, dine, 
eat rice' 

wzasu 'a meal, dinner, boiled rice 
and curry' DED600 

3. -ike 
a[- 'to rule, reign' 

2) -CV type 
I. -ka 
ii- ·to measure' 
er - 'to rise' 
2. -ki 
prt- 'to break wind' 
3. -kll 
kea- 'to min, spoil' 
4. -ke 
er - 'to rise· 
5 .-gu 
ala- 'to shake' 

6.-ge 

a[ke 'reign' 

aka ·measure, capacity, 
erka ·fullness' 

pfiki ·a farf 

keaku ·damage, loss' 

erke 'rising 

DED5157 

DED295 
DED85l(a) 

DED4354 

DEDI942 

DED851 (a) 

alagu 'tremulousness of the voice in 
the singing· D ED240 

oppi- 'to agree, consent' oppige 'agreement, consent'DED924 
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7. -e 
urku- 'to rise' 
8. -ta 
kau- 'to cut, fell' 
9. -te 
ii- 'to measure' 
nii- 'to walk, proceed, 

behave' 
I 0.-pu 
ara- 'to cool' 
bigi- 'to tic, fasten' 
11. -pe 
ori- 'to remain' 
12. -yi 
n- 'to ache, pain' 
13. -ru 
mukku- 'to snort, grunt, 

growl' 
14. -li 
mukku- 'to swallow' 
J5. -Vll 

ala-'to mix, temper' 
16. -ve 
biiu-' steel' 

3 )-CVCV type 
I. -tala 
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urkue 'act of bubbling up' DED 666 (a) 

kauta 'a cut, incision' DEDII25 

lite ·measure, capacity DED295 
nate 'behaviour, conduct' 

DED3582 

arapu 'cooling' DED404 
bigipu 'tightening, fastening' DED5382 

onpe 'remammg' OED 1009 

yi 'pain, ache, distress' DED3793 

mukkuru 'snorting, grunting, growling' 
DED4896(a) 

mukkuli 'mouthful of any liquid'DED4897 

alavu 'steel' DED296 

biiuve 'thriving, prosperity, existence, 
subsistence' DED3572 

mugi- 'to end, terminate, cease' nmgitala 'end, conclusion· 
DED4891 

2. -mana 
Ifni 'to be finished, settled, 

be able' 
3. -vali 

tfrumiina 'tcm1ination, 
conclusion '01!:03278 

siigu 'to proceed, progress (as work) siiguvali 'farming, tillage, 
advance, more forward' cultivation of land' 

DED2430 
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4) -CCV type 
I) -ppu 

aja- 'to select' 
taqe 'to stop' 

/.2.2 VlJWel deletion 

ajappu 'selection' 
taqeppu 'stoppage' 

Radha 1\rishna 

DED363 
DED3031 

Deletion of a vowel at the final position of a verbal root. 
1) -a ~o 

l. -e 
naqa 'to walk, proceed, behave' naqe 'walk, conduct' DED3582 

2) -i ~0 
I. -a 

gaqi- 'to tremble, torment' gaqp 'torment, vexation' DEDI440 
2. -anda 

oppi-'to conduct, acquiescein, . oppanda 'agreement,contract, 
consent, be fit or suitable' treaty' DED924 

3. -ai 
appi 'to embrance, clasp' 

4. -ukai 
appi- 'to embrace, clasp' 

5. -e 

appai 'folding the arms on the breast' 
DED33 

appukai 'folding the arms on the 
breast' DED33 

hedi- 'to be surprised' bede 'surprise, astonishment, miracle' 
DED5403 

6. -pu 
aqi- 'to pluck' arfpu 'plucking' DED946 

3) - l~O 
I. -a 

ii[t- 'to bark' iifa 'the howling of a fox' DED760 
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4) -u ~ o 
I. -a 

t!fu- 'to ooze' 
qogu- 'to crmvl' 

2. -am 

iija ·fountain, spring' 
q(1ga 'crawling' 

suqt~T'to burn, be not, sultry' suqaru 'a lamp' 
3. -a 

DED761 
DED3514 

DED2654 

na[lll to beg, request, apply, naua 'begging, a loan, lending' 
DEDXI 

4. -aya 
ottu- ·to press' olfaya 'force, compulsion' DEDI021 

5. -CtVll 

na[lu 'to beg, request, apply' na[lavu 'a loan, lcnding'DEDXI 
6. -i 

kayu- 'to get ripe' 
7. -ike/ige 

kayi'unripc fruit, coconut seed' DEDI459 
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ai1ju- 'to fear' anjike•onjige ·fear, alarm, fright' 
DED55 

kom- ·to desire, hope, aspect' korike korige 'hope, desire, \vish' 
DED2232 

8. -ile 
kayu- 'to be hot, burn, be feverish 

be angry' 
9. -e 

kayile 'sickness' 
DEDI458 

kudu-'to cut, scap' kude 'fragment, acting etc' 
10.-o/i 

DEDIX59 

sagu·to proceed, more forward' saguvoli ·cultivation of land, form 
ing, tillage' DED2430 

II. -kala 
oqu- ·to cook' oqkalo ·cooking, shed, oven' . DED76 

12. -gaqa 
tlru-'to be finished, settled, tlrgaqa ·completion' DED32X2 

be able' 
13. -te 

ha[u- 'to thrive, exist, subsist' ha[te 
prosperity, thriving' 

·existence, subsistency, 
DED5372 
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14. -pu 
tim- 'to be finished, settled, be able' tT{pu 'settlement, decision' 

DED3278 
15. -me 

tii[u- 'to bear, endure, suffer, 
have patience' 

16. -vali 
siigu- 'to proceed, move forward' 

17. -ve 
seru- 'to arrive, reach, be added 

or join to, be included in· 
5) e ~ o 
I. -aka aku 

tfi[me ·patience, endu ranee· 
DED3189 

siigvali' fam1ing, tillage, 
cultivation ofland' DED2430 

serve ·union, inclusion' 
DED2814 

aqe- 'to shut, close' aqpka aqpku 'obstacle, hindrance' DED83 

2. -ii 

aqe- 'to shut, close· aqmza 'a shield' DED83 

1.2.3 Syllahle deletion 
Detection of a syllable at the final position of a verbal root. 

I) -ppu ~ o 
I. -kke 
lappu~ 'to measure· 

2) -yu ~ o 
I. -pu 

meyu- •to graze, cat grass 
2. -vavu 

meyu-'to graze, cat grass' 

3) -m ~·o 
I. -[u 

lakke ·measure, mark' DED295 

mepu'fodder, pasturage· DED5093 

meva .· mr.:vu ·a sweet kind of food, 
anything edible· DED5093 

gfru- 'to scratch, \Votmd slightly 
by nails' 

gT[u 'line, stroke, mark· 
DED446 
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4) lu ~ o 
I. -ate / ade 

arlu- 'to burn, blame, smart' arate / arade 'heat, burning, 
impetuousity' DED276 

1. 2.-1 Addition 
A consonant is added in between the verbal root and the 

derivational suffix. 
l) -v addition 

1. -ike 
al(u)- 'to rule, regin' 
tfru- 'to be finished, settled, 

be able' 

I. 2. 5 Co-alternations 

ttl(u)vike 'reign' DED5157 
tlruvike 'conclusion, settlement' 

DED3278 

Two or three co-alterations arc found in the same verbal roots. 
i) Vowel deletion and replacement (A consonant is replaced by another 

consonant in the final syllable of a verbal root). 
I) -u ~ o, j ~ r 

l. -ike / ige-
j(~ju / soju- 'to appear, seen, be seen, 

show' 
jikike ; jorige sorike 

'appearance, shmv, 
exhibition' DED3566 

ii) Vowel deletion and addition 
I )-u ~ o, 'v' addition 

l. -ike 
tlru-' to be finished, settled, 

be able' 
tlrvike ·conclusion, settlement' 

DED3278 

iii) Vowel deletion and gemination (A degcminated consonant is 
geminated in the final syllable of a verbal root). 
I) -c --). o, ct~clcl 

l. -a 

ac[e- 'to shut, close' ac[c[a 'obstacle, hindrance' DED83 
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2. -ana/ ane 
aqe- 'to shut, close' aqqpna.'aqqane 'a shield' DED83 

iv) Vowel deletion and de-gemination (A geminated consonant is 
dcgeminated in the final syllable of a verbal root). 
I) -u_,o 

I. -(i)ke 
eruzu- 'to count, think, persurc, e!z(i)ke 'cultivation, estimation' 

expect' DED793 
2)-u_,o 
I. -ige 
guddu- 'to box, cuff, beat' gudige 'a club, cudgel' DED1850(b) 

v) Vowel deletion and de-voicing (A voiced consonant is de-voiced in 
the final syllable of a verbal root) 

1)-u _,o, <t~t 

I. -a 
aqu- 'to move, swing, shake' 

taqu-'to dig, burrow, mine' 
2)-u _,o, d~t 

I. -a 
nadu- 'to smell, stink' 

2. -ana 
pondu- 'to get, attain, suffer, 

fit, be on good tem1s' 

3) -c _,o, <t~t 

I. -aka 
aqe- to shut, close' 

a[a 'amusement, sport, game, a 
play' DED347 

to[a 'garden, orchard, plantation' 

nata 'smell, odour, stink, stench' , 
DED29l8 

pontana 'favourableness, 
auspiciousness' enjoy, join, 
unite, aggreable, DED4541 

a[aka 'obstacle, hindrance' DED83 

vi) Vowel deletion, lengthening and de-gemination 
I) -u~o, o~o cc~c 
I. -a I e 
koccu - 'to prate' koca / kocev 'boasting' DED2043 
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vii) Vow·el deletion, lengthening and de-voicing 
I) -e~o, a~a, ct~t 

I. -auka auku 

182 

aqe- 'to shut, close' fi[auka fi[auku 'hindrane, obstacle· DED83 
viii) Vowel deletion, germination and de-voicing 

I) -u ~o, ct~tt 
I. -ilu 

aqu- ·to cook· a[lilu ·cooking, mear DED76 
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SPEECH ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY IN THE TEACHING OF 
PRONUNCIATION 

K.Sunita Vijay Kumar, 
K.Ramesh Kumar, 

E.Suresh Kumar 
Hyderabad 

ABSTRACT:This paper makes an attempt to show the contemporary usc 
of computers in teaching pronunciation of English lnnguagc in lndin, 
especially of its use in academics as it has a great value attnchcd 10 il, 
neulralized English pronunciation free from the traces of mother tongue 
enhances employability, I he paper explores speech analysis soflware to be 
incorporated into pronunciation teaching in addilion to lhe language 
leaching software to make it more productive, it shows the multifarious 
uses of I he speech analysis software in the leaching of pronuncialion. 

1. Introduction 
In this era of Information Technology, where the world is 

dynamically evolving into a virtual global village communicating effectively 
is the key to success. Language is very often found to be the barrier for 
effective communication whether it is doing business with foreign nations, 
pursuing academic goals overseas or taking-up lucrative job offers where 
one's technical skills arc ideally suited but language skills arc not. 

In recent times there has been an upsurge and a plethora on the 
use and applications of the computer in the realm of language teaching, 
there are arguments and counter arguments relating the practical utility 
and the efficacy of the computer in language acquisition. It is made 
mandatory by most universities in lending the practical training for various 
aspects of language teaming/teaching. 

As a learner teams a language the first question that confronts 
him is the wish to acquire an acceptable pronunciation, which of the 
various forms of pronunciation of the language ought he to leam.So it is 
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observed that computer aided language pronunciation teaching is the 
most popular teaching technique at least in colleges \vhcre technical 
education is imparted. 

2. Methodology 
This paper attempts to examine the scope, utility and suitability 

of computer aided teaching of pronunciation of English in India in 
comparison to the trends in language teaching overseas. 

Computer Aided Language Laboratories (CALL) as it is called 
is predominantly a technocrat's forte, the language teachers have to be 
adept and have a certain amount of dexterity in imparting technical skills 
too, apart from language teaching. It is shunned by language teachers as 
there is a possible threat of a computer replacing the language teacher 
a;~d poses a certain challenge as most language teachers are not 
technically adept in imparting language training through CALL. 

However there is no denying the fact that the computer is the 
most beneficial gift oftechnology to students and teachers. It is the only 
multimedia instructional aid that has gained wide popularity and holds a 
high degree of locus today. CALL is a method of instruction which has 
gained wide publicit~ in \vhich there is purposeful interaction for helping 
the learner achieve the desired instructional objectives at the learner's 
own pace and ability. It is an approach in language pedagogy where 
computer technology is incorporated into the teaching/learning of 
especially pronunciation pro;.;,.;dures at all stages such as presentation, 
practice, feedback, learning material and learner assessment. The 
computer is a bank of infonnation and greatly useful both to the teacher 
and the taught in the processes and the product of learning. It is highly 
interactive. 

Computers can raise student participation and achievement, they 
can boost up language skills especially ofthe spoken skills and teaching 
pronunciation of the language, but they have to be used in the right way 
to bring about optimal effect. 
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I. Use of computers familiarizes, accelerates and enriches basic 
knowledge of the sound system of the target language. 

2. Motivates and engages students in learning correct pronunciation of 
the language they are learning. 

3. Connects the learning place to the native places of the world where 
the language is spoken. 

4. Helps relate academics to the practical needs of the outside world. 
5. Supports and strengthens quick leaming by supplying the model. 
6. It aids in collaborative and cooperative lcaming where the learner 

has ample opportunities to use and display his usage of the language. 
7. It improves in positive interdependence, social skills, group processing, 

individual accountability and face-to-face interaction. 
8. Creates ample opportunities of language usc to be evaluated 
9. Compare one's speech with the model as well as others 

Most of pronunciation teaching these days rely on commercially 
and readily available software in the market as pronunciation software. 
This software includes the phonemic alphabet in English, similar sounds, 
word and phrasal stress, stress and rhythm. These programmes combine 
to provide comprehensive training in the major aspects of English 
pronunciation. In the phonemic alphabet in English, each and every sound 
is provided with an interactive voice to recognize the sounds and letters 
of the phonemic alphabet in Eng I ish. The users can listen to vowel and 
con.sonant sounds, test their ability to recognize individual sounds and 
words, test transcription skills, test ability to match words with their vowel 
components and record and compare items. This is a self-study material 
where students can practice not only sounds and the symbols they carry 
but also can learn stress rlnthm. intonation, svllable division etc. Similar ., .. ' . 
sounds programme is designed to improve the learner's ability to 
differentiate between similar-sounding sets of words, both in isolation 
and in sentences. This software also provides practice in the rhythms of 
spoken English through everyday dialogues, jokes, poems, rh)111es, sayings 
etc. 
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It is also observable from the teaching of pronunciation that, it 
is, desirable that the learning software on phonetics must have a bright 
attractive interface with well thought-out navigation. These softwares 
should be designed not only to help students master the individual sounds 
of English. It must also have speech analysis function which is done 
acoustically to compare with the original sound. Where learners can 
I is ten to the instructor's pronunciation and can also view the instructor's 
frequency wave form. They can record the sound themselves and 
compare their sound and frequency wave form with that to the instructor. 
It is also very likeable that this software should provide an animated 
skeletal view of the front and back side of the mouth displaying the place 
and manner of articulation in producing that particular speech sound. 
This feature accelerates the learning of correct pronunciation by giving 
objective feedback to the learner. 

As the main key to the learning of any natural language is the 
correct pronunciation of words, phrases and sentences of the language 
generally in the same learning order. So English Language Teaching (ELT) 
especially of pronunciation has gained urgency and prominence in India, 
in the most recent years due to globalization and a boom in an employment 
opportunity in multi-national companies, yet the spoken skill ofthe language 
has by and large been neglected over the years. It is also an observable 
fact that Indian accents vary greatly. Some Indians speak English with 
an accent very close to a Standard British/Received Pronunciation (RP); 
others lean towards a more ·vernacular·, nativetinted, accent for their 
English speech. A number of Jistinctiw features of Indian English may 
also be due to '"the vagaries of English spelling". 

A British linguist at the University of Wales, predicted in 2004 
'"that at about 350 million, the world's Hinglish speakers may soon out 
number native English speakers". (Hinglish, a blend of Hindi and English, 
means to combine both types of sounds and words in one sentence). The 
number of professionals who regularly communicate in English language 
for their work has increased with globalization in order to ensure that 
these learners are able to efficiently communicate in the target language, 
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that is, English, it is imperative that, language teaching methods include 
pronunciation training (Neri, Cucchiarini, Strik, and Boves, 2002). 

When we observe English language teaching in India, especially 
of teaching pronunciation, despite the best of efforts, it is observed, that 
there is a glaring gap that needs to be bridged, in the form of the speech 
model, which is presented to the students. The student imitates/mimics 
and practices the speech model and takes the production tests, the teacher 
gives feed back to the student which is more or less impressionistic or 
based entirely on perception, while the student continues to commit the 
same errors due to his mother tongue interference with little or no 
improvement. As a non-native teaches the second language learner often 
the problem gets worsened as teacher reinforces his/her errors .. 

While perceptual studies, as it done, present with great face 
validity, their results tend to be considerably variable due to the subjective 
nature of the analysis. It was observed that ifthe student had an objective 
feedback of his or her progress, which the student could manage by 
himself it, would be more desirable. It not only makes the learners more 
independent but also they don't have to feel conscious of their errors 
before other learners. 

Most Indian languages have a very phonetic pronunciation with 
respect to their script, and unlike English, the spelling of a word in Indian 
languages is a highly reliable guide to its modern pronunciation. 

It can be realized from the recent trends and objectives in 
language teaching across the world that the main thrust is on the spoken 
skills of the language and the current literature survey shows (Eskenazi 
1999, Wennerstrom, 2000, De Bot 1983, Spaai and Hermes, 1993, 
Lambacher l996a, 1996b, Stibbard, 1996, Chun, 1998), that the 
development of pronunciation training systems is an on going area of 
research. 
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Accepting the fact_ that English pronunciation is notoriously 
irregufar and despite irregularities it is surprising how much can be done 
with simple rules especially of the two main features of English 
pronunciation which are segmental and prosodic features. 

Hiller ( 1992:65H) says '·today 's approaches to second-language 
teaching world-wide recognize pronunciation as having a key role in the 
achievement of successful communication". 

Cunningham Florez, ( 199H) says teachers often feel that they 
arc inadequately prepared to teach it; also, pronunciation instruction is 
not appropriately emphasized in curricula. And finally, suitable materials 
for teaching pronunciation arc often unavailable (Fraser 2000; Yates, 
200 I; Macdonald, 2003) 

Traditional language teaching and learning methods have proven 
to be inadequate or time consuming, the concept of introducing exclusive 
Language Learning Centers or language laboratories at educational 
institution across India have come into practice lately. These offer decisive, 
intensive and phonctic.:'llly correct internationally approved course modules 
to students under the expert guidance of qualified linguists - they are 
practically tailor-made for the need and offer excellent language mastering 
modules that arc precise, new inputs for new methods for teaching the 
target language intonation and prosody arc emerging from phonetic 
research, that are being aided by speech analysis software that are now 
\videly available. 

There are a number of low-cost or no-cost software packages 
for the acoustic analysis of speech available from a variety of commercial 
and non-commercial sources for both the Windows and Macintosh 
platforms. There is also a wide range of acquisition and analysis options 
available across these software programs resulting in varied levels of 
usability, utility, and effectivcn~ss for teaching, research, and clinical 
purposes. 
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The usage of speech analysis in teaching pronunciation could 
bridge the gap between practical and theoretical skills which arc shown 
a~ something that can be objectively monitored, while the practical 
sessions become an additional route for understanding theory and 
appreciating its applications in lcaming pronunciation of second language. 

Speech analysis software has been used in JJronunciation teaching 
classes and offers insights into teaching segments and prosody can be 
gained from this method. On these grounds, speech analysis software 
has started to be introduced experimentally in second language 
pronunciation classes as a source of feedback for students' productions. 
The use of speech analysis software allows learners to record and 
visualize their speech output on their computer monitors to obtain real
time infommtion about the acoustic properties of this output. These 
visualizations can be used by both learners and teachers to compare and 
evaluate learners' productions with those of native speakers or the sJ5'cech 
model. Through these visualizations, learners have an objective measure 
of the distance or closeness of their pronunciation with respect to the 
target pronunciation. This method is considered to be highly effective by 
the researchers who have used it. Typically, speech analysis systems 
allow users to record visualize and analyze speech on their computer 
screen. Students using these programs can obtain an accurate visualization 
ofthcir production at both the segmental and the suprasegmentallevel. 

In order for students to make sense of the onscrecn visualizations 
of their speech productions, they need to be given a theoretical background 
on how to read and interpret speech signals, spectrograms and prosodic 
pattems of pitch, intonation and loudness. Hence, for second language 
instruction, it is crucial for students to acquire some notion of their first 
language, that is, their mother tongue and second language or target 
language phonology, as well as some clements of acoustic phonetics 
before they start experimenting with visualizing sound waves and pitch 
contours. Students should also be made aware of the great variability 
that may differentiate inter- and intra-speaker productions. However, 
visualizing speech and comparing students' own productions with native 
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speakers' is a rather simple task and does not require much technical or 
theoretical expertise. The pros of this method largely out\veigh its cons. 
The function of this computerized training system is very appealing and 
effective as learning and teaching tool in pronunciation since it allows 
students to visualize their pronunciation as they learn to associate the 
patterns on the display with the sounds. 

Although research on the use of visual feedback in teaching 
tone and intonation began over three decades ago (e.g., Vardanian I ~4, 
Abberton & Fourcin 1975, James 1976 & 1979), the technology for signal 
analysis and pitch extraction using microcomputers has only recently 
become widely accessible and affordable. 

In the early 1980's, communication-oriented approaches to 
language teaching recognized the key role of pronunciation in improving 
the Ieamer 's oral skills, and in contributing to ensuring the success of 
oral communication. Teachers and researchers generally agree that the 
ultimate goal of pronunciation teaching should not be to eradicate a foreign 
accent, but rather to promote pronunciatton which is reasonably intelligible, 
as intelligible pronunciation is considered an essential component of 
communicative competence (Celce-Murcia, 1987; Anderson-Hsieh, 1989; 
Morley, 1991; Lambacher, l996a, l996b; Stibbard, 1996 ). 

The attainment of intelligible prommciation is considered essential 
for the Ieamer to increase self-confidence and promote social interactions 
outside the classroom (Morley, 1991; Cunningham Florez, 1998). 
Pronunciation accuracy may also help improve a person's social 
acceptance, since a foreign accent m_ay be socially stigmatized and 
contribute to neg.ative stereotyping of some second-language learners, 
and thus result in social or professional discrimination 

An efficient speaker is believed to have the ability to discriminate 
between sounds and the ability to remember the acoustic qualities of the 
sounds and recognize the sounds with ease and certainty this will help 
learners learn the language more efficiently and accurately, the student 
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has to learn to put his tongue, lips and other parts of the organs of speech 
into certain definite positions, so that he will learn to make sounds with 
the greatest accuracy in the shortest time. 

In teaching English sounds, unless, the teacher understands how 
the student is using his speech organs in producing a native language 
sound and what he should be doing to reproduce the foreign language 
sound acceptably; he cannot help the student beyond a certain stage of 
earnest but inaccurate imitation." Wilga Rivers - Teaching Foreign 
Language Skills. 

(Brosnahan.L.F and Malmberg.B, 1976) say that the chief duty 
ofthe phonetician is to isolate the sounds of the language he is investigating 
from its expression substance. The next task is the description of these 
sounds that is the articulatory nature of the articules and the acoustic 
nature of the phones. With these set tasks of language teaching/learning 
scenario having become mandatory phonetics very well could aid the 
teachers as well as learner. 

Language is a means of communication. Differences in sound 
systems have a phonological basis: they depend on variation in speech 
organ positions or breath control. Teachers must understand the physical 
aspects of sound production. 

Teachers will not necessarily teach these to students, but this 
knowledge will provide a basis for teachers to identify the physical reasons 
for inaccurate approximations offorcign language sounds, enabling them 
to give precise instructions which will help students' correct faulty 
pronunciation. Unless teachers understand how students arc using their 
speech organs in producing a native language sound and what they should 
be doing to reproduce the foreign language sound acceptably, teachers 
will not be able to help students beyond a certain stage of earnest but 
inaccurate imitation. Incorrectly articulated consonants will affect the 
production of vowels as vowels will affect consonants. Students therefore 

' 
require steady practice and muscle training. Pronunciation is a motor 
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skill that needs practice a foreign accent can span from a barely 
perceptible accent to strongly accented, unintelligible speech. 

The use of speech analysis software allows learners and teachers 
to record and visualize the speech output on their computer monitors to 
obtain realtime information about the acoustic properties of their output. 

These visualizations can be used by both learners and teachers 
to compare and evaluate learners' productions with those of native 
speakers. lluough these visualizations, learners have an objective measure 
of the distance or closeness,of their pronunciation with respect to the 
target pronunciation. 

Visual indication of the correct place of articulation is the most 
effective and useful feedback to the Second Language Learner, as the 
objective feedback motivates the learners to correct their pronunciation 
in their subsequent attempts. Since in India English is the language that 
is taught on a large scale not only for academic but also in a majority of 
instances for employability and pre-service training. 

Michael Ashby (2004) in his talk at University College, London 
demonstrated at a conference some of these new technologies which he 
is using, to very good effect, vvith his students. He demonstrated how it 
is possible to have available, on a laptop, all the equipment necessary for 
demonstrating and experimenting with sounds. Tools range from the 
widely available PowerPoint which is highly interactive and can 
incorporate sound and vision (audio and video files), to specialized speech 
analysis software such as WASP. With the addition of a microphone, or 
better still a wireless radio microphone, sounds for analysis can be 
generated in the classroom by both teacher and student. 1l1is is highly 
motivating and involves the students in the learning process much more 
closely. Other tools that can be exploited arc interactive whitcboards. 

Speech analysis and synthesis allow us to sort out the role of 
segmental and suprasegmental features in the perception of a language 
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or an accent. Speech analysis is a good tool to make allowances, since it 
enables us to monitor a number of parameters. (Ramus and Mehler, 
1999). It has been used, together with simulated or altered speech in 
research on foreign accent (Flege et at., 1997; Magcn, 1998; Jilka, 2000). 

Visual feedback of learner errors could be very helpful, where 
the Ieamer could match his speech wave with all its features, with that 
of the model speech. A. close relationship has traditionally been assumed 
between speech perception and the development of speech production 
skills (Libennan, Cooper, Shankweiler and Studdert-Kennedy, 1967). 

3. Discussion 
From the observations on the trends in pronunciation teaching it 

is observable that the usc of speech analysis technology in language 
teaching is multifarious, in recent years. The development of digital 
technology has greatly improved the efficiency in studying speech 
acoustics, which can provide more precise details than perceptual analysis 
regarding the timing and the frequency distribution of acoustic energy 
fo~ individual speech segments. While perceptual studies, as it were done 
earlier, present with great face validity, their results tend to be considerably 
variable due to the subjective nature of the analysis. Acoustic analysis, 
on the other hand, allows for more precise and objective tracking of 
subtle speech sound changes in gltiding speech training and monitoring 
progress (Uchanski and Geers, 2003). 

The use of technology serves an academic purpose to inform 
the teachers as well the learners the extent of mother tongue interference 
in the speech oflearned/educated speakers of a language, as neutralization 
has gained an urgency and prominence in the academic scenario especially 
at the tertiary level as it boosts up the speakers' employability as well the 
speakers' intelligibility. 

It could also be of diagnostic influence to errors of pronunciation 
and help in therapeutic purpose of error correction in pronunciation and 
help in articulation ofthe language more accurately. 
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It can also be useful in identifying the areas \vhere communication 
is hampered due to mispronunciation and the reasons, knowledge could 
bring about awareness among speakers to aid intelligible speech. While 
teaching pronunciation to the students comparative evaluation of their 
speech with the model is needed to improve the quality of teaching speech. 

It could also serve as a visual display of learner errors which 
speakers of a particular language are bound to make while learning another 
language. These can also be extended to other language learning 
environments as well. 

The measurements and descriptions can be used in material 
planning and production of training programmes and software that can 
be specially planned and produced indigenously to handle speech/ 
pronunciation training in English for Indian speakers. 

It helps teachers \vho wish to teach a clear and distinct 
articulation of English free from regional and dialectal peculiarities. 

As having a pronunciation free from mother tongue, regional/ 
dialectal variations improves intelligibity and confidence among speakers 
which in turn leads to success. 

The use of speech analysis technology will be of utmost 
importance in the field of research in the area as there is not much 
research done of the acoustic description of Indian English, which could 
help in compiling on line PO's, speaker recognition, speech synthesis, 
and could also contribute in a P.D ofGIE. 

Speech analysis could also contribute to speech recognition 
systems as they are increasingly being built to cover an ever wider range 
of speaker accents. It is shown that this is particularly effective when 
the amount of acoustic data from the new accent region is sufficient to 
build a new recognizer, which has multifarious social uses especially in 
the forensic sciences etc. 
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Identifying the speech dimensions of Indian speakers of English 
could help in the production of several speech and accent softwarcs 
which could have more commercial and educative values in different 
domains, and also in the academic field as the future of lai1guage teaching 
would rely on these aspects which were hitherto unnoticed/untouched 
by language teaching practitioners before. 

The method used in speech analysis can be extended into speech 
research in language teaching where a quest for effective ways of 
language teaching is a very prominent one. Where it is observed that 
language teaching practitioners are ever seeking nev.·er ways of teaching 
and arc searching for newer methods for teaching second language 
sounds, intonation and prosody and these are emerging from phonetic 
research, which are aided by speech analysis software that is now 
available. 

'Traditionally, there has been a distinction between the practical 
class and the teaching of phonetic and phonological theory. The trend 
that has developed recently is to begin to bridge this unnecessary division, 
by taking the tools of acoustic analysis into the practical class. Radio 
microphones in the classroom permit both teacher's and students' speech 
to be instantly analysed and displayed for comparison, and this activity is 
interwoven with interactive access to teaching materials and reference 
corpora". 

Speech analysis and use of speech analysis software has been 
reportedly used in pronunciation teaching classes, suggestions by 
researchers in the field by (Spaai and Hennes, I 993: Lambachcr, 1996b; 
Stibbard, I 996; Clnm, I 998; Eskenazi, 1999; Wennerstrom, 2000), say 
that a combination of audio and visual feedback may have a major impact 
on learners and enhance their ability to learn both segmental and 
suprasegmental aspects of pronunciation. The usc of speech analysis 
software allows learners to record and visualize their speech output on 
their computer monitors to obtain real-time information about the acoustic 
properties of the output. These visualizations can be used by both learners 
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and teachers to compare and evaluate learners' productions with those 
of native speakers. Through these visualizations, learners have an objective 
measure of the distance or closeness of their pronunciation with respect 
to the target pronunciation. This method is recommended and considered 
to be highly effective by the researchers who have used it. 

Eskenazi ( 1999) maintains that the visual display of second 
language prosodic patterns may be crucial for correcting students' 
inaccurate prosody, because it allows them to visualize where exactly 
their prosodic patterns differ from native speakers'. Wennerstrom (2000) 
argues that the visualization of pitch ranges in speech makes it easier for 
the learner to increase pitch to signal topic shift, and this has a bearing on 
learners' overall intelligibility in a second language learning situation. 

Lambacher ( 1996), The function of this computerized training 
system is very appealing and effective as a learning and teaching tool in 
pronunciation since it allows students to visualize their pronunciation as 
they learn to associate the patterns on the display with the sounds. The 
sound analysis is also very motivating to students because it provides 
them with a deeper sense of their own articulation by allowing them to 
visually compare their own pronunciation with their teacher's or with the 
native speaker's the measurement of phonetic details such as duration, 
frequency and intensity is a rather simple task and docs not require much 
technical or theoretical expertise all they need to be given is a theoretical 
background on how to read and interpret speech signals, spectrograms 
and prosodic patterns of pitch, intonation and loudness and a little 
awareness of the great variabi I ity that may differentiate inter- and intra
speaker productions is enough to make students independent learners. 
All these aspects could be localized and indigcnized to help Indian speakers 
training in speech, pronunciation etc of English. 

Speech recognition systems arc increasingly being built to cover 
an ever wider range of speaker accents, electronically compiled 
pronunciation dictionaries (PDs) specific to these accents could be 
compiled with the help of more such data. Specific PDs compiled directly 
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from more such acoustic data from the new accent region sufficient 
enough to build a n~.:w recognizer, for some accents of English there 
e:-.ist well established, electronically available, sources of PDs, such as 
British or American. For other accent groups, e.g. Indian, Australian or 
Hispanic speakers of Eng I ish, this may not be the case. Creating PDs 
automatically via pronunciation models obtained directly from acoustic 
data is not only fast and convenient, but has also been shown, both 
empirically and linguistically, to give appropriate pronunciations. Each 
word in the new PO may contain multiple pronunciations, each of which 
carries a probability of pronunciation which can be utilized by a suitable 
recognizer. Indian English acoustic data and articulatory transcriptions 
could contribute to the larger milieu. 

Speech manipulation and synthesis now allow us to sort out the 
role of segmental and suprasegmcntal features in the perception of a 
language or an accent. Speech synthesis is a good tool to make allowances, 
since it enables us to monitor a number of parameters: that is the reason 
why it could be popular for delcxicalisation and monotonisation purposes 
(Ramus & Mehler, 1999). It has been used, together with simulated or 
altered speech in research on foreign accent (Fiege et al., 1997) 

Speech visualization helps language learning, both commercial 
and university research teams have shown grov,,.ing interest in exploring 
the applications and potentials of speech analysis software for language 
pronunciation instruction. Various systems have been developed for this 
purpose; hence, teachers should decide whether visualization of phonetic 
details of vowels and consonants is worth pursuing given the well known 
constraints in instruction times. However, the fact that timing factors 
(duration of individual sounds, words, and sentences) in L2 can greatly 
affect a speaker's intelligibility should not be underestimated and time 
should be spent emphasizing differences in language timing between the 
mother tongue and the target language. 

In the case of a foreign accent, viewed as the effect of a 
confrontation of t\vo phonological systems in contact from a native 
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language (L I) and a target one (L2), the mastery of an L2 like prosody 
may be difficult to teach, from pedagogical viewpoint, sometimes because 
teachers themselves arc not well aware of their prosodic systems. 

The need for developing a quality Indian English TTS is acute. 
Text-to-speech synthesis in Indian English is useful for delivering 
messages stored in computers and web to the Indian users unfamiliar 
with Standard English accent. Text-to-speech synthesis is a useful tool 
to communicate, by voice, the information and text stored in computer 
and web. 'Indian English' is for the benefit of the Indian audience who 
can understand English speech in various degrees, but are not comfortable 
with Standard English pronunciation and accents. Also intended is to 
generate better pronunciation for Indian names included in English text. 
The Indian English TIS would need basically a combination of: (a) a 
front end text processor that accepts text as input and generates phoneme 
string and accent markers as output and (b) a phoneme-to-speech 
synthesizer that is based on formant synthesis, implemented in two stages. 
The first stage creates a time varying acoustic phonetic parameter stream; 
this is done by rules that cover all typical Indian speech sounds in various 
phonetic contexts. The mlcs that arc formulated through considerable 
research and analysis of speech of Indian English. The data of this study 
could well be used for this purpose. With the regular availability of 
computers containing integrated high quality digital sound capabilities, 
several computer programmers have participated in developing 
collaborative initiatives to develop software that can exploit the digital 
sound capabilities of personal computers. One area of this collaborative 
software development is related to the study of linguistics, more 
specifically, the analysis of speech. Although some of this development 
has led to commercial speech analysis products, much of it remains a 

_ free or low cost alternative to expensive analysis systems. In the past, 
acoustic analysis of speech, involved sophisticated and expensive data 
acquisition hardware and software that prohibited most language educators 
from considering using it as a therapy tool. 
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4. Conclusion 
Finally it may be concluded that, an aid to pronunciation teaching 

classes may come from the development of socalled Talking Heads, i .c., 
computer-animated heads conversational agents which combine speech 
technology with studies on gestures and head and face movements. These 
talking heads arc designed to appear on the Ieamer's computer monitor 
and function as the learner's virtual tutors to be involved in many aspects 
of his/her language learning process, from reading to pronunciation to 
conversation practice. Talking heads are also being developed for children 
learning their first language and disabled people, the deaf in particular. 
Researchers believe that, because of their realistic speech and 
expressions, and their convincing emotions, talking heads will become 
patient and fungiving interactive tutors for learners to learn languages 
with (Massaro, 2006a).The acoustic dimensions of the study could help 
construct a talking head which aids students to be independent learners. 
With most teachers and learners having access to computers and the 
availability of low or no cost acoustic analysis software, there is little 
reason why the acquisition, analysis, and interpretation of acoustic aspects 
of speech are not routinely incorporated into the teaching especially of 
pronunciation skills or the skills set of language teaching practitioners. 
With adequate education, modeling, and support the application of speech 
analysis to pronunciation teaching and learning practice can lead to 
effective language teaching learning management. 

However, the intricacies that this area may be engulfed with, 
teachers and researchers generally agree that the ultimate goal of 
pronunciation teaching should not be to eradicate a foreign accent, but 
rather to promote pronunciation which is reasonably intelligible, as 
intelligible pronunciation is considered an essential component of 
communicative competence. Pronunciation accuracy may also help 
improve a person's social acceptance. 
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Communication - by Mark Warschauer 
• Computer-Assisted Language Learning: An Introduction -by 

Mark Warschaucr 
• Computers and language learning: An overview- by Mark 

Warschauer. and Deborah Healey 
• A Comparison of Reading Strategies in a Computerised Reading 

Situation and in a Non-computerised Reading Situation- master's 
thesis by John Trollope Teaching Granunar with CALL: Survey of 
Theoretical Literature - by Jimmy Backer 
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Technology-Enhanced Language Learning: Hype or Gold Mine? 
by David Eastment 

Hypertext - by John Higgins 
Maximising on the facilities of Hypercard for creating maze- type 
activities: a pedagogical perspective - by Debra Hoven 
MLA Draft Guidelines, Evaluating Computer-Related Work in 
the Modern Languages 
A Multimedia Fiasco- Tri-Tesol ' 96 Presentation by Colin Sachs 
and Doug Winther 
Benefits of Digital Video Media On convincing the sceptics - by 
Michael Clutterbuck 

• CALL is not a Hammer (1-TESL-J)- by Judy F. Chen 
• Challenges and Opportunities : Management and Use of 

Technology in IEP Programs- by Colin Sachs, Doug Winther, 
Sheri Decker, and Rick O' Connor 

• CALL: Its Scope and Limits -speech by Frank Berberich 
• Computer-assisted Language Learning ({!) Chorus- by Jim Duber 
• A Place to Start in Selecting Software- by Deborah Healey 

and Norman Johnson 

Professional associations 

• APACALL: Asia-Pacific Association for CALL 
• CALICO: US-based professional association devoted to CALL. 

Manages a regular annual conference. 
• PacCALL: Professional CALL association in the Pacific: from 

East to Southeast Asia, Oceania, across to the Americas . 
• EUROCALL: Europe-based professional association devoted 

to CALL. Manages a regular annual conference. 
• I ALL T: US-based International Association for Language Learning 

Technology. IALLT is a professional organisation dedicated to 
promoting ~~ffective uses of media centres for language teaching, 
learning, and research. Manages regular conferences. 

• Learning Technologies Special Interest Group The Learning 
Technologies Special Interest Group of the International 
Association of Teachers of English as a Foreign Language. This 
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UK-based group runs a variety of events and produces a regular 
newsletter. 

• TESOL Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, 
CALL Interest Section. 

• WorldCALL: A worldwide association devoted to CALL and 
embracing other leading professional associations. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper aims at discussing the differences between 
performances of semantic and syntactic tasks of primary school children 
with hearing impairment with reference to (a) the type of institutional 
management (GO & NGO), (b) gender (boys & girls), (c) use of hearing aid 
(hearing aid users & hearing aid non-users), (d) speech therapy (attended 
& not attended), (e) exposed to the method of teaching (total communication 
& oral communication), and also the relationship between semantic and 
syntactic performance of primal')' school children with hearing impainnent. 

One hundred Telugu speaking primary school children with hearing 
impairment studying in 5 special schools participated in the current study. 
The test of language in Telugu developed by Prakash & Prakash (2006) 
was used as a tool for the study. 

The study reveals: (a) NGOs show better performance in both semantic 
and syntactic tests compared to government organizations. (b) No 
significant dilferencc is observed in terms of gender. (c) It was observed 
that both semantic and syntactic scores are higher in hearing aid users 
than hearing aid non users. (d) The children \vho attended speech therapy 
get higher scores both in semantic and syntax categories than the children 
who did not attended speech therapy. (e) Children who received oral 
communication through the method of teaching score higher than those 
who were taught through the total communication teaching method. Then 
a significant relationship observed between semantic and syntactic 
perfonnances in. primary school children with hearing impairment. 
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The present study suggests programs for accelerating the growth and 
development of language acquisition in children with hearing impairment 
at the crucial stages of early childhood. Thus, hearing impaired children 
have to be provided with proper and intensive language stimulation during 

this critical period. 

1. Introduction 
Deafness is a misfortune and its problems arc intensive and 

complex. It has been recognized as a handicap for many centuries not 
only because it can affect personality so adversely, but also because it 
prevents children from developing speech and language skills. In these 
individuals most vital stimulus the sound of voice that place a major role 
in language development to keep the individual in the intellectual company 
of man is lost (Stevens & Warshofy, 1971 ). 

Hearing impaired child docs not have adequate speech and 
language skills. The deaf child is unable to express their feelings and 
thoughts through language. So the acquisition of language skills in hearing 
impaired children is very essential for the academic and social 
development. Language plays an important role in the development of 
the personality of the child in all his/her effective transactions on the 
day-to-day life situations. 

The function of hearing became the building stone upon which 
our intricate human communication system was constructed. The stmcture 
of language is unique to homo sapiens, although experimenters have 
demonstrated that signed symbols and other visual language forms can 
be taught to chimpanzees and believe that the beginnings of true language 
are evidenced iri these primates (Gardener and Garner, 1969; Prcmack 
and Prcmack, 1972; Savagc-Rumbaugh ct at., 1980). Other investigators 
insist that the conceptual system learned by these primates is not linguistic; 
i.e., they (the primates) do not ''think in words"; instead they usc a 
signalization system that is far removed from the higher symbolization 
and syntax of human language (Terrace et al., 1979). 
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The human baby appears to be born with '·pre-existent 
knowledge" of language-specialized neural structures in the brain that 
await auditory experience with language to trigger them into functioning. 
These structures are dependent on auditory stimulation for their 
emergence, providing of course that other developmental factors arc 
normal. 

The auditory-linked acquisition of language is fi.1rther unique to 
human beings because it is a time-locked functions related to early 
maturational periods in the infant's life. The longer auditory language 
stimulation is delayed, the less efficient will be the language facility. The 
reason is that critical periods exist for the development of biologic 
functions, and language is one of the biologic functions of human beings 
(Chomsky, 1966; Lenneberg, 1967). The normal hearing child is 
continuously exposed to sounds from birth or even before birth. It is 
through this continuous auditory stimulation that a normal child attains 
speech. Thus hearing controls speech, without which it fails to develop. 
Hearing impainncnt has a marked effect on the child's ability to acquire 
speech (Whetnall and Fry, 1964). Hearing is essential for the natural 
development of speech and language, and thus communication is interfered 
by the presence of a hearing loss (Stark, 1979). The oral communication 
skills of the hearing impaired children have long been of concern to 
educators of the hearing impaired, speech pathologist and audiologists, 
because the adequacy of such skills can influence the social, educational 
and career opportunities available to these individuals (Osberger and 
McGarr, 1982). 

Language is an acquired system of structured but arbitrary vocal, 
signs and symbols that provide meaning by cataloguing and representing 
people, places, things and feelings and other abstract concepts. According 
to Bloom ( 1973) '·Language is a code whereby ideas about the world are 
represented through a conventional system of arbitrary symbols for 
conununication". Language has different parts called components of 
language. These parts deal with what to say (content), when to say 
(use), and how to say a word or a sentence (form). We will be able to 
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conununicate efficiently by making usc of these components. The major 
components arc further sub-divided into (a) Phonology (b) Morphology 
(c) Syntax (d) Prosody (c) Semantics (f) Pragmatics. The various levels 
oflinguistic analysis from phonology to syntax and semantics exist entirely 
in the form of abstract mental constructs inclusive of cognitive mechanism, 
which is said to regulate the acquisition of linguistic constructs. The 
sensory, motor and perceptual mechanisms regulate the acquisition of 
the skills needed to transmit and receive the linguistic signals at the 
physiological level. Disturbance in any of these mechanisms interrupts 
normal language acquisition. Auditory channel is the major input device 
for nonnal language acquisition. It is the controlling element of servo 
system in language acquisition. Hearing helps in the storage of auditory 
information that a child receives. When this controlling device is damaged, 
the whole servo system gets disrupted, affecting its smooth and automatic 
functioning. Language input to the hearing handicapped individuals gets 
restricted both by external and internal sources. The hearing loss directly 
restricts the organism's ability to process speech input at the level of 
sensation. Despite the acoustic amplification, speech intake generally 
remains fragmentary and incomplete, since hearing aids and lip-reading 
cannot compensate for most severe to profound hearing loss. This results 
in language handicap either in the form of insufficient language or faulty 
language usc. 

Apart from its direct influence on language acquisition, hearing 
handicap also has indirect influence on the communicating environment. 
This may be manifested in the form of reduced language input by the 
parents, family members and the social group with whom a hearing 
handicapped individual interacts. Most communication between a deaf 
child and his immediate fan1ily members takes place by iconic and situation 
bound gestures. Hearing impaired children need vigorous training. lnspite 
of intensive training, a good number ofhearing impaired individuals may 
reach a ceiling in their syntactic ability. 

The main aim of education of hearing impaired is the social 
integration into the individuals own family through which integration into 
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hearing world can be expected for the vast majority of such persons. 
Many hearing impaired children can be educated in regular schools 
provided the communicative skills have been developed in time. The 
parent's co-operative and qualified assistance is necessary. 

2. Review of Iiteratu re 
There are a number of research studies on diverse aspects of 

language acquisition. Most of these studies pertain to western population. 
A few of them relate to the Indian languages. A brief review· of the 
source of these studies is outlined here. 

2.1 Language acquisition in children with normal hearing 
The communicative behavior of an infant starts from the birth 

cry. Right from birth, infants exhibit the capacity to discriminate a \vide 
variety of phonetic contrasts (Blumstein and Mehler, 1987; Sequel and, 
Jusczy.K and Vigorito, 1971 ). They also attend to the suprasegmcntal 
features of the speech they hear (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1970). In the 
initial stages these processes occur without the conscious participation 
of the infant. Gradually the infant participates in the activities around 
him. 

By around 6'h month of age, the consistent repetition of certain 
speech items by the caretaker, helps the infant recognize the utterances 
by associating them with the events. By about this age, the infant enters 
the babbling stage, thereby initiating the acquisition of phonological aspect 
ofhis language system. With progressive age, the infant starts participating 
in communicative interaction with people around him. TI1is paves the 
way for the acquisition of semantics in his language. In the initial stages 
of semantic acquisition, children attend to the suprasegmental features 
of speech such as intonation and pitch. Later on they attach meaning to 
the gestural cues and associate them with phonological cues, thereby 
acquiring the meaning of the lexical item uttered. When a child is around 
18 months of age, he would have acquired a vocabulary of 20-50 words. 
It is quite sometime after the child has acquired vocabulary of a few 
words with attended meanings, that he pays attention to the structural 
organization oflanguage (Clark & Clark, 1977; New Meyer, 1983; Pinker, 
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1984; ). This is the beginning ofthe acquisition of syntax. When children 
begin acquiring s~11tactic knowledge, they arc guided by the accompanying 
semantic and pragmatic cues. This is a gradual decline of the dependency 
on these accompanying cues "ith the advancement of age. This shows 
an increased ability to manipulate the acquired syntactic structures 
(Bowerman, 1973; Brown, 1973). Along with the acquisition of 
phonological, semantic and syntactic features, children also acquire the 
capacity to use the language in their communicative interaction. 

2. 2 f_anguage acquisition in children with hearing impairment 
Development of language in hearing impaired children can be 

broadly classified under modalities namely- gesturaL manual and oral 
system. Hearing impaired children who arc not systematically exposed 
to either American Sign Language (or any other manual language) or 
spoken language generally develop gestural language to serve their 
communicative purpose (Feldmann, 1975; Gold-in- MeadO\v, 1985; Gold
in-Mcadow and Mylander, 1990). Gold-in-Mylander ( 1990) report that 
hearing impaired children of their study followed a similar pattern of 
language development like hearing children. Hearing impaired children 
combined single gestures to form two-\vord sentences. Later they \Vere 
able to produce longer sentences through gestures wherein two or more 
propositions could be conveyed. 

Hearing impaired children exposed to manual system arc reported 
to have vocabularies equivalent to normal hearing children at the age of 
about 17-18 months and begin to combine signs to form two signs 
utterances. Their semantic and syntactic development is reported to be 
parallel to that of normal hearing children. (Gee and Goofhart, 1988; 
Strong, 1988). Research studies have so far indicated poor pcrfonnancc 
by hearing handicapped population on verbal/ oral linguistic tasks inspite 
of the intervention practices adopted (Kretschmer and Krctscluner, 1978; 
Mcanaly, Rose and Quigley, 1987; Brochner and Albertini, 1988). Unlike 
hearing children, who acquire a vocabulary of 20-50 words around 18 
months of age, deaf children who are exposed to oral language are shmvn 
to have acquired about 0-9 words around the same age (Schafer and 
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Lynch, 1980). Their vocabulary consisted mainly of important people in 
their lives (mummy, daddy), the things that they were able to manipulate 
(shoes, socks) and animals like cat & dog and some actions (open, move 
etc). The results of several investigations indicate that the vocabulary 
growth of deaf children is far below those of their hearing peers (Batton 
and Nunally, 196 7; Walter, 1978; Schafer <md Lynch, 1980; Caselli, 1983). 
Semantic system of deaf children also shows a greater deficiency of 
semantic knowledge. The hearing impaired children show considerable 
difficulty in abstract matters. (Wright, 1955; Hughes, 1966). 

Hearing impairment individuals also exhibit a poor and different 
semantic- syntactic category ,,.·hen compared to hearing children. Hearing 
handicapped children used more 'action' categories and used fewer 
attribution, locative action and categories denoting 'existence' ( Layton, 
Holmes and Bradley, 1979 ). Various studies have reported that syntax 
which is easily acquired by normal hearing children such as the use of 
articles, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, verbs, auxiliaries, inflectional 
and directional suffixes pose obstacles to the hearing impaired (Bochner, 
1982; Quigley and Paul, 1984 ). The overall picture of the language 
development of deaf children from various studies indicate that the stages 
and sequences of language development of deaf children follow the similar 
trend as in hearing children in many aspects but at a much slower rate. 

The field oflanguagc leaming and language pathology is relatively 
recent in India. There is a paucity of research studies i.n Indian languages 
on the acquisition of language by normal hearing children and language 
disordered children. A few studies that are available on normal language 
acquisition arc of Master's dissertations or Doctoral theses (Srcedevi, 
1976; Subramanyaiah, 1978; Prema, 1979; Roopa, 1980; Vijayalakshmi, 
1981 ;.Studies on language ofhcaring impaired are even fewer (Lakshmi, 
1990; Rashmi, 1992; Suma, 1992; Uma,S, 1994; Kusuma, 2002 ). Studies 
on the language of the hearing-impaired children agree on the point that 
the language of hearing impaired is far below that of normal hearing 
children. However, not much infommtion is available on the nature of 
syntactic difficulties experienced by them in teaming certain syntactic 
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structures in any of the Indian languages. Since such knowledge is essential 
in planning intervention strategies, the current study was unde11akcn. 

3. Aim of the present study 
Taking into consideration the previous studies, the present study 

aims at investing I. The differences between semantic and syntactic 
performance of primary school children with hearing impainnent with 
reference to the management (GO & NGO), gender (Boys & Girls), use 
ofhearing aid (hearing aid users & hearing aid non users), speech therapy 
(attended & not attended) and exposed to teaching method (Total 
conununication & oral communication). 2. Relationship betvvccn semantic 
and syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing 
i mpai nuent. 

4. Methodology 
4. I Su~jects 

Hundred (I 00) Telugu speaking primary school children with 
hearing impairment studying in 5 special schools located in Hyderabad 
and Secunderabad tw·in cities participated as subjects in the current study. 
Their hearing loss was bilateral severe to profound sensory neural in 
nature. Their mother tongue was Telugu. 

-1. 2 Tool used 
The test of language in Telugu developed by Prakash & Prakash 

(2006) as a part of research project on '·A study on relationship between 
language development and academic performance in hearing impaired 
children" funded by AY JNIHH was used to study the present study. 
The test of language evaluated the language abilities of children in tcnns 
of semantic and syntactic categories. Semantic categories arc naming, 
semantic discrimination, lexical category, semantic similarity, semantic 
anomaly, semantic contiguity, paradigmatic relations, syntagmatic relations, 
polar questions, antonymy, synonymy and homonymy. Syntactic 
categories arc plurals, tenses, person number gender (PNG) markers, 
case markers, conditional clauses, transitive/intransitive/causative, 
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sentence type, conjunctive and quotative, comparatives and participle 
construction. 

4. 3 Collection (~(data 
The tool was administered to the primary school children with 

hearing impairment separately for· each child. A time limit of approximately 
half an hour for semantics and half an hour for S)11tax categories_ were 
allotted. Prior to administering the test general information of the child 
(Name, gender, class, type of hearing aid used etc) were gathered. Initially 
two trials were given for each item under each category. The responses 
were obtained from the child by displaying picture card which is relevant 
to the respective item and category. 

4. 4 Scoring procedure 
Each item under each category were scored on the basis of the 

'correct, emerging and no response'. Child's response on each item was 
given a score of I for correct response, half for correct response but not 
mentioned in the list (emerging behavior) and 0 for wrong or no response. 
The obtained scores were subjected to appropriate statistical analysis. 

4.5 Statistical analysis; 
Statistical analysis was done by initially finding the means and SO's for 
all the variables studied with respect to semantic and syntactic expressions 
respectively. Statistical comparison of the variables was done by 't · test 
and the relationship between the variables were analyzed by using 
Pearson's coefficient of correlation test. 

5. Data analysis 
The. obtained data was quantitatively analyzed by usmg 

appropriate statistical techniques. 
Results 
5.1: Semantic and syntactic performance (l primary school children 
with hearing impairment. 
HYPOTHf.SJS I 

'There would not be any significance difference in the semantic 
and syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing 
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impairment" was tested by comparing mean scores and applying ·c test. 
The obtained results were furnished in the Table-5.1. 

Tah/e-5.1 : Semantic and .~yntact ic perfimnance (?l primary school 
children with hearing impairment. 

S.NO Categol)· Mean SD 
·r value 

I 
Semantic performance 

18.66 IJ.OI 

2 
Syntnctic performance 

Jl.l4 10.99 5.84 * 

* significant at 0.01 level 

45 

40 38.66 

35 
31 .14 

30 ·t------

25 f-----

20 -1-----

15 

10 

5 

0 

SL111Lmlic Pl..1frm11mcc Syntactic Pt:Ifom11u1cc 

Graph 5.1: Mean scores of' semantic and syntactic per.f(mnance of 
primary school children with hearing impairment. 

Table 5. I and Graph 5.1 shmvs the mean scores of semantic 
and syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing 
impairment. It is clear that there is considerable difference between the 
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means. The 't' value being significant at 0.0 I level has confim1ed the 
existence of significant difference between the semantic & syntactic 
performance of primary school children vvith hearing impairment. Hence 
the above hypothesis is rejected in other words there is a significant 
difference between the semantic and syntactic perfonnance of primary 
school children with hearing impairment. 

5.2: Semantic and syntactic performance of'primary school children 
with hearing impairment with reference to dUlerent managements 
i.e. Non-government organization & government organization. 

HYPOTHESIS II 
'There would not be any significant difference in the semantic 

and syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing 
impairment with reference to different managements i.e. NGO & GO" 
was tested by comparing mean scores and applying 't' test. The obtained 
results were fumished in Table -5.2 

Table - 5.2: Semantic and syntactic pe!:f'ormance o,(primary school 
children with hearing impairment with reference to dUferent 
management (NCO & GO). 

S.NO Management N 1 Semullic Perfonnmce Syntactic p::rfonnlllCC 
: Mean SD 'I' value :tvlean SD 'I 'value 

--

60 i 45.35 1 NGO 11.52 35.30 11.92 
8.08 * 5.21* 

2 GO 40 28.62 7.55 24.90 5.02 

*Significant at 0.01 level 

Graph 5. 2: Mean scores of semantic and syntactic performance (~l 
primary school children with hearing impairment with reference to 
different managements (NCO & GO). 
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Score 

5 

4 

3 
fiN<iO 

o<iO 

2 

1 

Semantic Pal'onnancc Syntactic Performance 

Table 5. 2 and Graph 5. 2 shows the mean scores of semantic and 
syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing impairment 
with reference to non-hovernment and government organizations. It is 
clear that there is considerable difference between the means. The ·c 
value being significant at 0.0 I level has confirmed the existence of 
significant difference between the non-government & government 
organizations. Hence the above hypothesis is rejected and also it was 
observed that NGO's showed better performance in both semantic and 
syntactic test when compared to government organizations. 

5. 3: Semantic and syntactic f1Cr/hrmance f?lprimary school children 
with hearing impairment with re_/i!rence to gender i.e. boys & girls. 

HYPO'l'HE\'JS Ill 
··There would not be any significant difference in the semantic 

and syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing 
impairment with reference to gender i.e. boys & girls'' was tested by 
comparing mean scores and applying 't' test. The obtained results were 
furnished in Table -5.3 
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Table -5.3 : Semantic and .syntactic performance o_(primary school 
children with hearing impairment with reference to gender i.e. boys 
& girls. 

S.No Gender N Semantic Perfomt:mcc S,·11tactic performance 
Mean SD 'fvalue Mean SD 't'value 

I Boys 42 14.94 
40.50 

1.21 * 

2 Girls 58 37.32 11.37 

* Not Significant at 0.05 & 0.01 level. 
*"' Si2nificant at 0.01 level. 

Semantic Perfonnance 

12.28 
36.30 

27.39 8.22 

4.35 ** 

1Boys 
0Girls 

Syntactic Performance 

Graph5. 3: Mea!7 scores of semantic and syntactic performance o.f 
primary1 schaol children with hearing impairment with reference to 
gender i.e. boys & girls. 

Table 5.3 and Graph 5.3 show the mean scores of semantic and 
syntactic pcrfommnce of primary school children with hearing impairment 
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with reference to Boys and Girls. On Semantic test the calculated't' 
value was I. 21. It is found that there is no significant difference between 
the Means. The data on Syntactic test of Boys and Girls was analyzed 
and found that there was considerable difference between them. The 't' 
value of 4.35 was found significant at 0.01 level. Therefore the above 
hypothesis is accepted in case of Semantic test and rejected in case of 
Syntactic test. 

5. 4 Semantic and syntactic performance of primary school children 
with hearinR impairment with reference to the usage of hearing 
aid. (hearing aid users and non users) 

HYPOTHE~'JS- IV 
"There would not be any significant difference in the Semantic 

and Syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing 
impairment with reference to the usage of Hearing aid (Hearing aid 
users and non users)" was tested by comparing Mean scores and applying 
't' test. The obtained results were furnished in Table -5.4. 

Table - 5. 4: Semantic and syntactic performance l~l primary school 
children with hearing impairment with reference to the use o.lhearing 
aid. 

S.No Use of N Semantic I Svntactic performance 
Hearing aid Perlom1ance 

I . 

Mean SD 't' I Mean SD 'l'value 
value i 

I Hearing aid 60 I 0.69 11.44 
users 44.73 34.20 

3.72. 
6.94 

1 • 
2 Hearing aid 40 29.55 I 0.74 26.42 I 8.41 

non-users 
I 

*Significant at 0.01 level 
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Graph 5. 4: Mean scores f~l semantic and syntactic performance ol 
primary school children with hearing impairment with reference to 
the usage ol hearing aid. 

Table 5.4 and Graph 5.4 depict the mean scores of semantic and 
syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing impairment 
with reference to hearing aid users and hearing aid non users. It was 
observed that both semantic and syntactic scores are higher in hearing 
aid users than hearing aid non users. Hence, it is clear that hearing aid 
users perfom1ed better in both semantic and syntactic skills. Therefore 
the above hypothesis is rejected or in other \Vords, there is a significant 
difference in semantic and syntactic perfonnance between hearing ~id 
users and hearing aid non users. 

5.5 Semantic and syntactic performance (~(primary school children 
With hearing impairment ·.rith reference to the speech therapy (\peech 
therapy al/ended and not al/ended) 

HYPOTHJ-_SfS V 
"There would not be any significant difference in the semantic 

and syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing 
impaim1ent with reference to the speech therapy (attended and not 
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attended)" was tested by comparing mean scores and applying 't' test. 
The obtained results were furnished in Table -5.5. 

Table -- 5.5: Semantic and .1yntactic performance o,lprimary school 
children with hearing impairment with reference to the speech 
therapy (allended and not attended). 

S. Speech N Semantic Petfonnance Syntactic performance 
No Thempy 

Mean 
1 Attended 49 

46.93 

2 Not 51 30.70 
attended 

*Significant at 0.01 level 

50 

45 

40 

35 

Score 30 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

so 't'value Mean SD 
10.29 

36.32 11.49 
7.96* 

10.11 7.80 
26.15 

Semantic Performance Syntactic Performance 

[ 

•Speech Th:;~~y-~ltended I 
Ell speech Therapy not attended 

------------ --------------------

"!'value 

5.19* 

Graph 5. 5: Mean scores of semantic and syntactic performance of 
primary school children with hearing impairment with reference to 
the speech therapy. 
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Table-5.5 and Graph- 5.5 depicts the mean scores of semantic and 
syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing impaim1ent 
with reference to speech therapy attended and speech therapy not 
attended. The children who attended speech therapy got high score both 
in semantic and syntax categories \Vhen compared to the children who 
did not attended speech therapy. Hence the above hypothesis is rejected 
or in other words there is a significant difference in the semantic and 
syntactic pcrfonnance of primary school children with hearing impaim1ent 
with reference to the speech therapy (attended and not attended)". 

5.6 Semantic and syntactic performance (~l primary school children 
with hearing impairment with reference to the type a_( teaching method 
(total communication and oral method) 

HYPOTHHSIS VI 
'There would not be any significant difference in the semantic 

and syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing 
impairment with reference to the type of teaching method i.e 'Total 
communication and oral method" was tested by comparing mean scores 
and applying't' test. The obtained results were furnished in Table -5.6. 

Table - 5. 6: Semantic and ·'Jmtactic perfiJrmance a_{ primary school 
children with hearing impairment with reference to the type (~f 

teaching method (total communication and oral method) 

S. Type oft~hing N Semantic Perfonnance Syntactic perfonnance 
No method 

Mean! SD 't'valuc M:an SD 'I 'value 
I Total 70 34.15 i 11.58 -6.20 * 28.48 8.47 -3.95 * 

Comnnnlication 
2 Q-al 30 49.1619.81 1 37.33 13.62 

conmnnlication I I 
I 

*Significant at 0.01 level 
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riiT~t;l Communicalionj 

cOral com municat1on 

Graph 5. 6: Mean scores (~l semantic and syntactic per.fbrmance (~l 

primary school children with hearing impairment with reference to 
the type of teaching method 

Table-5.6 and Graph-5.6 shows the mean scores of semantic and syntactic 
performance of primary school children with hearing impairment with 
reference to their exposure on teaching method. Children who received 
oral communication as method of teaching scored higher than children 
through total communication teaching method. It may be inferred that 
there exists a significant difference in semantic and syntactic performance 
between the children with hearing impairment exposed to total 
communication and oral communication teaching method. Hence the 
above hypothesis is rejected, in other words there is a significant difference 
in the semantic and syntactic performance of primary school children 
with hearing impairment with reference to the type of teaching method, 
i.e. Total communication and oral communication. 

5. 7: Semantic and .\yntactic relationship between primary school 
children with hearing impairment. 

Hypothesis- VII 
'·l11erc would not be any significant relationship between semantic 

and syntactic performance of primary school children \vith hearing 
impairment" was tested by Pearson's coefficient of correlation test. The 
obtained results were furnished in table -5.7. 
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Table 5.7: Semantic and syntactic relationship between primary school 
children with hearing impairment. 

CJ 11-2.0 21-30 31-40 41-9) 51.('{) tY 1)'.~ 
.., [ fd 

1)'.~~ 

' 
x.dy 

6-15 ~ro ~[6 _uro w ~ 4 -12 36 3 

~ ro 
3 

16-25 8Jrs ~rm Wro ~ro~ o ro 12 -24 48 26 

26-35 L2J l-!1112 ~ro 81 ~ 26 -26 26 24 

114 !-=-= lo 
2 I I 

36-45 ~ ro- ~ro--~ J~ i_U 101 10 lro 'E 0 0 0 

46-55 w 1-2-~~~ JJro ~ _!jl2 15 15 ; 15 6 
J9' I 

~-65 UJ )_U lJ w ¥J 12 24 48 12 
1-4: 1-2 lo: li 18 

I 10 
ff>-75 ~~ ro-_Qjro 0 Wl3. _UI6 2 6 18 9 

ro 
Fx 16 42 16 21 5 1ffi -17 191 !() 

fxdx -32 -42 0 21 10 -43 
fx.dx 64 42 0 21 20 147 F0.87 
2 

i 
[JX.~ 16 131 0 17 16 8) 

From the table-5.7 it was observed that the 'r' value of semantic and 
syntactic performance of primary school children with hearing impainnent 
obtained from Pearson's coefficient of correlation test was 0.87 which 
is statistically significant at 0.05. This has confirmed the existence of 
significant relationship between semantic and syntactic performance in 
primary school children with hearing impairment. Hence the above 
hypothesis is rejected in other words there is a significant relationship 
between semantic and syntactic performance in primary school children 
with hearing impainnent. 
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6. Discussion: 
The children with hearing impairment showed better in semantic 

perfonnance when compare to the syntactic pcrfonnancc. This can be 
attributed to the fact that the formation of sentences requires a complex 
task of inclusion of categories such as plurals, tenses, PNG markers, 
case markers, conditional clauses, transitive, intransitive, causativcs, 
sentence types, conjunctives/quantities, comparatives and participial 
constmction. Though the hearing impaired have good vocabulary, due to 
the usc of all the above categories in fornmtion of sentences, it would be 
difficult for a hearing impaired to do this due to hearing loss. Hence 
hearing impaired may be lagging in the above categories due to limited 
exposure of sentences in schools and at home. The children who are 
studying in non government organizations performed better in semantics 
and syntactic scores than the children studying in Government 
organizations. This may be due to better educational facilities provided 
by NGO's such as use of teaching aids, monitoring of regular usage of 
hearing aids, conducting parental counseling sessions, motivation of 
teachers, special attention given to the hearing impaired children etc. In 
semantic performance there is no significant difference between boys 
and girls but in syntactic performance boys arc better than girls, this 
acquisition is better in boys as they have good social stigma ie getting 
opportunities to get exposed to the environment to learn language and to 
interact with their peers and other members in the society. 

Usage of hearing aids regularly by hearing impaired children 
maximizes the reception of speech through auditory and /or visual channels. 
Therefore, it provides a means of amplification to them to hear and learn 
the different concepts and the categories that are essential for developing 
language easily. Thus the hearing aid provides a tool for a child to acquire 
the linguistic development. Apart from only usage of hearing aids, providing 
only auditory and auditory visual learning experiences for the children, 
care and maintenance of hearing aids, successful aural rehabilitation and 
motivation by the teachers yields better performance by the hearing aid 
users w·hen compared to non users. Many factors such as early 
identification of hearing impairment, providing immediate rehabilitative 
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measures such as fitting of appropriate hearing aids and attending speech 
therapy which includes auditory training. Auditory training involves 
different stages such as awareness, identification, recognition and 
discrimination of sounds. Speech therapy also involves training the hea.ring 
impaired child to acquire receptive and expressive skills which in tum 
help in the development of language and thus the children who attended 
speech therapy performed better in semantics and syntax. 

The oral communication method which is a unisensory approach 
relies on residual hearing almost exclusively and speech reading occurs 
only in the natural context of daily living. And also children who leam 
language through oral method receive input through the combination of 
speech reading and amplification of sound while expressing themselves 
through speaking. And also that language is readily learned through 
audition and that only oral education can give children access to auditory/ 
articulatory codes on which language is based when compared to total 
communication. These results are in support with findings by Ling ( 19H4) 
and Gatty( l9X 7) \vho reported that there is much individual variability in 
children's ability to acquire speech by using oral approach where the 
most children with hearing impairment were successful. Therefore it 
can be concluded that the oral communication method is the best method 
in which the hearing impaired individuals understand the concepts for 
development of semantics and syntax. 

The relationship between semantic and syntactic performance 
of primary school children with hearing impairment. As it is known that 
syntax refers to the grammatical structures and semantics to the meaning 
of the vocabulary symbols arranged \vith that structure, though the 
sentences may be syntactically valid, it docs not imply that the sentences 
are semantically valid thus only when both syntax and semantics are 
syntactically and semantically valid for language programming. 

7. Conclusion 
Language and every aspect of a child's life arc interrelated and 

the goal of an education program for the hearing impaired is to teach 
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language as naturally as possible, in much the same way as the hearing 
children learn. Language has to be drmvn not only from the evel)·day, 
life experiences but also from content areas like science and social studies 
and presented through meaningful experiences. Only then can language 
become relevant to the child and easily assimilated and internalized. The 
theory of critical period states that there arc certain periods in development 
when the organism's brain has the maximum plasticity or flexibility to 
learn a task. In the case of audition, it means that at the 0-5 years 
developmental stage, auditory signals will be optimally received and utilized 
for important pre-linguistic activities; but that once this stage has passed, 
the effective utilization of these signals gradually declines. Hence, hearing 
impaired have to be provided \Vith proper and intensive language stimulation 
during this critical period. This can be done successfully, when hvo things 
are clear - first, which areas of language development pose a greater 
problem to the hearing impaired Ieamer as compared to the nonnal hearing 
and second, how best these can be taught to them and at what stage. 

This study is a very small attempt but it is a sincere effort to 
investigate the semantic and syntactic perfonnance of primary school 
children with hearing impainnent and suggest programs for accelerating 
the growth and development of language acquisition, in hearing impaired 
at the crucial stages of early childhood. The researcher is aware of the 
limitations of this study and proposes to study it in detail even further in 
the future. Underlying this is an eamest endeavor to seek the means of 
providing equality of opportunity to every child in the larger context of 
EDUCATION FOR ALL in India. 
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INTER-CATEGORICAL ANil INTRA-CATEGOIUCAL 
ERRORS IN INSTRUMENT CASE FORM AND CASE ROLE 

IN HINDI SPEAKING APHASIC ADULTS 
Sudheer Bhan 

CAL TS University o( Hyderabad 
ABSRAC1:· This paper in\'estigates into errors made by Hindi speaking 
adult Aphasics in instrumental case role. It presents the findings of five 
fluent and two non-fluent Aphasics-two Broca's, two Wernicke's. two 
T.S.A. 's and one Anomie. They were diagnosed on the basis of Western 
Aphasia Batlery (Hindi Version). C.T. scan reports and neurological 
findings. They were immune to colour blindness, neurologically stable 
and right handed. They were literate and in the age range :w to 70.These 
Aphasics were administered a 'Test on instrumental case role in Hindi ' in 
three consecutive recordings. Both inter-categorical (lnstnuncnt
commitative, instrument-source. instrument-locative etc.) and intra
categorical errors were found in instrumental case role in the naming of 
Aphasics. Besides these onomatopoeic errors. neologisms, phonemic 
paraphasias and empty speech too were observed in the Aphasics of 1 his 
study. 

1. Introduction 
Aphasia is a language disorder, which results in complete or 

partial disruption oflanguage functions due to impairment or damage to 
various parts of central nervous system. This impairment is the n;sult of 
Cerebra-Vascular Accident or paralytic stroke, trauma, tumor or abscess. 
Aphasia affects differentially the language functions (Spontaneous speech, 
comprehension, fluency, repetition and naming) in a child or adult. When 
impainnent is total, the phenomenon is called Aphasia. When it is pa•tial, 
it leads to Dysphasia. However, the two terms arc being used 
synonymously at present. 

2. Case forms and case relations 
This paper discusses the comprehension of instrument case form 

and case role among seven Hindi speaking aphasic adults . An adcquntc 



lnter-cntegorical nne/ imrn - categorical errors 

case analysis must include both case forms (surface cases) and case 
roles or relations (deep cases). Prepositions and postpositions arc the 
case fonllS and semantic notions expressed by them arc case relations. 
The meaning of case relations is very general, while the meaning of case 
forms and their component case markers is far specific. Case relations 
arc also referred as case roles: the roles played by the obligatorily or 
optionally present patticipants in various actions, processes and states. 
From time to time, Fillmore ( 1969, 1971, 1978), Bowerman ( 1973, 1978), 
Clark ( 1977) have suggested various case roles and classified them. 

Comprehension in the sense of full understanding of a given 
sentence of a language requires that two quite distinct types of linguistic 
options be performed. Typical sentence will contain on the one hand a 
set of major lexical items-nouns, verbs and adjectives, which serve to 
.-.:late the sentence to real world events and conditions: such words as 
boys, girls, fed, dog and biscuits. The other hand, a simple collection of 
such terms is not sufficient to provide a unique sentential meaning: they 
could convey '"the boys fed the girl's dog biscuits'', ''the girl's dog fed 
the boys a biscuit'', "the girls fed the boys a dog biscuit" and many more. 
This information, which provides specific meanings for each of these 
sentences-articles, word order, inflections-is a function of the syntactic 
component of a language. Thus, full comprehension requires both the 
ability to interpret the referential significance of major lexical items and 
the relational significance among these items, as conveyed by syntactic 
cues. In short, it requires both lexical and syntactic competence. 

Aphasiologists have long recognized that the components of 
lexical and syntactic abilities can be differentiated in describing the 
language production of the aphasic. What has not been well investigated 
is the extent to which the comprehension ability of aphasic individuals 
may be differentially affected by the impairment of lexical or syntactic 
components of language. 
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3. Methodology 
The study comprises of five fluent-two Wernicke's, two T.S .A.'s, 

and oneAnomic Aphasic and two non-fluent-two Broca's Aphasics. They 
were observed at M.Y. Hospital, Indore, A.I.I.M.S. and Pant HospitaL 
New Delhi; King George Hospital, Lucknow. These Aphasics were 
diagnosed on the basis ofWestern Aphasia Battery (Hindi version), C.T. 
scan reports and neurological findings. They were immune to colour 
blindness, neurologically stable, right handed, literate and in the age range 
30-70. 

The subjects were administered a ''Test on instrumental case 
role in Hindi'' in three consecutive sessions, with an interval of one month 
between two sessions. Various pictures relating to instnunent case rok 
were presented within the visual field of aphasics and they wen~ 
questioned about the actions related to instrument case role in these 
pictures. 

4. Analysis and discussion 
In instrument case form and case role, the following patterns 

emerged in various aphasic groups. 

I. Retention of instrument marker, but replacement of instrument by 
onomatopoeic error, semantic paraphasias etc.: Broca's Aphasics retained 
the case marker in all but two instances, w·hercas they replaced the 
instmment by onomatopoeic error, semantic paraphasias. 
e.g. bal se-- -- kar se (K) 

'with ball' 'ball sound+ with' 
sku[ar se----- -khar-khar se (K) 

'by scooter' 'scooter sound+ by' 

2. Deletion of instrument markers: 
se 'with' and se 'by'--Wernicke's 
ke say 'with '-----Anomie. 

This pattern reflects that Wernicke's and Anomie Aphasic were 
impaired at syntactic level only. 
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3. Retention of instrument marker, btlt usc of wrong instnunent: T.S.A. 's 
were severely and anomie moderately impaired at semantic level as 
reflected in retaining instrument markers but substitution of wrong 
instruments for target ones. 
e.g. sahun se----------~ple:t se (T.S.A. ·s) 

·with soap' ·with plate' 
[{t7ku: .1·e-------che:d se 

·with knife· "through hole' 

4.Semantically unrelated paraphasias: 
(a) sahun se--------sabzi ke pas (Wernicke's) 

·with soap· ·nearer to vegetable' 
(b) hal se-------pani se 

·with hand' ·w·ith water' 

Wernicke's Aphasics could not comprehend the visual input in 
the above mentioned two instances and hence resorted to semantically 
unrelated paraphasias. 

5. I nter-categorica I confusions 
inter-categorical confusions were found in Broca's, T.S.A.'s and 

anomie aphasic only. 

(A) Instrument---------Source 
Substitution of Source-kue 'weir in place of instrument-rassi 

·rope' points to semantic impairment in instrument case role in three 
aphasic groups mentioned below. 
e.g. rcJssi se 'with rope·-----kl"ie se 'from well' 

(Broca's, T.S.A. 'sand Anomie Aphasic) 
(B) Instrument Locative 
(a) se 'with'- ---------pe ·on' (T.S.A.'s and Anomie) 

(b) r;yssi se -

·with rope' 
(c) hath se- -

·with hand' 

-kli-e me 
'in the \veil' 

hath me 
·in the hand' 
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Substitution of locative case role for the instrument case role for 
the instrument case role and locative marker for instrument marker 
indicates that T.S .A. ·sand Anomie Aphasics were impaired syntactically, 
whereas Broca ·s Aphasics were impaired at semantic as \\ell as syntactic 
level. 

(C) lnstmmcnt Commitativc 
The Anomie Aphasic replaced the instrument marker by commutative 
marker in one instance. 
e.g. ke s<JJ) ·with· - - - ke saJ" ·with· (anomie) 

5. Statistical analysis 
Instrument case role 
Total Sco rc-7 
Total instances-7.3= 21 

I omi;,.-.:io11~ s~ntoctic 
-syntactic 

' 

i 

~- 0 I -
Wcmic~c's 0 6 
T.S.A 's I 2 
Anomie () I 

Table-A 

: sull'>tituiion; s~11tactic sthti tutit ms 
,...;thin a en.-,;,.<; 
sennntic C::JtC<,,OIV 
catcgor:v scnnntic 

0 0 ] 

2 0 0 
i4 I 4 

4 () I 

s~ntactic 

! 

i 
2 
0 

·-· 

2 
I 

The score given in Table-A indicate that Broca ·s Aphasics were 
equally impaired at semantic and syntactic level, whereas Wernicke's 
had mostly syntactic impairment. T.S.A. 's and anomie were impaired 
more at semantic level than syntactic level in instrument case role. 

Bhatna~ar ( 19&0) studied case confusions among three Hindi 
speaking adult Paragrammatic (Wernicke's) Aphasics. He found that 
his aphasics replaced instrument markcr-se 'by' by locative marker-par 
·on·, se 'from·, by locative marker me 'in'. In the present study, T.S.A. 's 
and Anomie Aphasic replaced -se 'by' by pe ·on· and Broca's, T.S.A.'s 
Anomie Aphasic replaced -se 'by' pe ·on· and Broca's -se 'with' by me 
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'in'. Hence, it agrees with Bhatnagar·s findings as far as Broca's, 
T.S.A. 'sand Anomie are concerned, but disagrees in case of Wernicke's 
Aphasics, who did not r~place instrument marker by locative marker 
and were ;everely impaired. Besides inter-categorical and intra
categorical errors: Phonemic Paraphasias, Neologisms, Empty Speech 
and Circumlocutions too were found in Aphasics' language. 

6. Conclusion 
Linguistic and statistical analysis indicates that naming of 

instrumental case role in Hindi Aphasics is marked by intra-categorical 
and inter-categorical errors. Beside these errors, phonemic paraphasias 
were more prevalent in non-fluent (Broca's) Aphasics, whereas 
neologisms, empty speech and circumlocutions were observed in fluent 
(Wernicke's, Transcortical Sensory Aphasics, Anomie) aphasics in 
instrumental case role. 
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POSTCOLONIAL TRANSLATION AND THE 
TRANSLATOR'S VISIBILITY: A STUDY OF INDIAN 

LITERATURE IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

H. Lakshmi 
'l11e EFL University 

AJJS1RACT: The term" Invisibility" was introduced by Lawrence Venuti 
in 1995 to describe the tr<mslator's situation <md activity in Anglo-American 
culture from the seventeenth century till the present times. Venuti is highly 
critical of the translators' effort to create an illusion of transparency by 
making themselves and their work invisible, and he argues strongly for the 
strategy of foreignization to be adopted where the translators become 
visible. Taking Venuti's discussion oft he translation stra·tegies as a starting 
point, the present paper renects on the nature and purpose of the English 
translations of Indian literature published in recent times; points to the 
visibility of the translators therein; discusses the translation strategy 
adopted by these translators; examines the form and shape the English 
language acquires in these translations, and concludes by arguing that 
these thick or academic translations that domesticate the English language 
to suit the native textual practices and cultural nuances renee! postcolonial 
ideology and translation practice. 

Key Words: Visibility, invisibility, postcolonial translation, Indian literature in 
English translation. thick translation, academic translation, domestication, 
foreigni1ation. 

1. Introduction 

One of the kev issues in Translation Studies within the 
framework of cultural ~tudics is related to the que~tion, whether the 
translator should remain invisible. Venuti ( 1995) uses the term 
'Invisibility' to describe the translator's situation and activity in 
contemporary Anglo-American culture. According to him, the term 
'invisibility' refers to ''two mutually determining phenomena: one is 
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an illusionistic effect of discourse, of the translator ·sown manipulation 
of English; the other is the practice of reading and evaluating 
translations that has long prevailed in the United Kingdom and the 
United States ... " (p.l ). The most important issue in considering 
translator invisibility is the translation strategy employed by the 
translator. Venuti discuses two important strategies - these are 
Domestication and Foreignization. Domestication is a translation 
strategy in which a transparent, fluent style is adopted in order to 
minimize the foreignness of the source text. It is a strategy that brings 
the author to the reader by producing a fluent translation that can be 
immediately recognizable and intelligible. The translator makes her/ 
his work invisible and thus creates an illusory effect of transparency. 
On the contrary, forcignization aims to communicate linguistic and 
cultural differences instead of rcm~ving them. It is a method that 
deliberately breaks target linguistic and cultural conventions by 
retaining some of the foreignness of the SL text. 

This distinction is in fact traced back to Friedrich 
Schlcicrmacher, a German theologian and philosopher. Friedrich 
Schleiermacher in 1813, in his lecture ·on the Different Methods of 
Translating' argued that ''there arc only two. Either the translator 
leaves the author in peace, as much as possible, and moves the reader 
towards him; or he leaves the reader in peace, as much as possible, 
and moves the author towards him'' (Lefeverc 1977; 7 4 ). Venuti terms 
the former as foreignization and the latter as domestication. 

Lets us look at these two processes in a little more detail. 
Domestication is a process \vherc the translator represses her/his own 
personality and tries to be invisible so that the translation becomes fluent 
and can pass for an original text. This is achieved by domesticating the 
text by ironing out all the culture-specific nuances of the source text 
and/or replacing them by their TL equivalents. 

In this connection let us see what a well known English translator, 
Nonnan Shapiro states about his own translation strategy- '·Certainly 
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my ego and personality arc involved in translating, and yet I have to try 
to stay faithful to the basic text in such a way that my 0\\11 personality 
doesn't show". (Venuti 1995, p.7-8). This indicates the mindsct of the 
Anglo-American translators, who tried their best to remain invisible. 
Shapiro states his notion of translation as follows- '·I see translation as 
the attempt to produce a text so transparent that it docs not seem to be 
translated. A good translation is like a pane of glass. You only notice that 
it's there when there arc little imperfections-scratches, bubbles. Ideally 
there shouldn't be any. It should never call attention to itself." (Venuti 
1995,p.l ). This reminds one of Dryden's use of the metaphor of slavery 
to portray the translator-

" But slaves we are, and labour in another man's plantation; we 
dress the vineyard, but the wine is the owner's; ifthe soil be barren, 
then we arc sure of being scouraged; if it be fruitful, and our care 
succeeds, we arc not thanked; for the proud reader will only say, 
the poor drudge has done his duty." (Susan Bass nett 20 I 0, p. 81) 

Venuti ( 1995) also relates the translator's invisibility to the status 
oftranslation by stating that the translator's visibility is •· a weird self
annihilation, a way of conceiving and practicing translation that 
undoubtedly reinforces its marginal status in Anglo-American culture." 
(p.8). 

Another important aspect of domestication is that it also leads to 
homogenization to a large extent as when texts are domesticated in 
translation, all translations made into one and the same target language 
from different source languages read more alike than different. In the 
Indian context, for instance, all the translations made into English from 
different Indian languages w·ould be more similar to one another than 
different. In other words there will be a considerable uniformity across 
translated texts that appear in a specific socio- cultural and geographical 
context. And finally, considered from the culture studies perspective, 
domestication as a translation strategy is also related to the equation of 
power between the source language and the target language. As Venuti 
observes, it is the practice in dominant cultures, where the hegemony of 
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the target language over the source language IS what promotes 
domestication strategies. 

Now coming to foreignization, it is a translation strategy that 
preserves the alien features of the ST in order to convey the foreignness 
of the original. It is a kind of a translation where the translator becomes 
very much visible and her/his presence is felt through her/ his interventions. 
The translators foreignize either by retaining the textual and cultural 
features of the source text intact or by literally translating them into the 
TL. As a result, the translation can no longer be a matter of undisturbed 
communication as the TL text reads like a translation and is opaque 
with many foreignisms, litcralisms and academic footnotes. 

2. Postcolonial translation in the Indian context 

Let's now consider the case of postcolonial translation in the 
Indian context, particularly the last two decades of the English translations 
of Indian literature, in order to understand the nature of this particular 
translation activity. According to Harish Trivedi (2008), '· To speak of 
postcolonial translation is at once to beg a crucial question, for it is to 
assume that there is not only a chronological but a qualitative difference 
between translations done in the colonial period and those done 
aftenvards ... The periodization of translations, therefore, as colonial or 
postcolonial is inevitably a diachronic marker, and it is at the same time 
an act of ideological or political faiths" (p. 77). Postcolonial translation 
studies, according to Maria Tymoczko (2007), '·consider translation within 
contexts in which differences of perspective arc heightened and often 
polarized by highly asymmetric power relation, as wdl as radical linguistic 
and cultural differences" (p.45). In the Indian context, the postcolonial 
translations from English into Indian languages or vice versa have to 
deal indeed with the asymmetric power relation and radical linguistic and 
cultural differences between the source and the target languages. 

In the postcolonial scenario, many Indian scholars have discussed 
the subversive power of translating canonical figures, such as 
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Shakespeare. into Indian languages where the translations neutralize 
the dominance of the English originals. Referring to the African context, 
Maria Tymoczko, talks about the two approaches that the writers can 
follow- they can either go for fairly aggressive presentation of unfamiliar 
cultural elements in the text or choose a more assimilative approach. 
(Sussan BassnctL 2010. p.X9). It can be observed here that these two 
approaches correspond to the two translation strategies that \Ve discussed 
above-the foreignization and domestication respectively. 

Simon ( 1996 ), while discussing the way Gayatri Chakravorty 
Spivak, one of the leading postcolonial scholars and translators, translated 
Mahaswetha de vi's writings from Bengali into English, comments that 
specificity and singularity arc important to her as she addresses her double 
audience of US and Indian readers. Spivak herself acknmvlcdgcs that 
the English of her translations belongs more to the '·rootless American
based academic prose··. Commenting on the kind of English Spivak uses 
in her translations. Simon further observes that her language is "stark, 
angular, there is no softening of the harsh sequencing of phrases, no 
addition of mollifying connectives or literary -like phrases." (p.I47-X). 
This kind of defamiliarizing method of translation is what is generally 
adopted by most of the present day academic translators of Indian texts 
into English. 

According to Spivak, the translator must 'surrender' to the text 
and the rhetorical nature of every language should be given preference 
over its logical systcmaticity (Simon, 1996, p.142-3). This required attention 
to the rhetoricity of language, within a poststructural understanding of 
the text, constitutes Spivak's main message to the translator (ibid). For 
Spivak, translation has to do v.·ith loss of boundaries, loss of control, 
dissemination, the '·spacy emptiness bet\veen two named historical 
languages" into which "meaning hops"(Simon,p.143). This reminds one 
of Bhabha 's concepts of ·in-betweenness' and 'third space'. 

In response to a question about the practical and ideological 
effects of the large-scale transfer ofThird World literature into English, 
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Spivak stresses the importance of the method and manner of translation. 
""Translation can attain the democratic ideal only if the rhetoricity, the 
texuality, of the work of Third World women is adequately rendered. A 
disrespectful rendering betrays the democratic ideal of translation." 
(Simon, p.14 7). This democratic ideal applies very well to the translation 
into English of all third world texts in general. Spivak insists on high 
standards of translation from Third World languages and highlights the 
attention given to the textual specificity of the works stating that rigorous 
attention to the forms of expression of the source text must be the 
translator's goal.According to Spivak, promoting the specificity of cultural 
forms should be the project of the translators, otherwise the entire canon 
ofThird World literature in translation will take on the same hue. In this 
context, Spivak quotes Perry Anderson who comments that ""all alien 
shapes take on the san1e hue" (Spivak, 1993,p.278}, Simon, p.149). As a 
postcolonial theorist and translator, Spivak thus makes clear the goal of 
the postcolonial translators involved in translating Third World texts into 
English. 

3. Thick translation 

It was Kwame Anthony Appiah ( 1993, 2000) \Vho introduced 
the tenn ' thick translation'. He explains it as follows-,. ... I had in mind 
a different notion of a literary translation; namely, of a translation that 
aims to be of usc in literary teaching; and here it seems to me that such 
"academic" translation, translation that seeks w·ith its annotations and its 
accompanying glosses to locate the text in a rich cultural and linguistic 
context, is eminently worth doing. I have called this ''thick translation". 
(p. 427). According to him, such translations are undertaken by literary, 
text-teaching institutions of the academy and they serve two crucial 
purposes. Firstly they highlight the specific features of the SL and 
secondly they help ''challenge directly the assumption of the cultural 
superiority of the West" (Ibid, p.428). 

Later Hermans ( 1973) too expressed a similar opinion agreeing 
with K\vamc Anthony Appiah. He remarks, ''one profitable way of 
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practising the intercultural translation of translation seems to me to lie in 
what Kwame Anthony Appaiah has called, ·· thick translation" (p. 7). 
The term "thick translation', according to Hermans 'is grafted on Clifford 
Gccrtz's characterization of the \vork of the ethnographer as 'thick 
description'. What matters in thick description is, in Geertz's words, 
'the delicacy of its distinctions, not the sweep of its abstractions' ( 1973: 
25). This is indeed the most important aspect of any thick translation. 

A thick translation, according to Hcnnans, is '' .. a translation 
engulfed by footnotes, annotations, explications. Its abundance of detail 
and diligent exploration of the depths of the original's meaning and context, 
its patient but relentless probing of and s\virling around the original's 
terms signaled their inexhaustibility, and hence the tentative nature of the 
understanding informing the translation. The towering annotations dwarfed 
the actual translation, underscoring both their own necessity and the 
hollow11ess of the pretense that one linear text could adequately match 
another" (Hermans-p.9). 

Now coming back to postcolonial translations in the Indian context, 
we can observe that a majority of the recent English translations oflndian 
literature are indeed thick translations marked by the visibility of the 
translator. It is a significant development in the last two decades to 
adopt a translation strategy of foreignization by retaining meticulously 
all the linguistic, cultural and textual peculiarities of the source texts in 
English. This kind of aggressive and detailed presentation of source cultural 
and textual features in the target text by moulding/appropriating/indianizing 
the English language can be considered as a postcolonial strategy employed 
by the translators, who, in the bargain, also empower themselves. It can 
be noted that a majority of these translations are undertaken by the 
university teachers of English, mainly for the foiiO\\·ing two reasons. Firstly, 
to highlight and popularize the individual literatures written in Indian 
languages and make them available to \vider audience both at home and 
abroad; and secondly, cater to the curriculum market. i.e., to help these 
texts find a place in course curriculum of educational institutions either 
at home or abroad. These translations also serve another function- that 
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of intennediary texts or link texts that facilitate further translations into 
other Indian languages as well as foreign languages. Further, keeping in 
view the recent advances in technology and the development of corpus 
based studies, we can envisage the vital role these English translations 
would play in the coming years in the development of parallel corpora to 
be of immense help in facilitating research in areas like Translation Studies, 
Comparative Literature, Contrastive studies, literary studies and culture 
studies. 

By way of an example, let us consider a source text in Telugu 
and its hvo different translations into English. While the TL( I) is a fluent 
translation, the TL (2) is a thick translation. 

SL text (Telugu) 

neenii kadha ivaa/,a enduku raayaTam modalu peTTaanoo aa 
kaaraNamee ii kadha. naaku kadhalaml'ee caa/aa iSTam. 
aaruhaya'l'a aakaasam kinda mancam veesukuni. ammamma 
pakka!oo paDukuni parugeTTee candamaamanu cwtstuu ammamma 
ceppee kadha/u vin'liw nidrapooyeedaanni. 

varSapu raatrulloo maa ammamma gontu ciTapaTa cinukula 
cappuDu loonci vinahaDutunl'ee veccagaa duppa'/1 kappukuni, adi 
caaloko illllll~<tmma J)okkalooki dzmripooyi kadhalu vineedaani. 
cali kaalapu raatrulannii maa ammamma kadhalloo 
tellavaaripooyeevi. enDaakualapu raatrulu aa kadhalaku caaleevi 
kaavu. naaku akSaraalu raayaTam, cadava'l'am vaccaaka telugu 
vaacakam naa antaTa neenu caduvukoogaliginapuDu neenu 
moda'l'i kadha raasaanu. aa kadha naa kippuDu gurtu /eedu. 
tarvaata maa naanna entoo iSTamgaa tecci naa ceeta cadivincee 
'Chandamaama' reNJJu samvatsaraala paa'li1 cadivaaka, naa 
tommido yee'l'a neenoka kadha raasi ·chandamaama 'ku pampaanu. 
adi ennaaLLakii accukaaleedu. ii sangati ewarikii teliyadu. maa 
nannakuu, ammakuu, ammammakuu ewarikii ceppaleedu. naa 
sneehituraalu raadhaaraaNiki kuuDaa ceppaleedu. aareeDu nelala 
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paa1'u aa kadha ac.:c.:avutumdani entagaanoo eduru cuusaanu. 
/arvaata ika aa sangati marcipooyaanu. ippuDu aa kadha ram·ina 
muuDeefj~a tarvaata naaku maLUi kadha 
raayaalanipincinapuDu aa candamaama kadha gurtocc.:indi. aa 
kadhakuu ippuDu nee raayahooyee kadhakuu eemii sambandham 

. leedu. 
(Tile opening paragraph from Volga's short story 'Ayoni' in Tclugu) 
TL (I) 

The reason for writing this story is the story. I love stories. I 
used to sleep in the open yard beside my granny and listen to all her 
stories looking longingly at the moon. In the rainy season, her intonation 
would rhyme with the pitter-patter of the raindrops. In winter, I used to 
wrap myself in a thick blanket and still get curled up close to her tummy 
for that extra warmth. Her stories made the long wintry nights short but 
the summer nights were too short for them. When I leamt to read and 
write, I wrote my first story. I don't remember what I wrote but I did 
write a story. My dad lovingly encouraged me to read 'Chandamama' 
and I went through them regularly for two years. I think I was nine when 
I wrote my first story for Chandamama and mailed it to them without 
telling anybody at home, not even to my friend Radharani. I eagerly 
waited for that story in print for six, seven months but it was never 
published. Then I forgot about it. After three years, I'm writing this story 
but in no way does it resemble the earlier one. 
(Translation of'Ayoni' into English by P.Bhargave Rao) 
TL(2) 

My begi1ming to write this story today is itself the reason for this 
story. I love stories. Putting the cot out in the open under the sky, lying 
next to my matemal grandmother and watching the moon, I used to go to 
sleep, listening to the stories my grandmother narrated. On rainy nights, 
while I heard my grandmother's voice amidst the drip-drop of the drizzle, 
I used to cover myselfwannly with a blanket, and if that was not enough, 
I would curl myself almost into my grandmother's tununy and listen to 
her stories. Immersed in my grandmother's stories, all winter nights would 
quickly pass by. Sununcr nights would not be long enough for those stories. 
After I knew how to read and write, after I could read the Tc lugu primer 
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by myself, I wrote my first story. I don ·t remember that story now. Later, 
when my father had brought me Chandamama, with a lot of affection, 
and after I read it for two years, I wrote a story in my ninth year and sent 
it to Chandamama. It never got published. Nobody knows about this. I 
didn't tell anybody, not my father, not my mother. not my grandmother. 
Not even my friend, Radharani. I eagerly looked fomard to its publication 
for about six to seven months. Then I forgot all about it. Now, three 
years after I wrote that story, "hen I feel like writing a story again, I 
remember that Chandamama story. There is no connection bct\\cen that 
story and the story I want to write now 
(Translation of'Ayoni' into English by Alladi Uma and M.Sridhar) 
As you can observe, the TL (2) reproduces the rhetoric and thought 
process of the SL text accurately and thus looks more detailed than the 
TL (I). 

4. Academic translations 

Another important aspect of the postcolonial translations into 
English of the last two decades, as mentioned earlier, is that it is the 
academia that is involved in this kind of activit~ in a big \\ay. The majority 
of the translators arc English teachers working in departments of English 
in universities within India and abroad. This can itself serve as an 
indication that the act1vity of translating into English has become a 
prestigious and scholarly activity that enjoys considerable academic 
respectability. More often than not, thl: translator ·s image and reputation 
in the academic circles also ad~.~~ to th~; strength of the source writer and 
plays a significant role in making her/him popular at the national and 
international level (for instance, Mahaswetha Dcvi by Spivak, Anantha 
Murthy by Ramanujam). 

All most all of the recent publicatio11s of the English translations 
of Indian literary texts, no matter whether they arc self-commissioned or 
commissioned by the authors themselves, or by such organizations like 
Sahitya Akademy, NBT, Katlm, Macmillan, OUP. Orient Longman, 
Seagull etc., can be described as both thick translations and academic 
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translation. Thev arc thick translations because of their nature and the 
kind of strategy adopted by the translators to produce them, and academic 
translations in view of their intended purpose. Most of these translations 
arc meant to function as text books. In these translations the translator 
becomes not only visible but also impm1ant. These 'teachable texts· (Rita 
Kothari (2003) come with a lot of para text along with the actual text and 
sometimes it is the paratcxt , like the translator's introduction and the 
foreword, that becomes the main attraction of the text ( Consider, for 
instance, Breast Stories by Mahas\vcta dcvi translated into English by 
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, ( 1997). 

5. Some recent academic translations 

Katha has in fact brought out a series of anthologies of Indian 
stories in English translation with the slogan-Bring your Classes Alive 
with Katha's Academic Series. These anthologies include -
Translating /)esire: The Politics (~{Gender& Culture in India; 
Translating Caste : ,\'tories. J~'ssays. Criticism: and Translating 
Partition: .~lories. Essays. Criticism. These anthologies and another 
volume -ROUTES-Representations of the West in Short Fiction _li-om 
South India in Translation brought out by MACMILLAN arc intended 
to serve not the general readers, but the researchers and academics 
and thus arc truly academic in nature. 

The thick translations, though not a common sight historically in 
Indian translation tradition as it has always been dominated by free 
renderings, rewritings and adaptations, arc now finding favour with many 
academics and translation studies scholars in the postcolonial context. 
The translators, either on their own or at the behest of the editors, employ 
the forcignizing strategy and produce thick translations. Harris,VC in 
his introductiun to the Malayalam section in ROUTES (2000) remarks 
that, ··A few technical decisions that the editors had arrived at (retain all 
the culture-specific tenns in the source language; don't call attention to 
them through italicization, etc.; add end notes and other explanatory 
material if necessary; refrain from trying to smoothen the rough edges, 
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choppiness, etc., in order to make the translation sound "'English") 
contributed, to a certain extent, to the non-erasure of cultural 
difference ... " (p.92).This kind of non-erasure of the cultural specificities 
of the source text is what is generally considered important in the English 
translations of Indian literary texts by many scholars, particularly the 
postcolonial ones. 

Vanamala Viswanatha, in her introduction to Kannada section 
in the same ROUTES (2000), expresses her views as follows- 'In 
order to present the new terrain of bhasha works in translation, we have 
adopted a policy of translating them in as 'foreignized' a way as possible, 
retaining local colour and flavour. Resisting the homogenizing and 
domesticating tendencies of the enterprise of translating bhasha literatures 
to English has been absolutely cmcial to our agenda in presenting these 
stories.'( p.l5). Well, this is the agenda of the most of these translators 
in translating their native literatures into English and it is exactly the 
opposite of what some of the Indians did during the colonial period (Tagore, 
for instance). In this context, it is interesting to sec what Harish Trivedi 
(2008) says regarding Tagore's self-translation of Gitanjali He remarks 
that, '· Tagore the English translator treated Tagore the Bengali poet in 
the most cavalier fashion, now changing, now chopping, now omitting, 
now adding, and feign altogether ever so solicitous of the orientalist 
expectations of the English reader, often at the expense of the poor Bengali 
author, i.e. himself, even to the extent offalsifying him (Thompson 264). 
If this was not an effect of direct imperialism, it was at least a high 
degree of voluntary assimilation, facilitated by that notably anglophile 
and anglicized dimension ofTagore's personality" (p.78) 

Vijayasrec (2000) in her editorial remarks to the Tclugu section 
of ROUTES ( p. 233) states that special effort \Vas made to preserve 
the regional grain of the work as well as the specificity of the style of 
each individual writer. She also spells out the t\vo important devices the 
translators e1i1ployed to achieve this effect. These are I) 'Retaining the 
syntactic density of the original by keeping as close as possible to the 
rhetorical pattems of the writer; 2) Recreating Telugu idiom, without 
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being unduly anxious about deviating from Standard English' (p.233 ). 
This is in tune with the translation strategy suggested by Spivak . 

Vijayasrec further remarks that" These devices have, to certain 
extent, helped in charging the neutral space of English \vith the potency 
of South Indian, regional languages and in encouraging what may be 
called,, the Indian vernacularisation of English'' (p. 233-234). The variety 
of English that we find in such translations is termed as 'english' with e 
in lower case. 

Let us now put together the different views expressed by all 
these postcolonial Indian scholars and translators to arrive at a 
comprehensive understanding of the postcolonial thinking on translation: 

1) The translator must surrender to the source text; the rhetorical nature/ 
the textual specificity of the source language has to be highlighted 
(Spivak); 

2) The non-erasure of the cultural specificities of the source text is 
important (Harris.V. T); 

3) The texts arc to be translated in as 'foreignized' a way as possible, 
retaining local colour and flavor and resisting the homogenizing and 
domesticating tendencies of the enterprise of translating bhasha 
literatures to English (Vanamala); and 

4) The translaters have to retain the syntactic density of the original by 
keeping as close as possible to the rhetorical pattems of the writer 
and also the source idiom without being unduly anxious about deviating 
from Standard English.(Vijaya Sree). 

Another dimension involved in these postcolonial translations is 
that the English language, which is the target language in this case, gets 
moulded/ adop[cd to suit the native textual and cultural nuances. In a 
way, it becomes foreignized or defamiliarized or alienated from itself so 
much so that those readers who do not have any familiarity with the 
socio-cultural aspects of the source language would find it difficult to 
comprehend. In this context it must be emphasized that we Indians have 
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been successfully using the English language to suit our needs and 
contexts and this adaptability of English is remarkable. In post colonial 
terms, we may say that we subvert the colonizer's language, hold it 
captive and usc it the way we want to serve our purpose. This is precisely 
what these postcolonial translators have been doing with the English 
language. 

Burde and Krishnaswamy( 1998) while discussing the relationship 
between the English language and the middle classes in India states two 
aspects of this relationship, viz., the lndianization of the English lan!,'llagc 
and the confidence and abandon with which the middle class uses it. ' If 
the colonial generations submitted to the power of English, thL-'jJost colonial 
generations bend it and usc it for their mvn purposes'(Rita Kothari, 2003, 
p.50). While Tagore's translation ofGitat~jali is an instance of the former, 
the translations produced in the last two decades arc instances of the 
latter. What we observe of late in English translations of Indian literary 
texts is exactly the same-bending or lndianization of the English language 
to suit the purpose. This can be considered both as the need of the hour 
and postcolonial strategy. 

Now let us ponder over the problems involved in considering the 
thick translation as forcignizing translation, going by Venuti's classification. 
While Venuti describes this strategy with reference to translations that 
were made from foreign languages into English in Anglo-American 
context, in the Indian context, the translators are employing this strategy 
in translating from their native language into English, to be precise, from 
the language of the colonized into that of the colonizer. It is thus, more 
apr to consider the strategy as nativization, rather than foreignization, but 
there is a problem here. The word nativization is already in use in 
translation studies in the sense of domestication. What we are dealing 
with here is in fact a peculiar case, as it is both foreignization and 
nativization at the same time. I suggest that we label these translations 
either as 'thick translations' going by their te:-.1ual features or as 'academic 
translations' going by their intended function and the profile of the 
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translators and recognise the strategy of translation employed in these 
translations as an informed postcolonial strategy. 

Now as to the reception and readership in the West for the English 
translations of Indian literature concerned, Rita Kothari (2003) states 
that, 'The West serves as a potential, rather than a real market as far as 
'regional literature' in English translation is concerned. Save Tagore, 
Mahaswetha Devi and a few Urdu poets, !LET (Indian Literature in 
English Translation) has so far made little impression upon Western 
readership" (p. 44). However, she foresees a change in the situation for 
better in future as she adds that, '' the presence of strong contingents of 
Indian students and academics in Western universities has huge 
implications for teaching institutions in the future. Departments of South 
Asian Studies call for a reconstruction in the light of changing national 
and etlmic compositions of a university class (Rocher, web article, n.d.). 
The sociological changes arc likely, sooner or later, to impinge on the 
framing of courses and therefore, the potentiality of the West as a market 
catmot be ignored" (ibid). 

Let's now consider some illustrations to sec how forcignized or 
lndianizcd the English language is in these translations of Indian literary 
texts. These target texts can be characterized as hybrid texts, a mix of 
the source text and the target language. While reading these texts, those 
target readers who arc familiar with the source language/culture can 
instantly recognize the source words/expressions being represented in 
English. · 

The following examples have been taken from Kcclubommalu, 
a novel written in Tclugu by G.V. Krishna Rao (First published in 1952) 
and Puppets, it's translation into English carried out for Macmillan India 
Limited by D. Kcsava Rao ( 1997). Wherever necessary, the Tclugu text 
is provided in transliteration within brackets for the highlighted part of 
the example. 
I. The SL terms that lack equivalents in English are naturally retained 

(transliterated) in the translation. These are given in bold. 
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a) The day had declined. Ceasing their card-games ncar the 
raccabanDa and the library, flapping their uttariyams and 
stretching to shake off their languor, people moved homeward 
to attend to their duties. 

b) dharma always won Adha•·ma never. 
c) She looked surprised and silently thanked Tirupathi Venkanna. 
d) '·A ray, Gangadharam, come here!" he shouted. The twelve-year

old boy, playing beccalu by himself in the backyard, did not 
respond. Mallan'a shouted again. Hitching up his shorts, the 
boy came to Mallayya. His shirt \•.:as tom at the shoulders and 
Mallan'a eyed it, '· Ori vedhava, arc you playing with swords?" 

e) ''Where is the difficulty? The purohit will chant the mantras. 
The three knots \Viii be tied. The bride will ceremoniously take 
leave of her parental home. Then arrive at ours. Sita will perform 
harathi at the doorstep." 

2. The following examples contain the literal translation ofTelugu idioms 
and metaphors. The Telugu text is given in brackets. 
a). Moonlight, bright like flour spread on the ground shone all over 

the place. 
(Te: venne/a piNDaaraboosinaT/undi) 

b) Would he fill their children:~ mouth with dust'! 
( Te: hiDDala nooTloo mannu koDataaDaa?) 

c) Hearing this Seetha felt as if a red hot oven had been taken 
o.fl her chest. 
(Te: gundelamiida numDi kumpa'll dimcinaT!ayindi) 

d) He was so talktative that even a gingelly seed wouldn i moisten 
in his mouth. 
(Te: atani noo1Loo nuvvuginza kuDaa naanadu) 

f) "Amma, take my \vord, this is not the end. Bad times produce 
distorted fruit shaped like a dog~- mouth" said ~he old man. 
(Te: vinaasa kaalam vastee ceT/aku kukka muuti paNDLu 
kaastaayi) 

g) Which scoundrel is afflicted with the terminal disease? 
(Te: ewaDiki poyyee roogam waccindoo?) 
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3. Let's now look at some examples that illustrate the syntactic 
modifications that the English language had to undergo to convey 
the SL meaning unambiguously. In the following examples one can 
observe the unconventional and ungrammatical usc of the pronoun 
and the noun coming together in the subject/object position where 
one would have been suffice. The problem here is caused by the 
pronoun 'tanu' in the source text. In Telugu, tanu is a gender-neutral 
third person pronoun and it is widely used in narratives. When used 
by the omnipresent narrator, revealing the thoughts that are going on 
in the mind of the characters, it becomes self-reflexive and refers to 
those characters themselves. It is the practice to translate such 
instances of tanu as third person pronouns in English. In the text 
under consideration, it appears that wherever the translator felt that 
it would lead to ambiguity as to who its antecedent is, he seems to 
have gone for the use of such double subjects/objects, noun and 
pronoun pair together which resulted in redundant structures like the 
following: 
a) How would Pullayya get it, when it was mortgaged to him, 

Mallayya? 
(Te: adi tanaku tanakhaa peTTi unTee ataniki elaa vastundi?) 

b) The rich were conspiring against him, Chandrasckharam, and 
trying to send him to prison only to exploit the labourers. 
(Te: dhanavantulantaa lana miida kuTralu panni kuulii/anu 
veedhincukutinaDaaniki elaagainaa jailuku pampaalani 
cuus tunnaru.) 

c) He, Ramarao, was the real culprit. 
(Tc: nUamgaa dooshi taanee.) 

d) If even she didn't, he Ramarao, would be destined never to return 
home again. 
(Tc: AamekuuDaa nammakapootee tanaku im'l'ikivaccee 
praapt i leedu.) 

e) Am I, Chandrasekharam, to be treated so lightly? 
(Tc:Sekharam anTee ctnta teeliggaa paDiunnaaDanu
konnaaDu kaamoolu? ) 
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(The case \vith the last example is something different. In Telugu, 
we use sentences of this type where the speaker, when felt 
cheated or challenged, would ask the rhetorical question 
mentioning her I his own name, as though she/he is referring to 
some third person. One such sentence in the text under question 
has been rendered into English quite literally.) 

4. Consider a few other literal translations of culture-specific elements 
ofTclugu found in the English translation under question : 

a) 'You thunderbolt!' She shot at him in mock-anger and went in, 
smiling to herself. 

(Te: aari piDugaal) 

b) 'You took money from me to repair my cart. You have been 
putting it off for quite some time. I 'II .finish you .fi.Jr this. or 
don~ call me J>ullayya.' 

(Te: nii amtu cuuDakapootee nannu pullayya ani pilava 
vaddu.) 

c) Can·t you be content at home seated like a mahar(~ja'! 

(Te: maharaqjulaa koorcooka) 

d) You can cover the mouth (~f' a pot vo'ith a lid, hut how can 
you seal that of the V.1or/d') 

(Te: kunDakailee nnmta pe1'11 noorumuuyinca vaccugaani. 
prapancam nooru e'l'laa muuyincagalavu?) 

e) Annoying Mallayya was like scratching one:,· head vo'ith a 
firebrand. 

(Te:Mallayyaloo peTTukoova'l'am amTee korivitoo 
talagookkovaTamee.) 
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f) He thought, ·· Satyanarayana Pantulu is not easy to tackle. He is 
the white stone chip in cooked rice. 

( Te : ataDu annamloo raayilaamllvaaDu.) 

g) Pullayya had cared for them like eyelid\· protecting the eyes. 

(Te: kamTiki reppalaa kaapaaDukunTaaDu.) 

h) '· the ne11· moon doesn i wait for the arrival (~(the son-in
law. One should not raise the knee to block the goddess (l 
wealth when she arrives. Pan lulu!" 

(Te: lakshmii devi vastaanam'l'ee mookaalu aDDupe'/''l'a
kuuDadu.) 

i) They think that the whole world eats grass as they do. 

(Te: lookamantaa tanakuma/lee gaDDi tin'f'undanu
k on '/'a a ru.) 

j) If you give me four hundred rupees, I will throv.1 it in Mallayya :\· 
lace 

(Te: naalugu vandalistee atani mukhaana paaraveesi 
vastaanu.) 

k) Pantulu and Pullayya turned into statues ofwood 

(Te: pantulu, pullayya koyya hommalai pooyaam.) 

6. Conclusion 
By way of conclusion we can say that a vast majority of the 

translations of Indian literary texts into English of the last two decades 
are thick translations marked by the visibility of the translators and 
produced with the postcolonial agenda. These translations, on the one 
hand, highlight the preference given by the translators to their own 
languages and cultures, and on the other, illustrate the use of English in 
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the Indian context as a mere vehicle without any of its dominance or 
colonial hangover. English is used as the target language in this context 
simply because of the convenience that it offers both as the global language 
and as the language used as lingua franca in India. The translation 
strategies adopted by these translators reflect their postcolonial ideology 
where the focus is always on aggressive presentation of unfamiliar native 
rhetorical and cultural patterns in English by resorting to, if needed, 
domestication or lndianization of the English language to suit their purpose. 
In other words, in these translations, the translators empower not only 
their source writers, but also themselves and subvert the dominance of 
the English language and this indeed could be viewed as the dominant 
postcolonial translation strategy. 
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GRAMMATICALIZATION OF BODY PART TERM *kal 'leg, 
foot' INTO LOCATIVE CASE IN SOUTH DRAVIDIAN I 

P. Sreekumar 
Dravidian University 

ABSTRACT: This article assesses a few occasional observations on 
grammaticalization in Dravidian languages. First part of the paper introduces 
the notion grammaticalization. Second part is a brief discussion on the 
relevance of grammaticalization studies in Dravidian lin~:,JUistics. Third part 

- of the paper places Robert Caldwell's observations on grammaticalizations 
(2008 [ 1856]: 336-7; 362-4; 481) in the paradil:,'lTl of grammaticalization for 
further advancement with special reference to the grammaticalization path 
of*kii/ 'leg, foot' [DEDR 1479] into spatial postposition kat and locative 
suffix -kat in South Dravidian I. Based on the analysis, the paper concludes 
that the observations made by Caldwell ( 1789-1857) fifty six years before 
Antoine Meillet' (1866-1936) introduction of the term grammaticalitation in 
1912 is invariably comes in terms with the advanced generalization of the 
grammaticalization of body parts terms into locative post positions and 
bound case suffixes. 

1. Introduction 

Sound change, analogy and borrowing are the three major types 
of language change observed by the Neogrammarians and Ferdinand de 
Sau:;sure. Grammaticalization deals with a fourth type of change that 
doesn't fit into any of these three types. Grammaticalization is a covering 
term deals with the development of independent words and phrases into 
grammatical bound fonns by a clusters of changes in a language. This 
paper is an initial attempt to introduce the advanced notion of 
grammaticalization in Comparative Dravidian linguistics with 
predecessors' observations right from Robert Caldwell ( 1814 -1891) to 
Bh.Krishnamurti and P. S. Subrahmanyam. After 1960s 
grammaticalization studies have received much attention in Europe and 
have been much advanced in the major language families of the world. 
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For a review of the development of grammalicalization stud1cs sec Hopper 
( 1996: 217-36), Hopper and Traugott (2003 119931: 19-30, and Lehmann 
(2002: 1-R). The rich agglutinative morphology of Dravidian languages 
clearly provide ample data for grammaticalization studies. 

1.1 Predecessors· ohservations in Dravidian 

Even though Dravidian languages arc rich in agglutinative 
morphology, grammaticalization studies arc not much advanced in 
Dravidian linguistics. Few contextual observations on grammaticalization 
in Dravidian languages made by Caldwell (200R II X56l: 336-7: 362-4; 
4RI), Ramaswami Aiyar (1993 119361: 31), Sekhar (1953: R3), 
Subrahamanyam (196X: 55; 1969: 82), Kamatchinathan ( 1976: 88-91), 

Agcsthialingom ( 1980: 1-3 I), Kothandaraman ( 1980: 59-?R), Thilagawathi 
( 19X I: I 07-129), Steever ( 1988: 123, I 993), Bhatt ( 1999: I 04 ), Blake (200 I 

119941: 164-166), Heine & Kutcva (2002: 139, 2 I I, 240), Krishnamurti 
(2003: 217; 240-1) and Hopper and Traugott (2003 119931: 115; 229-30) 
are the exceptions. Sanford B. Steever· ( 1993) Analysis to .~)nthesis: 
The development (~(complex verh morphology in the Dravidian 
lang11ages is the first comprehensive study of grammaticalization process 
in Dravidian. The World rexicon of (lrmnmaticalization one of the 
most cited works on grammaticalization '' ith rich multilingual database 
compiled by Bernd and Kuteva (2002) observed few grammaticalization 
processes in Tamil, Tclugu and Kannada. 

1.2. Structure of the paper 

First part ofth~.: paper introduces the notion grammaticalization. 
Second part is a brief discussion 011 the relevance of grammaticalization 
studies in Dravidian linguistics. Third part of the paper is placing Caldwell's 
observation (2008118561: 336-7: 362-4; 481) in an advanced paradigm 
of gr~unmaticalization for further advancement with special reference to 
the grammaticalization path of *kiil 'leg, foot' I Dravidian Etymological 
Dictionary 14 79 (henceforth 1)J~DR) I into spatial postposition kiil and 
locative suffix -kal in South Dravidian I (henceforth SDI). Based on the 
analysis, the paper concludes that Caldwell's observation is invariable 
\vith the universal pattern of the grammaticalization of body part tcnns 
into spatial adpositions and locative suffixes. 
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2. Grammaticalization 

In the beginning of the twentieth century, Antoine Mcillet ( 1866-
1936) ( 1912: 131) known as the pioneer of the idea of grammaticalization 
apparently defined grammaticalization as ''the shift of an independent 
word to the status of a grammatical clement''. Later, Kurylo\vicz ( 1965:52) 
defined that ··grammaticalization consists in the increase of the range of 
a morpheme advancing from a lexical to a grammatical or from a less 
grammatical to a more grammatical status". Hopper and Traugott (2003 
119931: xv) defined grammaticalization is ''the process whereby lexical 
items and constructions come in certain linguistic contexts to serve 
grammatical functions, and, once grammaticalized, continue to develop 
new grammatical functions". Unidirectionality of the development of 
lexical morphemes into grammatical morphemes, the less grammatical 
into more grammatical and concrete meaning into abstract are the major 
general patterns observed in the process of grammaticalization 
(Haspel math 1999: I 043-68; 2004: 17-44: Herring 1991: 253, Hopper & 
Traugott2003119931: 99-139,Giv6n 1975: 96; 1979:316-17, Langackcr 
1977: I 03, Vincent 1980: 56-60). Desemanticization (or 'bleaching·, 
semantic reduction), extension (or context generalization), 
decategorialization (or loss in morphosyntactic properties of the source 
fonns) and erosion (or loss in phonetic substance) arc the four interrelated 
mechanisms identified in the grammaticalization channel (Hopper and 
Traugott 2003 119931, Heine 2003: 579). Recently Bybee (2003: 161) 
stated that "all grammatical morphemes have developed out of lexical 
morphemes, principally nouns and verbs ... ". According Heine and Kutcva 
(2007: 59) noun and verbs are the '·evolutionary primitives" and potential 
sources from which all function words arc historically derived. The World 
/,exicon ofGrammaticalization by Bernd and Kuteva (2002) gives over 
400 processes relating the evolution of grammatical categories by using 
data from 500 different languages. Studies on Grammalicalization edited 
by Elisabeth et al (2008), What makes Grammaticalization? edited by 
Walter et a! (2009) and Su~ject!fication, Intersu~ject!fication and 
Grammatica!i-zation edited by Kristin et al (20 I 0) are the recent 
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advancements in grammaticalization studies. A separate entry for 
Grammatitalization by Elizabeth Closs Traugott (20 I 0: 269-283) in the 
Continuum Companion to Historical Unguistics recently edited by 
Luraghi et al (20 I 0) shows that grammaticalization is an established domain 
in historical linguistics. Review of all the above cited advancements shows 
that, grarnmaticalization studies is an advanced area of linguistics only in 
Europe. 

2.1. Grammatica/ization and Dravidian 

Givan's (1971: 413) formulation of"today's morphology is yesterday's 
syntax" is a key observation to introduce the notion of grammaticalization 
in Dravidian linguistics. Dravidian languages arc very rich in morphology, 
show high degree of agglutinating features; express grammatical relation 
only by suffixation and compounding and with free word order in SOY 
pattern (Krishnamurti 2003: 28, Subrahmanyam 1971 & 2008: 301-309, 
Sl.anmugam 1971, Zvclebil 1977, 1990). Steever (1998: 32) observed 
that "Dravidian morphology encodes a fair amount ofinfom1ation that in 
other languages would be considered syntax". Therefore, a rich syntactic 
past of Dravidian with less morphology before these languages were 
agglutinated can be reconstmcted through grammaticalization studies. 
According to Dolgopolsky the grammatical morphemes of Proto Nostratic 
-the hypothetical macro parent family of Dravidian, Indo-European, Afro
Asiatic, Kartvelian, Uralic and Altaic- is predominantly analytical than 
agglutinative (Dolgopolsky 1984, 1994: 2838, 2005: 13-38). While 
developing the criteria in detennining the analytical status of grammatical 
morphemes in Proto-Nostratic. Dolgopolsky (2005: 13-38) stated that 
"in some daughter languages the morpheme is still analytic or has 
phonological evidences for its fonner anal)1ical status [ ... 1. A granm1atical 
morpheme of daughter-languages is etymologically identical with a 
separate word". Grammaticalization studies in Dravidian languages can 
trace out the Proto Dravidian (henceforth PD) lexical sources of 
grammaticalization with different shades of meaning which would be 
considered as Nostratic analytical retention in PD. Eventually such 
findings will strengthen the Nostratic hypotheses specifically by tracking 
the typological change fom1 anal)1ical Proto Nostratic to agglutinative 
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Prato-Dravidian (Dolgopolsky 1992:290-97, Hegedus 1997: 106-115). 
Above all, grammaticalization studies in Dravidian initiate new paradigm 
in Dravidian linguistics where comparative, historical linguistics and 
typologycancometogether(Jakobson 1958:17-25, Manastcr 1992: 135-
137, Comrie 1993:74-79) as observed by Lehmann (2002: 7) in the history 
of grammaticalization studies in Indo- European linguistics. 

3. Grammaticalization in South Dravidian I 

Not all the cited observations on grammaticalization in Dravidian 
presented by the above-mentioned studies in the section 1. I can be 
advanced in this paper. Among those observations I select following 
observations for further advancement which arc given below; 
see the table I. 

Table 1: Grammaticalization observed in Dravidian languages 

Source Grammaticalized forms Observed by 
lexicon 

I *kal foot" 1701 instnuncntal case m Caldwell 
DEDR Ta.,Ma. (2008[ 1856]: 336-
1479 37) 

~kal, ka/ locative case in Caldwell 
Ma. (2008[ 1856]: 336-

37), · Ramaswruni 
Aiyar ( 1936 [ 1993 j: 
31) 

~ 1-u locative case In Caldwell (2008 
TuLu. and Te. [1856]: 362- 363) 

2 *krut"Lo ~krutlocative-7 ku dative Caldwell (2008 

see" and -in-il ablative m r 1856]: 363)& 

DEDR Ta. Krunatchinathan 

1159 1976: 77-97) 
3 * il ~ il ablative case in Ta. Caldwell (2008 

"house" [ 1856]:362-364), 
DEDR Subrahmanyam 
494 (2008: 302-303) 
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-1 *u{ -7-u{, locative case in la., I Subrahman~· am I "inside" Ma. i ( 196X:55, 200K 

DI·:DR . . 13.02-.~01) " 
mx -7-u{/-o{ locat1vc case m , SuhJ,thman~.Jm 

Old Ka. 
1 (I%X: 55: 2008: 
1 302-JOJ) 

5 ufa/ 7nltH1Lu comitative m Kamatchinathan 
·'together Ta. (1976:77-97) 

with" 
DEDR 
945 

6 *fl{ -7*-al as a feminine sutfix Subn.th.manyam .. man· in SD 

I 

(1969: 82) 

W0/1/U/1 " 

DEDR 
399,400 

I 

Among the above presented observations in the table-! on 
grammaticalization the grammaticalization of locative, instrumental and 
ablative cases in SOl arc considered here for further empirical study 
with additional data. 

3. I. Grammaticalization channel of cases in SDJ 

Like other case relations, locative, instrumental, dative and ablative 
relation in Dravidian shov.-n by bound case markers and postpositions.AII 
the bound morphemes and postpositions of these case markers show 
close similarity and functional syncretism. see the table 2. 

Table 2 Case markers and postpositions in SDI 
-

Lanb'llagc Case markers and postpositions 

Locative Instrumental I Ablative Dative 
I 

Tamil -kal, -kiil, - - iii - in~il - ku-kka 

u[, -kmt 
Malaya lam -kal, -kiil, - - iii . -ninna -kku 

u[, -il I 
Kannada -alii, - u{l-o{ -im, -in, -inda -linda, -inda kke,- gge 
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------ --

Tulu - 1-u -c{a. -[a. -a[a -lti. -li -ki, -kll, gi 

Kot.:'l -I -a!. -al -lr.-1 -k 

Toda -s -a!.- ar -sn -k 

Imla -ili.-i.-kke -ale.-ili.-i -(i)/irundu. -kk11.-kke 
-inmdu 

Kununba -pi/i.-if iJc{a -lito -ka.-[a i 
~-----~ ··---

Most of the spatial case markers and poslpositions represent 
locative, instrumental and ablative case relations in SDI arc showing 
'·empirically testable traits" of grammaticalization as observed by 
Lehmann (2004 ). The m01vhcmic traits of these forms suggests that 
they were originated from the body part terminologies like Uri 'leg' and 
kmz 'eye·. According to Lehmann, (2004: 4) to argue a set of data as 
empirical evidences for grammaticalization there should have following 
requirements; 

I . There arc two historical stages of language L, earlier L I and 
later L2. 

2. L I has form F I and L2 has form F2, such that F2 is diachronically 
identical with F I . 

3. F2 is more grammatical than F l . 

Here there arc four sets of data belonging to locative, instrumental, 
ablative and dative post positions and case markers from three stages .The 
PD stage (3000 BC) can be considered only as a hypothetical stage 
LO, and followed by three historical stages of L I Old Tamil (300 BC -
700 AD); L2 is Old Malaya lam (!WOAD -1400 AD) and L3 is the Modern 
Malayalam (1400 AD-). *kat 'leg, foot' IDEDR 14791. and *kmz 'to 
sec' I DEDR 11591 are reconstructed as independent lexical item in the 
PD stage LO (Krishnamurti 2003: 525). There arc postpositions and case 
markers of locative cases like kwz;- kmz-mz. -in. ka/; -if and -11/ in OT. 
(Athithan 1989: 88-93);- i -am and -i/ in Modern Tamil (Andronov 1969) 
kelage, of age, -a!, -ali, -alii, -ale. -a/ and -all, in OT. (Kushalappa Gmvda 
1972: 224-6). ke[age. u[ and of in Modern Kannada (Bright 1992119581: 
36, Schiffinan 1983: 28-35); kG!. kat and -i/ in Old Malayalam (Sekhar 
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I 9 53: 7 8-8 5, Ra mas w ami A i y a r 1 9 9 3 [ I 9 3 6]: 3 0-3 I ) ; -kka I, 
-nkal, -le, -if and -e in Modern Maiayaiam; (Asher & Kumari 1997: 
192, 126) -lu in Tu lu -/i' and -alii in Kcxtagu (Balakrishnan: 1976: 421-
433), -i/i,-i and -kke in lmla (Perialwar 1976: 495-519) and-/ in Kota 
(Subbiah I976: 449-65). These forn1s can be placed chronologically for 
further empirical evaluation; see the table 3. 

Table - 3 Grammaticalization chart in SDl 

FO in LO Proto -Dravidian lexical source 

*ktil"lcg, foot" DEDR 1479 "'kmz "eye" DEDR 1159 
--- I --- ---··-·- -- -· 

Fls in L1 i F2s In 1.2 FJs in 1.3 
Tamil I i MT:IWOAD·) 

KOT:lCXJBC- I - ilGII~ -if 
1

700AD) 

ro[j- kaz-wL -in 
iil; -il,-ul 

tvlalayalam (MM: 14001\1).) ~ <<?M !!OOAJ).l400AD) 
I..Jii!!..!al, -t/ -~l-nkal,-ile,-el, -il,-e 

Krumada (OK: IOOAJ).l400AD) . -....... ~? kelagt', uhol -

I 

ke[age, o[age; -al,-a/i,-alli.-ale.-

a/,-a/1, 

From the above table of the chronology of locative case and 
postpositions in SOl, only *kal 'leg, foot' [DEDR 1479], kti/(OldTamil) 
ktil, kal (Old Malayalam) and kkal, -nkal(Modern Malayalam) show 
diachronic continuity. The Old Tamil kmz and ktil is not developed into 
Modern Tamil. "'ktil 'leg, foot' [DEDR 1159J is the only form shows 
gradual evolution as postposition and case markers through Old Tamil 
and Old and Modem Malayalam. Therefore, we can consider only this 
form for further discussion on grammaticalization channel; see the table 
4. 
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Table-4: 
Grammaticalization channel of 

*kiil 'leg, foot' as locative case in SDP 

Proto -Dravidian lexical source 
*kiil 'leg, foot' DEDR 1479 

S'reekumar 

-.--------------.------------. 
F 1 in 1 
Changed into 
postposition by 
desemanticization 
(Old Tami1300 BC-
700AD) kaJ."P 

F2inL2 

Loss ofPhonetic 
substance 
(old Malayalam : 

AD-1400 AD) 
ka LIIP 

F3inl3 

Changedino 
boWldcase 
marker (Modem 
Malaya! am 
:1400AD-) 
-(k}ka/ LOC 

-(n)ka/LOC 

There are four stages of the grammaticalization of the PD inde
pendent lexical item *kiil 'leg, foot' rDEDR 1479] into bound locative 
case marker in Modem Malayalam. PD independent lexical item *klll 
'leg, foot' grammaticalized into kafrr post position to shows locative 
case relation by desemanticization of the meaning of the word klll 'leg, 
foot' into a location marker during 300BC to 700AD (in Old Tamil). During 
800AD to 1400 AD kii/PP lost it phonetic substance by shortening of li 
into -a -. Shortening of vowel length ll > a is observed in Dravidian 
languages in the compound verb constmction by the gramrnaticalization 
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process (Steever 1993: 58, 120). The same change of vowel shortening 
is observed in the innovation of GH.Jafi 'she' in SOl through the 
grammaticalization of the lexical item *tin ·men/\voman' with the de
monstrative bases i- 'this' and a- 'that' (Subrahmanyam (1969: 82). Con
sequently, kiil"~' changed into kat in OM a. After 1400AD the postpositions 
ktil~'", kaf'" lost its remaining independent status and changed into bound 
case marker -kal and became more grammatical than the fom1cr states 
of Ll and L2. All of these process happened in the 2000 years of time 
span. Evidences for each stage arc given belmv; 

Stage: I. Fl in L1 a.: (Old Tamii300BC-700AD) 

ii r (k)kiil llil'lllllil 11jiilal (I\ alillokai 
56. 1) 

V ilia gc pp raised a rIa nt --
'·the plant which has risen Ill lh e vi II age" --

Stage: 2. F2 in L2: (Old Malayalam: 800AD-1400AD) 
r-- ---- ------------ ----,--yr- ----------------- --------

I(UVQ/i/-k- kal (\0 century 
inscriplion:K ootLayam 

P _'-~-~~ o_f S I h _ii JLU ~~-l_!_ v i }'J --~:._1_!_.) 
Placcnamc: pp 

":\I Chiruv01lhil (a plncc nam c)" 

Stage: 3. F3 inL3: (Modern Malayalam: since 1400AD) 

ava11 I vtitil- I (k) kal l11ilk- 111111111 I (Asher and K umari 
he I door- lloc I stand- I pres I 1997:226) 

·--"--------i 
'·He stands at the door" 

Based on the above discussed evidences in the grammaticalization channel 
of ka/ '·Jeg, foot" as, kaft'", in Old Tamil and -(k)kal' "c , -(n)kafLc~: in 
Modern Malayalam can be represented as below; 

NOUN > POSTPOSTJON > CASE SUFIX 
Such grammaticalization path has already been observed in many 

languages other than Dravidian by Heine & Kuteva (2002: 140). 
Grammaticalization of'foof and 'leg' NOUN >POSTPOSTION observed 
by Hollenbach (1995: 1978) in Silacayoapan and Childs (1995:130) in 
Kisi languages are instance of this; 
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Silacayoapan sa?a 'foot'> 'bottom of' 

Ex.Silacayoapan (Hollenbach 1995: 178; quoted from Shields 1988: 317) 
kandll ?11 ua sa ?a ritlJ 

arc: lying they foot tree 

'They arc lying jatl the base of the tree' 

Kisi bcrygtl 'foot', 'leg' noun> 'under', postposition. 

Ex. Kisi(Child: 1995:130) 

6 wa 
He AUX 

k1IT] nd6lJ 
groan 

6 
to 

'He was groaning under the bushes' 

b:J:JC 

bush 
bEl) gtl 
foot 

Even though the lexical *kiil'leg, foof undergoes grammaticalization 
channel as a post position and bound locative case marker in Old Tamil 
and Modern Malayalam respectively the original lexical fonn remains as 
an autonomous clement in all stages in all languages; *ktil 'leg, foot' 
(Reflexes: Ta. ktil ; Ma. ktil ; Ka. ktil; To. ko./; Ko. ko.l; Kocl ka.l. and 
Tu ktiru DEDR 1479). Regarding this phenomena Hopper and Traugott 
(2003 [ 19931: 125) observed that ''in any single language there is always 
considerable synchronic diversity within one domain. Some of the most 
obvious cases are those where full and reduced from coexist, with related 
fonns and only minimally different functions". 

4. Conclusion 
The empirical assessment of the observations made by Caldwell 

(2008 [1856]: 336-7; 362-4; 481) and Ramaswami Aiyar (1993 [ 1936]: 
31) on the development of locative postposition and case markers in 
Dravidian shows clear grammaticalization path with the attested changes 
like de categorization, de scmanticization and loss of phonetic substance 
etc. 
Content word > Postpostion > affix 
*kal '"leg, foot" kfi/PP -(k)kal'-0 c, -(n)kafl·0 c 
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DEDR 1479 
Body part term 

(with locative meaning 
in Old Tamil 
& Old Malayalam) 

(locative suffix 
in Modem Malayalam) 

272 

This observation invariably comes in tenns v.-ith the universal pattem 
of the grammaticalization of body part tem1s into spatial adpositions 
(postpositions in Dravidian) and locative suffixes observed by Hcin ( 1997: 
40) and Goldap ( 1992: 613), Senft (1994: 98-99), Hollenbach ( 1995: 168-
90), and Heine & Tania Kuteva (2002). In short, this primary study and 
resulted model of grammaticalization suggest extensive analysis with rich 
observable historical data on all of the observations made by predecessors 
in Dravidian linguistics. The most frequently observed grammaticalization 
ofpostpositions; case suffixes and auxiliary verbs are the potential area 
can be explored at first. Absence ofhistorical and documentary evidences 
of the twenty one languages other than five literary languages makes the 
field of Dravidian linguistics tough in granunaticalization studies. 

Abbreviations: OT: Old Tamil; MT: Modem Tamil; OK: Old Kannada, 
MK: Modem Kannada; OM: Old Malayalam, MM: Modern Malayalam; 
SO: South Dravidian. 
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ROLE OF NOSTRATIC VOICED STOP REFLEXES IN 
DRAVIDIAN ANTIQUITY 

M.Sreenathan 
Dravidian University 

ABSTRACT: There is a widespread assumption that voicing was not 
phonemic in Proto-Dravidian. Also there are counter exp~essions to such a 
premise. Most of the copious literature on this has come from linguists of 
various sorts but there is hardly any serious Nostratic validation on the 
subject. In tltis study, first as a background, the concept of Nostratic and 
associated fanning dispersals will be described. Subsequently show a pilot 
test on Dravidian in Nostratic macrophyla and the discussion on voicing in 
Proto-Dravidian follows. This study aims at re-reprcsenting the Dravidian 
antiquity in the context of Nostratic hypothesis by critically cvaluMing the 
non attestation of voiced stops in Proto-Dravidian. 

1. Introduction 
There is a widespread assumption that voicing was not phonemic 

in Prato-Dravidian (Caldwell 1856, Burrow 193 R, Krishnamurti 1961, 
Zvelebil 1970, Emcnaeu 1970 and Subramanyam 1983). Also there are 
counter expressions to such a premise (Bloch 1914, Master 1937, Kuiper 
1958, Chanciji 1954 and UmaMaheswara Rao,2009). Most of the copious 
literature on this has come from linguists of various sorts but there is 
hardly any serious Nostratic validation on the subject. In this study, first 
as a background, the concept of Nostratic and associated farming 
dispersals will be described. Subsequently show a pilot test on Dravidian 
in Nostratic macrophyla and the discussion on voicing in Prato-Dravidian 
follows. This study aims at re-rcpresenting the Dravidian antiquity in the 
context ofNostratic hypothesis by critically evaluating the non attestation 
ofvoiced stops in Prato-Dravidian. 

The reconstruction of lin~uistic ancestors (Proto languages) by 
using historical comparative method is commonly considered as an end 
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to understand the linguistic prehistory. To some of the new generation 
linguists, reconstructed proto languages arc the beginning. Beyond the 
description of families, they arc studying on the interconnection between 
families to establish the Proto language ancestry. Lexical and 
morphological correspondences of many Eurasian and African languages 
have led to the hypothesis that they derive from a common linguistic 
ancestor, Nostratic. Nostratic is a macro family of languages and is 
regarded as a hypothetical super ancestor of certain language families 
of Eurasia and Africa. It means, Nostratic is a Proto language of Proto 
languages. Nostratic as a model of deep linguistic relationship has been 
developed including the Indo-European, Uralic, Altaic, Kartvclian, 
Dravidian, and Afro-Asiatic (Hemito-Scmitic) families. 

2. Nostratic - genesis and current status 
Holger Pedersen, a major Danish linguist, proposed 

.. Nostratian"( 1903), a common ancestor for major Eurasian language 
families. The name Nostratic derives from the Latin word nostras, 
meaning ·our fellow-countryman'. An early supporter was the French 
linguist Albert Cuny, who tried to legitimize the concept of Nostratic as 
an ancestor oflndo-European and Hamito-Scmitic' in 1943. More recently 
the greater part of work on Nostratic has been done by Soviet linguists 
led by Vladislav lllich-Svitych, Aaron Dolgopolsky, and Vitaly 
Shevoroshkin. This macro family represents the Indo-European, Hamito
Scmitic, Afro-Asiatic, (comprising Semitic, Egyptian, Berber, Cushitic, 
Omotic and Chadic), Kartvclian, Uralic (Finno-Ugric, Samoycd and 
Yukaghir, Altaic (Turkic, Mongolic, Tungusic, Korean, and Japanese), 
and Dravidian. Subsequently, Yukagir (as part of Uralic) Korean and 
Japanese were included in comparison by Illich. Vaclav Blazek and 
Bombard have made notable contributions in establishing interfamily 
affiliations. Joseph Greenberg avoids the term Nostratic but his macro 
family consists of Indo-European, Uralic, Altaic, Japanese-Korean-Ainu, 
Gilyak, Chuchi-Kamachatakan and Eskimo Aleut. For Greenberg Afro
Asiatic and Dravidian and Kartvelian no doubt related to Eurasiatic at 
some level but he prefers not to include them in Eurasiatic. Inclusion of 
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Ainu makes Eurasiatic again different from Nostratic. Indeed, the present 
versions of the Nostratic/Eurasiatic is not covering the entire families/ 
languages of Eurasia.eg: Basque, Buruhaski, North Caucasian, Sino
Tibetan etc. 

The extension of the traditional comparative method is diversely 
practiced among the Nostraticists. Comparing resemblances is the method 
followed by Greenberg to show how the world languages are related by 
using dictionary comparison. Proto language comparison is the norm 
among the Moscovists. Tentative attempts of the above kind reveal lots 
ofhopcs to believe that human language sprung from common source. 
The ultimate areal comparison would be Proto-World, the hypothetical 
ancestor of all human languages. How·ever, most linguists continue to 
remain skeptical on the accuracy of the reconstruction. But the 
paleolinguists generally agree that Eurasia was originally populated 
(I 0000-15000 BP) by the Nostratic groups later became Indo-European, 
Uralic, Altaic, Kartvclian, Dravidian and Afro-Asiatic (Hcmito-Semitic) 
families. 

3. Nostratic and farming dispersal 
The enquiries on geolinguistic patteming of language families 

based on genetic information clearly demarcates between the results of 
cultural and dcmogmphie process (Cavalli S forza etal.1994, Chen et.al 
1995, Nettle and Harris 2003). Gene frequencies of linguistic groups 
clearly attest whether the spread resulted as part of biological or linguistic 
evolution. The main demographic process associated with cultural change, 
demic diffusion, is the expansion into additional territories of a P.Opulation 
whose size is increasing. Genetic variation in the world are largely 
reflecting populations expansion starting in Neolithic and pem1itted by an 
advanced subsistence technology, farming. The ability to produce food 
increased the population densities. Populations then expanded outward 
in four major waves, with each wave propagating fanning along with a 
Proto language from whic~ Indo-European, Elamo-Dravidian, Afro
Asiatic, and Altaic later developed. Renefre\v ( 1997) described the above 
language families were the outcome of the Post Pleistocene farming 
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dispersal after I 0,000. BC. Language resemblance on such a large scale 
may be due to either cultural exchange between sedentary populations 
or a demographic process whereby the speakers of a language move 
into different areas (Rencfrcw 1994 ). Both phenomena have had an 
influence on the distribution of contemporary languages. The presence 
of systematic set of correspondences- phono-semantic sets cannot be 
result of chance. Barbujani and Andrea Pilastro( 1993) defined it as 
Nostratic demic diffusion(N DD) and called these language families the 
NDD families on the light of Gene-frequency within these linguistic 
families. Their study suggest that language diffusion was largely associated 
with population movements (Fanning dispersals) ratherthan with purely 
cultural transmission. 

Most important in the present context is to validate the explication 
proposed here on the membership status of Dravidian in the Nostratic 
macrophyla. The method detailed beiO\v is highly consistent to make it. 

4. Data 
The detailed linguistic data is collected from the Nostratic 

dictionary of Dolgopolsky. l11e linguistic data consist of restricted sample 
of first 216 words covering within 200 head entries in the Dictionary. 
Total2805 head entries including 3,033 words arc found in the dictionary. 
The words provide broad representation of all six Nostratic member 
families. This decision was founded on the fact that it provides for a 
reduced terminological corpus, allowing us to carry out the study in a 
reasonable length of time and utilize it as the basis for a more complete 
study. 

5. Analytical methods 
I. Identifying the distribution pattem of etyma in six language 

families by statistic frequency method 
2. Identifying Dravidian words and sharing pattem by the same 

method 
3. Reviewing Nostratic retention in Dravidian at various level 
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The first analytical model exposes the distribution pattern of 
selected 216 etyma in six language families. The statistical examination 
reveals the following results on the shared Proto-etyi'nologies. 

Language family 
selected 
Hemito Semitic 
Altaic 
Indo-European 
Uralic 
Kartvelian 
Dravidian 

Total number of etyma within the 
sample of 216 

209 
147 
122 
79 
54 
89 

This result is extracted from less than 8 % of the total entries 
covering 3,033 entries including 2803 main entries. Within this 
representative sample we could see the convincing representation of six 
language families as far as Nostratic retention is concerned. The Nostratic 
hypothesis predicts that linguistic correspondences formed through 
continuing common ancestry. It is tested here that the prediction by 
observed pattems of sharing of substratum beyond geographic distances 
and frequency variation of retention rate. However this result legitimize 
the deep linguistic relationship between these families which in turn 
legitimize the Nostratic hypothesis is viable. 

2. From the Table I, it is clear that out of proto Nostratic 216 selected 
words 89 is shared with Dravidian. Now let us verify the sharing pattern 
of Dravidian with other families in order to know what the domains 
are retained in Dravidian and the same is shared with other families. 

Shared pattern 
HS U D K 
HS IE U D K 
HSA U D 
OK 
AIEUDK 
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HS IE U D K 2 
HS D K 2 
HS AD K 2 
HS IE OK 3 
HS AU D K 3 
HSA U D 4 
HS A IE U D K 4 
HS U D 5 
HS IE D 9 
HS D 9 
HS A IE U D lO 
HS A IE D 14 
HS AD 17 
total lexical retention in Dravidian 89 

(HS-H~miLO-Scmitic, A-Aitaic, I E-lndo-European, U-Uralic, 
K-Kartvclian) 

For instance the following items arc shared between Hcmito 
Semitic and Dravidian 8. 'fig tree', 12. 'foot',. 120. 'to listen' or 'ear·, 
13l.a. 'leaf, 143. 'dry', 'arid', 145. 'run', l48a 'raincloud,rain':I63. 'to 
go', 170a. 'many, multitude'(Numbers represent the item number followed 
in the Nostratic dictional)' Dolgopolsky(2008)). 

Four items arc retained in all six families are, l3a-one, 25-decr, 
45-'place' (lin descendant languages]' I 'in' and 100-mother) 

It is clear from the above; there is distant affinity at substratum 
level between these languages. The presence of phono-semantic sets 
across the Nostratic members cannot be treated under the head of chance 
resemblances. Equally, the possibility of massive borrowing should also 
be ruled out, and it can then definitely attribute to the conm1on genealogical 
heritage. Dologoplosky and other Nostraticists claimed that the identified 
phono semantic sets are validated through sensible pattern of sound 
change. The lexical retention shown above through limited sampling 
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directly supports the Nostratic clustering and hence the concept of 
Nostratic hypothesis is valid. It is clear that the topics here to be debated 
arc not on the concept or on the proto world rather on the constituent 
status and cognate status of Dravidian. Greenberg excluded Afro-Asiatic 
and Dravidian from Eurasiatic. Krishnamurti (2003) was explained by 
Greenberg that Dravidian could be a sister of Eurasiatic and not a 
daughter. Unlike other members in the macrofamily Dravidian is 
agglutinative and strictly suffixal and the visible morphemic instability in 
case of pronouns also gives us more chance to support this idea. However, 
all the leading Nostraticists like lllich, Dolgopolsky, Starostin, Blazek and 
Bomhard consider Dravidian as an integral part of Nostratic. 

6. Discussion 
The comparative phonology (lllic-Svitych ( 1971 ), Dolgopolsky 

(2008), Bombard (2008) show the base of the deep rooting of Prato
Dravidian to the Prato-Nostratic though the Proto-Dravidian phonology 
is not in complete agreement. In case of vowels, quantitative difference 
has appeared in Prato-Dravidian as an alteration. Absence of voicing, 
emphatic feature, fricatives and presence of retroflex have made the 
Proto-Dravidian consoriants markedly different. The non phonemic nature 
of voicing in Proto-Dravidian was a departure from Proto-Nostratic as 
voicing \vas distinctively marked in Proto-Nostratic. Sporadic attestation 
of voicing in descended languages of Dravidian have been considered as 
diffusion phenomena. Krishnamurti (2003) is ofthe opinion that Prato
Dravidian had only voiceless stops and voicing originated in dc.sccndant 
languages through intcmal changes and borrowing. This is justified in the 
absence of voicing in Prato-Dravidian reconstruction. He states that 
··voicing can be accounted for through borrowing from lA or Munda and 
also through voicing assimilation within native words. Velar and dental 
series arc more prone to voicing than palatal and labial series". Is it 
voicing an ephemeral feature? Grimm's Law explained on the transition 
of voiced into voiceless (stops) and voiceless into vqiced and also transition 
of stops to fricative in Indo-European. But Prato-Dravidian is 
characteristically absent with voicing and there is no evidence to state 
that the voiced string has been turned into voiceless. Umamaheswar 
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Rao(2009) reviewed the existing ·conformist's justifications. The 
justification for the absence of non phonemic attestation of voicing was 
suggested in the reflex pattern of Nostratic stops. The original stop 
systems in Nostratic and its further development in proto languages 
reveals a distinction of geminate voiceless, single voiceless spirants in 
Uralic and Dravidian, fortis voiceless-lenis voiceless and voiced in 
Altaic,voiceless, voiced and aspirated voiced in Indo-European and 
glotalised voiceless, non glottalizcd voiceless and voiced in Kartvelian 
and Hemito-Scmitic (IIIich-Svitych ( 1968)). 

Further, llllch Svitych for the early Dravidian stage, a system 
was reconstructed that is very close to the Proto-Uralic structure. '·As 
in Uralic, glottalized stops changed into the geminates and the three series 
distinction was neutralized in the initial position. Further simplification of 
the Dravidian system may be related to the rise of allophones of the 
geminates; in the non initial position, these allophones coalesced with 
single stops. By analogy, the respective distribution expanded to the cases 
whc.::re the original stops we~e single voiceless and as a result, the 
geminates and the single voiceless coalesced entirely. In the non initial 
position, the.:: original voiced stops were retained as autonomous phonemes: 
the velar *-g- was spirantizcd (as in Uralic) and later lost, while the labial 
*-b-coalesccd with -v- all of the categories of stops coalesced only in 
the dental series (this refers to non initial position). Subsequently, however, 
a cerebral phoneme -T-, developed. It's rise was probably due to the 
influence from certain vowels of second syllable, which were later lost. 
The development of post vclars was typical:*g and *q were spirantized 
(lost the initial position), and *q 'coalesced with *k". In case of Prato
Dravidian, labials dcntals and velars arc observed in initial position and 
the non initial position allows retroflex sto~ (cerebrals). Hence, for Prato
Dravidian single voiceless in the initial position and geminate voiceless in 
the non initial position is justified. The above explanation was done as 
part of long range comparison. That may be the reason; similar kind 
explanation was not projected by Somparativc Dravidianists. It may be 
due to the fact that comparative method is limited to a time depth of 
approximately 8000 ± 2000 years (Nicols·1992). 
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Despite the immense justifications on non attestation of voiced 
reflexes (Caldwell, I 856, Burrow I 938, Krishnamurti 1961, Illich-Svitych 
1968, Zvelcbil 1970, Emenaeu I 970 and Subramanyam 198~ in analyizing 
this aspect I will rely on three related observations. First I will look at the 
agricultural status of Dravidian since they were considered to be part of 
the agricultural dispersals. Reconstructed Prato-Dravidians were 
advanced people and had practiced the agriculture (Krishnamurti 2003). 
To validate this inference, Southworth's (2005) observation "that Early 
PD can perhaps be described as partly agricultural-practicing animal 
husbandry along with gathering and processing of food plants, but with 
very few identifiable crops-late PD is clearly agricultural, as it shows a 
variety of crop plants, many of which are still grown in the area today, 
along with the necessary technological development for full-time 
agriculture" can be appended. In the light of Southworth's observation 
one can suspect the reconstructed agrarian status of Dravidian while 
Krishnamurti 's finding confirms that Dravidians were part of agricultural 
dispersals and hence its constituent status in Nostratic is justifiable. As a 
second step, here we have to see, the validation of such reconstruction. 
Any words (accepting cognates from the literary languages) which arc 
well attested in S D are not obvious loans from some other language can 
be assumed to have been present in PD was the assumption behind the 
reconstruction (Krishnamurti 2003). But this point of view was considered 
against the usual requirements of comparative reconstruction, which insist 
on at least two independent attestations to establish a proto form 
(Southworth 2005). However, the Prato-Dravidian reconstruction suggest 
the representation of an advanced stage of Late Prato-Dravidian. Thirdly, 
keeping the observation on the overtone of South Dravidian in Prato
Dravidian reconstruction in mind, the issue on voiced reflexes needs to 
be reviewed in the light of counter observations (Bloch I 914, Master 1935, 
Kuiper I 938, Chattcrji 1954 and UmaMaheswara Rao 2009) and 
Nostratic evidences. It is plausible to argue that being part of Nostratic 
and spread along with the farming dispersal, voicing could have been 
reflected in Prato-Dravidian. But it has not been reflected though 
Krishnamurti confirms the agricultural status of Proto Dravidian. In this 
context, a pertinent question emerges on the relation of voicing and 
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agricultural status. Is it an instance of the drop of voicing feature after 
splitting from the core or a signature of early divergence of Dravidian 
before evolving voicing in Proto-Nostratic. lllich -Svitych 's ( 1968) view 
confinns the first possibility. This kind of explanation is based on the 
assumption on the development of Nostratic stop system in the Prato
Dravidian. It is done by following the existing Prato-Dravidian 
reconstruction system and ignoring the 'Non conformist's (Uma 
Maheswar Rao 2009) views with the intention to validate Nostratic 
decendance of Dravidian. 

Ifthe non phonemic status of voiced stops in Prato-Dravidian is 
considered as a signature of early divergence of Dravidian before evolving 
voicing in Proto-Nostratic, then Dravidian could be a sister to the 
Nostratic. It means that Dravidian had diverged much before than of 
Indo-European, hence the claim of Dravidian as sister to Nostratic is 
indeed valid, so as the case with Southworth's observation on early Prato
Dravidian. The observation that Dravidians entered India as pastoralists 
and learned agriculture later in India (Late Proto-Dravidians-Southworth 
2005) is more supportive to the early split of the Dravidian before the 
voicing marked in its proto form; may be Proto-Nostratic or the common 
ancestor to Proto-Dravidian and Proto Nostratic. Proto-Dravidian 
rcconstructivist's understanding on non phonemic attestation of voicing 
in Prato-Dravidian and its later attestation through diffusion indeed 
support an early divergence of Dravidian. On the contrary, the 
reconstructed agricultural status reduces the antiquity of Dravidian. The 
counter observations project the idea of a faulty reconstruction which in 
turn supports the idea of Dravidian as part of Nostratic-Neolithic 
dispersals. The evidences projected in favour of initial voiced stops in 
Proto-Dravidian fitrther stabilize its affinity with the Nostratic. 

The likely scenario would be positioning Dravidian as cognate to 
Nostratic keeping the Afro-Asiatic as the part of the southern Nostratic. 
The problem arises here is that the reflexes of voicing, emphatic feature 
and fricatives had appeared in Proto-Afro-Asiatic but not in Prato
Dravidian. 
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Based on this, it can be argued that Dravidian is much older to 
the Afro-Asiatic and other members of the Nostratic. Second likely 
scenario would be of keeping Dravidian as constituent of Nostratic and 
proposing revision of the Proto-Dravidian reconstmction in accordance 
with the counter evidences. 

The implications of the above in Dravidian prehistory arc 
important but must be interpreted carefully. Three contrasting scenarios 
for the origins and homeland of the Dravidians have persisted in recent 
Dravidian prehistory debates. The first has been called the pastoralist 
model (Zvclebil 1970, 1990, Southworth and McAlpin, 1979), second is 
the agricultural dispersal model (Blazek and Boisson 1992) and third is 
the insitu status (Krislmamurti, 2003 ). Southvvorth and McAlpin, ( 1979), 
however, think Dravidian pastoralists participated in the Indus civilization, 
from which they acquired agriculture and the accompanying vocabulary 
while for Blazek and Soisson ( 1992) agricultural loan word links of 
Dravidian with Sumerian has importance. Lack of convincing linkages 
of Dravidian and other language families outside India and later arrival 
oflndo-Aryan led Krishnamurtrto conclude insitu origin of Dravidians. 

Based on the reconstruction, Nostratic substratum represents 
both Mesolithic and Pre-Mesolithic (late Paleolithic periods). The Pre
agricultural Mesolithic periods stretches from roughly 8000-9000 BC back 
to around 13000 BC. Looking at the evolutionary structure of the 
Nostratic substratums and probable linguistic diversification associated 
with later plicstocene human dispersals, some plausible events can be 
suspected. 

I .The present Dravidian groups arc representing two dispersal events. 
One represents the late Paleolithic and the other Mesolithic stage. 
Southworth's observation on Early Prato-Dravidian may be representing 
the early stream. Southworth understands the agricultural terms of the 
Prato-Dravidian in corroboration with southern Neolithic, which yield 
an idea that the Late Prato-Dravidian homeland is in India-Upper 
Krishna Godavari basin though the homeland of Early Prato-Dravidian 
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has not been settled. Based on the above evidences it can be argued 
that the Prato-Dravidian was cognate to Prato-Nostratic and not a 
descendant of it and hence the deep rooting of Dravidians in India long 
before the arrivals of Indo-Aryan is justified. In such context nothing 
wrong to believe that the non phonemic attestation of voicing might 
tmly reflects the Dravidian antiquity. 

2. Based on the counter evidences, it can also be presumed that there 
is another susbstratum representing initial voicing in Dravidian. It 
suggests a second dispersal event. The presence of shared voiced 
etymologies may be due to an admixture that must have occurred during 
Late Prato-Dravidian period in India. 

3. The diffusion hypothesis may only be valid when the context of voiced 
occurrence is completely absent in the native context. The results of 
UmaMaheswar Rao 's study (2009) clearly suggest the presence of it 
in all sub groups. 

4.The concepts of Early Prato-Dravidian and Late Prato-Dravidian 
(Southworth) can be interpreted partly in favour of the confirmist's 
view of the absence of voiced stops in reconstruction and partly in 
favour of the counterview. 

5. However, both views confirm Dravidian link with Nostratic but differ 
in the time of split and status .. 

7. Conclusion 
The observation on non phonemic status of voicing in Prato

Dravidian suggests its antiquity and confirms its cognate status with Prato
Nostratic. If the counter evidences are valued, the constituent status of 
Dravidian can be confirmed which in tum reduces the time depth of 
Dravidian antiquity. Accommodation of both views is ensured, when we 
corroborate genetic diversity of Dravidian and gets confirmed the 
contribution of Pre-Mesolithic and Mesolithic genetic punctuation in 
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making of Dravidian. Linguistically, a non South Dravidian centric Prato
Dravidian reconstruction is suggested to clear this enigma. 
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A SURVEYOF TELUGU DIALECT STUDIES 
K. Ramesh Kumar 

Osamania University 

ABSTRACT: An attempt is made in this paper to survey the research on 
Tclugu dialect studies. Telugu Akademi the AP Stale research institute, 
from the inception has been conducting a survey on Telugu dialects under 
the research project .. A sociolinguistic survey ofTelugu dialects". So far 
they have sun:eyed all the districts except Krishna and Medak districts, 
and Hyderabad city and published the dialect bulletins and grammars. The 
paper will bring out the commonalities and salient features oft he four major 
regional dialects ofTelugu at the grammatical level. 

1. Introduction 
Language being a reflection ofhuman thought process and social 

interaction, there arise different varieties of expressions, at the 
grammatical level exhibiting the process behind them. In any language 
there is bound to be regional, social and stylistic variations. 

One of the most horrifying instances of dialect difference is 
recorded in the Old Testament, when Gileadites were battling the 
Ephraimites along the Jordan. Some Ephraimites had infiltrated the 
Gileadite lines and were posing as allies. A leader of the Ephraimites 
devised a way of detecting these impostors, and they called a suspect in 
and asked him to name a car of corn, which the Ephraimites called 
Shibboleth. He said sihholeth. Therefore, he was killed (Chambers 
and Trudgill, 1980). 

In early history, Greeks during the renaissance period, treated 
language and dialect in a different way. The Greeks have considered a 
number of clearly distinctly written varieties which were used in classical 
Greek associated with different areas as dialects of the same language. 
In French, dialects existed along with written literature and also without 
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literature. These regional varieties which arc without literature arc called 
Patios (Petyt, 1980). 

The situation of English language seems to differ from the above. 
Speakers of English language attach prestige to a variety of the existing 
dialects and convert it as standard and the other dialects as substandard. 
They relatively differ from the standard. In other words, the distinction 
is mainly dependent upon mutual intelligibility. Thus it forms a main 
criterion for distinguishing between these two notions. But the 
characterization of language and dialect is not entirely successful. It is 
easy to find counter examples. Now let us look at the definition of dialect. 

Definition: ''A regionally or socially distinctive f-''AJUFTY c~(langu
age, ident!fied hy a particular set (~( WORDS and 
GRAMMA'lJCA/, STRUCTURE\'. ,\/Joken dialects 
are usually also associated with distinctive pronunci
ation or ACCHNT". (Crystal, 1980) 

The situation in India inspires one to study the dialect differences 
in the languages. It is very interesting to note that the dialects on the 
outer edges of the geographical area may not be mutually intelligible but 
they will be unified as one on the criterion of chain of mutual intelligibility. 
For example, an illiterate Hindi speaker hailing from \vestern Rajasthan 
may not comprehend the speech of similarly illiterate speaker from eastcm 
Bihar. But, both of them may be able to comprehend, the so called standard 
Hindi. If we move from Rajasthan to Bihar no doubt one can notice 
variation in speech but not total breakdown in communication at any 
given geographical point as it is taken care of by the dialect continuum. 

The Linguistic Survey of India conducted by Grierson during the 
period 1894-1928 is an important study in describing and recording the 
data of 364 languages and dialects. 

The situation ofTelugu is multidimensional. On the one hand it 
has geographical varieties and on the other there are social dialects (i.e. 
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educated and uneducated). Krishnammti (1962: 107-108) observed the 
following salient features to separate the educated and uneducat~d variety. 

Educated speech 

I. -ll- (niiffu 'watc.r', kaaLLu'legs') 
2. ga- (ga{lu 'embankment', gaqqJ 'grass') 
3. c- (cedi 'cold' caakali 'washennan) 
4. h- (haarati ·offering', haddu' boundary') 
5. v- (veluturu 'light') 
6. Conjunct consonant 

7. J, e;,s (distinction maintained) 
8. Aspirated stops remain 

muukham 'face' 
baadha 'pain' 

Uneducated speech 

-11- (nii!ltt, kaal/u) 
ge- (t:el{u. geqrfi) 
s- (soli. saakali) 
0- (addu, aarati) 
y -(.ve lu tu ru) 
Assimilation, anaptyxis 
or loss of a consonant 
s- (sanreram. haasa) 
Stops arc deaspiratcd 
mukam 'face· 
baada 'pain· 

The survey of occupational vocabulary pertaining to agriculture 
and the compilation of dictionary revealed that there arc four main 
regional dialects in modern Telugu (Krishnamurti, 1962 : 127-128). 

Tclangana Dialect (T.D.): The ten Telangana districts; but here 
Mahaboobnagar goes with the southern 
dialect. 

Rayalasccma Dialect (R.D.): The four inland districts ofRayalascema 
together with Nellorc and Prakasam 
districts. 

Central Dialect (C.D.): East and West Godavari, Krishna and 
Guntur districts. 

Kalinga Dialect (K.D.): 

, 
Visakhapatnam, Yijayanagaram and 
Srikakulam districts. 
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---
CD RD TO KD Gloss 

-

kaacli kaa(U maa nu/ kaa•lCt}lkamtil kaa<U/puuju/ 'Yoke of a 

kmKt}maaku kaani /kaac:\! puudu bullock cart' 

cekram gaanu gaare/girra/payye 1111(1.;1 'Wheel of a 
bullock cart' 

2. Methodology 
More than 134 years have elapsed since the first major project 

in Dialectology was undertaken. Since then many prqjects small and big 
were carried out. We will consider a fev·• of the methodologies followed 
in them. 

The first dialect survey that can properly be called dialectology 
was begun in Germany by George Wenker in I M76. He used Postal 
questionnaire and sent a list of sentences \\Tittcn in Standard German to 
school teachers in the north of Germany and asked them to transcribe 
into the local dialect and to return them. He has sent his list of sentences 
to nearly 50,000 school teachers, and he received completed 
questionnaires from about 45,000 of them. Each questionnaire contained 
40 sentences, and few· of the sentences were simple. For example: the 
first one was: In winter the dry leav~;;s fly around through the air. 

For the first time the use of trained ficldworkcrs to collect data 
had begun with the linguistic survey of France. It started in 1896 under 
the editorship of Jules Gillicron. He improved upon the methods used by 
Wenker by devising a questionnaire that isolated specific items for which 
responses could be elicited. 

Although the questionnaire was continually revised as the survey 
proceeded, it always included a core of about 1500 such items. 

In this backdrop let us look at the methodology followed in the 
preparation of Tclugu dialect dictionary of occupational vocabularies 
(Krishuamurti, 1982). 
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A questionnaire was prepared based on a pilot survey of about 
fifteen villages in AP. The questionnaire contained broad themes and 
items on the follov .. ·ing items: 

I. Soils, 2.Typcs ofland tenure and participants in agriculture, 3.Preparing 
field for cultivation, 4. Irrigation sources, 5. Water-lifting instruments, 6. 
Weather, seasons and times, 7. Implements for ploughing, X. Ploughing, 
9. Leveling the field and irrigation, I 0. Seeds, grafting, and transplantation, 
ll.Growth of crop, 12. Weeding: removing weeds, 13. Harvesting: 
different modes, reaping, uprooting, 14. Means of transportation and 
conveyance, 15. Manure and implements used in manuring, 16. Plant 
diseases, 17. Crops, 18. Cattle, 19. Ceremonies and superstitions, 20. 
Miscellaneous. 

A total of 121 villages were selected for the dialect survey. P.G. 
students ofTelugu language and literature were trained in Phonetics for 
fieldwork and sent to collect words. 

2.1 Selection of infimnants 

It is interesting to note that the feature shared by all of the major 
projects in dialectology is the type of informant selected. No matter how 
diverse the culture, socioeconomic conditions, or topography, the majority 
ofthc informants in all these surveys are Nonmobilc, Older, Rural, Males 
(NORMs). In French dialect survey out of700 informants, only 60 women, 
200 were educated and the rest were all uneducated and all of them 
were small French villages. In Wenker's survey \VC do not know what 
the school teachers used as their model. Linguistic Atlas of New England 
prepared by Kurath took informants from different backgrounds. Kurath 
categorized them into the following types: 
Typel Li~:k formal education, little reading, and restricted formal 

contacts. 
Type II Some formal education, usually high school; wider reading, 

and more social contacts 
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Type III Superior education, usually University; wide reading and 
extensive social contacts. 

298 

Cutting across these categories is age, which Kurath divided 
into two distinct types: 

Type A Aged, or regarded as old-fashioned 
Type 8 Middle-aged or regarded as more modern . 

• All types of infonnants were to be non-mobile that is lifelong 
residents of the area in which they were interviewed. 

This clearly shows that NORM informants belong to the Type I
A, and it is \Vorth noting that in American Survey NORMs constituted 
bare majority, whereas in the other surveys they have constituted the 
greater majority. 

Type 1: informants were interviewed in every community, Type I(A) in 
about XO%,, and type Ill only in larger communities or about 20% of the 
communities visited by the fieldworkers (Chambers and Trudgill, 1980). 

3. What are the reasons for selecting the NORM? 

The motivation for so consistent a choice of infom1ants throughout 
the history of dialectology seems to be clear. The informants should be 
non-mobile to guarantee that their speech is characteristic of the region 
in which they live. They should be old in order to reflect the speech of 
the bygone era. They should be mral because urban communities involve 
too much mobility and flux. And they should be male because in the 
western nations womes 's speech tends to be more self-conscious and 
class-conscious than men's. 

In the occupational vocabulary survey of Tclugu dialects also 
only one or two informants in the age group of 50-70 with good memory 
and pronunciation were selected. The informants were residents of the 
villages for at least two or three generations and have no formal education. 
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Data were collected in traditional Tclugu orthography with additional 
symbols for new phonemes like /re:/ and /f/. A brief bio-data of the 
informants was attached to the report. The word to be elicited was not 
suggested to the infom1ants. 

The infommnts selected in the Telugu Akademi survey belonged 
to the following three Types: 
Type 1: Writers, teachers, employees and graduates 
Type II: Politicians, businessmen, students, technicians 
Type III: Fanners, coolies and artisans. 

But whatever the motivation may be for the narrow choice of 
informants in dialectology; it has also become the single source of criticism 
in recent times. 

The informants selected in occupational vocabulary survey were 
criticized by social scientists on the methodology followed in dialectology: 
I. Against the bias towards a small and unrepresentative sample. 
2. Glenna R. Pickford ( 1956) criticized 'traditional dialectology on 

the two main grounds oidcficicncics in the relaiability and variability 
of the findings. 

The infom1ants selected for data collection in the Tclugu Akademi 
survey belonged to different age groups instead ofthc NORM. 

4. Dialect Features 

The following Table gives the Comparative statement of the features of 
four dialects: 
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dya/jjc dva/dde dyafjje 
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Edu Un Edu 

loo/ loo!loopala/ 
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loopata 

Postpositions I 
daakal daaka/ 
varaku varaku 

mundu mungala/ 
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koosam koosam/ 
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padiheenu padeenu 
ronclodalu mnuuru 

muucf.ondalu munnuuru 
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atanu/ atanu/ 
vaacf.u/ aaclu 
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VEKH:S 

Past tense 
R+inaa+re acf.igi-na 
R+iti+P+nu 
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RD 
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Negative 
R+a+P acf.ag-a-nu acf.ag-a-nu acf.ag-a-nu 
acf.ag-a-nu 
'I ''ill (do) 

not ask· 
Hortative 
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Edu Un lcdu 
ConditiOnal 
R+itee actig-itcc 
ac\.ig-itee 
'if (one)asks /asked· 
Concessive 
K+maa act1g-maa 
actig-inaa 
'although one 
asks/asked' 
(b) Verbal adjectives: 
Durative 
R+tunna ac\.ugu-
actugu-tunna tunna 
'asking· 
Past 
R+in(a) acjjg-in(a) 
acjjg-in(a) 
that has (be~ n) asked· 
Future habitual 
R-+-cc ac\.ig-cc 
aQ.ig-ee 
'asking -

Edu 

aclig-itee 

act1g-ma.a 

actugu-
tunna 

ac\.ig-in(a) 

ac\.ig-ee 
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ac\.ig-itee ac\.ig-itee ac\.ig-itee 

act1g-maa act1g-maa acug-maa 
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CD 
lt.du Un Edu Edu 
Ne!7ative 

R+ani ac\_ag-ani ac\_ag-ani 
ac\_ag-ani 
'that has not 
(been) asked' 
(c) Generallv in conwound verbs: 
1 nfinitivP 

R+an ac\_ag-a ac\_ag-a 
ac\_ag-a 
'to ask ' 
Nominal· Venal noun 
R+atam ac\_ag-ac\_am ac\_ig-eedi 
ac\_ag-ac\_am/ ac\_agatam ac\_ag-atam 
ac\_ag-atam 
'asking' 
(d) Pur_n_osives 
R+ataaniki ac\_ag- ac\_ag-
ac\_ag- ataaniki ataaniki 
ataaniki 
·for asking· 

RD TD 
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5. Conclusion 
At the phonological level in the four dialects the vowel /re:! 1s 

noticed in the educated speech. In TO for the fricatives !J, ~/ > IS I 
pronunciation is noticed. Similarly for I L II >I II, and for !It ,n/ > In/ the 
non retroflex consonant and the unaspirated consonants occurrence is at 
a higher percentage in the TO educated speech when compared with 
the educated speech of the other dialects. In the Kalinga dialect the 
altemation between 1/n and tft is more prevalent. 

Noun morphology 
In nominative case there is no variation in four dialects. In oblique

genitive case the majority of the forms arc similar in both the dialects, 
but there are some variants in KD. CV)yi type noun stems in CD become 
CVti, but KD has CVJJYI and it becomes CVy in oblique. CD and KD 
differ in the use of accusative and dative case suffixes. CD has two 
seperate case suffixes, whereas KD and TO have only the dative case 
suffix which is generalized and used for accusative also. This could be 
due to the influence of Oriya in KD and Urdu language influence in TD. 
Locative case suffix in KD has variants -lo[i -loonu,-loona ·in, inside', 
but CD has loo and loopala. The ablative case suffix in CD has nunci, 
ninci, nun[i and numii 'from', but KD has kaanci. Associative
instrumental case suffix has variants in KD -too loonu -tooni,-too[i 
'w·ith, along with' but CD has -too. From these observations it can be 
concluded that even though that there are certain similarities between 
KD and TD but they also share similarities with CD. 

Verh morphology 
Based on the above descriptive account it can be concluded that 

in negation all the dialects share some common features, but there are 
some differences. First of all let us see the past negative construction in 
KD, CD, RD and TD: the serial verb type constructions such as: aqigEBqp 
kaaqu 'he did not ask' are quite common in KD, as opposed to this in 
CD and RD (/(jpga leedu '(subject) did not ask' aq igi leequ 'he did not 
ask' '(subject) did not ask' in TO. Whereas in the former construction
the past finite verb is follow·ed by a negative verb kaa 'not to be'+ the 
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GNP suffixes, the latter has verb stem + negative marker + lee 'no to 
be' + generalized III non-masc.sg.(du). It is clear from this in CD and 
RD past negative construction there is no subject agreement distinctly 
marked on the verb, whereas KD and TO show the subject agreement 
marked through the pronominal endings on the verb. Similarly in future 
cum habitual negative construction KD has of the type: verb stem + 
negative suffix + poo + GNP suffixes, but the other three dialects has 
verb stem+ negative suffix+ GNP suffixes. The negative participle in 
KD is reflected as : verb stem + negative suffix (ak) + muaa, but CD 
has verb stem+ negative suffix (ak) 1 wzcfaa. l11e negative conditional 
suffix in CD is -akapootee, whereas in KD it is reflected as -akwuee. 
The obligative negative in CD is indicated by the infinitive form of the 
verb 1 the noun akkara is added on it to the negative verb /eedu 'not 
to be'. But, KD has on the infinitive form of the verb kuuqadu or koddu. 
The imperative negative is formed by adding the negative suffix -ak to 
the infinitive form of the verb stem both in KD and CD. 

The verbal adjective is formed by adding the negative suffix -a

and the adjectivizer -ni- in that order to the verb stem, all the dialects 
have similar fom1s. From these observations it is clear that certain features 
are shared by all the dialects, but certain others arc shared between KD 
and TO, KD and CD in some cases they differ. 

To conclude the important works of dialectology recorded 
faithfully the speech of old, rural people. They tell us about the dialect 
areas that developed over a long period of time and also about the 
political and cultural history of the region. The dialect studies also show 
the ongoing changes in the language. This will help us to investigate 
systematically and find out who arc motivators of these changes. 
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ON WORD CREATION IN NEWS MEDIA OF TELUGU 

K. Ramanj aneyulu 
PS. Telugu University 

ABSTRACT: The Tclugu news media played an important role in changes 
in Telugu. These changes can be measured by three parameters, namely I. 
Graphi111tion, 2. Standardization, and 3. Modcrni;ation. Here modernization 
helped Telugulanguage to develop in two ways i.e., I. to expand lexicon of 
language by new expressions and new words. and 2. to develop new 
discourses. 

In Tclugu news media new words arc created to overcome the 
communication needs of the people. The creation of new words has 
undergone some processes viz. borrowing and building. The borrowing of 
words mainly takes place with two motives: I. Need filling, and 2. Prestige 
motive. The creation of words is explained by different processes like: 
adaptation, rejuvenation, stabilization, compounding, analogy, blending, 
simplification, reduplication, derivation, loan translation etc. In this paper 
all these processes involved in the creation of nc\v words discussed with 
suitable examples. 

1. Introduction 
The whole universe has become a global village due to the 

advancement of Science and Technology. In this computer age, the 
information spreads all over the world with in no time. The news media 
gained a lot in spreading the infom1ation to the public. The advancement 
of Science and Technology brought out certain changes in the society 
and language as well. The changes which took place in Language can 
be measured by three parameters namely, 1. Graphization, 2. 
Standardization and 3. Modemization. Out of these three parameters, 
modemization helped to develop a language in two ways, i.e. l. To expand 
the lexicon of the language by new words and expressions and 2.To 
develop new discourses. In this aspect, mass media like cinema, television, 
radio and newspapers have done a lot of service. 
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Telugu journalism has played a crucial role both in the evolution 
of standard Tclugu and its modernization. It was the newspapers that 
gave a lead in employing the educated spoken style in writing nearly 
forty years ago, as opposed to the classical and nco-classical styles which 
enjoyed the patronage and favour of the poets, the department of 
education, the uni vcrsities and a large number of writers in those days. 
The controversy in choice of style to be used in the Telugu language text 
books and in answering language examinations had ended as early as 
1915 in favour of the Granthika (classical) style (Krishnamurti, 
197H).The newspapers, in order to efficiently serve their role as mass 
media, had no alternative but to adopt the educated colloquial language. 
The establishment of Navya Sahitya Parishad in 1936 with its journal 
J)ratihha gave an institutional boost to the modern language. It is said 
that the late Taapi Dhanna Rao was the first to introduce educated spoken 
Telugu as a vehicle ofTelugu journalism in his daily newspaper./anaviiNi 
in 1937 (Radhakrishna, 1978: 278). He explained his views very clearly 
on the use of colloquial language in 193 7 (Varadachari, 1994: 178). Later 
on his follower Narla Venkateswara Rao continued the same style in 
Andhra Prahha soon after he has become an editor in 1938. 

Words play an important role in the grammatical system of a 
language. Word is a basic unit oflanguage analysis as its interaction \vith 
sound (Phonetics and Phonology) on one hand and with the sentence 
(S~·ntax) and meaning (Semantics) on the other. It is an anchor of 
structun.: and meaning of a language. The new words are always created 
in all the areas of newspapers to overcome the communicative needs of 
the people. In this paper, I \VOuld like to discuss about the creation of 
new words in mass media ofTelugu and the processes involved in it. For 
this paper, I have collected more than one thousand new words from the 
modern Telugu dailies like HenaDu, Vaartha, Andhra.J)'othi, and 
Andhra Prabha .. Of these newspapers, lt;;!naDu contributed a lot in 
standardization and modernization ofTclugu language. 

When exposed to new concepts, all developed and developing 
languages broadly follow two processes either a whole sale or adoptive 
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borrowing of words or expressions from which the new concepts arc 
drawn or creating new words or expressions out of its own native 
resources. Languages having these dominant patterns of development 
may be called borrowing and building languages respectively (Manian, 
19~0: 176). In the case of Indian languages, we find a more dominant 
tendency on the part of writers and journalists to build rather than to 
borrow. Though they show creative tendency due to some reasons, 
borrowing becomes inevitable one. 

2. Borrowing 
The Borrowing of words from other languages mainly takes place 

with two motives. They arc: I) Need filling motive and 2) Prestige motive. 
In need filling motive, the words are borrowed from other languages to 
fill the lexical gaps in a language \vhen there were no alternatives available 
in the language. In prestige motive, the words arc borro\ved from 
prestigious languages like Sanskrit, Arabic and English etc to gain prestige 
through the borrowed words, though the words arc available in the 
language. Tclugu journalists borrowed many lexical items in the course 
of time to enrich the language. When they do not have time to create 
new words, they borrow them as such or with slight modification according 
to the phonological system of recipient language. 

Since the Telugu people were ruled by different rulers like 
Muslims, Britishers etc in the past, the numerous Perso-Arabic, Portuguese 
and English words vvere introduced in Tclugu instead of coining new 
Telugu words. Even today many of those words are being used by the 
writers and journalists in their writing. The other indigenous languages 
like Hindi, Oriya and Urdu and the languages which originated from the 
same stock like Tamil and Katmada have influenced Tclugu very much 
due to geographical affinity and genetic relationship. The influence of 
Sanskrit and Praakrit was more on Telugu right from the beginning. 
Sanskrit helped a lot in generating lexical items in Tclugu. Utilizing all the 
resources available in Telugu, the journalists contributed a lot for the 
development of Telugu language. Whatever may be the reasons for 
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borrowing, when the journalists borrow lexical items, the following 
processes can be noticed in the borrowed items. 

When the journalists borrow new words from other languages, 
some times, they borrow them as they arc pronounced in the source 
language. 

poling s{e;wn 'polling station' 
kamf.wn COmmiSSIOn 
sinima cinema' 

When the words arc borrowed from other languages into Tclugu, 
the vowel is added to those words because Telugu is a vowel ending 
language. 

roq 
bas 
[ike{ 
sf{ 

roqqu 
bassu 
[ike[{u 

> Sl{U 

'road' 
'bus' 
'ticket' 
'scat' 

Most of the Sanskrit words undergo lot of changes, when they 
are borrowed into Telugu. 

ramah 
sfta 

bha[ah 

ramuqu 
sfta 

bmuu 

'Rama' 
'Sita' 
'soldier' 

The words of other languages like Arabic, Persian and Urdu 
etc. arc also changed according to the phonological system ofTelugu. 

Arabic: rakham .> rokkam 'money' 
Persi<m: huzra > ha_taram 'court' 
Hindi : rupya > rfi.payi 'rupee' 
Urdu : xhahar > kaburu 'news' 

Some times, the lexical items of two languages are borrowed for 
a single or same concept. 

rorj,qu (English) I rahadari ( Urdu) 
karyalayam (Sanskrit) I a.fiisu 
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prabhutvam (Sanskrit)/gavarnamen[u (English)/sarkiiru (Urdu) 
'govenm1ent' etc. 

Tclugu language borrow·cd the lexical items heavily from Sanskrit, 
Prakrit, Arabic, Persian, Hindi, Urdu and English and a very few words 
from Marathi, Oriya, Tamil and Kannada. Some of the Portuguese and 
Dutch words are also found in Telugu. We can trace out the exact source 
language, ifwe study loan words carefully. 

3. Word creation or 'Building' 
Every language is flourished by the wealth of its words. Most of 

the words in Telugu arc created by journalists according to the needs of 
the people through some processes. The processes involved in the creation 
ofwords are discus_sed in the follmving sections. 

3.1. Adaptation 
Sometimes journalists coin new words by the process of 

adaptation. By adapting the meaning of the native or non-native word, 
they create words out of the existing stock or by drawing words from 
Sanskrit as translation equivalents of English terms. 

priit inidhyam 'representation' 
udiiftinam 'negligence' 
vifviisam 'confidence' 
vidyudi ikarmzam 'electrification' 
fvetapatram 'white paper' 

3.2. Rejuvenation 
It is a process in which the archaic fonns are re-introduced in 

the language in new meanings. Through this process, the joumalists bring 
back the older fom1s and use in newspapers in new meanings. 

muqupu 'bribe' ( <offering by devotee to the God) 
ka in ka rya 'swallowing of funds' ( < sincere service to 

the God) 
tlrtham puccukonu 'to take liquor' ( <to have sacred water) etc. 
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They have also introduced so many verbs like aropincu 'to 
allegate', nelakonu 'to establish', perkonu 'to mention', gaikonu 'to 
take', pa/upancukonu 'to take part', palgonu ·to participate', 
udgha[incu 'to emphasize' etc. 

3. 3. ,\'tabilizat ion 
The journalists coined many words in newspapers and stabilized 

them by repeatedly using those words in their writings. 
kabja 'encroachment' 
daryaptu 'investigation' 
anifci t i 'undecided situation' 
mundastu beylu 'anticipatory bail' 
baldiya 'municipal corporation' 
mm~juvamzi vo[u 'voice vote' 

3. -I. Compounding 
It is one of the most productive ways in which new words have 

been coined especially in modem times. Compounding involves two or 
more existing words to form a new word which gives ne\v meaning .The 
words in compounds may belong to any parts of speech, but it is decided 
by the head of the compound. 

atyavasara paristhiti 
dravyolbmzam 
niyojaka vargam 
tellabovu 
paqipovu 

3. 5. Analogy 

·emergency' 
'inflation' 
'constituency' 
'to surprise' 
'to fall down' 

It is also a process of word creation called analogical creation in 
which irregular forms can be easily identified by the grammatical principles 
of a language. 
patrikeyulu (patrikzvulu) 
vilekhari (vilekhakuqu) 
sftaka/am (sllakalam) 
matsyakarulu (bestalu) 

'journalists' 
'journalist' 
'rainy season' 
·fisherman' 
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niyamakam (niyamanam) 'employment' (cf ammakam) 
vidyudi ika rmza ( vidyutkarmza) 'electrification' ( (f manavii karmza) 
raitangam ( raitvangam ) 'fanners' (cfyantrangam ) 

3.6. Blending 

It is also a process in which tv.o or more words arc combined 
together. Those words may not belong to the same language. 

byanku rwztilu 'bank loans' 
(Eng) + (Skt) 
adarfa pe[[i[lu 'ideal marriages' 
(Skt) + (Tel) 

sijan 
(Eng) 

beyilu 
(Eng) 

'summer season' 

'anticipatory bail' 

rabf 
(Urdu) + 
mundastu 
(Tel) + 
roqqu 
(Eng) 

rava1za samst ha 'Road Transport Corporation' 
+ (Hindi) + (Skt) 

3. 7. Simpl~fication 
It is very important tool in the processes of modemization of a 

language. It is also one of the principles injoumalism in which only smaller 
and simpler fon11S arc being selected to save lot of space in newspapers. 
The joumalists adopted this principle very much. 

mundastu beyilu (pii.rvadana jamfnu) 'anticipatory bail' 
vipak5am (pratipak,wm) 'opposition party' 
vaqakam (viniyogam) 'usage' 
reqiyo (akafavti!zi) 'All India Radio' 

They also simplified the words through abbreviations. 
te de pa 'Telugu Dcsam Party' 
pra ra pa 'Praja Rajyam Party' 
te ra sa 'Telangana Rastra Samiti' 
isro 'Indian Space Research Organization' 
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3.8. Reduplication 
Reduplication of words is one of the expressive devices in Tclugu 

to convey repeated, intense or continuous action. They are ofthree types 
viz. complete, partial and echo words. 

rojurojuki ·each and every day' 
at[ugarfuguna 'each and every feet' 
mfi[imfi[iki 'always' 
auarfugu vargfilu 'down trodden people' 
arfapadarfapa 'nmv and then' 

3. 9. De rival ion 
It is highly productive process in Telugu by which new words 

are created. Derivation involves adding to an existing \vord either a suffix 
(at the end) or a prefix (at the beginning). Suffixes and prefixes knovm 
collectively as affixes, may not stand alone as words; they occur only in 
combination with a word. The words may be derived from Verbs or 
Nouns. Words derived from verbs are called k!Jdantfis and from nouns 
taddhi tfis. 

kannumfiyu 
veli ki llyu 
munugu 
merupu ·I diirfi 
pratlkfiram + diirfi 
krlrl,a kiirurfu 
krrqa + kiirilzi 

.> kannumiita 
velikillta 

" munaka 
merupudiirfi 
pratlkiiradiirfi 

> krfr/,fikfirurfu 
> krlr/,fikfiri 1zi 

'closing of eyes' 
'lifting out' 
'submerging' 
'sudden checking' 
'revenged attack' 
'player' 
'player(lady)' 

3.1 0. fabdapallavfkarmzam 
Combining two independent words into one to denote a special 

meaning is called fabdapallavfkarmzam. This is also a productive 
process in Telugu. The joumalists created many words through this 
process. 

frmu kal[ar/,am 
maddatu palakarl,am 
ninzayam gaikonarfam 
santlpam praka[incarfam 

'to become united' 
'giving support' 
'taking decision' 
'observing condolence' 
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3.11. roan 'l'ranslat ion 
It involves new constructions to denote new objects and concepts 

in modern life. 
fikharagra carca/u 
upa ennika 
rathatsavam 
madhyantara ennikalu 

3./2. Huphemism 

'summit talks' 
'bye election' 
'em: festival' 
' mid term poll' 

Words of un-pleasant or obscene connotations generally tend to 
be replaced by other words in polite language. The idea of death is 
euphemistically expressed by various tenl1S here. 

kannumiiyu 'to close the eyes' 
dirganidra pavu 'to sleep for a long time' 
divangatulagu 'to go to heaven' 
mipyu vat a paqu 'to be caught by mR,tyu' 
j·vargastuqagu ·to reach heaven' 
kaladharmam cendu 'to succumb to the law of time ' 
kirtije,mqagu 'to leave one's fame behind' 
cani povu 'having gone (he) left' 
cika[i tappu 'the mistake of the dark' (illegal sexual 

contact) 
dipam ko1zqekku 'the lamp has climbed up the hill' (the Lamp 

\vas Itt off) 

3.1 3. Importation <~l idioms 
Idioms are linked with the socio-cultural life of the people. They 

can not be easily translated from one language to another. But Joumalists 
tried to bring some of the English idioms into Telugu and those idioms 
have been stabilized in the language. 

mosali kannlru 'crocodile tears' (gomukha vyagram) 
sit a kannu 'cold eye' (cinna czlpu) 
pracchanna yu(lc/ham 'cold war' (antaryuddham) 
haler tannaqu 'kicked the bucket' (cocci poyaqu) 
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4. Conclusion 

The world is expanding with the various fields of knowledge due 
to the advancement of Science and Technology. The Journalists of all 
languages tried to exploit all the methods and techniques to bring that 
knowledge into their own languages through news media. They have 
contributed a lot in modernizing languages. But they have to follow the 
grammatical rules of the language \vhcn they create new \Vords. They 
have committed many mistakes in creating new \vords.(sec. Vaquka 
telugu/6 apa prayoga/u Srihari, 1995; didduha[u Varadachary, 1999; 
manci jarna/i.\{11 ktiva/an{e... RadhaKrishna, 2000 and patrika hha5a 
Visveswara Rao, 2004 etc.). The Journalists require the knmvledgc of 
all fields which will help them to create ne\v words in news media. 

ANNEXTURE 
The details of Newspapers in Telugu 

(AS on May, 2009) 
Name of the Year of Circulation 
Newspaper Establishment 

I. Saakshi 2007 12,68,893 . 
2. EenaaDu 1974 11,72,068 
3. Vaartha 1995 8,12,068 
4. Surya 2007 7,12,839 
5. Andhra Jyothi 1960 5,06,488 
6. Andhra Prabha 1938 4,03,488 
7. Praja Shakti 1945 3,32,883 
8. Andhra Bhoomi 1961 93,202 
9. Vishalandhra 1951 90,754 
(Source: Press Tmst of India) 
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STYLISTIC FEATURES OF THE NAMING SPEECH 
OF doDDA:Ta 

ABS1'RAC1:· 

Rajeshwari Maheshwaraiah 
Dhanvad 

This paper deals with the stylistic analysis of doDDA:Ta of North Karnataka 
people. Speech is one of the major component instesd of songs and dances 
in this art. Naming speech is interesting style of dialogue that provides 
unique place in doDDA:Ta. The author explains the usage of the old 
Kannada and medieval Kannada as well as the Sanskrit forms. 

].Introduction 
Of all the arts that provide light and delight, field-drama is the 

most natural and enjoyable one. It can be said that in the last few centu
ries the only fonn of field-drama that developed and captured the imagi
nation of all kinds of people of North Karnataka is doDDa:Ta. It is not 
merely an art form but a fine blend of many arts. Apart from songs, 
dances and music which arc the major components of doDDa:Ta speech 
has also developed as an art here. 

The dialogues of doDDa:Ta are the means by which the play 
write shows-off his knowledge and command over the subject. Naming 
speech or naamaanikitada maatu is a very peculiar style of dialogue 
which provides a unique place for doDDa:Ta in the field-dramas. Here 
an attempt has been made to do a stylistic analysis of the naming speech 
of doDDa:Ta. 

Naming speech is a speech by means of which every character 
in doDDa:Ta introduces him-self or her-self to the audience bv mention
ing his or her nam!. This speech occurs whenever a new- character 
enters the stage. TI1c characters to introduce themselves have to follow 
a definite pattern of three stages. 
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l sl stage: As a character, enters the stage the saarathi tries to 
introduce that character to the audience by asking the question ·who arc 
you? And what is the reason for your arrival?' -This is the first stage 

lind stage : For this question no character gives the answer 
directly. On the contrary he or she offers description of his or her nature 
and then asks the .s·aarathi his name. For this, .marathi tells that he is 
saarathi and asks the name of the character again. This is the second 
stage. 

It is inevitable that each and every character should present the 
naamaankitada maatu only once. The playvvTight exhausts his talents 
in composing this speech which provides him with a chance for the exhi
bition of his linguistic as well as poetic skill. Example of the naming 
speech. paartha: elal; saarathi naawu daarendare ii kSitiyooL 
raakSasanaada mumakSu wibhiiSaNanannu rakSisalu banda 
dakSa, phaa/aakSanee sari. pakSiwaahana puN.JariikaakSarembo 
birudu dharisida saakSaat iikSajaapriyapitana karuNadi 
dhareyooL mereyuwa purawu heeginH1'Udendare-kaankSa 
rahitaraada citaadakSarindaluu adhyakSa janarindalu, /akSmii 
lakSawanneLakoNDa waysyarindlu. daaNDu, hillu. hhille 
modalaada aayudhagaLooL puNDaraada kSatriyarindaluu. 
paaTali, parijata, naaga, pillu-naaga, tengu, huNasi, draak.)'i, 
jamhali, naaranga modalaada atula lalegaUm soohhisuv.·a 
wanagaLindaluu, waapi-kuupa-taTaakagaUndalu. sarabha-simha
saarduula, kibbakki, tittuuri-honneputhaLi saalu, muttine koo1'e
kottaLagalinD!uu, sistininda janawaseTiyu!J.a hast inaapurawannu 
saktiyuktigaLinda paalipa dharmraajana am~juraada naalwarno.l 
naanu na Duwinawanaaddarinda enage madhya 
paNDawanennuwaru. khaaNDawadahana maa!Juwaage 
gaaNDiiwi dhanassannu paDedacldarinda enage 
gaaNDiiwiyennuwaru. mattu druwpadiya swayamwaradalli 
dhiirutanadinda ellarigmj mirada dhanassannu negawiddarinda 
enage dhiiradhananjaya ennuwaru, haaguu ii bhumaNJJala 
raNamaNDaiadool arigaLa ruNDa muNDaga/,annu 
kuuDisidenemba maatu sidhaantawaadaddarinda enage 
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rmmmlookada gaN/)a puNDa arjuna ennuwarai saarathi nannadee 
kliruti. 

The naming speech opens with the addressing terms such as 
ayyaa saarathi, elawo saarathi elai saarathi, since the naming speech 
always occurs a reply to the saarathi 's question. As a reply to the 
.warathi 's question who arc you ? The character begins to speak itself 
with the forms such as naawu daarendare. With this linguistic fonn 
viz., naawu daarendare a series of adjectival forms follows. The char
acter glorifies his land rich in plants, trees and creepers, birds and ani
mals, and noble men proposed by the grace of lord Indra or lord Vishnu 
or lord Shiva whom he first prays and glorifies. It embodies the descrip
tion of people nature and specific characters. Then the character de
scribes its king. He then refers to the intimate contact between the king, 
and himself. At last mentioning all, the titles and glories the character 
expresses his details, and then mentions his name. Lastly the character 
ends the speech by asking 'don't you know me who have earned such a 
wide kudos'. This is the naming speech. 

The structure of this speech appears in three parts. It can be shown as 
below. 

Vocative + 
Sentence 

Descriptive 
Sentences 

+ Concluding 
Sentence 

There is not even the slightest change in the structural pattern of 
the naming speech of doDDa:Ta, even though there is some change in 
the internal components. But, the naming speech beginning with the term 
of address clearly refers to the saarathi it entirely refers to the specta
tor. The main purpose of this speech is to introduce the character to the 
spectator. 

When we analyse the vctative sentence we get the following 
structural pattern. 

Vocative fom1 + Noun Pronoun + Syntactic Linkage 
1 '1 per.sg. 
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In the above mentioned example it can be shown as follows : 
Elawo 
Elai 
Ayyaa + saarathi naawu + daarendare 

Even though naawu daarendare 'Let me tell you that as to 
who I am is expressive in nature it has developed as one of the most 
important stylistic features of doDDa: Ta. Even if an individual is one, 
yet it is used in the plural sense as an honorific term. 

After the vocative sentence there follows the glorification of 
Gods through their titles. The description of the land prosperous by his 
benign grace and the description of it's people, plants and trees, birds 
and beasts, weapons and forts. Then he goes on to describe the king of 
such a rich land and to mention the relation with him. Then to talk to his 
own testimonials and then to mention his own name. The description 
contains the factors in the following order. 

I. Glorification and description of God 
2. Description of the land 
J. Description of the forts 
4. Description of the people 
5. Description of the king 
6. The relationship between the king and the character 
7. Glorification of one's own titles. 
8. Mentioning one's own name. 

The second part which is descriptive part is the substance of the 
naming speech. It's structural pattern is as follows. 

Adjectival forms 
Of 
God Land 
People 
King 

Tenn of Adjectival forms 
of of 

Relation an addresser 
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There is a reference to the gloncs, the titles and the epitheties 
ofthc king, the people and the land beginning with the adjectives of God 
like 'puNDarikaakSa · God who has the big eyes', ·pakSiwaahana' 
'God who has possessed bird (eagle) as his vehicle etc., Then follows 
the reference to the relationship between the king and the character for 
example dharmajana anuja younger brother of Dharmc~ja, 
jambaarisutana mitra friend ofjamhaarisuta. Then the character glo
rifies himsclfby announcing his titles and finally mentions his name. From 
the example mentioned earlier it can be shown as follows. 

pakSiwaahana 
puN DariikaakSa 

adhyakSajana 
lakSmi JakSyawannu 
a!Juna 
seLeda waysya 

mull ina kooTe kottaLa 
atula lategaLu 

saktiyuktigaLindo 
DaguuDida raaja 

• 

To some extent the structure here resembles the folk-riddles, as 
the answer or the name comes in the final position. Some times descrip
tive part involves the description only God, land and king. 

Adjectives here, are not the base adjectives but they contain 
some mythologic:::li allusions. Here each adjectival fom1 reveals m)1ho
logical anecdot~s. This feature and lengthy description might have been 
due to the influence of Sanskrit plays. 

Every naming speech includes the words of gratitude towards 
the God. This part ofthe speech begins as follows. "Our land is prosper-
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ous due to th~ mercy of sarveesa, the universal God. Expressing it in a 
descriptive style is also one of the features of the naming speech. 

For example-
Paksiwaahana puNDariikaakSaremba birudu dharisi saakSaat. 
iikSajapriyapitana karuNadinda dhareyoLu mercyuwa purawu 
heergiruwudendare ........ . 

The city glorified on the earth by the mercy of 'iikSajaapriyapila' 
who bears the titles such as 'pakSiwaahana ' and 'puNDariikaaksa '. 
Then he goes on describing the city. 

Another example -
kusuma mukhada mahaabalesana kar 'Nadinda ; " 'leelesewa purawu 
hegiruwudendare. 

The city prosperous due to the mercy of mahabaleesa who has 
a flower like face. Then he describes that city. In this way the descrip
tion of city is given only after mentioning the mercy of the God with 
gratitude. The Devine grace can be soon referred to in the naming speech. 
The third part is a simple sentence some times it is part of sentence, 
which substantiates the factors enunciated before. This may occur as a 
direct sentence and some times as an interrogative sentence. 

Example: 
J.(hamsadhwaja) naanallaweeno duuta sarwajana prakhyaata? 
2.(arjuna) enmuwarai sactrathi nannadee kiiruti 
3.(pramiLaa mahaarajni) emba naamarupawannu 

keeLillaweenoo duuta Niibalu prakhyaata 
4.(babruwaahana mahaaraja) embudu gollillaweeno dzmta 

sarwaroLu prakhyaata 

Thus the third part possess the personal names as the base which 
comes in the final position of the descriptive part and then asks the saarthi 
'have you not heard such a famous person?' As it is referred to saarathi 
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or duuta, this referring part is most attractive. The words that have 
possessed rhyme have given stylistic beauty to the whole structure. 

ennuwarai saara/hi niinama kiiruti 
naanal/aweeno duutaa sarwajana prakhyaataa 
keLillaweeno duutaa niihalu prakhyaataa 
goui I /aweeno duutaa sarwaroLu prakhyaalaa 

Alliteration of this part has made this speech most attractive. 
Internal and external alliteration beautified this prose and given it the 
beauty of poetry. 

The naming speech runs pages together. The length of the speech 
runs pages more than two if the character is the major one. The naming 
speech may nm to a paragraph or to one page if a character is a minor 
one. 

We notice the influence of Sanskrit plays and the predominance 
of the Sanskrit words in the naming speech. The character has to memo-
. . 

nze this speech which runs for pages together with difficulty. He should 
have a fair knowledge of the titles and the adjectives used here. But 
many times he doesn't possess it because these characters arc mostly 
illiterate while the authors of doDDa: Ta are fond or parading their knowl
edge especially Sanskrit knowledge and as such they use such a bom
bastic language. Many a time they bring-in such elements even they are 
found to be needless. Some times the description of the city is inordi
nately long . They try to insert the knowledge of Sanskrit and old Kannada 
in the naming speech as well as in the doDDa:Ta as a whole . Yet, the 
original colloquial slang fom1s creep in to the speech unconsciously. These 
reflect the real creative ability of these authors. 

Example 
Arjuna - drawpadiya swayamwaradalli e/lariguu miirida 
dhanassannu negawiddarinda enage dhiiradhananjayanennu
warai. 
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I am known as dhira-dhananjaya only because I lifted up the 
mighty bower in the swayamwara (self choice marriage) of Drawpadi. 
The word ·neguwu · has not been used any where in the classical kannada 
literature as it is a slang. Such word has occured here. 
Another example - aayudhadooL puNDaraada kSatriyarinda 
soobhisuwa puraH'll ... 

• The city is shining with the warriors who are well armed with 
weapons. Here the word 'puN/Ja · is used in the sense if well armed 
with but it does not suit well as it is a colloquial form. Further it is not 
seen in its good sense in the standard Kannada. In this way slangs are 
also seen in this speech, which contrasts the Sanskritized Kannada fonns 
of this speech. 

Rhyme is the main stylistic feature of doDDa:Ta as well as the 
naming speech. It can be seen in the sound-level, word-level and sen
tence -level. For example - consonant cluster kS' has occurred many 
times in a single sentence, which has given the rhythmic effect to the 
speech. 

pakSiwaahana puNDarikaaiL\'aremba birudu dharisi 
saakSaati iik,S'ajaapriyapitana karnNadi dhareyol.u mereyuwa 
purmvu heegiruwudendendare. 

Exampk fnr tiL \\urd-level alliteration 
dak.\urJndulznt, adhyaakSajanari nda luzt, 
puNDaraada kSatriyarindalu, wanagal, ;ndahw, 
indaluu. 

Example for sentence-level alliteration 
/Juuta sarwajana-prakhyaata 
saarathi niinemma kiiuti 

waytj,arindalu, 
kooTe-kottalaj!.ul-

So alliteration is the main feature of doDDa Ta as well as the 
naming speech. 
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Usage of the old Kannada and medieval Kannada forms like 
enage. enna as well as the Sanskrit forms such as pura. iLe, prawala, 
nagarii makes the speech artificial. 

The reason for this is the playwrights of doDDa:Ta are the people 
who have a fair knowledge of the Sanskrit language. At the same time 
they are knowledgeable about the puraNas and arc also well versed in 
the ways of the world. They arc not the great poets, but they combine 
the elements of folk literature and the standard literature. They arc well 
infonned than creative. So they couldn't write as standard writers do. 
They make-up this deficiency by using bombastic Sanskritized Kannada 
whenever the playwright could not get the right word either from San
skrit or from old Kannada he would be satisfied with the colloquial fonns. 
So it will be an admixture of Sanskrit old Kannada and spoken Kannada 
and it is seen in the naming speech clearly. 
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THE HIDDEN PART OF SPEECH 

MehdiAzadi 

Osmania University, Hyderabad 

ABSTRACT: Onomatopoeic words, also referred to as onomatopes, 
and interjections are well established concepts that may be dealt with in 
any introductory book of linguistics, although interjections often receive 
much less attention, as they are much fewer in number while being more 
frequent in spoken than in written language. ' 

'Interjection' is defined as a part of speech by itself and is different from 
other pans of speech in that it is often self-contextualizing, i.e. it can stand 
alone and is semantically as perfect as a sentence. Onomatopoeic words, 
on the other hand, do not constitute a separate grammatical category. Ono
matopoeia can in fact be considered as a method of coining words. 
Onomatopes, therefore, may be used in different pans of speech, depend
ing on the language involved. 

What this article is mainly concerned with is whether in any language there 
is any overlap between onomatopes and interjections in terms of grammati
cal category. Data from the three languages of Persian, English and Telugu 
is studied in order to arrive at an answer to this question, which can be 
claimed as a language universal that may indeed be challenged by further 
data from these languages or any other language. 

Keywords: Interjection, onomatope, onomatopoeia, grammatical category (part 
ofspeech), metalinguistic. 

1. What is onomatopoeia? 
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English defines ono

matopoeia as "the use of words that sound like the thing that they arc 
describing, for example 'hiss' or ;boom' ". Thing' as provided in this 
definition should be extended to cover some animate members of the 
group as well, since some onomatopoeic words, such as 'cuckoo', are 
used for naming animals as well. 
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According toAbercombie (1967: 13): 

'' ... the sound of 'murmuring' is in itself reminiscent of the sound to 
which the word refers [ ... ]. Here there is a connection between 
medium and meaning when the word is taken in isolation, and this 
relationship is what is meant by onomatopoeia. Onomatopcs, or words 
whose sound has some association with their meaning, and which 
are therefore not arbitrary as language signs, occur in all languages. 
Examples from English arc 'sizzle', 'clang', 'whack', 'cuckoo', 'bobo
link', and many more names for types of noises or for things which 
make noises. The similarity between medium and meaning, it must 
be admitted, is mostly fairly tenuous, and if we did not already know 
the meaning of the word it would certainly not be obvious. Onomatopcs 
with the same meaning in different languages do not sound very 
much like each other." 

Trask (2004: 119) defines onomatopoeia as a form of iconicity, 
while admitting '·varying degrees of iconicity", which means that 
onomatopes are arbitrary to different degrees: 

"Ieoni city: A direct correlation between the form of a word and its mean
ing. The overwhelming norm in languages is arbitrariness, by 
which the form of a word bears no relation to its meaning. But 
there are certain exceptions, and these exceptions, and the ex
ceptions exhibit varying degrees of iconicity.The most familiar 
type of iconicity is onomatopoeia. An onomatopoeic word is 
one which denotes a sound and which has a linguistic form spe
cifically designed to mimic that sound with some degree of rec
ognizability. English examples include clink, meow, hiss, bang, 
boom, hum, quack and woof But even onomatopoeic words 
exhibit a good deal of arbitrariness: the sound of a gunshot is 
represented as hang in English, but pum in Spanish, peng in 
Gennan, and dzast in Basque." 
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Grammatical categories of onomatopes 
The following table lists some onomatopes from Persian, 

English and Telugu: 

Persian Hnglish Telugu Description 
I. [bre:1bre:] baa-baa me me Sound of a sheep 
2. [b~yb~ 1 yu] coo guDuguDu Sound of a pigeon 
3. [pec 1pcc] whisper gusagusa Sound of whispering 
4. [tap1tap] thump thump labdab Sound of heartbeat 
5. [t~y] pop thap Sound of a balloon 

bursting 
6. [t~y 1 t~y] knock Taka Taka Sound of knocking 

a door 
7. [ya1yar] caw caw kawkaw Sound of a crow 
8. [yo11yol] bubble bubble budbud Sound of water 

boiling 
9. [yur1yur] ribbit ribbit beka-beka Sound of a frog 
10. [yuyuliyu 1yu] cock-a-doodle- kokkorokkoo Sound of a rooster 

doo 
ll.[hap1happ, bow wow bhawbhaw Sound of a dog 

vay1vay] 
12.['haci] achoo haec Sound of sneezing 
13. [ u-u-ci -1 ci] choo choo cukcuk Sound of a train 
14.[vi3] wom jwiN, raij Sound of a car 

passing by fast 
15.[b~:1 bu] wee-woo bwi-bwi Sound of siren 

Table 1 

All Persian onomatopes provided in the above table and their 
English and Telugu equivalents are nouns. An atte~pt was made to iden
tify onomatopes in different sentences to find out ifthey.are used in any 
grammatical category (traditionally referred to as part of speech) other 
than a noun. The following sentences are possible in Persian, the part of 
speech of each of which is provided in the last row: 
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\'U\'Uiiyu 1yu je in xu1rus 1xejl-i ma ro rez'jret--mikone. 
cock-a-doodle-doo of this rooster lot-a wc(OBJECT) OBJ. 
MARKER bothers. 
'This rooster's cock-a-doodle-doo bothers us a lot'. 

mafl1n-e l'ij ~: b~~y~l e 1guf~m 1r~dd--fod. 
car-the zoom from side of ear-l passed. 
'The car passed by me zoom·. 
Grammatical Category: Adverb 

vi3 e mafl1n-e t~r1sund-f 
zoom of car-the scared-him. 
'The zoom of the car scared him'. 
Grammatical Category: noun. 

There is no example of onomatopcs being used in Persian in any 
other open- or closed-class part of speech such as adjective, verb or 
else. Unlike English, in which any noun can be given the value of and be 
used as a verb, verbs in PersiaH need certain endings. Thus, any ono
matopoeic verb can only be partial so as its endings are part of the regu
lar grammatical system. Such verbs, therefore, cannot be considered as 
fully onomatopoeic. 

The same applies to Telugu, i.e. verbs arc conjugated and, there
fore, always accompanied by certain endings. Consequently, a verb can 
only be partially onomatopoeic. 

meka me 'me '-ani anTundi. 
goat bleat-like speaks. 
'The goat is bleating' 
Grammatical Category: Noun 

The onomatope me 'me ' is a noun followed by quotative con
junction '-ani'. The whole phrase me 'me '-ani serves as the object of 
an1!mdi but the onomatopoeic part is limited to me 'me', which remains 
a noun. 
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naaku meka me 'me ' anaDam iSlam !edu. 
me-to goat me 'me· saying likable is not. 
·J don ·t like the goafs bleating·. 
Grammatical Category: Noun 

;\/ehdi 

The onomatope in the above sentence is obviously a noun that 
functions as the object of the participial fonn anaDam, while the whole 
participial phrase, after being genitively connected to 'goat', serves as 
the subject of the sentence .. I could not find any Telugu data in which 
any onomatope was used in any grammatical category other than a noun. 

As to English, in addition to noun and adverb, verbs can also be 
entirely onomatopoeic. 'Whisper· in English can function as a noun or a 
verb while sentences such as the following show that there are also 
adverbs in English that are entirely onomatopoeic: · 

The gun went bang 
The train went chu-chu. 

3. What is an interjection? 
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (2009) defines 

interjection as '·a word or phrase used to express a strong feeling such 
as shock, pain, or pleasure". We can begin with this definition, which is 
from a general dictionary, to proceed to more a technical definition. 

According to Gerald Nelson et al. (2002 :31 H 4 J: 
"Interjections are emotive words that do not enter into syntactic 
relations. Examples include aha, boo, ha, oops, and wow. The 
class also includes the voiced pauses uh and uhm." 

The shared element of the definitions is the 'emotive' aspect, 
while 'strength' is not necessarily an aspect of interjections as the pauses 
do not have to be 'strong'. 
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Sapir ( 1921 :3) 151 makes a fine distinction between the intc~jec
tion and the instinctive cry since interjections, as part of the arbitrary 
system of language, adopt the feature of arbitrariness that varies from 
language to language: 

'The mistake must not be made of identifying our conventional in
terjections (our oh! and ah! and sh!) with the instinctive cries them
selves. These interjections arc merely conventional fixations of the 
natural sounds. They therefore differ widely in various languages 
1 ... 1. In other words, the intedections 1 ... j arc related to their natu
ral prototypes as is art, a purely social or cultural thing, to nature." 

Interjections are short exclamations that have no grammatical 
connection to the sentence. Interjections arc used usually more in speaking 
than in writing and, other than in direct quotations, arc not common in 
formal prose. As quoted by Ute Dons ( 1971: 140) [61: 

"In modern grammars, the interjection is located at the periphery of 
the grammatical system and represents a phenomenon of minor 
importance w·ithin the word class system (Quirk et al. 1985:67). It 
is unclear whether the interjection is to be considered an open or a 
closed word class. Its status is also special in that it does not fom1 
a unit with other \vord classes and that interjections are only loosely 
connected with the rest of the sentence. Furthermore, interjections 
stand apart as they often contain sounds which are not part of the 
phoneme inventory of a language (e.g. '·ugh", Quirk et al. 1985:74). 
(p. 140) 

According to Vyvyan Evans et al. (2006:486-7, 492) [71: 

.. In traditional descriptive grammar l ... ] English is usually described 
as having eight word classes: noun, pronoun, adjective, verb, adverb, 
preposition, conjunction and interjection." 
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Therefore: 

An interjection is a word or phrase used to express a feeling such as 
shock, pain, or pleasure, or convey a mental status such as hesita
tion. Interjections arc syntactically independent from and semanti
cally related to the remainder of the sentence while sometimes con
taining sounds that are not part of the phonemic system of the lan
guage. Interjections form a separate grammatical category. 

The independence is better revealed by the Persian translation 
of the word 'interjection', which is [Jebh-e-JOm1lc], w·hich literally means 
·pseudo-sentence'. 

Table 2 below shows some inter:jections from Persian, English and Telugu: 

Persian English 

l.[s::] shh 

2. [vo:j] ohno 

3.[u::1wreh] whoa 

4.[ax] ouch 

5 [a1haj] hey 

Telugu Description 

shsh Asking for silence 

ayyoo Expression of regrettably finding out 
that something happened which 
C<?uld have been prevented 

abbah Expression of surprise at the big size 
of sth. 

abbaa Expression of pain 

ooy, ey Call to attract attention of somebody 
who has done some thingh wrong 
and is leaving 

6 [:1, :1111] uh, um, hmm am Expressing hesitation or doubt 

Table 2 

Examples in context: 
1 

2. Persian: ['vaj 1jad-rem neft emte1han cm1ruz e' .] 
'Oh no, forgot-! exam today is.' 
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English: Oh no, I forgot that the exam was today. 
Telugu: ayyo iroju igzEEm undani, maccipoyaanu. 
'Oh no, today exam is there, I andl I forgot.' 

3. Persian: [u::'wreh, cc'y~d pu:l!] 'Whoa, how much money!' 
English: Whoa, that's a lot ofmoncy! 
Tclugu: abbah cnni dabbulu. 'Whoa, how much money!' 

Whoa, how many moneys! 

341 

Interjections arc considered by many to be the direct outcome of 
some emotive or mental status. One would, therefore, expect interjec
tions to be the same in all languages while the above data contradicts this 
prediction. The difference between the interjections of Persian, English 
and Telugu is far from being merely phonological. However, what this 
article attempts to find out is ifthere is any overlap between interjections 
and onomatopoeic words in any language. 

4. The overlap 
As interjections already form a part of speech, the easiest way 

to go about finding out if interjections and onomatopes overlap at any 
point is to figure out if any onomatopoeic word is used as an interjection 
as \veil. 

·choo chao' is an onomatopoeic noun in English that represents 
the sound of a train. Now, imagine a group of children who arc engaged 
in playing the role of a train. They would line up behind each other and 
start moving, saying 'Choo chao!' Similarly, one can play the role of a 
sheep in a play or game, saying 'baa baa' or tell a story in which there is 
a cat, acting its role by saying 'Meow, meow'. Now the question is 
'What part of speech is this utterance?' Are the children impersonating 
the train producing an interjection? Or is it a linguistic utterance that 
needs to be labeled with a new part of speech? 

If as an adult you want to entertain a baby by saying 'Baa baa' 
then you arc somehow producing an interjection, 'expressing the emo
tion' of being a sheep. 
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You can say I ps::j- in Persian, as if you are the tire being punc
tured, or you can usc it as an adverb as in 'The tire was punctured ps::l
,. There is an overlap here between the adverb [ps::]- and the interjec
tion Ips::]-. 

Wayne A. Davis (2005:80) pq says: 

"Consider the standard usc of an interjection, such as 'Ouch!'. There 
is a marked semantic difference between 'Ouch!' and 'I am in pain!' 
even though both arc used to express pain. If S expresses pain by 
saying 'I am in pain', he docs so hy expressing an idea, namely, the 
idea that he is in pain. But \vhcn S says 'Ouch!' in the typical man
ncr, he appears to be expressing pain directly. He is normally not 
expressing the idea that he is in pain." 

The difference between using 'ouch' as a direct reflection of 
the pain, or saying 'I am in pain.' is like the difference between 'chao 
chao' and saying 'I am a train.' So, 'chao chao', nonnally thought of as 
an onomatopc, is acting as an interjection in this exceptional situation. 
This applies to all onomatopes that are sounds of something or some 
animate being, i.e. one can usc all such onomatopoeic nouns as interjec
tions in this special circumstance. 

Apparently, this special situation is not the only one of its kind. 
There are other examples of words, which arc always associated with a 
certain part of speech, being used in a different part of speech in excep
tional circumstances. Specifically speaking, this happens to all parts of 
speech other than noun which can be used as a noun in a metalinguistic 
context. The following examples will further clarify this explanation: 

Pronoun 'he' being used as a noun in: 

'he' is used for males or for general statements about both gen
ders. 

Adjective: 'good' being used as a noun in: 
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'Good' is a monosyllabic word. 

Verb: 'try' being used as a noun in: 

'try' is a verb here but can function as a noun elsewhere. 

Conjunction 'and' being used as a noun in: 

343 

Use the first sentence before 'and· and the second sentence after 
it. 

Similar examples of other parts of speech will show how they 
can be used as a noun. The interesting thing in the case of the last ex
ample, however, is that pronoun 'it' refers to 'and', presuming that 'and' 
IS a noun. 

5. Conclusion 

The conclusion is that, in the same way that all parts of speech 
other than the noun can in a specific metalinguistic situation be used as a 
noun, all onomatopoeic nouns that refer to sounds of things and animate 
beings can in a similarly exceptional situation be used as interjections. 
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CLEFT SENTENCES IN SPOKEN ARABIC OF IRAQ 

Tawfeeq AL-Ghazali 
Osmania university 

ABSTRA C7:· This study is mainly concerned with cleft construction as 
one of the grammatical devices used to highlight certain elements of the 
sentence or to emphasize a particular idea. I use my knowledge as a native 
speaker of Iraqi Arabic language to discuss cleft sentences in my dialect of 
Arabic. This study adopts two models of analysis given by Halliday ( 1994) 
and Prince ( 1978) to explore the intricacies of spoken Arabic of Iraq. To the 
best of my knowledge this study has not been tackled yet; therefore; the 
present study is an allempt to fill such a gap. 

1. Introduction 
Arabic is a member of Semitic language family, which itself is 

part of the \vider Afro-Asiatic phylum. There arc three distinct forms of 
Arabic: classical or Qur'anical Arabic, fom1al or modem standard Arabic 
(MSA) and spoken or colloquial Arabic. There are many dialects of 
Arabic that differ not only from one country to another, but from one 
region to another in the same country. Iraqi Arabic is centralized in Iraq, 
with 80% of its over 20 million people reportedly speaking Arabic. I 
would analyze cleft sentences of my dialect that is spoken .in AL-Kufa 
city (about 170 km south of Baghdad and its population more than 110, 
000). I have chosen this topic so as to analyze such features to my 
dialect. Iraqi Arabic whose granunar studies do not appear to refer to 
them. This study focuses on spoken rather than written language to 
emphasize or highlight certain elements in the sentence. 

2. Cleft constructions 
1l1c uotion of cleft construction has been defined in rigorous 

ways. Quirk et al, (1985 :89) define the cleft sentence as one of the 
grammatical means similar to and associated with information focus, it 
enables the user to select (with in limits) which clement of the sentence 
will be highlighted. The cleft sentence consists of two (main) parts; an 
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initial focal clement, followed by a background structure which is similar 
to relative clause. 

For Chalker ( 1984:260) and Crystal ( 1990:21 0) the cleft sentence 
is used to emphasize a certain clement of a sentence which often starts 
with an introductory IT followed by BF with the result of a complex 
sentence (with two finite verbs). Similarly, Lambrcch (2002: I) looks at 
the c~ construction as a complex sentence construction consisting of 
matrix clause and a relative clause. As for Swan ( 1996: 114) and Eastwood 
and Mackin ( 1989: 193), they state that we can emphasize particular 
words and expressions putting every thing into a kind of relative clause 
except the words we want to emphasize. 

Here arc some examples which illustrate what has been 
mentioned. 

I. John brought his new car last night. (SVOA). 
The subject, object and the adverbial can be emphasized respectively 
by using the cleft construction. 
2. It was John who brought his new car last night. 
3. It was his new car that john brought last night. 
4. It was last night that John brought his new car. 

(Close, 1975: 67)Princc ( 1978: 883-4) draws a distinction between 
sentences (6 and 7) and non-cleft sentence (5) as in : 

5. John lost his keys. 
6.What John lost was his keys. 
7. It was his keys that John lost. 

They are all cognitively synonymous each being true if and only 
if the other two are true; they therefore have the same objective 
information content. 

3. Pseudo cleft 
According to Quirk & Greenbaum,( 1973 :416) and Leech and 

Svartvik ( 1975: 180), pseudo cleft refers to another type of cleft sentences. 
It is essentially an SVC sentence pattern with a nominal relative clause 
as subject or complement. Like the cleft sentence, the pseudo cleft makes 
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the same separation between given and new infonnation, given and new 
part of the communication. Winograd (1983:508-9) explains that the 
pseudo-cleft is another phenomenon of cleft structure that allows nearly 
any combination of the elements of the clause to appear at front or back. 
The main verb of a pseudo cleft sentence is "be" but , instead of having 
it as the subject a nominalized relative clause is created. Dummy verbs 
like do can be used to enable the subject and verb to appear in different 
halves. 

In spite of the fact that cleft sentence needs to change the verb 
to the non-finite fonn, and substituting ·'do" for it in the second part of 
the sentence in order to place the focus on the verb, the pseudo cleft 
sentence allows to place focus on the verb or the predication. Quirk & 
Greenbaum(l973:416) 

8. What he's done is (to) spoil the whole plan. 

Sometimes, the wh-clause consists of verbs in the perfective or 
progressive aspect; in such conditions, the complement also matches 
that aspect. 

9. What she's done is mined the eco1iomy. 
I O.What they are doing is cleaning the room. (ibid) 

4. The structure of It-cleft 
Jesperson (1969:73 :4) state that cleft sentences start with •· IT" in 

sentences such as : 
11. It is the wife that decides. 
I 2. It was the colonel that I was looking for. 

This means that the only person who decides is the wife and 
the colonel is the man I was looking for. The relative clause should 
belong to "it" rather than to the predicative following "it is" or "it was". 

The construction it is or it was serves as a demonstrative gesture 
to put at one particular part of the sentence to which the attention of the 
hearer is to be drawn especially. The constmction of it clefts consists of 
two parts: a superordinate clause and subordinate clause or more precisely, 
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a relative clause, this effect recognized that it-clefts constmction serves 
to focus the element(s) in post copular position. So the structure of it
cleft is <it> <to be> · highlighted element> <relative element> 
<clause>. (Kaltenbock 1993:7) 

This stmcturc is different from the simple sentence or the non
cleft sentence. The difference lies, as Prince (1978: 884), maintains, in 
what is called FOCUS and Presupposition. 

Prince, in this follows Chomsky ( 1970: 122) and others. We may 
say that (6 and 7) logically presuppose the position conveyed by ( 13). 
13. John lost something. 

The criterion for presupposition used here is the one frequently 
used in transfonnational grammar: " a sentence presupposes a sentence 
henceforth (S) just in case S logically implies S and the negation of S, 
also logically implies S" (Kennan 1977:45) 

To see (6 and 7) presuppose (13) but that (5) does not. We 
have only to consider the negations of 14 - 16. 

14. John didn't lose his keys. 
15. What John lost wasn't his keys. 
16. It wasn't his keys tharJohn lost. (Prince 1978:884) 

The fact that each of the clefted fonns John has lost something 
as presupposition and his keys as its focus has led many linguists of 
otherwise views to agree that wh- cleft and it- clefts assume that they 
are synonymous, share the same presuppositions, answer the same 
questions and_ in general they can be used interchangeably. 

5. The information structure of It-clefts 
The most common assumption about the infonnation structure 

of it -clefts is that clefted constituents new, often contrastive information 
(Biber et al 1999: 959). The subordinate clause. typically conveys 
presupposed infonnation (Prince 1978:896). She calls this stressed focus 
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it-clefts, thereby indicating the discourse function of clefts, namely to 
give special focus to the clefted constituent. Gundel (2002: 118) refers to 
this information structure in clefts as prototypical. Similarly, Collins 
( 1991 :84) follows Halliday in claiming that this infonnation structures the 
unmarked type of it-clefts -the theme new combination is unmarked; the 
construction creates, through predication, a local structure the 
superordinate clause in which information focus is in its unmarked place, 
at the end. This is illustrated in the table (I) from Halliday ( 1994). 

Table (I) marked and unmarked information focus combined with 
unpredicted theme. (Halliday, 1994:30 I) 

Non
nominalized 

Nominalized 
Predicated 
Theme 

Unmarked 
You were to blame 
Theme Rhcme 
Given New (focus) 
It's you who were to 
blame 

Marked 
You were to blame 
Theme Rheme 
New Given 
It's you who were to 
blame 

Theme 
New 

Rhemc Theme 
Given Given 

(focus) 

Rheme 
New 

Table 1 
The tenn "unmarked" here does not, however, reflect quantitative 

data in Collins's comprehensive study of cleft constructions, ( 1991: Ill), 
it-clefts have a new clefted constituent and a given cleft clause, although 
the clefted constituent is new in a clear majority of cases. 

Another type of information structure in it-clefts is described by 
Prince ( 1978) and others after her: Collins ( 1991 ), Del in and Oberlander 
( 1995), Johansson(2002), namely the informative presupposition cleft, in 
which the cleft clause conveys new infonnation. 

6. Types of It-clefts 
In her discussion of cleft sentence Prince ( 1978:896), concludes 

that it-clefts should be divided into two subclasses: 
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The stress focus it-cleft and the information presupposition it
cleft. Prince ( 1978:896) and Declerck( 1984a:243) distinguish two different 
types of infonnation. Presupposition cleft: cleft and non-cleft. With the 
same line, Kaltenbock (1993: 7-8) makes them three: contrastive· cleft, 
Unstressed Anaphoric Focus cleft (UAF c/eji) and Discontinuous cleft. 

6.1. Contrastive cle.fi 
According to Prince ( 1978: 888-9) this type has a focus or 

(highlighted element) which is new and heavily stressed. The wh/that 
clause, on other hand is only weakly stressed and contains information 
that is given in the sense that 'lhe wh/that-clause pursues the thematic 
line ofthe stretch of discourse in which it is couched" Declerck, (1984b 
:264). In other words, the clause represents a '·continuous topic". 

The highlighted Noun phrase (NP), because it is heavily stressed 
is not only strongly contrastive but also likely to be an ''important topic". 

17. It isn't higher prices but changed expectations that have caused people 
to buy more at the present time. (Murcia, 2004:7) 

6. 2 Unstressed- anaphoric- .focus cleji 
Prince ( 1978: 896) calls this type infonnativc, presupposition, 

which is unlike the previous type. The Unstressed Anaphoric Focus (UAF) 
cleft has wh/that-clause conveying information which is new. The focus 
NP or (highlighted NP) on the other hand, is anaphoric and therefore a 
continuous topic. Since the highlighted clement is anaphoric and 
continuous, this type of cleft cannot occur at the beginning of a stretch of 
discourse. It needs a preceding context containing the antecedent of the 
anaphora. 

As the name suggests, the highlighted NP is unstressed, which 
is perfectly in line with the fact that it is anaphoric and not strongly 
contrastive. The wh/that-clause is normally (vs.weakly) stressed. 
18. It was in 1979 that Piet Kornhof rather boldly announced, Apartheid 

is dead. Murcia, (2004:7) 
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6. 3 Disconli nuous cle.fi 
Kaltcnbock (1993 :8) points out that in discontinuous cleft both 

the highlighted element and the relative clause are new. Consequently, 
both constituents receive at least nomml stress.Thus, the main difference 
between the three types is that contrastive It-cleft consists of an old 
relative clause and a (possibly continuous) highlighted element representing 
new information, whereas UAF It-cleft has a new relative clause and a 
weakly stressed continuous highlighted clement; discontinuous It-cleft 
involves a relative clause and a highlighted element that arc both new 
and discontinuous (ibid). 

7. Arabic sentence structure 
There are two types of sentences in Arabic : nominal and verbal. 

Nominal sentences begin with a noun or pronoun, 
for example : 

Osman yektubu al-darsa. (Osman writes the lesson). 

Osman 
Osman 

yektubu 
writes 

a/- darsa 
the lesson 

While verbal sentences begin with a verb such as: 
yektubu Osman a/-darsa. (writes Osman al-darsa) 

Yektubu 
writes 

Osman 
Osman 

a/- darsa 
the lesson 

Nominal sentences have two parts: subject (mubtada 'a) and 
predicate (xabar). Arabic sentences don't have (verb to be) because it is 
implied and understood from the context, although it can be confusing to 
some of non-Arabic speaker who used to having a verb in each sentence. 
The subject of the nominal sentence is a noun or pronoun, while the 
predicate c~n be a noun, adjective, preposition and pronoun or verb. 

Verbal sentences begin with verb and they have at least a verb 
and subject. The subject can be indicated by conjugation of the verb, and 
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not written separately. a 'amal (I work.), deresna (we studied), abi 
y 'ama/.fl a/ tUara (my father works in trade). Some people prefer 
verbal sentence to nominal sentence, whenever a verb needs to be used 
in the sentence, however, this is not necessarily the case and the choice 
of which word to use at the beginning of the sentence depends on what 
you want the focus of the sentence to be: 

abi y 'amal.fi altijara or y 'a mal abi ji a/ tijara 
my father works in the trade 
a hi Y 'a mal .fl al-
My father works m the 

Y 'a mal abi .fi al-tUara 
works my father in the trade. 
Y'amal abi .fl 
works my father m 

8. Models of analysis 

a/
thc 

tijara 
trade 

tijara 
trade 

This study adopts two models i.e., Halliday (1994) as well as 
Prince ( 1978), as a technique of analysis to explore the complex the 
complexity of selected data. 

According to Prince ( 1978), the sentence is divided into two 
parts; the sentence takes its name from the fact that the single clause of 
the basic sentence pattern (wh-cleft) is split into two clauses. (we 
recognize a clause by presence of subject and verb). The wh-cleft is a 
sentence that splits the basic clause into two parts with, one of the 
sentence's parts beginning with a word that starts a wh. For example, 
.John sent Mary a letter, it can be created several different wh sentences 
of similar meaning: 

Grammar subject verb 
Meaning theme process 

Example: EN. 
What John sent to Mary was 
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It clefts allow speakers/writer another types of sentence that 
splits the basic clause pattern into two parts. The theme in this sentence 
pattern is an "empty'' function word, a pronoun "it" that really has no 
meaning like an ordinary pronoun since, it refers to nothing. Instead, the 
It cleft allows the writer/speaker to focus on the actor in the first example 
below: 
Grammar subject verb complement 
Meaning theme process focus on actor 
EN It was John who sent the letter to Mary. 

Grammar subject verb complement 
Meaning theme process focus on goal 
EN It was the letter that John sent to Mary. 

In systemic linguistics the grammatical subjects in It-cleft and 
wh-cleft sentences above arc called "marked" themes since those 
sentences do not begin with the expected, common, ordinary subject of 
the basic clause pattern (which is called the "unmarked" theme). Another 
type of marked theme can be seen below, a type characterized by the 
use of the grammatical object at the beginning of the sentence. 

Grammar 
Meaning 

direct object subject verb adverbial 
goal actor action recipient 
I'he letter john sent to Mary. 

In the example above, the direct object (the letter) hold the focus 
of attention as it takes the lead in the sentence. 

9. Data analysis 
Tile following are analyzable examples of my colloquial Iraqi 

dialect to be analyzed according to Prince and Halliday. 
Arc. Wahida hiyya illi rabahat a/ja?iza. 
EN. It was Wahida who won the prize. 

Wah ida hiyya illi rabah a t al Ja'iza 
Wah ida she who wm past Feminine the pnze 

marker 
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Ars. Wahida rahahat af.Ja 'iza. 
En. Wahida won the prize. 

Grammar: subject verb complement 
Meaning: theme process focus on the actor 
Arc. Wahida hiyya illi rahahat a(/a 'iza. 

)54 

The example shows that the subject ··Wah ida" hold the focus 
of attention and the pronoun "hiyya" adds assertive to the subject. In 
Iraqi dialect the relative pronoun "illi" refers to both genders feminine 
and masculine (singular or plural) while in '· MSA" is different. The 
verb "rahaha ·· is built on the 'fath" which appears in Iraqi dialect as 
"a" attached to the verb so as to carry the past tense marker and the 
"t" sound at the end of the verb carries the feminine marker which is 
called "tao aft 'ni:th al-sakinah" in (MSA). 

Arc. Howa Ahmed illi yajiah al-mahal yawmiJ:va. 
En. It is Ahmed who opens the shop daily. 

Howa Ahmed illi ya ftah al mahal 
he Ahmed who Present open the shop 

And 
masculine marker 

Ars. Ahmed yajiah al-mahal _vawmiyya. 
En. Ahmed opens the shop daily. 

Grammar: 
Meaning: 

complement 
focus on the actor 

yawnuyya 
daily 

Arc. 

subject verb 
theme process 
Howa Ahmed iII i yaftah al-ma hal yawmiyya. 

In this example the pronoun "howa" precedes the subject to add 
another emphasis to the actor. It is seen that the pronoun gives the 
emphasis when it precedes or follows the subject. The prefix "ya" carries 
both the present tense and the masculine marker when attached the 
verb "yaftah ". 
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Arc. Mu sayyara illi ishtaraha 5J'ameer amis. 
En. It wasn't a car that Samcer bought yesterday. 

Mu Sayyara illi ishtara 
that bought 

ha 
Object 
Marker 

Sameer 
Samccr 

anus 
Yesterday Not car 

Ars. Sameer ma ishtara sayyara amis. 
En. Samecr didn't buy a car yesterday. 

Grammar : subject verb complement 
Meaning : theme process focus on the goal 
Arc. Mu sayyara illi ishtaraha sameer am is. 

By the negation and fronting the cxan1ple shows the focus on 
the object (sayyara) which is the goal of the sentence. The verb "ishtara" 
ends with what we call in (MS'A) al~fmaqsurah, in this case there is no 
past marker appears because it is difficult to pronounce. The suffix ''ha" 
refers to the object. 

Arc. Ma galata Nadya howa il-sidig. 
En. What Nada said was the truth. 

Ma gal a 
what say Past 

marker 

t a Nadya howa il sidig 
Feminine Object Nadya hethe truth 
marker 

Ars. Nadya galat il-sidig. 
En. Nadya said the truth. 

Gran11llar: subject 
Meaning : theme 

verb complement 
process focus on the goal and the actor 

Arc: Ma galata Nadya __ _ howa il- sidig. 

The example shows that the focus falls on the actor (Nadya) and 
the goal (il-sidig) . the pronoun "how a" refers to "il-sidig" and not to 
the subject because in Arabic language the things arc treated as feminine 
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or masculine. So , the pronoun "howa" adds a strong emphasis to the 
goal of the sentence. 

Ma 
What 

Arc. Ma nitmanna howa if adil. 
En: what we wish is the justice. 

Ill 

p l (pi) 
And 

tmanna 
wish 

Present Marker 

howa il 
he the 

Ars. Nitmanna il- adi/. 
En. We wish the justice. 

Grmnmar: subject verb 
Meaning: theme process 
Arc: Ma nitmanna hmm 

adil 
justice 

complement 
focus on the goal 
il-adi/ 

The example splits the clause with emphasis on the goal. The 
verb "nitmanna" contains the prefix "ni" which refers to the first person 
and plural marker as well as the present tense. On the other hand we 
can say that "ni" refers to the subject pronoun "nahn" In this example 
it is difficult to non-native Arabic speaker to understand the sentence if 
we omit the pronoun "howa" because the meaning would be opposite. 

1 0. Conclusion 
English (as an Indo-European language) and Arabic are 

completely different in their forms, but they share the same universals of 
language according to the data analysis about cleft sentence and pseudo 

·cleft sentence in colloquial Iraqi language. In it-cleft the expression occurs 
initially i.e. subject position while in the pseudo cleft it occurs in the final 
position of the sentence. The relative clause in the it-cleft is not a surface 
subject (and does not occur in sentence initial position), we expect that it 
will not refer to the topic as consistently as the relative clause in the wh
cleft. In fact, the relative clause in it-cleft is often stressed and in such 
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instances it is interpreted as part of the new information asserted or 
questioned in the sentence. 
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Symbol 
Arc 
Ars 
En 
MSA 
p l(pl) 
s 
svc 
SVOA 

ABBREVIATIONS 
JJe.~cription 

Arabic cleft 
Arabic sentence 
English 
Modem Standard Arabic 
First person and plural 
Sentence 
Subject + Verb + Complement 
Subject+ Verb+ Object+ Adverb 
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PRONUNCIATION PROBLEMS IN LANGUAGE 
LEARNING- A STUDY AT THE PHONETIC LEVEL IN 
MONOLINGUAL VS MULTILINGUAL SITUATIONS 

Seetha Jayaraman 
/Jh(~jar University 

ABSTRACT: Dell Hymes ( 1972) opines that what is appropriate as well 
as correct. is not a property of sentences and contexts. A study oflanguage 
used in its social context is one of the many ways of studying language. 
Lan6'l.tage lemning in practice begins with learning to pronounce the sounds 
correctly, which characleri:t.e the target lan6'Uage. Familiarizing one with the 
phonological patterns leads to the acquisition of reading skills, in addition 
to improving one's speaking skills. Consequently, the learner develops 
sensitivity to the sound patterns and syllable stmcture of a particular 
language. In a multilingual situation, a learner's problems of acquiring the 
sounds of the target language are multiplied. The learner articulates them 
as the sounds which he has already acquired. According to Hymes theory, 
what a child internalizes is not only the mles of the grammar and dictionary, 
but also the mles of speaking, which make him a full-nedged member of the 
speech community being exposed•o more than one language in the spoken 
form can pose additional difficulties to the learner. Considering this aspect 
of language acquisition , the study analyzes the challenges of language 
learning in a monolingual situation in comparison with those in a multilingual 
setting. The study investigates the problem areas in the acquisition of 
specific sounds of a language like English either as a seco!ld language 
(SL), additional lan6'l.tage (AL) or a foreign language (FL), or French as a 
foreign language, (like 'schwa' and 'interdental fricatives' of English and 
'front rounded vowels' in French) in a monolingual situation at the phonetic 
level, in comparison with those in a multilingual situation. 

Key wonls: phonemes, language acquisition, sound segments, consonant 

clusters, allophones, multilingual. 
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1. Introduction 

language is social tool, used for the purpose of connecting with 
the society for social interaction and social cooperation. Where 
pronunciation is concerned, it is characterized by the existence of dialects 
and registers, offering a rich variety to the spoken form of any language. 
HO\vevcr, O'Cmmor ( 1973) observes that studies of regional pronunciation 
arc of two kinds : (I) A survey of differences over a larger or smaller 
area and (2) a study of the pronunciation of a particular place as 
exemplified by the speech of one or a small number of 'native speakers'. 
In this paper, an attempt is made to relate pronunciation to different 
important factors in learning English as a second language. 

Learning a language involves learning to usc it effectively to 
communicate in any given situation. In short, it is, being able to acquire 
all the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. The primacy 
of speech over writing has long been emphasized and disputed over the 
years. It is widely acknowledged that the ability to usc language in its 
spoken fonn rather than the written fonn has more relevance to using a 
new language. Therefore, articulation of individual sounds of the target 
language needs to be acquired to arrive at a reasonable level of intelligi
bility. EverY language has its unique phoneme system, with its character
istic sounds. Regardless of the purpose of learning, these sounds must 
be pronounced clearly and distinctly in order to ensure intelligibility across 
native or non-native speakers and the social groups speaking the same 
language. 

The challenges faced in learning a language in a monolingual 
setting are relatively less con1plcx as compared to those in a multilingual 
setting, in tcm1s of acquiring the grammar and vocabulary. While in a 
multilingual situation, the Ieamer is faced with a new language, with new 
vocabulary, structures and sound patterns with only the mother tongue 
(MT) for reference. In a multilingual setting, the speakers already pos
sess the vocabulary and the structures in the mental lexicon. This com
plicates the process oflearnihg further, in addi~ion to the different sounds 
of the languages that they arc already familiar with, thus giving scope for 
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comparison and reference. As pointed out by Me Gregor (2009), in all 
areas of language acquisition, perception precedes production. Thus, all 
other factors being identical, efforts to improve perception can lead to 
improvement in production of speech sounds. Gregor lists many factors 
relevant to the success of L2 acquisition, including personal factors, as 
follows: 

"One of the factors is motivation, the need or desire to learn 
the L2 which can be a desire for proficiency for the purpose of partici
pating in the life of community, for more practical purposes such as get
ting a job or promotion" ..... Grammatical and Pragmatic functions like 
asking for infommtion, requests, offers and so on, can be transferred 
from Ll and L2". 

The key element in the teaching/learning situation is the ability 
to drive the Ieamer forward to achieve the desired results. 

2. Monolingual and multilingual situations 

Many countries in Asia and Africa are bilingual and even multi
lingual unlike a few· countries which claim to be basically monolingual, 
excluding the immigrant population, while multilingual countries such as 
Switzerland, Belgium and India, different languages are spoken by dif
ferent groups of people. The case in question is the language learning 
situation of English as a second language in a predominantly monolin
gual-monocultural setting in Dhofar region of Oman. 

People living in a multilingual society use more than one lan
guage for national and international communication. For example, India 
is traditionally a multicultural-multilingual society, (unlike in the case of 
monolingual countries, where at least formal instruction in school is pre
dominantly in the mother tongue), they use the mother tongue (MT), the 
regional language (RL), and an additional language (AL) other than En
glish, to quote the least. 
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In language education, the learner is at the centre of learning 
and teaching. It is he who interacts and performs, benefits from and 
uses language for his needs. Now a situation has emerged where the 
'what' and ·w·hy' which go into teaching language have gained impor
tance, depending on the needs of the learner. What is learnt in lan
guage and through language needs to help intercultural and 
interlinguistic communication. Therefore, apart from teaching the struc
ture of a language and the aspects of language to attain a certain level of 
proficiency, teaching through the culture of a learning situation is neces
sary. And this proves more challenging in a multilingual and multicultural 
situation than that in a monolingual and monocultural situation, as, lan
guage learning relics heavily on its learning environment. 

Learning a language can also be affected by a fe\v internal fac
tors like motivation and Ll influence. The most prominent area influ
enced by these factors is ·grammar'. Some aspects of grammar take 
longer time than others to acquire. They are either not fully acquired or 
acquired through L I transfer. For instance, in the acquisition of numer
als in French, the numerals from 17 to 19 and from 71 to 99 have a 
composite numbers in their nomenclature. 
Ex (I): 17 is dix-sept (ten-seven) and 72 is soixante-douze (~ixty
twelve) and so on. Ex (2): usc of tag questions like You are myfriend, 
isn ~ it ? 

In each of the above examples, there is at least one aspect of 
any one of the languages that the speaker is familiar with, which inter
feres with the acquisition of grammar and stmcture of the new lan
guage. 

The perception of speech sounds begins by perceiving some 
phonetic similarities and differences being perceived ckarly and pro
duced just as easily. For instance, nasals and stops are generally more 
easily acquired than other consonants. Likewise, some pure vowels like 
Ia], [i] and [uJ are easier to acquire in isolation than the diphthongs, 
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irrespective of the mother tongue or their L I. Children who are raised in 
a multilingual society and who arc learning English are generally able to 
produce all the contrasting vowels and diphthongs. A few consonants 
still cause difficulty depending upon their position in the word. These 
include the fricatives 19] and [ o], which are unusual across the worM's 
languages affricates like rti1 and [d3] alveo-palatal fricatives rJ1 and Cd'3l 
and the voiced [ v] and I zl are difficulty to acquire in some phonetic 
enviromnents in connected speech. 

A comparison of the monolingual language learning situation with 
a multilingual situation shows the following differences: Table I shows 
the features which distinguish the two situations. 

Table 1 Comparison between monolingual and multilingual situations 

S.no. Monolingual situation Multilingual situation 

Limited sound segments: Many languages, 
phonemes/allophones so varied phonemes and allophones 

2 Fixed phonological patterns Different phonological patterns 

3 Limited morphological and Different morpho-phonological and 

syntactic structures syntactic structures 

4 Less number of rules Many rules of grammar, 
of grammar varying with each language 1 

5 Less opportunity to acquire Many opportunities to acquire and 
and use a new language use new languages 

6 Less possibility of exposure Possibility of exposure to and 
and familiarity with new familiarity \vith many languages 
language(s)in spoken or simultaneously in spoken and 
written form written forms. 
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On an average, every Indian child grows up speaking more than 
two languages. An adult is at least a bilingual individual, being capable of 
using two languages easily and comfortably, in addition to his mother 
tongue (MT), which is an attribute of immense value. In the case of 
monolingual countries, there is a limited exposure to the spoken form of 
a language other than one's mother tongue. Acquiring a foreign lan
guage or an additional language poses greater challenges in a multilin
gual setting, where, with varied concepts, rules, patterns and structures, 
the task of a language teaching in general and in teaching pronunciation 
in particular, can be interesting and yet, challenging and complicated. 
However, with the second language, speakers may already possess a 
vocabulary for referring to language structures and uses and they are 
aware of the words and sounds which differ significantly from their MT. 

3. Problem in learning pronunciation 

Learning pronunciation is an important aspect oflanguage teach
ing/learning. Learning a language begins at the sounds level. Foreign or 
second language learners must acquire the fundamental aspects of lin
guistic system of the language they arc learning. 

Differences in pronunciation may be found at all the levels of 
language: phonetic, phonological, lexical, morpho-syntactic, semantic and 
discourse levels. But the fundamental problems arise at the sound level. 
Sounds of one language are distinctly different from one language to 
another phonetically and phonologically. Some sounds arc more difficult 
to articulate as compared to other sounds. As opined by Rod Ellis, the 
learner has the tendency to pronounce sounds that arc closer to the 
sounds which exist either in the mother tongue or the other language(s) 
that he is familiar with. (R.Ellis, 1997). 

Not all sounds occur in all the languages. Certain sounds or their 
allophonic variants of a language are acquired by the learners to match 
the pronunciation of native speakers. A sound knowledge of both the 
phonetics and phonology of a language are necessary to be able to un
derstand and relate the key concepts and interpret the components to 
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those of the mother tongue (MT). The problem areas for non-native 
speakers are indicative of the multitude of variation occurring in the tar
get language other than English, even within the identical socio-linguistic 
group. Pronunciation difficulties in a second language learning result not 
only from differences between the learner's native language and the 
target language but also from the constant analogy drawn by compari
son with other languages familiar to the learner. The difficulties in learn
ing language arc two-fold: 

i. Perception 
Difficulty in perception and case in production 
Ex: IYI of French as in bus 

ii. Production 
Difficulty in production and case in perception 
Ex: [z] ofTamil as in /vazil, l31 in English as in !me3al 

On a general observation of Arabic subjects, it was noticed that 
they were dysflucnt readers of English with difficulty in the pronuncia
tion of /p/ and [p11] (aspirated), which were substituted by /b/. Similarly, 
Is/ replaced /0/ and /z/ replaced /0/. !til was replaced by If! as in chips. 

These problem areas in the learning of different sounds of a 
language are discussed as follows. 

3. 1 Individual phonemes 

Speech segments are a combination of phonemes or allophones. 
Phonemes are distinct speech sounds which enable the speaker to cre
ate new meaningful words, phrases and sentences. Consequently lan
guages vary in terms of the inventory of phonemes that they contain. A 
certain sound pair is distinctive in a language and the same pair may not 
be distinctive in another language. English has the phoneme /z/ at the 
beginning of a word or a syllable, whereas, many Indian languages either 
do not have this phoneme, or they differ in their place and manner of its 
articulation (Ex:Marathi). In French /z/ is more phonological than pho-
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netic, i.e., intcrvocalicaHy, /s/ and /x/ tend to be pronounced as /z/ in 
French. Tims, some Indian speakers substitute this sound by /s/ or /d?) 
which are closer to those sounds in their MT. Similarly, English distin
guishes sounds /r/ and /11 while some ofthe East African language speak
ers (Swahili, Gikuyu), do not distinguish between these two sounds word 
medially, as in the m,jnimal pair, electionerection. But they are identi
fied and pronounced -correctly word initially as in the minimal pair, red/ 
led. From my own observation of Thai and Malay speakers, there is a 
tendency to drop the word final consonants, viz., plural morpheme /s/, 
plosives /p, b, t, d, k, g/, /1/ and /r/ and replacing them with a long vowel. 
Ex. deal /di:l/ pronounced as /di:/; /t"u: buk/ two hook(\) and so on. 

The phonological system of the Ieamer's L I may be reflected in 
errors in pronunciation of L2, particularly in the early stages of acquisi
tion. For example, lack of voicing contrast in word-initial stops in Tamil 
may be carried over to L2 English and voiced stops replaced by the 
corresponding voiceless stops or the inverse. 

It is a common phenomenon that speakers of one language try 
to acquire the sounds of another when they are closer to those sounds 
which exist in their mother tongue or in the familiar languages. Thus, !8/ 
and /0/ as in the English words 'thin' and 'then' are common examples 
which arc pronounced as /!f and /r:Jf by Indian speakers of English. Simi
larly, Arabic speakers of English tend to give an extra rolling to the /r/ trill 
or flap as in 'very' or 'travel·. The problem is more explicit in multilin
gual setting like India. With Second Language learners of English whose 
mother tongue is Hindi, there is a difficulty in the articulation of aspirated 
plosivcs as in pin and tin. Surprisingly these sounds do exist in their 
mother tongue but w·ith phonological variation, as in the Hindi words 
'phool' (flower) and 'thand' (cold). In the case of Urdu speakers, they 
have a tendency to add an /i/ before word or syllable initial /s/ followed 
by another consonant, as in the English words 'school' and 'style'. 

'Voicing' and 'aspiration' play a significant role in classifying the 
phoneme categories based on these features. The proposal put forth by 
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Lisker and Abramson (1964) to treat these two features as one feature 
has been found not to be universally applicable (Fischer Jorgensen, 1968) 
because this rule cannot be applied to all the Dravidian languages. For 
instance, Tamil has neither voicing nor aspiration, whereas, Telugu has a 
distinct phonological system of voiceless/voiced, aspiratcd/unaspiratcd 
plosives. Kannada has no initial/pi which is generally replaced by /h/ 
unlike in the case ofTelugu. In contrast, Tamil exhibits short/long, i.e., 
single/geminate consonant distinction, where voicing is a phonological 
feature. With the result, Tamil speakers find it difficult to distinguish be
t\veen voiced/voiceless plosives (p,t,klb,d,g) and the corresponding aspi
rated/unaspirated sounds, since such a distinction does not exist in their 
mother tongue. Telugu speakers, on the other hand tend to end a word or 
a syllable which end in /1/ or /r/, with /u/ sound, as in the pronunciation of 
the English words, 'hall' and 'car'. They also tend to pronounce the /z/ 
as /dy as in ·zero' or /d3/ the voiced affricate instead of the approximant 
ly. Table 2 shows the segmental problems in a Multilingual setting (In
dia). 

Table 2 problems areas of individual phonemes in Multilingual situation 
Mother Target Problem areas Articulatory pattem 
tongue language 

Tamil English /p, t, kl ~tl /IJI, 
/8, 0, 3. :J, no aspiration, retroflex sow1ds 

:>, re, z a1 <t. cL D. 
Tclugu English I y, li.l, /ce//:J/ /dj/, /z/, /j/, /a/ 

Malaya! am English hi, Ill, In/ /of, f1!, lrV. 
Hindi English I:J, tJI lzl, Is/ 

Bengali English Ia!, Iui /:>/,fbi 
Umu English sp, st, sk, kstr, lisp!, ist/, fisk!, lkistr/ 

While the number of consonants across dialects of English is 
relatively constant, with vowels there is considerably more dialectal varia
tion. Ladefoged (200 I: 71) characterizes notions such as height and 
frontness and backncss as labels that describe how vowels sound in 
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relation to one another. They arc not absolute descriptions of the position 
of the body of the tongue." He constmcs '·there are no distinct bound
aries between one type of vowel and another: they arc only to describe 
and compare vowels. 

In the case of vowels, the variation in the articulation is more 
evident w·ith non-native speakers of English. Not all the vowels of En
glish occur in all other languages, for instance, the vowels /i/ and /a/ are 
more phonological than phonetic in Indian languages. TI1c variation is 
more marked with len!,>th of the vowels. Thus, the long vs. short vowels, 
the front/central/back vowel distinction pose difficulties with non-native 
speakers like Indians, where they speak at least three languages in addi
tion to English. Therefore, there is confl.tsion in the articulation of the 
vowels, in co1mcctcd speech, due to spontaneity of promtnciation of En
glish as a Second Language. Malayalam speakers and Tamil speakers 
also have the problem with open Vs close vowels, where Malayalam 
speakers have a tendency to add extra-rounding of round vowels, /of for 
hi as in the words 'call' and 'hall', while Tamil speakers tend to substi
tute the round vowels by the non round vow·els /a/ for /of or /'J/ as in the 
first two syllables of 'chocolate'. 

In Tamil, vowellcn!,>th is phonemic and there arc inherently long 
and short vowel contrasts in the phonemic inventory in Tamil. Other 
parameters being const;:mt, open vowels arc longer than close vowels. 
Since word medially, voiced sounds are realized as voiceless geminate 
consonants, (ex: paDam;paTTam), the vowel length is found to vary 
accordingly, for example, in disyllabic word pairs of the syllable struc
ture cv.cvc (lku.l£1m/-pond) and cvc.cvc ( 1kuL./,aml-short) (Seetha, 
20 I 0). Voiced medial consonant group, is always longer than the voice
less ones. So, the vowel preceding voiceless consonant group is always 
than the same vowel followed by a voiced consonant group. The most 
common types of '"·ords are of the syllable stmcture v, cv, vc and eve 
(Balasubramaniam, 1981 ). These features of Tamil consonant/vowel 
relationship with varying syllable structures explain the common prob-
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lcms of MT interference with Tamil speakers, in the pronunciation of 
English. 

The position of a consonant in a word is relevant to its acquisi
tion. Consonants arc more likely to be correctly produced at the begin
ning of words than elsewhere. Retroflex sounds are the striking charac
teristic of Tamil. Thus, plos.ivcs /tJ, /d/ and lateral sound /II have their 
corresponding retroflex sounds. With the result, Tamil speaking learners 
of English often pronounce /tJ and /d/ as IT/ and /0/ and /1/ as IL/. Since 
there are no /0/ and /0/ in Tamil, these sounds are replaced by their 
counterparts like /t/ (dental) and /d/ (dental) respectively. The challenge 
in these cases in introducing a new phonemic pattern either consisting of 
sounds closer or similar in place and manner of articulation, to the ones 
that the learners have already acquired. On the other hand, Bengali speak
ers have a difficulty distinguishing between /v/ and /b/ in any language. 
Thus, 'van 'is pronounced as 'han'. The difficulty level is multi fold with 
vowels. Particular mention can be made of long and short, close/open or 
rounded/unrounded vowels for non-native speakers of English as L2. 
(Refer Appendix - Fig.2 & 3 for sample spectrograms of the words). 

This leads us to compare the language learning situation with 
reference to a language other than English. For example, some Indian 
learners of French as a Foreign Language has a problem with the articu
lation of I:J, the closest of which would be either /zl or ld:J. These sounds, 
when they occur in English as in 'measure' and 'pleasure' also pose a 
problem in articulating. Here a special mention has to be made of French 
vowels, which are specific to the language. A Ieamer of French as a 
Foreign Language often finds it difficult to articulate the front rounded 
vowels and central vowels. In French, vowels are more problematic, 
since there is a long/short and close/open vowel distinctions which arc 
phonemic. Front rounded vowels characterize French phoneme system, 
for instance, the front rounded 'IJWel /y/ as it occurs in the words 'tu ' 

(you) and 'du' (of/from) or Ire/ and /o/ as in the French words 'yeux' 
(eyes) and 'h(£ur '(butter). 
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In contrast, in a monolingual situation, the learner is faced with 
the sound patterns of the MT in relation to the TL for comparison. Con
sidering a monolingual situation like Dhofar region (the situation of the 
present study) in Oman in learning English either as L2 or FL, the com
parison is only with Arabic sounds, which is relatively less prominent. A 
common feature with some Arabic speakers is the identifying the differ
ence between /p, t/ and /b, d/. With the result the hvo sets of sounds are 
interchanged or substituted by another sound as in the words aaper and 
[ravel pronounced as Q.aper and throve/ (beginning with a dental plosivc) 
respectively. Interestingly, they do not perceive the difference between 
/g/ and /d3/ as in the words mango and .Lournal. The two underlined 
sounds arc interchanged effortlessly. (Sec Fig. I (a) of Appendix for spec
trogram of the word mango). 

3.2 Phoneme combinations 

Phones combine into larger units called syllables. Words are 
composed of one or more syllables. In short, words can be mono-, di-, 
tri-, tetra- or polysyllabic in structure. Syllables are phonological units 
and generally consist of a vowel surrounded by one or more consonants, 
usually before the vowel, sometimes after it. Every syllable has a nucleus, 
which is usually a vowel. Some languages allow syllables consisting of 
just a vowel. Some syllables consisting of a consonant, generally a nasal 
or lateral. English has both these types of syllables. Ex: about labaut/ 
and medallmed.l ]; these words also illustrate syllables with a consonant 
before and after a vowel, that is, eve syllables (where e stands for 
consonant and V for vowel), and infinite number of po'ssiblc syllables. 

Languages differ considerably in tcnns of the syllable types they 
allow. Syllables can also end in consonants. ev syllables are the most 
common syllables in human languages, and arc the most frequent in most 
languages. 

In addition to the problems in the articulation of certain conso
nant phonemes in isolation, consonant combinations or clusters are also 
difficult for some non-native speakers both in monolingual and multilin-
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gual situations. With /til occurring together as with the syllabic conso
nants, as in ·bottle·, a central vowel 'shwa · or Ia/ is inserted between 
the t\vo consonant sounds. This is a common phenomenon with a few 
Indian speakers irrespective of their Mother Tongue (MT), as much as 
Urdu speakers. Interestingly, Arabic speakers exhibit a similar tendency 
to insert a vowel with consonant clusters. 

Some languages like German and Russian have many conso
nant sequences, and speakers of these languages will not have any di ffi
culty in pronouncing most of the English ones. But other languages do 
not have sequences of consonants at all, or only very few short ones (ex: 
Swahili, Mandarin, Cantonese, Tamil). Speakers of these languages, (in 
which two consonants are usually separated by a vowel) may have dif
ficulty in stringing together two, three or four consonants with no vowel 
between them. Phoneme combinations \-vith the commonly occurring 
consonant clusters, sequences or abutting consonants in English also 
constitute a problematic area for Arabic speakers. This is displayed by 
the differences in the duration of the consonant clusters, both w·ord ini
tially and word finally (seetha, 20 I 0). 

The following combinations of consonants, either as clusters or 
as sequences in words, arc of commonplace occurrence in English. 

Initial consonant sequences 

At the beginning of English words, there may be either two or three 
consonant sequence. 

1. Sequences of two consonants initially: 

a. /s/ + /p, t, k, f,m,n, l,wj/ Ex: U]J'. s.J.ay, skv. Ylh.ere, small, snow. 
~eep, swear, suit. 

b. One of /p,t,k,b,d, g,9 ,6,f,m,n,h/ followed by one of /l,r, wj/. 
c. * /pw/, /dl/ do not occur. 
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2. Sequences ofthree consonants initially: 

/spr, str, skr, spj, stj, skj, spl, skw/ and a combination of the /sp/ type of 
sequence 
and /pr/ type. Ex: wain, strike, screen, !if2.V. stvle, skv, YJ})t, !ifJUOt 

and IJLide. 

Final consonant sequences 

Sequences of consonants at the end of words arc more varied 
than at the beginning mainly because /s/ or /z/ have to be added to most 
nouns to give their plural forms, cats. dogs, .f{rcts, and /t/ and /d/ have to 
be added to most verbs to form their past tense, as in wished lwlftl, 
raised /relzd/; also noun forms with /0/, strength /streN9/, breadth 
/breda/. (0' Connor, 2004). 

Consonant clusters with /1/ as an element also arc pronounced 
differently. In that, /It/ i.e., /1/ (clear)+ alveolar plosive posed a problem 
in articBlation. Therefore, the /t/ following /1/ is substituted often by /!f 
(dental plosive) (ex:.fe!.J). Likewise, /r/ (flap) is often replaced by /r/ 
(trilled) or /r/ (rolled). As mentioned earlier, voicing contrast of plosive 
consonants is not perceived correctly. With the result, the speakers arc 
unable to pronounce clearly the /p/, It!, lk/ in combination with /1/, /r/ or 
Is/. In short, the difficulty level in the pronunciation of the consonant 
clusters is dependent on the place of articulation of these consonants 
occurring together, when the words arc pronounced in isolation. Conso
nants clusters are more easily pronounced with Alv.PII+/r/ (ex: drain )in 
two consonant sequences, while with three consonant clusters, subjects 
find it easier to pronounced Al.Nasal+PII+/r/ (ex. improve) as shown in 
Table 2 below. Figure. I (a-b) placed at Appendix illustrate this pronun
ciation pattem by Arabic speakers. Table 3 shows the problem areas of 
individual phonemes and phoneme combinations in a Monolingual situa
tion. 
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Table 3 Problem areas of individual phonemes and phoneme combina
tions in a Monolingual situation 

Moth~.:r Target problem areas 1\rliculalory pallcrn 
Tongue Language 
Arabic English /p,l,k/ /b,d,g/ 

101 !of 131 r;)/ hi 1d1 It!, !til, no aspiration. 

sir, kstr /a/, Iff 
Clusters with Iii inserted. 

Thus the number of difficulty areas in a multilingual situation in 
language learning as shO\vn in Tables 2 and 3 provide evidence to the 
observation that the task of a language teacher in a multilingual situation 
is much more complicated as compared to that in a monolingual situa
tion. The spectrograms placed at Appendix (Fig l-3) further confinn this 
observation, through an experimental study conducted in this area. 
(Seetha, 20 10). 

3. 3. Word accent 

Word accent or Word Stress is an important feature of English. 
In polysyllabic wortls, not all syllables are prominent. The most promi
nent syllable in a word received the primary accent or stress and a rela
tively less prominent one gets the secondary accent or stress. In many 
languages including English, one or more of the syllables in content words 
(nouns, adjectives, adverbs) arc stressed, while, stmcture words (ar
ticles and prepositions) arc reduced or they arc unstressed, to maintain 
the rh~thm of the language. The placement of stress depends on the 
quality of individual sounds (vowels or consonants) and their length. 

In some languages, stress always falls on a particular syllable of 
a word. In English, stress goes on different syllables, depending on the 
word. Ex. trisyllabic word, 'photograph, di'ploma and disa'gree. N-V 
distinction, where stress goes on the first syllable of the noun, and on the 
second syllable of the corresponding verb. Ex: im'port (v); insult. It is 
important to make a clear such distinction between the granm1atical cat
egories of Noun and Verb while learning English, to arrive at intcrna-
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tiOna! intelligibility. Acoustically explained, stressed syllables have greater 
intensity, they arc loudcr and usually hight:r pitch. 

Word acccnl is area of difficulty and confusion among non na
ttve speakers and the learners, at the initial stages, of English as SL or 
FL. The word accent, which is used to denote emphasis, distinction be
tween grammatical categories of noun and verb and so on, is also ob
s~.:rvcd to lead to ambiguity in the learning stages. Most Indian languages 
are 's1ressed-timcd· languages, as opposed to 'syllable-timed' languages 
like English. Stress placement depends more on the phonological struc
tun~ of the word, which is language specific. (N.Reddy,I9H4). Never
theless, most of the Indian speakers select the word stress pattern, in 
English, according to the intended meaning rather than follow the rules 
of stn.:ss assignment. This renders their English speech quite unintelli
gible across linguistic boundaries. 

Each language has its own rules of stress placement and leam
ing to convey meaning through word stress, or distinguishing between 
grammatical categories and Statistical measurements as supporting evi
dence have been provided by earlier studies (Lisker: 1978). Arabic also 
is a stress-timed language and so the learners do not normally find it a 
significant problem in this area of learning English (Kenworthy, 1990). 
On the other hand, the Arabic speakers presently studied either use no 
"on I ~tress or, when they usc it, it is quite arbitrary. Consequently, their 
:-.p~o:cch sounds more like Arabic, \vith the rhythm carried over from their 
mother tongue. 

3.-1 IntonatiOn pauerns and rhythm 
Rhythm is the complex perceptual pattern produced by the in

teraction in time of the relative prominence and mtstressed syllables. 
Rhythm results from the rate in the overall tempo of speaking. Speech is 
said to be rhythmic when there is continuity in speech, with either regu
lar or no pauses in the stream of speech. 
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O'Connor has observed that in many languages, the rhythm unit 
is the syllable: each syllable has the same length as every other syllable 
and there arc not the consonant changes of syllable length which occur 
in English \Vord groups. Some such languages arc French, Spanish, Hindi, 
Yoruba. Speakers of these languages and others in which all Lhc syl
lables have the same length will find English rh)1hm rather difficult, and 
they will need to work hard at it. If every syllable is made the same 
length in English it gives the effect of a machine gun firing and makes 
the utterances very hard to understand (0' Connor, 1974 ). 

Pitch is a phonetic feature used to distinguish meaning, in some 
languages like Chinese and l11ai. Such languages arc referred to as Tone 
languages. Pitch variations convey modulations of the meaning expressed 
by the words. Pitch variations in utterances can also convey other kinds 
of information, including infonnation about grammatical structure and 
the structure and the speaker's emotional state, for example whether 
they are angry, happy or sad. The variations of meaning that are ex
pressed by different intonation patterns are different to specify exactly, 
and differ somewhat amongst dialects of English -as well as bctw·een 
languages. 

Intonation is another major area for consideration when discuss
ing language acquisition in the spoken form. Speech, as has time and 
again been emphasized and believed, is primary in any language learning 
situation. Since correct rhythm and accent are considered important with 
a view to ensure intelligibility, learners must attain a minimum proficiency 
level of pitch variation as a cue to signal important semantically signifi
cant infonnation in the utterances. The group of Arabic speakers being 
observed very often has a tendency to use the same intonation in English 
as in their MT. 

4. Attaining a reasonable level of intelligible of pronunciation 

A survey of opinions of language teachers reveals the range of 
difficulty as shown in Table 4. 
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The results of the study provide evidence to the fact that there is 
a complete agreement among the teachers of a SL that a new language 
is kamt better, when one is able to speak the MT and another language. 
In contrast, learning SL is less effective with the ability to understand 
and usc many languages. Interestingly, it is agreed that constant expo
sure to the spoken variety of a new language creates a better learning 
environment, as compared to a formally set environment. 

Table 4 Results of the survey on language learning - teachers' point of 
VICW 

Catc- Criteria Percentage 
gorv agreement 
A You learn a new language better when you: I 00% 

speak MT and another language 
acquire it through natural exposure 

B Understand and speak more than one 93'Yo 
language 
you listen to a language constantly know 
many languages 
spcal,. many languages 

c speak only MT 73% 
speak only one language which is not your 
MT 

D are formally taught 53% 
listen to one language constantly in fonnal 
settings 

E understand many languages 86% 

Of the many methods of instruction of speaking a new language, 
SL or FL, can be advocated usc of pattem drills, Listening Comprehen
sion, Ear-training exercises, and so on. Interactional use of the target 
language needs to be emphasized, with conversations focused on com
municational aspects. Non-interactional use aims to provide abundant 
input, that is nearly fully comprehensible to the Ieamer, because of its 
familiarity, but that docs not assure desired level proficiency output. 
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Cruttendon suggests the following requisites for any fonn of 
pronunciation, for attaining the minimum General Intelligibility: 

• It should be at least as easy and preferably easier, for the foreign 
student to learn as any natural model. 

• It should be readily intelligible to most speakers of English. 
• It should provide a base for the Ieamer who has acquired it to under

stand the major natural varieties of English . 

In learning a new language, proficiency at least in the basic skills 
of speech production and reception must be acquired. Although it is de
sirable to acquire the learning of phonetic and phonological patterns and 
rules of a language at the segmental level, beyond the segmental level, 
concentrating on and acquiring the accentual and intonation knowledge 
is equally important and must be emphasized. 

Furthem10re, the vowel system may be simplified in phonetic 
and phonological respects while still keeping an acceptable level of intel
ligibility. As for consonants, it is important that all phonemic oppositions 
should be maintained. (Cmttenden, 200 l ). Although it is impracticable to 
suggest a method of general applicability, considering that the language 
learning phenomenon lends itself to too many variables. 

Cummins ( 1981) first presented the idea that strength in the native 
language is essential for SL learners and that the knowledge and skills 
that arc learned in the native tongue provide the basis for a positive 
transfer of skills. Following this idea, a basic knowledge of the phonological 
patterns of MT is necessary for the Ieamer of SL of English, for the 
comprehension and acquisition of both the theoretical and articulatory 
concepts of the sound system of English, because, a good knowledge of 
the sound system of MT and SL will enable the speaker to distinguish 
between the two systems. 

Pronunciation problems could generally be accounted for: 
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• MT influence 
• Lack of exposure to target language in spoken form 
• Lack of self confidence 
• Lack of ear training practice 
• Faulty learning 
• Lack of formal training in perception and production of 

individual sound segments 

379 

Ellis ( 1997) lists the following as some possible explanations for 
variation in L2 Acquisition: 

(I) The learning was/is incomplete because they simply need/needed 
more time to learn. 

(2) L2 learners just stop learning after Ll. 

(3) Motivation to satisfy their communicative needs. Because it is not 
necessary to learn the full grammar of a language in order to get 
one meanmg across. 

( 4) To keep distance between themselves and native speakers not wanting 
to belong with that community. 

(5) It is only possible to acquire native speaker competence if learners 
start very young when their brains arc open to language. 

Acquisition of segmental features as vowel features i.e., the 
segmental features, both in perception (listening and identifying) and similar 
and strong perception exercises can be used in learning the consonantal 
distinctions are advocated. Accuracy in the perception and production of 
the correct consonant phonemes with focus on the correct place and 
manner of articulation and appropriate rules governing it, ensure 
proficiency in the acquisition of sound phonemes. Besides this, regular 
ear-training exercises can be made available in these areas of spoken 
language, with samples or model recordings. Recording of the learners' 
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speech and observation of self pronunciation can help the learners 
immensely. Feed back on the improvements made, based on observation 
and guidance for correct pronunciation are important components of 
teaching-learning process. 

The remedies can be summed up as: 

• Provide ear-training exercises through audio techniques 
• Provide a role-model/live demonstration through native speakers 
• Provide visual display of well-articulated speech patterns 

through speech tools like spectrograms 
• Provide opportunities to use of target language outside the class 

room 
• Provide exposure to varieties of target language 

5. Conclusion 

Thus we can say that second language learners rely on their L I 
to a large extent, at least at the initial stages of their learning. Besides 
this, SL speakers generally speak with an accent because they most 
likely transfer the phonemes, phonological rules or syllable structures of 
their first language, to the second language. For example, English speak
ing SL learners have difficulty in perceiving and producing the contrast 
between long and short consonants, which can lead to semantic ambigu
ities . Unless a special emphasis is laid on and a conscious effort is made 
to make oneself clear by the learners this problem cannot be overcome. 
The problem is doubled if the Ieamer is exposed to the pitch, rhythm and 
intonation patterns of many languages simultaneously. Nevertheless, 
monolingual learners still have a similar problem but with minimum com
parable features to refer back to, i.e.; that oftheir MT. 

Acquisition of segmental features, both in perception and pro
duction (listening and identifying the sounds) is to be mastered. Percep
tion exercises can be used in learning the consonantal distinctions. Ac
curacy in perception of production of correct consonant phonemes with 
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focus on the place and manner of articulation, correct stress placement 
with appropriate phonological rules governing it arc advocated. 
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APPENDIX 
Fig. I (a) Spectrograms of words - mango 
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Fig.3 (a) Spectrograms of words - 'kuLam' (pond ) and 'kuLLam' 
(short ) 
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Fig.3 (c) Spectrograms of words - Vazhi (path) 
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SYLLABLE AND WORD STRUCTURE IN TELUGU 
Mohammad Ansari 
Osmania university 

ABSTRACT: This paper deals with Syllable, word and its structure in 
Telugu language which tries to elaborate and discuss the clements of a 
Syllable and possibilities of both mono and polysyllabic words in terms 
ofC (consonant) and V(Vowcl) patterns in Telugu. The Author provides 
possible proposals to handle consonants and consonant sequences in 
term of syllable division. The study also makes an attempt to explain 
word structure in Telugu 

1. Introduction 
The syllable has generally been taken to be a unit that has to 

be recognized in the intennediate position between word and phoneme. 
Definitions of various kinds have been put forward. Hockett ( 1955) 
calls it "the smallest unit in the structure of an utterance". Daniel 
Jones (1918; 1972:55) discuss this unit in the following tenns: "Each 
sound which constitutes a peak of prominence is said to be syllabic 
and the word or phrase is said to contain as many syllables as there 
arc peaks of prominence." Such definitions should be regarded as 
being phonetic rather than phonological. The same is true of 
Abercrombie's account , based on Stetson's theory, which equates 
the number of syllables in an utterance with the number of chest
pulses (Abercrombie, 1967: 37-38; Stetson,l951:17l). Others have 
associated the syllable with "vocalic sonority (Jespersen, Bloomfield); 
articulatory opening of the vocal tract (Saussure); physiological 
tenseness and laxness of the speech organs (Grammont), thoracic 
pressure (Peterson) ... voice (Rosetti)" (Pulgram, 1970: 17). 

Attempts have been made to distinguish between phonetic 
and phonological syllables, e.g. by Pike (1967), who talks of''-emic" 
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and '·-c tic'' syllables. Thus, Gimson states that there arc two kinds of 
approaches to Odcfining the syllable- the phonetic and the linguistic 
approach ( 1670:51 ). Togcby (Fudge cd; 1973:2R7) discusses three kinds 
of definitions of the syllable- ( 1) operational (2) analytic and (3) 
synthetic among which the analytic definition is shown to be the most 
general one, since it is common to languages which do not have an 
accent and those which do. However, Ladefoged discusses some of 
the theories that have been advanced and he shows that they arc not 
entirely adequate. He summarizes the position by saying that ··there 
are two types of theories attempting to define syllables. First, there 
are those in \vhich the definitions arc in terms of properties of sounds, 
such as sonority (acoustic energy) or prominence (some combination 
of sonority, length, stress and pitch). Second, there arc theories based 
on definitions that arc in terms of activities of the speakers, such as 
producing chest-pulses or organizing the components of utterances. 
But as yet none of these theories arc entirely satisfactory" (Ladefogcd, 
1975: 221-2). 

Obviously, the syllable has proved extremely difficult to define 
as there arc different (acoustic, articulatory, physiological and 
functional) criteria chosen for its definition. For the purposes of the 
present analysis, we may adopt O'Connor and Trim's definition ( 1953; 
in Jones and Laver ed. 1973 :259) who define the syllable ''as a minimal 
pattern of phoneme combination with a vowel unit as nucleus, preceded 
and followed by a consonant unit or pcnnitted consonant combination". 
This definition has to be modified and redefined to suit the Tclugu 
language structure as consisting of vowel (short or long) fanning the 
nucleus, with or without preceding and/or following consonant(s). 

l.l.'l'he elements of a s~vllab/e 
A syllable as a unit has been usefully described as consisting 

of three phases: (a) releasing (b) central and (c) arresting 
(Abercrombie, I 967:73). Others, Hockett ( 1955) for example, talk of 
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onset, peak and coda. The central phase nonnally will be a vowel: the 
releasing and arresting phases will normally consists of consonants. 
This docs not mean that every syllable must have these three 
components. There are syllables in Telugu in which either the first (or 
releasing) component, or the third (or arresting) component, or both of 
these may be absent. But every syllable has the second of the three 
components, i.e. the central one which is a vowel, generally called the 
'nucleus'. Thus, a syllable which has all these three clements can be 
represented in terms of a Structural formula as CVC. ll1e one which , 
has no releasing consonant can be symbolized as VC; the other one 
which has no arresting consonant CV; and the one which has neither 
the releasing nor the arresting consonants as V. The syllables of the 
type CV and V are called 'open' syllables and the others, such as 
eve or vc arc called 'closed' syllables. 

All syllables in Telugu have a vowel-nucleus, with or without 
preceding or following consonant(s). The elements, of which the 
syllables arc composed, include the entire phonemes. Here, in structural 
formulae, the short and long vowels arc symbolized by V and V: 
respectively. The diphthongs arc also symbolized here as long vowels. 

In the following discussion, a single consonant is shown by C, 
consonant sequences or clusters by CC or CCC etc. Each C and V 
represents phonemes occurring in different positions in a word. The 
phonological structure of word depends not only on the combina~ion 
of phonemes but also on the number of both Vs and Cs which they 
contain. For the purpose of convenience, we may classify the words 
as containing one, two, three or more vowels; and then subdivide each 
group into a number of syllable-types according to the number and 
combination of consonants. The number of phonemes varies from a 
minimum of one~o a maximum of thirteen in a word. 
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2. Word structure 
Uninflected mono morphemic words in Telugu can consist of 

one to six syllables. Formulae summarizing the possible structures arc 
given below. In summarizing the multiplicity of word structures that 
can occur, no attempt has been made to do this with one single formula, 
since it became clear that any one formula that \vould be capable of 
generating all structures that actually occur would also generate a far 
larger number of unacceptable structures. The same is true, through 
naturally to a somewhat lesser extent, if one attempts to provide one 
formula for all words of a given number of syllables. What is provided 
here, therefore, is the minimum number of formulae or generalized 
patterns that will allow the derivation of all acceptable forms while not 
leading to the production of umvanted fonns. The formulae proposed 
generate a small number of structures that are not exemplified. 
However, it will be seen that such structures represent fortuitous rather 
than systematic gaps. It will be seen that for some formulae relating 
to the structures oflonger polysyllabic words, it has been necessary to 
state certain constraints on the co-occurrence of consonant clusters 
or sequences within a single word. 

Words of monosyllabic stmcturc are very few in Telugu. They 
are not representative of all syllables since there arc various restrictions 
on the C and V elements of monosyllables \vhich do not always apply 
to the constituent syllables of polysyllables. Among the polysyllables, 
the disyllabic and trisyllabic forms are the most common in Telugu. 
Words of three syllables or more which end in /-mu/ also have an 
alternative pronunciation, without the final /-u/. In colloquial Tclugu, 
the final syllable/-mu/ is usually shortened by dropping the /-u/. In 
such a case, the sequence is still treated as a syllable even when it 
occurs without a vowel, because of the extra prominence given by 
increasing the length of the /m/, the consonant in this position thus 
becoming syllabic. 
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The possibilities of both mono ai1d polysyllabic words in tenllS 
of C and V patterns in Tclugu arc follows: 
2. 1. Monosyllabic forms 
(C)(C)(C) V: V: 

CV: 
CCV: 
CCCV: 

Ia! 
Ira! 
!Jn! 
/strV 

'that' 
'come (imperative)' 
'used before male names' 
'woman' 

There arc also some fom1s of the type CVCCV/CV:CV which 
can be alternatively pronounced as monosyllabic words ofCVC/CV:C 
depending on the style chosen by the speaker. These latter fonns 
occur mostly in imperative fom1s where /cejji/or/ccji/ ''do; /kojji/ or 
/koji/ 'pluck, cut; /rajil 'write; /gijji/or/g~ji/ 'draw a line; /mu.tii/or /miiji/ 
'shut etc. are pronounced as /cej/or/cej/; /koj/or/koj/; /raj/; /gij/or/glj/; 
/muj/or/miij/, respectively. Since the forms which can occur as 
monosyllabic arc exceptional, in that they can occur only in the 
imperative and that too with an alternative pronunciation where final 
1-j/ in some cases can be a diphthongal offglide, they have not been 
represented in the fommla here. 

2. 2. Di.\yllabic forms 
(C)(C)VC(C)V 

vcv /adil 'that' 
cvcv /padi/ 'ten' 
ccvcv lkrija/ 'verb' 
vccv /akka/ 'elder sister' 
cvccv /nakka/ 'fox' 
CCV CCV /swan tal 'ones ow11' 

cccvcv cccvcv /smmti/ 'rcmcmb ranee' 
cvcccv cvcccv /mantri/ 'minister ' 

Y:CCCV V:CCCV /andhra/ 'Andhra' 
(C)(C)V:C(C)V V:CV lata! 'play (game)' 
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CV:CV /pataJ song' 
CCV:CV /prema/ 'love' 
V:CCV /orpu/ 'patience' 
CV:CCV lkanti/ 'brightness, light' 
CCV: CCV /prapti/ 'attainment' 

(C)(C)V:CV: V:CV: /ajat 'nurse-maid' 
CV:CV: /sisal 'bottle' 

• CCV:CV: /dwara/ 'through,by means' 
(C)VC(C)V: VCV: /at@/ 'l/16 of rupee' 

CVCV: /jarT/ 'brocade work' 
VCCV: latt<tal 'copper vessel' 
CVCCV: /gwt<tTI 'button' 

2. 3. 'lhsyllahle j(Jrms 
((C)(C)VC(C)VC(C)V 

vcvcv /alupu/ 'tiredness 
, 

cvcvcv /nalupu/ 'black' 
ccvcvcv /spatika/ 'crystal' 
vccvcv /alluctu/ 'son-in-law 
cvccvcv /katteral ·scissors 

, 

ccvccvcv /kluptam(u)/ 'brevity' 
cvcvccv /wc<talpu/ 'width' 
ccvcvccv /pratiHa./ 'prestige' 
vccvccv /antastu/ 'status 

, 

cvccvccv /tikkctu/ 'ticket' 
(C)VCCCVCV 

vcccvcv /an tram( u )/ 'spiritual thread' 
cvcccvcv /gwtctram(u)/ 'round' 

(C)(C)V:C(C)VCV 
V:CVCV /opika/ 'patience ' 

CV:CVCV /dipam(u)/ 'lamp' 
CCV:CVCV !JrTmati/ 'married woman 

, 

V:CCVCV /aptu<tu I 'closcfriend' 
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CV:CCVCV 
CCV:CCVCV 

CV:CVCCV 
CV:CVCCV 

CV:CCCVCV 
CV:CCCVCV 

(C)(C)VCV:CV 
VCV:CV 
CVCV:CV 
CCVCV:CV 

(C)V(C)CCV:CV 
VCCV:CV 
CVCCV:CV 
VCCCV:CV 
CVCCCV:CV 

(C)VC(C)VCV: 
VCVCV: 
CVCVCV: 
VCCVCV: 
CVCCVCV: 

(C)VCVCCV: 
VCVCCV: 
CVCVCCV: 

{C)V:C(C)V:CV 
V:CV:CV 
CV:CV:CV 
V:CCV:CV 
CV:CCV:CV 

(C)V:CVCV: 
V:CVCV: 
CV:CVCV: 

(C)VCV:CV: 
VCV:CV: 

/siirjucf.u/ 
/praptam(u)/ 

/takattu I 

/ra~tram(u)/ 

/ancka/ 
/masldu/ 
/pradhani/ 

/illaiu/ 
/bangaru/ 
/ingti;?u/ 
/peitcf.lam(u )/ 

lidig61 
/k~ara/ 
/iJtcf.i.ia/ 
/mettagal 

/a_tant.'i/ 
/gumast.11 

/awalu/ 
/tabclu/ 
/atlata/ 
/potlatal 

/iirake/ 
/hajfgal 

/alaga/ 
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sun 
'luck' 

·mortgage' 

'state' 

many' 
mosque 

'premier' 

'housewife' 
'gold' 
'English' 
'wife' 

'here it is' 
'cholera' 
'India' 
'softly' 

'a place name' 
'clerk' 

'mustard seeds' 
'tortoise 
'play' 
'quarrel' 

'just for nothing' 
'happily' 

'is that so' 
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CVCV:CV: /tama;?a! 'fun' 
2. -1. l'et rmyllahic fi:Jrms 
(C)(C)VC(C)VC(C)VCV 

vcvcvcv /iwatala/ 'this side' 
cvcvcvcv /maraqjUll(u)/ 'death' 
ccvcvcvcv /prakatanal 'declaration' 
vccvcvcv /ungaram(u)/ 'ring' 
cvccvcvcv /santakam(u)/ 'signature' 
vcvcvcv /arartiam(u)/ 'forest' 
cvcvccvcv lkalektaru/ 'Collector' 
ccvccvcv /pratjak;?am(u)/ 'appearance' 

cvcccvcvcv 
cvcccvcvcv /samskrutam(u)/ 'sanskrit' 

CV:CVCCCVCV 
CV:CVCCVCV /sajantram(u)/ 'evening' 

(C)(C)V:CVC(C)VCV 
V:CVCVCV /alajam(u)/ 'temple' 
CV:CVCVCV /gopuram(u)/ 'tower 

, 

CCV:CVCVCV !Jrawattam(u)/ 'name of a month' 
CCV:CVCCVCV /prarambham(u)/ 'beginning' 
V:CVCCVCV /anandam(u)/ 'happiness' 
CV:CVCCVCV /peraqtam(u)/ 'a festival 

celebrated by 
, 

women 
(C)(C)VC(C)V:CVCV 

VCV:CVCV /ukaram(u)/ 'allograph of u' 
CVCV:CVCV /wi<takulu/ 'divorce' -
CCVCV:CVCV /pratapam(u)/ 'exibiting strength' 
VCCV:CVCV /adwanam(u)/ 'worse' 
CVCCV:CVCV /sant6;?am( u )/ 'happiness 

, 

CCVCCV:CVCV !Jrungaram(u)/ 'beautiful decoration ' 
(C)V:CV:C(C)VCV 

V:CV:CVCV /akaJam(u)/ 'sky' 
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CV:CV:CVCV 
V:CV:CCVCV 

CV:CV:CCVCV 
VCV:CV:CCV 

VCV:CVCCV 

2. 5. Pentasllahic forms 
(C)VC(C)VC(C)VCVCV 

lpaJaitam(u)l 
larogjam(u)l 

lwcdan tam( u )I 

lamawaJjal 

Mohammad Ansari 

'stone' 
'health' 

'philosophy' 

'a no-moon day' 

VCVCVCVCV lawasaram(u)l 'necessty' 
CVCVCVCVCV /kanikaram(u)l 'kindness' 
VCCVCCVCVCV lantahpuram(u)l 'qucenspalace' 
CVCCVCCVCVCV lsamwatsaram(u)l 'year' 

(C)VC(C)VC(C)V:CVCV 
VCVCV:CVCV 
CVCVCV:CVCV 
VCCVCV:CVCV 
VCVCCV:CVCV 

VCCV:CV:CVCV 
VCCV:CV:CVCV 

CCV:CVCVCVCV 
CCV:CVCVCVCV 

2.6.Hexasyllabic forms 
CV:CV:CVCVCVCV 

lanukiilam(u)l 
I ga.clijaram( u )I 
lagraharam(u)l 
lupanjasam(u)l 

I angikaram( u )I 

lwjakaraitam( u )I 

'favour' 
'clock' 
'name of a village' 
'lecture' 

'acceptance' 

'grammar' 

CV:CV:CVCVCVCV lwatawaraJtam(u)l 'weather' 
CVCVCV:CCVCVCV 

CVCVCV:CCVCVCV lkanakambaram(u)l 'name of a flower' 

It is seen that for some fommlae relating to the structure of 
longer polysyllabic words, it was necessary to state certain constraints; 
or sequences within a word. In addition to this, there are also certain 
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restrictions on the way the C and V elements arc arranged in order to 
form a \Vord. While indicating the number of syllables in the various 
word structures listed, says nothing about the placing of syllable division 
within these stmctu res. 

3. Syllable- division in Telugu 
Most \>vTiters take the viev; that the number of syllables in a 

search of speech is rarely in doubt. Thus, Abercrombie ( 1967:37) 
writes: '"the man-in-the-street can \Vith fair success divide speech up 
into syllables". The major problem has always been that of deciding 
where syllable boundaries are located. Daniel Jones ( 1918: 1972), for 
example, notes that .. In practice it is often impossible to define the 
units of syllable because there is no means of fixing any exact points 
minimum prominence. In many cases the bottoms ofthe 'troughs' (of 
prominence) must be considered as flat, that is to say there is no one 
point which can be regarded as the point of syllable separation" (p.55-
6). A few more problems of a different sort have been cited by Togeby 
(ed. Fudge, 1973: 289). However, Malmberg appears to be one of the 
fe\v scholars who have sought a phonetic basis for the detennining of 
syllable division. He concluded that fonnant transitions on spectrograms 
provided '·a physical basis for syllable division" (I 955: 87). The precise 
division of an utterance into syllables on a phonetic basis nevertheless 
remains a problem, for formant transitions (like articulatory movements) 
are continuous. There is thus inevitably some arbitrariness in selecting 
a particular point as that of syllable division. 

One approach avoids this problem of the location of syllable 
divisions by taking the view that within words there is no actual ··point 
of syllable division"(Hockett, I 955:52). He states that "the actual 
location of the boundaries between successive syllable-except across 
an intervening/+/, where the syllables are in successive micro segments 
-is phonemically irrelevant" (Hockett, 19"5 8:86 ). For Hockett, 
consonants preceding vowels at the beginning of macro or micro 
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segments (roughly equivalent to clauses or phrases on the one hand, 
and words on the other) form syllable onsets. Consonants foiiO\ving 
vowels at the end of macro or micro segments fonn syllable codas. 
Consonants or consonant sequences in the middle of what we are 
calling words fonn "interludes" which belong to both the preceding 
and the following syllables. 

This approach has not found much of the following, though 
there is the suggestion of something partially similar in Anderson 
( 1975: I 0), where the assigning of certain consonants (though not all) 
in a word-medial sequence to both proceeding and following syllables 
is allowed unless "some general principle supervenes, or the expression 
of further phonological regularities requires othcnvisc". 

In relation to Telugu, one proposal for syllable division is that 
made by Krishnamurti (1955:239): '"Any consonant or consonant 
sequence which arc not preceded by another vowel belong to the 
following vowel and from a single syllabi~ with it". The problem is not 
with a consonant or consonant sequence occurring in word-initial 
position, but with word-medial consonants. As far as single intervocalic 
consonants are concerned, all scholars, following the Greek 
grammarians, take it that such consonants belong to the following vowel 
(cf. also Krishnamurti, 1955:239). The situation is by no means as 
simple with regard to consonant sequences. What has to be decided 
here is which consonant(s) should be assigned in tem1s of syllable 
structure to the proceeding vowel and which to the following vowel. 

Several attempts have been made to propose certain principles 
of syllable division (Bell and Hooper, 1978:4) applicable to languages 
in general (sec, for example Hoard, 1971; Hooper, 1972; Vcnncmann, 
1972 and Anderson, 1975). Venncmann 's (1972) ''law of initials", 
requires that in a particular language syllable-initial clusters should 
confom1 as far as possible to the constraints on fonnativc-initial clusters. 
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Thus, the whole cluster belongs with the following vowel if it is a 
cluster \vhich can occur word-initially. This can be exemplified from 
Telugu with /matra/ 'tablet', where both the It/ and /r/ would be said 
to belong to the second syllable of the words on the grounds that /tr/ 
occurs as a word-initial cluster (e.g./tra:su/ 'scale'). 

Krishnamurti 's view with specific reference to Telugu, is quite 
different from this. He states ( 1955:239) that '·consonant groups are 
so divided that last member of the group belongs to the following 
syllable and the remaining to the preceding, for example, forms like 
kiircu and kruccu contain two syllables each and are to be divided as 
kiir. cu and krurc .cu, respectively". It follows this that longer 
sequences, of say three or four consonants, would be divided as -CC. 
Cor -CCC.C-. 

If it were the case that no Telugu word began with a consonant 
cluster, then Krishnamurti 's approach would not be in obvious 
contradiction to Vennemann 's principle. However, there are word
initial clusters in Tclugu. 

One must also take note of the fact that Krishnamurti 's 
approach, which allows a maximum of one consonant in syllable initial 
position, nevertheless involves having non-word-initial syllables 
beginning with consonants which never occur in \vord-initial position. 
No Telugu word, for instance, begins with /qf or/lf, but Krishnamurti's 
analysis must allow for syllables beginning with these consonants: 
/ratJuun(u)/ 'wheel' lkatJLam(u)/ 'dowry. lictli/ 'idli' etc. 

Hjelmlev ( 1935:52, see Togeby, 1973: 2 89), adopts an approach 
which goes further than Vetmemann in making similar requirements 
for syllable-final consonants and for syllable-initial consonants. That 
is to say he holds that syllable-final clusters must not be made up of 
sequences which do not occur as word-final clusters. This corresponds 
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to Pulgram 's view ( 1970:46) that ''any syllable boundary in part of the 
utterance must obey the constraints that prevail in the language under 
scmtiny at the word boundary". 

A number of languages provide data showing that Pulgram 's 
view does not reflect linguistics universal. One example is Finnish 
(from Fischer-Jorgensen, 1955), "which permits a number of two
consonant sequences medially which cannot be decomposed into a 
segment that can occur fommtive-finally followed by fonnative-initial 
segment" (Anderson, 1975: 10). This is equally tme ofTelugu, in that 
the application of the constraints referred to by Pulgram would 
frequently leave segments in word medial consonant sequences 
unaccounted for, in that they could not be assigned to either of two 
successive syllables. This can be illustrated by examples of variety of 
different types, selected from the full set of word-medial sequences. 

One very obvious example of the inapplicability of Pulgram 's 
proposals relates to the four consonant clusters: since only one 
consonant (and no consonant-cluster) can ever occur word-finally (i.e. 
lml) and since word-initial clusters (with the sole example of the one 
in lstrTI) never compromise more than two consonant segments, it 
follows that the consonant in a four consonant sequence cannot be 
assigned to either the first or the second syllable involved (e.g. 
lsamskrutil 'culture', lsvatantrjam(u)l 'independence'). The non
applicability of word initial constraints on the occurrence of consonants 
to syllable-initial has already been mentioned. Similar examples can 
be found in the case of syllable-finals. Thus if, in lra~tram(u)l 'state', 
ltf is assigned (as it reasonably can be) to the second syllable, we arc 
left in the case ofthe first syllable with a final consonant which does 
not occur in word final position. This is because the only possible 
\vord-final consonant is lml (where this occurs, the word in question 
has as alternative pronunciation with final 1-ul) and because II/ and!Jlf 
cannot occur word initially. Examples, as will be immediately clear-
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from a glance at the list of word-medial sequences given above, are 
numerous. Thus, in /utpatti/ ·production', though the second segment 
of the sequence /tp/ cannot occur in word-initial position, the first 
segment, /t/ cannot occur word-finally. Moreover, the whole sequence 
is not a possible \vord-initial cluster. In /u~a~'lm(u )/ "heat', /~/ cannot 
end a word and neither/~/ nor /qf can begin a word. Even with single 
intervocalic consonants there is a problem, in that segments can occur 
in this position which never occur in either initial or final position in a 
word, for example the medial consonants /rtf and IV in /maqj/ 'diamond' 
and !kala/ 'art'. 

Etymology is sometimes felt to be a possible basis for the 
establishment of syllable divisions (see Abercrombie, 1967:78). Apart 
from the problems relating to words whose etymology is uncertain, 
however, it is not a very satisfactory basis, since it produces 
phonologically inconsistant statements. The reasons for this arc made 
clear by Krishnamurti, who points out ( 1961 :68) that in disyllabic bases 
of the (C) VCCV type, the consonant group following the radical 
vowel is frequently either a nasal plus an occlusive, or geminate stop. 
He states that among the nasal+stop groups, historically, the nasal is 
sometimes part of the root and sometimes part of the suffix (though 
the final stop is always part of the suffix). 

Taking due account of the various considerations outlined 
above, it is possible to make satisfactory unambiguous proposals for 
Telugu on how to handle medial consonants and consonant sequences 
in tem1s of syllable division (somewhat similar proposals are made for 
Spanish by Macpherson, 1977:35): 
(I) Single consonamnts can occur word-initially with only few 

restrictions. Only /m/ can occur word-finally. Therforc single 
intervocalic consonants can be more reasonably assigned to the 
following syllable. 
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(2) Word-initial three-consonant clusters arc rare. Therefore, three
consonant sequences will be divided between two syllables. As 
thercare no word-final consonant clusters, the division will be 
-C.CC-. 

(3) Four-consonant sequences, (which arc relatively rare and none 
occur word-initially) will be divided -C. CCC- for the same reasons 
as put forward to justify (2). 

( 4) This leaves two-consonant sequences, which are rather more 
problamatic. Some of them occur as word-initial clusters (e.g. 
/tr/, /pi/ etc.). others do not occur word-initially and most of these 
could not conceivably so occur even in loan words (e.g. /pf!, /tk/ 
etc.) for these reasons the following principles of division will be 
adopted: 

(a) The consonant sequences that can occur word-initially are not 
separated. Both consonants arc grouped with the following vowel. 

(b) In all other consonant sequences, the consonants are separated, 
with the first closing the preceding syllable and the second bcgining 
the following syllable. this procedure will apply not only to sequences 
made up of two non-identical consonants but also to sequences 
consisting of two identical consonants (which arc pronounced as 
long consonants): that is to say that the first half of a phonetically 
long consonant \viii be assigned to the preceding syllable and the 
second half to the following syllable. 

4. Syllable structure 
On the basis of the above criteria, the possible syllable 

stmcture in Telugu are as shown below. It will be seen that it is not 
possible to propose one generalised stmctural fonnula for all syllables 
whatever their position in a word. Instead, separate fonmtlac are 
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required for initial, medial and final syllables. 

4. J word-initial .\yllahle structure 
(C)(C) (C)V (:) (C) 

v 
cv 
eve 
vc 
CCV 
CCCV 
ccvc 
V: 
CV: 
CV:C 
V:C 
CCV:C 
CCCV: 

/f!di/ 
/pf!di/ 
/pandi/ 
/am mal 
!kntpal 
/smmti/ 
/ldl!ptam(u)/ 
/~tal 
/~tal 
/:wji_(l:a/ 
/orpu/ 
lm:~ntam( u )/ 
/stiff 

'that' 
'ten' 
'pig 
'mother' 
'kindness' 
'remcmbrancee · 
'brief summal)·' 
'game, play' 
'song' 
'message' 
'patience' 
'region' 
'woman 

4. 2 word-medial .\yllable structure 
cv 
eve 
CCV 
ccvc 
CV: 
CV:C 
CCV: 
CCV:C 

/palaka/ 'slate' 
/ut:ru!tti/ 'production' 
/j'astram(u)/ 'science' 
/adm~tam(u)/ 'fortune, luck' 
/banlli!nt/ 'golden thing ... ' 
/arogjam(u)/ 'health' 
/upa.D.@sam(u)/ 'lecture' 
/sankr.~ti/ 'harvest festival' 

401 

[This formula docs not take account of medial consonant sequences 
consisting of more than three consonants, since only one example is 
found in the language, namely /-mskr-/, as in /samskmti/ 'culture'. 
On the basis of the criteria stated above, this is syllabically divided as 
/sam.skmti/1. 
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4. 3 word~final syllable structure 
cv /paQi/ 
CCV /tatl.W 
CV: /sisal 
CCV: /andra! 

;\lolwmmad .lnsari 

'ten 
'father· 
'bottle" 
'andhra state' 

I This fonnula does not take account of word-final /m/, since this, apart 
from being the only possible frequent word-final consonant segment 
in Telugu, always alternates with /-mu/.1 

A full statement, in tem1s of phoneme sequences of all the 
syllables that can occur would show that there are restrictions on the 
constraints on the consonants, consonant sequences and combinations 
of consonants that are possible as realisations of the stmctures outlined 
above. 

The formula for word-medial syllable structure is applicable 
as it stands only to medial syllables forming the second syllable in 
trisyllabic or tetra syllabic words. Restrictions on the structure of third 
syllable consist of the non-occurrence of the stmctures CCVC and 
CCV: C. the fourth and fifth syllable of polysyllabic words can only 
have the structure CV. Hence a full and detailed account of syllable 
patterns in Telugu has to take account both the number of syllables in 
the word and the position of a given syllable in the sequence of syllables 
that make up the word. 

5. Word and syllable structure 
The above classification of words in terms of the sequences 

of syllables of which they are composed brings out certain differences 
between the two- the 'syllable' and the 'word'- in that the possibilities 
for syllable-initial and syllable-final clusters. 

In a polysyllabic word, the structure of the syllable is also not 
ahvays identical in all the three positions, as can be seen in the above 

' 
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discussion. An initial syllable can begin either with a vowel or with a 
consonant, whereas the medial and final syllables do not begin with a 
vO\vel, i.e. they always begin with consonant. This is due to the fact 
that the intervocalic consonant, if it is single, always belonging to the 
following vowel. If there is an intervocalic two-consonant sequence, 
which does not occur \Vord initially, it is divided into two (single 
consonants), one belonging to the preceding vowel constituting the 
syllable final consonant, and the other belonging to the following vowel 
constituting the syllable initial consonant. 

In polysyllabic words, any consonant can appear ,.,.·ithout any 
restrictions in syllable initial position or in syllable final position 
depending on the size and nature of the word. This is not possible in a 
word, for example, a syllable can begin with a retroflex consonant IV 
and lq! and whereas a word cannot. Word-final consonants do not 
occur except where there is apocope of the vowels. Thus we have a 
large variety of syllable final consonants and syllable initial consonants, 
which do not occur in word final or in 'Nord initial position. Any vowel 
or consonant or a sequence of consonants that can occur in word 
initial and/or word final position is by definition syllable initial and/or 
syllable final, but not vice versa. 
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AN ACOUSTIC STUDY OF SAVARA NASALS 
Vedantham Muralidhar 

Potli ,<;.,'reermnulu Telu[!.U Uni1·erstiy 

A/JSTRACT: This article deals with the acoustic analysis of Savara nasals. It 
aims at providing the acoustic characteristics of nasals in terms of formant 
frequencies, anti-formants and their duration. 

1. Introduction 
Savara language is spoken by the Sa varas, a large and primitive 

tribe in the zigzag hill ranges of the great line of Eastern Ghats in 
Srikakulam and Vizianagaram districts in Andhra Pradesh. The Savara 
language speakers live in the hilly areas of Andhra Pradesh, Orissa, 
Madhya Pradesh and Bihar. The Savaras also live on the hills ofKoraput, 
Kalahandi, Mayurbhanj, Balasore, Cuttak, Ganjam Gajapathi districts of 
Orissa. The Savara population in Andhra Pradesh is I, 22,979 as per 
200 I census. The total literacy rate of Sa varas as per 200 I Census report 
is I 3.68. 

Savara language belongs to the Southern Munda subgroup of 
the Munda branch of Austroasiatic language family, and is closely related 
to Bondo, Gadaba, and Parengi. This family includes a number of 
Southeast Asian languages, especially Man-Khmer. 

Savara language has four nasal phonemes /m/,/n/,/Jll and /tjl. 
/m/, In! and /jll occur word initial, medial and final positions. /Jj/ occurs in 
medial and final positions./tjl occurs initially in some limited expressive 
words. 

I m I TI11s phonetic symbol represents the bilabial nasal sound which 
occurs in initial, medial and final positions. 

[nl This phonetic symbol represents the dental nasal sound which 
occurs in initial, medial and final positions. 
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IJll This phonetic symbol represents the palatal nasal sound which 
occurs in initial, medial and final positions. 

ltJJ This phonetic symbol represents the velar nasal sound which 
occurs in medial and final positions. 

m 
n 

Jl 

Initial Medial Final 

IJ (") 
Distribution of nasals: 
/m/ has the foiiO\ving distribution. 

[m] mana:n rame:u 
'delicious' 'cat' 
miggal amben 
'twelve' 'you(pl)' 

In! has the following distribution. 

/jll 

In] ne 'e:b a:nin 
'tree' 'he' 
nami sandi 
'now' 'cot' 

has the following distribution. 
IJl] JlCIIJa mi]mman 

'bow' 'year' 
Jii a]Jam 
'buy' 'name 

has the following distribution. 
IIJI laysi:di 

'cashew' 
dajiiJ 
'howmany' 

2 Review of literature 

gal am 
'know' 
banum 
'an ant-hill' 

ijJen 
'I' 
am ben 
'you (pi)' 

dijl 
'cook' 
da:ti}l 
'I am' 

ya:v 
'mother' 
gorJav 
'village' 

Fujimura (1962: 1871) was a pioneer in the acoustic studies of 
nasal consonants. His studies were based on the nasal murmur (the 
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acoustic segment associated with the exclusively nasal radiation of the 
sonorous energy). The results of his studies gave us one of the 
spectrographically differentiating characteristics of the nasal consonants; 
that is, it showed us that the anti-formant (associated with valleys of 
energy in the spectmm) for the bilabial is between 750 and 1250Hz, and 
for the alveolar between 1450 and 2200Hz, the vowel environment in 
which the nasals occur being responsible for the extreme limits in the 
frequency measurements. However, a big problem is that the literature 
indicates that the anti formants arc extremely difficult to find and measure. 

Fujimura ( 1962) detem1ined that the nasal consonats have three 
conunon properties: 

I. all of them have first fom1ant at about 300Hzs that is well separated 
from higherformants. 

2. the fom1ants tend to be highly damped, (i.e. they have large 
bandwidth reflecting a rapid rate of obstmction of sound energy. 

3. there is a high density offom1ants and the existinnce ofantifonnants. 

In the acoustic analysis of nasal consonants, some researchers 
have tried to parameterise place differences using formant variables (e.g. 
Chen, 1997).Although such an approach has the advantage of linking 
acoustic stmcture to vocal tract activity, it is, in practice, extremely diffi
cult to identify with any certainty both whether a particular resonance is 
a nasal or an oral formant (and if so which fonnant number) and also 
whether a dip that can be seen in a spectrogram or spectral slice really is 
due to an anti-formant or else to a trough between formant peaks. Then 
there is the added complexity that vowels adjacent to nasal consonants 
are often nasalized which again makes the identification of vowel oral 
formant frequencies problematic. 

Nasal consonants are detectable on spectrograms by the 
presence of a nasal murmur corresponding to the phase of nasal 
consonant production in which the oral tract is closed- and air passes 
through the nasal cavity. The overall amplitude of the nasal munnur is 
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low and the energy is concentrated predominantly in a low frequency 
range. The beginning and end of the nasal munnur can often be quite 
easily detected by abmpt spectral discontinuities that are associated with 
the combined lowering (raising) of the velum and closing (opening) of 
the oral tract at the onset (offset) of the nasal consonant. Such 
discontinuities arc considered by (Stevens, 1985) to carry some of the 
main cues to the place of articulation in nasal consonants. 

Antiformants 
Antifonnants are the opposite of formants - they arc bands of 

frequencies that are actively damped rather than amplified. They show 
up on the spectrogram as bands of white, i.e. bands of 'silence' at 
particular frequencies. Nasals involve a side-branch resonator. Side
branch resonators introduce zeros (anti- resonances) due to impedance 
(opposition to sound transmission). That is, opposition to energy 
transmission (in this· case, energy in the oral cavity) results in components 
in that frequency region being trapped and not being radiated into the 
atmosphere (=zero). The frequency of the trapped energy corresponds 
to resonant frequencies of the oral cavity in a given configuration. 
Therefore (oversimplifying somewhat...), the longer the oral cavity (e.g., 
bilabials), the lower the frequency of the zeros. 

Nasal consonant productions arc directly defined as airflow 
radiated through the nasal cavity with a closure ofthe oral cavity (Kent 
& Read, 1992). Therefore, the pharynx-nasal cavity acts as the primary 
resonator and the oral cavity is considered to be a side-branch resonator. 
In addition, the shape of the nasal cavity is not readily changed by a 
talker (Baken, 1987). Consonant sounds /m/ and /n/ have different side
branch resonator lengths, with the latter being shorter in length. Length 
impacts the frequency value (in hertz) at which antiformants occur in 
the sound spcctmm. Furthermore, this is an inverse relationship, meaning 
the longer the side-branch resonator the lower the antiresonancc 
frequency (Pickett, 1999). Antiformants consist of a center frequency 
and bandwidth. They are generally defined zeros or losses in energy due 
to energy not being transferred effectively in the vocal tract. Critical 
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nasal consonant features are first formant frequency (F I) values (in 
hertz) and antiformant frequency values, measured in hertz (Kent & 
Read, 1992). 

J.Methodology 
The present analysis is confined to the Savara language of 

Seetampeta Mandalam of Srikakulam district. The Savara language of 
Seetampcta Mandalam is-considered as the standard one by the speakers 
of the language who belongs to other areas. The pronunciation ofSavaras 
of Seetampcta Mandalam is not influenced by the Telugu sounds or by 
the Oriya sounds. The language infonnation is recorded only from the 
natives of the Seetampeta Mandalam. 

Each speaker was instructed to read a list of twenty three 
isolated words containing target of phonological variables. They were 
asked to read three times aloud in as natural a way as possible. After 
reading the list, some speakers were given the opportunity to read it a 
second time. In the repeat reading, the words were read in rows from 
top to bottom rather than dm.m each column from left to right. The items 
included in the list were intended to be frequent enough to be familiar to 
all readers, and at the same time to provide a range of phonological 
contexts for each of the target nasals. Data were recorded in computer 
room of PMRC, Seetampeta ITDA Srikakulam District. l11e data were 
recorded on standard Compaq Presario laptop using a Sony directional 
stereo microphone, which was placed facing the speaker on a table or 
other suitable surface. The software used for the recording is Audacity 
and analysed with Praat 5.3.17· 

The informants for this present acoustic study are six adult males 
with ages ranging between 18 and 50 years. Informants selected for this 
present study were residents born in their respective dialect speaking 
areas and had lived there for the most part of their life. They had formal 
education and were either professional or non-professional teachers 
teaching other disciplines other than their native language at the basic 
schools at the time of recording. The choice of teachers for this study 
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was not a criterion, but this was the class of people \vho understood that 
the recording of their voices was not for any other purpose than 
educational research. Six male informants were selected for the study 
from the Seetampeta area. lnfom1ants were selected through interaction 
to ensure that they spoke the language clearly for which they were chosen. 
They were unaware of the exact nature of the data collection although 
they knew that the research involved an examination of their voices. All 
infonnants were interacted with conscious to ensure that they had no 
articulation and hearing problems. 

Word List: 
mac[ 
ma 
jlG 

imi 

ipi 
una 
c[iy 
mil 

kun 
kup:i 
em 

'to recollect' 
'get away' 
'to walk' 
'to delay' 
'to complete· 
'to sense' 
' to dress' 
nose' 

'that' 
'deer' 
'to feel' 

e IJ 'to fly' 
4.Results and discussion 
4.1. /m/ bilabial nasal 

pac[ 
na 
jlii 

1111 

i IJi 
iya 
c[ip 
kum 
kuy 
kap 
en 

'to sleep' 
'that' 
'smell' 
'what' 
·somehow' 
'to plough' 
'cook' 
'to flock, 
'to shave' 
scold 
'what' 

/m/ occurs in the initial, medial and final positions of the words. 
Nasal /m/ has the formants frequencies F I at 345 cps., F2 at 1159 cps., 
F3 at 2323 cps. The duration of /m/ ranges from 80 m.sec. to 130 m.sec. 
and its mean duration is 105 m. sec. 

The F I range between 320-380 Hz in word initial position with a 
mean of 345Hz, in word medial position between 340-370 Hz with a 
mean of354 Hz, in word final position between 325-346 Hz with a mean 
of321Hz. 
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The F2 range between 1130-1250 Hz in word initial position with 
a mean of 1159Hz, in word medial position between l300-13XOHz with 
a mean of 1360Hz, in word final position between 1300-1560 Hz with a 
mean of 1420 Hz. 

Th~ F3 range between 2250-2500 Hz in word initial position 
with a mean of2350 Hz, in word medial position bet\veen 2300-2510 Hz 
with a mean of 2450 Hz, in word final position between 2350-2600Hz 
with a mean of2550 Hz. 

4.2. In! alveolar nasal 
/n/ occurs in the initial, medial and final positions of the words. 

Nasal /n/ has the formants frequencies F I at 350Hz., F2 at 1480Hz, F3 
at 2440Hz. The duration of /n/ ranges from 75 m.sec. to I 00 m.sec. and 
its mean duration is X5 m. sec. 

The Fl range between 300-3XO Hz in word initial position with a 
mean of 340 Hz, in word medial position between 350-380 Hz with a 
mean of365 Hz, in word final position between 315-360 Hz with a mean 
of336 Hz. 

The F2 range between 1300-1600 Hz in word initial position 
with a mean of 1550Hz, in word medial position between 1200-1600 Hz 
with a mean of 1480 Hz, in word final position between 1250-1600 Hz 
with a mean of 1450Hz. 

The F3 range between 2300-2600 Hz in word initial position 
with a mean of 2400 Hz, in word medial position between 2250-2500 Hz 
with a mean of 2300 Hz, in word final position between 2400-2700 Hz 
with a mean of 2500 Hz. 

4.3 ljv· Palatal JJasal stop 
/jll occtfrs in the initial, medial and final positions of the words. 

Nasal /jll has the formants frequencies F I at 400 cps., F2 at 2100 cps., 
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F3 at 2700 cps. The duration of /jll ranges from 90 m.scc. to 120 m.scc. 
and its mean duration is I 05 m.sce. 

The F I range between 340-400 Hz in word initial position with a 
mean of 375 Hz, in word medial position bet\veen 360-390 Hz with a 
mean of380 Hz. in word final position behveen 330-410 Hz with a mean 
of350 Hz. 

The F2 range between 1200-1600 Hz in word initial position 
with a mean of 1400Hz, in word medial position between 1350-1650 Hz 
with a mean of 1550 Hz. in word final position behvecn II 00-1800 Hz 
with a mean of 1550 Hz. 

The F3 range between 2100-2800 Hz in word initial position 
\vith a mean of 2150 Hz, in word medial position between 21 00-3000Hz 
with a mean of 2220 Hz. in word final position between 2000-3100 Hz 
with a mean of 2600 Hz. 

4.411;1 Velar nasal stop 
!Jj/ occurs in the medial and final positions of the words. Nasal 

I!JI has the formants frequencies F I at 450 cps., F2 at 1250 cps., F3 at 
2250 cps. The duration of !Ijl ranges from 80 m.scc. to 120 m.sec. and 
its meru1 duration is 98 m. sec. 

The F I range bet\veen 450-500 Hz in word medial position with 
a mean of 4 75 Hz, in word final position between 400-490 Hz with a 
mean of 440 Hz. 

The F2 range between 1700-1950 Hz in word medial position 
with a mean of 1850 Hz, in word final position between 1600-2000 Hz 
with a mean of 1800 Hz. 

The F3 range between 2650-2850 Hz in word medial position 
with a mean of 2750 Hz, in word final position between 2700-2900 Hz 
with a mean of 2800 Hz. 
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4.5.Anti Formants 
The Location of the anti-formants in the spectrogram is an 

important acoustic cue to the place of articulation of the nasal consonants. 
The Savara bilabial nasal has the anti-formant located around 600Hzs, 
while the alveolar, palatal and velar nasals have the anti-fonnant the 
anti-fom1ants around 1350 Hzs, 2300 Hzs, and the 3300 Hzs respectively 
(See Table 1 ). Hence, the bilabial nasal have the lowest anti-formant 
and velar nasal have the highest anti-formant. As the place of articulation 
of the nasal sound moves further back fonn the bilabial to alveolar, palatal 
and velar places of articulation the resonating tube is gradually smaller. 
As the resonating tube becomes smaller, the natural resonant frequencies 
of the resonating tube are gradually higher. 

4. 6 Duration 
Table I shows the result of nasal duration of Savara nasals at 

word positions measured in milliseconds (ms). It was found out that at 
word initial /m/ is 105 ms, /n/ is 9R ms and /jll is 110 ms. At word medial, 
/m/ is 93 ms, /n/ R5 ms, 1]1190 ms and ltj/ is 98 ms. At word final /m/ is 72 
ms, In/ 76 ms, /]11 80 ms and !Jj/ is R5 ms. 

It was also found out in Savara language that at word-initial and 
word-medial, /m/ is higher than /n/. At the word-final h)/ is higher than 
/m/. It was also found out in Savara language that at word-initial and 
word-medial, /n/ is lower than other nasals as /n/ is also higher than /m/ 
in final position. At the word-final h)l is higher than other nasals. 

All the results in Savara show that the initial sounds are higher 
than medial, as the medial is also higher than word-final. In terms of 
duration, it is realized that [m] has the longest duration than all the other 
Savara nasals (S:;e Table 1 ). Again, the duration of /m/ at word-initial, is 
the longest as that of word-final is the shortest of all nasals. It is also 
identified that /n/ at word-initial has longer duration than that of word
medial, which is also longer than that of word-final positions. Palatal 
nasal l]ll occurs in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final position. 
Again, word-initial has longer duration than that of word-medial and word-
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final. The velar nasal !Jj/ docs not occur at word-initial position. It occurs 
at word-medial and word-final. word-medial has longer duration than 
word-final for the velar nasal. 

F1 F2 F3 AF DURATION 
WI ,m 345 1159 2350 600 105 

In 340 1550 2400 1350 98 
I -- ---- ---- -----·- ··--- -·-

11' 375 1400 2150 2300 ' 110 
WM lm 354 1360 2450 630 93 

:n 365 1480 2300 1200 85 
i Jl 380 1550 2200 2400 90 
! IJ 475 1850 2750 3200 i 98 I -···- -·-- - -----·-- --

WF ,ffi 321 1420 2550 670 72 
!n 336 1450 2500 1400 76 

I Jl 380 1550 2600 2400 ' 80 
--- -·-·- ----- ----}1oo_T_ ··-

: IJ 440 1800 2800 
-- ---------- -·-- ----· -··-- ·-

Table./. Fl, F2, F2, Anti:lormat and duration values of 5i'avara 
nasals in word-initial, medial and final positions. 

5.Conclusion 
The acoustic analysis established that nasal consonants are char

acterized by a low resonance, typically centered between 300 and 500 
Hz, which dominates the overall spectrum. 

The first formant is below 450Hz, for all nasals and is separated 
from the F2. The location of the anti-formant reflects the place of articu
lation of the Savara nasal. Hence the values supports the earlier re
search. First format transitions are consistently falling, more for /jll than 
/m/, /n/ and even less for lrjl. F2 transitions are consistently rising for /jll 

The study reveals that the bilabial nasal /rn/ has the longest du
ration, followed by the palatal nasal /jll, the velar nasal !Ijl and the 
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alveolar nasal /n/ respectively. At different word-positions, the duration 
at word initial is longer than word-medial and word-final, as that of word
medial is also longer than word-final. 

In the acoustic study of the Savara nasal consonants, the nasal 
formant or F I, relatively wider bandwidth of formants, weaker ampli
tude of the higher formants and the presence of anti-fonnants are su ffi
cient acoustic cues to the manner of articulation. Furthermore, the fom1ant 
frequency of the nasal fommnt, locations of anti-formants in the fre
quency scale and the fonnant transitions arc sufficient acoustic cues to 
the place of articulation ofthe nasal consonants. The first formant of the 
nasal consonants continuously increases as the place of constriction of 
the nasal sound moves further back in the oral cavity. Likewise, the 
location of anti-formants is gradually higher in frequency scale for the 
nasal consonants as the place of constriction moves further back in the 
oral cavity. The falling transition is the acoustic cue to bilabial place of 
articulation and the sharply rising to the slightly rising F2 transitions are 
acoustic cues to alveolar, palatal and velar places of articulation respec
tively. 
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DEPARTMENTAL NEWS 

Dr. Ramesh Kumar has taken over the responsibilities of Head of the 
Department from 16~' June, 2011. 

Mr. Mohammad Ansari assumed the responsibilities of the 
Chairperson, Board of Studies in Linguistics fom1 09'h August, 
2011. 

Academic activities of the Faculty 

Prof. D. Vasanta 

Publications 
!.Co-authored with Suvarna, A., Sireesha, J. Sonority effects in Telugu 

aphasics. Special issue of Osmania Papers in Linguistics 36:1-2, 20 I 0. 

2.Co-authored with Suvama, A., Sireesha,-1;, Bapi Raju, S. Language 
choice and language usc patterns among Telugu-Hindi/Urdu-English 
speakers in Hyderabad, India. Proceedings of the International 
conference on Language and Culture in Asian Contexts held in 
Thailand during Jan. 6-7, 2010. 

Seminars I Conferences I Workshops 
Offered nine lectures of two-hour duration each on Psycholinguistics to 
the M.Phil I Ph.D students of the Centre for Neural and Cognitive 
Sciences, University of Hyderabad. Aug.-Sept., 2010. 

Resource person in an orientation programme organized by the Academic 
StaffCollege, O.U. Title ofthe talk: Multilingualism. October 20,2010. 

Discussant in the India-Trento workshop in Cognitive Neurosciences 
organized by the Centre for Neural and Cognitive Sciences, University 
ofHyderabad. October 26-27,2010. 
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Member of the research group who \vorked on a research project pre
proposal titled 'Action Semantic Knowledge in Dementia and Related 
Neurological Disorders' as part of the India-Trento Programme of 
Advanced Research in Cognitive Neuroscience. November 15, 2010. 

Participated in the Intcmational conference on Cognitive Development 
organized by the CBCS, Allahabad by presenting a poster titled, Linguistic 
Environment and Non-native Speech Perception: Telugu-English Contrast 
Discrimination in Children (co-author: Lakshmi Venkatesh). Dec. 10-13, 
2010. 

Served as a faculty member in the Teaching Course in Cognitive 
Neurology organized at the Nizam's Institute for Medical Sciences, 
Hyderabad. Lecture titlc:"Multili.ngualism and Neurogenic Communication 
Disorders", December 13-14, 20 I 0. 

Presented a paper titled, '"Action verb processing in Indian languages: 
The role of body part knowledge" at the Intemational Conference on 
"Recent Advances in Cognitive Science" organized by the Dept. Df 
Psychology, Banaras Hindu University (co-authors: S. Bapi Raju, A. 
Suvarna, Jigar Patel, Y. Viswanatha Naidu, J. Sircesha and Richa Nigam.) 
Deember, 18-20, 20 I 0. 

Prof. A. Usha Rani 
Publications 

l. Discourse Devices in Telugu. 2010. In Indian Journal of Applied 
Unguistics.36: 1-2. pp.63-7l. 

Prof. K. Ramesh Kumar 
Publications 
I. nighaNTu nirmaaNamloo anuwaadam paatra (in Telugu) Telugu 

Journal, Telugu Akadcmi, 20 I 0. 
2. draaviDa hhaa.\'a/aloo Telugu sthaanam (in Telugu) Te!ugu 

Journal, Telugu Akademi, 2009. 
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3. Editor, Osmania Papers in Unguistics Volume 35, 2009. 

Seminars I Conferences I Workshops 
I. Co-ordinator of the Workshop on 'Field Works Language Explorer' 

a collaborative workshop conducted at P.S. Telugu University, 
Hyderabad Nampally during 15-27, March, 2010. 

2. Participated and presented a paper on ' A Survey ofTelugu Dialect 
Studies ' in the three day National Seminar on 'The History of 
Linguistic Studies in Telugu ' , Department of Dravidian & 
Computational Linguistics, Dravidian University, Kuppam, during 
October 27-29, 20 I 0. 

Workshops Organized 
A Two weeks Workshop on 'Field Works Language Explorer' 

was organized during 15-27 March, 20 I 0 in collaboration with the 
Department of Lexicography, Potti Srccramulu Telugu University, 
Nampally. The Workshop was conducted in the premises of P.S.Telugu 
University. 

There were 25 participants from Osmania University, P.S.Telugu 
University, University of Hyderabad and International Institute of 
lnfonnation Technology (lilT) . Language Explorer is a free software 
prepared by SIL (Summer Institute in Linguistics). It deals with lexical 
and text tools components of field works. It is an open source desktop 
application designed to help the field linguists perfom1 many common 
tasks . It can help to elicit and record lexical information, create 
dictionaries, interlinearize texts , analyse discourse features and 
morphological analysis. 

The participants were trained to use the Language Explorer 
software enabling them to use it successfully for managing their linguistic 
data particularly for lexicography. The morning sessions were devoted 
for the theoretical knowledge and the evening sessions were devoted for 
practical use on the systems. 
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Mr. Mark Penny, Sl L International was the Resource Person 
for this program. The lntemational students from Iran, Iraq and Mauritius 
studying in Osmania University in Linguistics, and the students from the 
Departments of Urdu, English and Genetics got benefited out of this 
workshop. The participants prepared the sample entries of Bilingual and 
Monolingual dictionary entries during the sessions. In lhe valedictory 
session, the students expressed their views and said that they got 
benefited out ofthis workshop. 

Research Degrees Awarded 

Awarded M.Phil. Degree to Mr.Bandameedi Srinivas for ''Phonetics of 
English and Its Implication in English Pedagogy". Supervisor: Dr. D. 
Kanaka Durga. 

ABSTRACJ:· The present study has been divided into 5 chapters. The 

First chapter is on ''Introduction: Communication and Importance of 
English" what communication is and what language is and also how 
language is being used as the medium of communication. This chapter 
also discusses the emergence of using English language in the global 
arena and its arrival to India with historical evidences. Finally it concludes 
by exposing the problem of pronunciation in English language pedagogy 
for the Indian leamers. 

The Second chapter is on "English Sounds and Problems oflndian 
Leamers". It deals with the description of English language sound system 
and discusses vowels, consonants, silent letters, and double consonants 
with precise examples. Problematic sounds for Indian students are located 
and pedagogical solutions arc given in the conclusion of the Chapter. 
(i.e. Pedagogical Aspects.) 

TheThird chapter '"English Lexemes and Problems of ESL 
Learners of India" mainly concentrates on the lcxeme level of English 
language and describes problematic areas in the Morphemes as Stress 
in the word level, Pluralization, Phonological Aspects of Articles: (a, an, 
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the), Change of Tense, Phonological Change, Comparative and 
Superlative Adjectives and Affixation. And this chapter concludes by 
giving some solutions to the problems in pedagogical aspects. 

The Fourth chapter is on "Syntax and Semantics: Problems for 
Indian Learners of English" which deals with the construction of the 
sentences and problems of Indian learners in English language in view of 
pronunciation. The pronouciational denominators on sentence level such 
as Stress in the sentence level, connected speech, Elision, Assimilation, 
Ellipses, and Intonation have been discussed by suggesting solutions in 
the conclusion ofthe Chapter. 

The Fifth chapter is on "Conclusion Need for Change: Phonetics 
and English Pedagogy in India" is based on Chapter II, Chapter III, and 
Chapter IV and suggests the changes required to be adopted in some 
important levels of hierarchy which are playing "key roles in English 
pedagogy like, role of the teachers, training of the teachers, syllabi, and 
examination system. The scope for further research also has been 
suggested. The chapter concludes by stressing on the importance of 
teaching phonetics to the Indian ESLIEFL learners to enhance the 
intelligibility. 

Awarded M.Phil. degree to Mr. Shankar Mokena for "English Replacing 
Regional Medium inA. P. Schools: Influence ofSociolinguistic Factors". 
Supervisor: Dr. K. Ramesh Kumar. 

ABSTRACT: English as a medium of instruction is an integral part of 
education in urban centers in India. It is also a pre-requisite for 
employability in many institutions and companies especially the private 
sector. With this as the moot-point, the Government of Andhra Pradesh 
initiated the SUCCESS scheme to enable students from rural areas and 
with low economic background to pursue education in English medium. 
The scheme also introduces CBSE syllabus with English as a medium of 
instruction in certain selected government schools. 
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This research entitled '·~·nglish Replacing Regional Medium 
in A. P Schools: Influence (~l Sociolinguistic Factors" identifies and 
analyses influence of various socio-linguistic factors in adapting to English 
as a medium of instruction and addresses the issues that may thus alter 
some insight into the feasibility of the SUCCESS scheme . The 
sociolinguistic factors considered above are broadly studied under the 
following heads - Home, School , Attitude and Motivation and Mass 
Media . Various sub headings provide detailed statistical data and 
subsequent analysis. While many questions arising out of the analysis 
have been addressed, this research also looks at potential points of debate 
and open questions that could fuel further research into this area. 

Chapter one contains background to the study. It prepares 
required background to the study; the present policy of education in Andhra 
Pradesh. The second chapter of the work reviews the literary background 
to the study. The theories that are necessary to understand various 
perspectives on sociolinguistic factors are discussed in detail . The factors 
that are taken into consideration to know their level of influence on the 
students ' learning elucidated. 

Chapter three discusses research design of the study. Details of 
the sample, rationale for the choice of population, methodology adopted, 
tools used, details of analysis and tools used for analysis of the data are 
clearly noted down. The fourth chapter gives an analysis and interpretation 
of the data. The personal data, student profile and strategy findings are 
presented and discussed in terms of Chi-square values which have been 
perfonned with the help of SPSS software. The data collected through 
questionnaires is collated and analyzed to arrive at certain findings and 
conclusions . 

Chapter five discusses the context of the study and presents 
findings of the study. Further, it presents a set of recommendations based 
on the findings of the present study. It also gives suggestions for further 
research in the area ·of sociolinguistics and related . 
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